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I 

CIIAPTER I 

Overview 

l.llntroduction 

A few years back people used to say that we are in the age of computers, but 

now they say that this is the age of computer networks. and more precisely the 

Internet. The main reason for connecting different computers to form a network is to 

transmit data for whatever purpose it may be. Thus, this is one form of 

communication and today most of the computers throughout the world are sharing 

infonnation. The most widely used method of communicating over distances is 

through electrical signal, either over cables or through free space using satellite 

channels or other forms of wireless transmission. 

In general, three types of problems are associated with data transmission. The 

first one is handling of a large volume of data and the second one is ensuring error

free transmission. The third one is the most important aspect of data transmission: a 

lack of security exists when a volume of data is transferred from its source to the 

destination if no measure is taken for its security. Data transmission runs a risk of 

making sensitive information vulnerable to unauthorised access. For one reason or the 

other, most of the data being transmitted must be kept secret from eavesdroppers. 

A very important reason to encode data or messages is to keep them secret. 

Cryptology, the study of systems for secret communications [1,2,3,5], consists of two 

complementary fields of study: cryptography, the design of secret communications 

systems, and cryptanalysis, the study of ways to compromise secret communications 

systems. An attempted cryptanalysis is called an attack. Cryptography, secret 

( crypto-) writing ( -graphy), is the art or science encompassing the principles and 

methods of transforming an intelligible message into one that is unintelligible, and 

then retransforming that message back to its original form [10). Until late 1970s, 

cryptographic technology was exclusively used for military and diplomatic purposes. 

More recently, the widespread use of computers has led to the emergence of a variety 
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of important new applications of cryptology. Today, business sectors and private 

individuals have recognised the need to protect valuable information in computer 

communication networks against unauthorised interception. Cryptography is 

concerned with developing algorithms which may be used to [1,2,5,6]: 

• conceal the context of some message from all except the sender 

and recipient (privacy or secrecy) to prevent eavesdropping, 

and/or 

• verify the correctness of a message to the recipient 

(authentication) to prevent tampering 

From e-mail to cellular communication, from secured web access to digital 

cas~ cryptography is an essential part of today' s information systems. It helps to 

provide accountability, fairness, accuracy and confidentiality. It can prevent fraud in 

electronic commerce and assure the validity of financial transactions. It can prove 

one's identity and protect one's anonymity. It can keep away vandals from altering 

one's web page and prevent industrial competitors from reading one•s confidential 

documents. As commerce and communications continue to move to computer 

networks as e-commerce, cryptography is becoming vital issue in communication. 

These electronic commerce schemes may fall fraud through forgery, 

misrepresentation, denial of service and cheating if we do not add security to these 

systems. In fact, computerization makes the risks even greater by allowing attacks that 

are impossible in non-automated systems. Only strong cryptography can protect 

against these attacks. 

Everything that goes into providing a means for secure communication are 

collectively called a cryptosystem [4,8,38,39]. A structure of a typical cryptosystem 

is given in figure l . l . The sender sends a message, called the plain-text, to the 

receiver by transforming the plain text into a secret form suitable for 

transmission, called the cipher-text, using a cryptographic algorithm, called the 

encryption method (or a cipher), and some key parameters. To read the message, the 

receiver must have a matching cryptographic algorithm, called the decryption 

method, and some key parameters, which will transform the cipher-text back into the 
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plain-text, the message. Keys are important parts of cryptographic algorithms. A 

cryptographic key is somewhat like a physical key used to lock and unlock a door [1). 

Mathematically, a cryptosystem is a 5-tuple (E, D, M, K, C), where M is the 

set of plain-texts, K the set of keys, C is the set of cipher-texts, E: MxK.-+C is the set 

of enciphering functions, and D: CxK.-+M is the set of deciphering functions. In other 

words, EK(M) = C and DK(C) = M where K is the key [6] . The key may be same or 

different for encryption and decryption depending on the type of the algorithm. 

( Analyst ) 

Cipher-text 

Plain-iCXI Plain-text 

Meet me tonight Meet me tonight 

Figure 1.1: A structure of a typical cryptosystem 

There are two general types of key-based algorithms: symmetric and 

asymmetric [1 ,2,6,7,9]. In symmetric algorithms, the decryption key can be 

calculated from the encryption key and vice versa. In most symmetric algorithms, the 

encryption key and the decryption key are the same. These algorithms are also called 

secret-key/single-key/one-key algorithms. Asymmetric algorithms (also called 

public-key algorithms) are designed so that the encryption key is different from the 

decryption key. Furthermore, the decryption key cannot be calculated from the 

encryption key. These algorithms are called "public-key'' because the encryption can 

be made public and only a specific person with the corresponding decryption key 

(often called private-key) can decrypt a message. Sometimes, messages may be 

encrypted with the private key and decrypted with the public key like in the case of 

digital signatures. 

Symmetric algorithms can be divided into two categories [1]~ 

(i) Stream algorithms or stream dpbers: operate on the plain-text a 

single bit (or sometimes a byte) at a time. 
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(ii) Block algorithms or block ciphen: operate on the plain-text in 

groups of bits. A typical block size is 64 bits - large enough to 

preclude analysis and small enough to be workable. 

The goal of cryptography, as already s~ is to keep information secret by 

enciphering. Standard cryptographic practice is to assume that an adversary, who 

wishes to break a cipher, has complete access to the communications between the 

sender and the receiver and knows the algorithm used to encrypt the plain-text, but 

not the specific cryptographic key. The process of trying to break a cipher is termed as 

'cryptanalysis'. 

1.2 Cryptanalysis 

Cryptanalysis is the science of recovering the plain-text or the key [1,2]. It 

also may find weaknesses in a cryptosystern. An attempted cryptanalysis is called an 

'attack'. A fundamental assumption in cryptanalysis is that the secrecy must reside 

entirely on the key. 

There are four general types of cryptanalytic attacks [1]. Of course, each of 

them assumes that the cryptanalyst has complete knowledge of the encryption 

algorithm used. 

a) Clpher-texJ only attack: The adversary (or cryptanalyst) has only 

the cipher-texts of several plain-texts. The goal is to find as many 

plain-texts as possible, or yet better to deduce the key(s) too. 

b) Known plain-text atlllck: The cryptanalyst has, not only the 

cipher-texts of several plain-texts, but also the corresponding 

plain-texts. The goal is to deduce the key(s) used to encrypt the 

plain-texts or an algorithm to decrypt any new cipher-texts that 

have been encrypted using the same key(s). 

c) Cltosen plain-text altJI.clc: The cryptanalyst may ask that specific 

plain-texts be encrypted. The chosen plain-texts might yield more 

information about the key. After getting the corresponding cipher

texts, the goal is to deduce the key(s) used to encrypt the chosen 
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plain-texts or an algorithm to decrypt any new messages 

encrypted with the same key(s). 

d) Adaptive clrosen phlin-text attock: It is a special case of chosen 

plain-text attack. In addition to having the freedom to choose the 

plain-text that is encryp~ the cryptanalyst can also modify his 

choice based on the results of previous encryption. 

There are at least three other types of cryptanalytic attacks [ 1]. 

a) Chosen cipher-text attack: The cryptanalyst can choose different 

cipher-texts to be decrypted and bas access to the decrypted plain

text. For example, the cryptanalyst bas access to a tamperproof 

box that does automatic decryption. The goal is to deduce the key. 

A chosen cipher-text attack may be used in combination with a 

chosen plain-text attack, which is sometimes known as chosen 

text attack. 

b) Chosen key altllck: This attack does not mean that the 

cryptanalyst can choose the key, but has some knowledge about 

the relationship between different keys. This type of attack is not 

very practical. 

c) Rubber-hose cryptanalysis: The cryptanalyst threatens, 

blackmails, bribes, or tortures someone until the key is 

surrendered. 

Attacks use both mathematics and statistics. The statistical methods make use 

of the assumptions about the statistics of the plain-text language and examine the 

cipher-text to correlate its properties. Keeping the algorithm's insides secret does not 

improve the security of the cryptosystem. It is good to let the academic community 

analyze the strength of the cryptosystem. The best algorithms available today are the 

ones that have been made public, have been attacked by the world's best 

cryptographers for years, and are still unbreakable. Most of those who claim to have 

an unbreakable cipher, simply because they cannot break it, are fools. Good 

cryptographers rely on peer review to separate the good algorithms from the bad. 
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1.3 Security of algorithms 

Different cryptosystems have different degrees of security and depends on 

bow bard they are to break. If an algorithm resists all attacks, it can be considered 

secure in practice. An algorithm is said to be 'probably' safe [3] if-

a) the cost of breaking the algorithm is greater than the value of the 

encrypted data. 

b) the time required to break the algorithm is longer than the time the 

encrypted data must remain secret. 

c) the amount of data encrypted with a single key is less than the 

amount of data necessary to break the algorithm. 

The word J>robably' bas been used because there is always a chance of 

breakthroughs in cryptanalysis. On the other band, the value of most data decreases 

overtime. 

Using any kind of cryptanalytic attac~ an algorithm may be broken in one of 

the following ways listed in decreasing order of severity [1,2]. 

a) Total break: A cryptanalyst finds the key K., such that DK(C) = P. 

b) Global deduction: A cryptanalyst finds an alternative algorithm, 

say A, equivalent to OK( C), without knowing K. 

c) Instance (or local) dedlldion: A cryptanalyst finds the plain-text 

of an intercepted cipher-text 

d) lnfof1lfllllon dedlldion: A cryptanalyst gains some information 

about the key or plain-text. This information could be a few bits of 

the key, some information about the form of the plain-text, and so 

on. 

In most cases, it is not possible to prove that a cipher is secure. Ciphers are 

either unconditionally or computationally secure [1 ]. 
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An algorithm is unconditionally secure if, no matter how much cipher-text or 

computing power is available, there is not enough information to recover the plain

text. In fact, given infinite resources, the one-time pad is the only known 

unconditionally secure cipher which requires keys as long as messages. 

An algorithm is considered computationally sewn (or strong) if the 

cryptanalyst's task is made computationally feasible. In other words, a 

computationally secure algorithm cannot be broken with available resources, either 

current or future. This means that it requires an infeasible amount of computing 

resources to break. The theory of computational complexity is still inadequate to 

demonstrate the computational infeasibility of any cryptosystem. 

As an alternative, cipher security is established on the basis of certification 

methods which involve subjecting the cipher to various cryptanalytic attacks under 

circumstances considered most favourable to the cryptanalyst. The cryptosystem is 

then certified to be secure from the specific type of attack. 

1.4 Classical cryptosystems 

Cryptography bad emerged as an 'art' (of hiding), but with the advent of 

computers it has become a 'science'. More recently, with the explosive growth of 

computers and the Internet, cryptography has become the only alternative to protect 

information during transmission. Modem cryptosystems have evolved from the secret 

codes of decades past, brilliantly augmented with a deep knowledge of modem 

mathematics. It is worth looking into the past systems before moving forward with the 

purpose of this thesis. 

Almost all the early cryptosystems are symmetric, that is, having the same key 

for encryption and decryption. Hence, the term 'classical' has been used 

synonymously with the word 'symmetric'. Before computers, cryptography consisted 

of encryption by manipulating characters. Modem algorithms work on bits instead of 

characters. Things are more complex today, but the philosophy remains the same. 
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Different classical ciphers either substituted characters for one another or 

transposed characters with one another. The better algorithms did both. Hence they 

have been categorised accordingly as substitution ciphers, transposition ciphers and 

product ciphers. 

1.4.1 Substitution ciphers 

A substitution cipher replaces (or substitutes) each character/bit of the plain

text by another character/bit to form the cipher-text [1,2,6]. The receiver has to invert 

the substitution on the cipher-text to recover the plain-text. 

In classical cryptography, substitution cipners are grouped into four different 

types [1]. 

a) MontHJipllabetic: In a monoalphabetic cipher, or a simple substitution 

cipher, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a character and 

its substitute. The cryptograms in newspapers are examples of simple 

substitution ciphers. 

b) Homophonic: It is like a simple substitution cipher except that a 

single character of the plain-text can map to one of the several 

characters of the cipher-text. The Beale cipher of the 1880s is an 

example ofhomopnonic substitution cipher. 

c) Polygrtlllf: In this type of substitution ciphers, a group of characters 

are substituted at the same time by another group of characters using 

a key. For example, 'ABC' could correspond to 'HJL' whereas 'ABB' 

could be replaced by 'VGT. When 'N' characters are substituted at a 

time, the cipher is called an N-gram substitution cipher. The Playfair 

cipher is a 2-gram substitution cipher and was used by the British 

during World War I. Hill cipher is a more general N-gram substitution 

cipher employing linear transformations. 

d) Polyalpllabdlc: This type of substitution cipher is made up of 

multiple simple substitution ciphers involving the use of different 

keys. The development of polyalphabetic ciphers began with Leon 

Alberti in 1568 who invented a cipher disk that defined multiple 

substitutions. 
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1.4.2 Transposition ciphers 

Transposition ciphers are the ones that change the positions of characters of 

the plain-text to produce the cipher-text [10]. In other words, the characters of the 

plain-text remain the same, but the order is shuftled around. Thus, transposition 

ciphers consist of rearrangements of the plain-text characters. The oldest known 

transposition cipher is the Scytale cipher used by ancient Greeks as early as 400 B.C. 

1.4.3 Product ciphers 

Substitution and transposition ciphers are not always enough to conceal a 

message. They may be broken very easily using statistical analysis. To enhance the 

level of security these ciphers are sometimes combined to fonn a product cipher [ 1 0]. 

A product cipher is a combination of two or more ciphers in a cascaded manner such 

that the cipher-text of one cipher becomes the plain-text for the next one. The 

combination is done to make the final product superior to that of any one of its 

components. A product cipher involves the steps of both substitution and 

transposition. An early product cipher is the Gennan ADFGVX cipher used in World 

War I [10]. It is a transposition cipher combined with a simple substitution. It was a 

very complex algorithm for its day but was broken by Georges Painvin, a French 

cryptanalyst. 

1.5 Few popular algorithms 

In this section, a few popular algorithms are discussed from different 

perspectives along with their merits and demerits, clearly indicating the evolution in 

minimizing the chance of breaking ciphers. After all, these algorithms laid the 

foundation for today's efficient ciphers. Most of these algorithms have been used 

before the advent of computers. Apart from the ones discussed here, there are so many 

other ciphers worth mentioning here but not to be discussed since it is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. Triple DES, AES, FEAL, IDEA, Blowfish, RC5, CAST-128, and 

so on, are very few names taken from a huge repository of such algorithms. Only few 

algorithms have been taken for discussion to get an idea of some problems associated 

with them. 
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1.5.1 Caesar cipher 

The Caesar cipher is one of the most widely known ciphers. It is a fixed .. key 

monoalphabetic substitution cipher with the ,.., letter of the plain-text replaced by the 

(I + k)th letter modulo 26, since the number of English alphabets is 26 [10]. Julius 

Caesar used this cipher with k=3. The following example illustrates Caesar's 

encryption. 

Plain-text 

Key 

Cipher-text 

EVERY DOG HAS A DAY 

Use k=3 over English alphabet 

HYHUB GRJ KDV D GDB 

This cipher is very easy to break since the key-space is very small. Trying all 

the 26 possible keys the cipher may be easily broken. This type of cryptanalysis is 

known as brule-force attack. During decryption, the ,.m letter of the cipher-text 

replaced by the (26 + i - k)th letter modulo 26. This type of cipher can also be broken 

by statistical frequency analysis. 

1.5.2 Rail Fenee eipber 

This is one of the simplest forms of transposition cipher. The cipher-text is 

composed by writing the plain-text in two rows, proceeding down, then across, and 

reading it across, then down [6]. 

For example, the plain-text 'BLOCK CIPHERS' would be written as: 

BOKIHR. 

LCCPES 

As a result, the cipher-text is: 

BOKIHRLCCPES 

Mathematically, the key to transposition cipher is the permutation function. 

Since the permutation does not alter the frequency of plain-text characters, a 

transposition cipher can be detected comparing character frequencies with a model of 

the language. 
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1.5.3 Vigenere cipher 

Vigenere cipher is a polyalpbabetic substitution cipher that chooses a sequence 

of keys, represented by a string. The key letters are applied to successive plain-text 

characters, and when the end of the key is reached, the key starts over. Table 1.1 

shows the Vigenere tableau to implement this cipher [6]. 

Table 1.1: Vigeoere Tableau 

G b c d e f g h I j l I m ft o p q r s I M v w X y t 

• A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
b B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A 
c C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B 
d D E F G H J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C 
e E F G H 1 J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D 
f F G H J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E 
1 G H l J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F 
h H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G 
I I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H 
j J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I 
l K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I J 
I L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H J K 
m M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I J K L 
n N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
o 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H J K L M N 
p P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H J K L M N 0 
q Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E f G H I J K L M N 0 P 
' R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H 1 J K L M N 0 P Q 
s S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E f G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 
I T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S 
M U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H J K L M N 0 P Q R S T 
v V W X Y Z A B C D E f G H J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U 
w W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V 
x X Y Z A B C D E f G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W 
y Y Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X 
: Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W X Y 

For example, let the message be 'THE BOY HAS TilE BAG' and let the key 

be the word 'VIG'. Then the message will be enciphered as follows. 

Key VIGVIGVIGVIGVIG 

Plain-text THEBOYHASTHEBAG 

Key OPKWWECIYOPKWIM 
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The process of encryption is very simple: Given a key letter x and a plaintext 

letter y, the cipher-text letter is at the intersection of the row labelled x and the 

column labelled y; in this case the cipher-text letter is V. Decryption also is usually 

simple. The key letter identifies the row. The position of the cipher-text letter in that 

row determines the column, and the plaintext letter is at the top of that column. 

The strength of this cipher is that there are multiple cipher-text letters for each 

plaintext letter, one for each unique letter of the keyword. Thus the letter tiequency 

information is obscured. For many years, the Vigenere cipher was considered 

unbreakable. However, even this scheme was vulnerable to cryptanalysis. A Prussian 

cavalry officer named Kasiski noticed that repetitions occur in the cipher-text when 

characters of the k.ey appear over the same characters in the plain-text. In the above 

example, the string 'OPK' appears twice. Both the occurrences are caused by the key 

sequence 'V1G' enciphering the same set of plain-text characters 'THE'. 

Statistical techniques can also be applied for cryptanalysis of this cipher since 

the k.ey and the plaintext share the same frequency distribution of letters. 

1.5.4 One-Time Pad 

This cipher is an enhancement to the Vigenere cipher in which the key is a 

random sequence of characters and is not repeated. One-time pad is unbreakable 

because there is not enough information whatsoever in the cipher-text to determine 

the plain-text or the key uniquely [1,2,6,7]. It produces random output that bears no 

statistical relationship to the plaintext. 

The only problem associated with the one-time pad technique is the length and 

the randomness of the key used. The key required in this cipher grows linearly with 

the plain-text length, which limits its use for practical purposes. Any heavily used 

system might require millions of random characters on a regular basis. Supplying 

truly random characters in this volume is a significant task. The problem of key 

distribution and protection is more daunting. For any message to be transmitt~ a key 

of the equal length is needed by both sender and receiver. Thus a mammoth key 

distribution problem exists. Due to these difficulties, despite its effectiveness of the 
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hlghest level, it is of limited utility and is useful primarily for low-bandwidth channels 

requiring very high security. 

The one-time pad was first used in the Vernam Cipher, designed by Gilbert 

Vemam in 1917, in which the key bits were added modulo 2 to the plain-text bits on a 

bit-by-bit basis. lf X = X1X2X3 .. . .. denotes the bit-stream of some plain-text and the 

bit-stream K = k1k2k3 . .. .. is the key, then the Vemam cipher produces a cipher-text 

bit-stream Y = YIY2YJ . . ... , where Yi = (x; + ~)mod 2 fori = 1, 2, 3, .... The Vemam 

cipher can be efficiently implemented by introducing XOR of each pair of plain-text 

and key bits such that Yi = (xi EB ki)· 

1.5.5 Rotor machines 

The rotor ciphers were the most important cryptographic devices use in World 

War ll, and remained dominant at least until the late 1950s [1]. The American Sigab~ 

the British Typex, the German Enigm~ and the Japanese Purple, were all rotor 

machines. 

A rotor machine has a keyboard and series of rotors and implements a version 

of the Vigenere cipher. Each rotor is an arbitrary permutation of the alphabet, has 26 

positions and performs a simple substitution. In some implementations, the plain-text 

characters are also permuted before or after substitution, thus making a product 

cipher. The output pins of one rotor are connected to the input pins of the next. It is 

the combination of several rotors and the gears moving them that make the machine 

secure. 

1.5.6 Data Encryption Standard (DES) 

The Data Encryption Standard (DES) is a bit oriented product cipher and was 

designed to encipher sensitive but non-classified data [1 ,3,6). Its input, output, and 

key are each 64 bits long. The sets of 64 bits are referred to as blocks. The cipher 

consists of 16 rounds, or iterations. Each round uses a separate key of 48 bits which is 

generated from the key block by dropping the parity bits, permuting the bits, and 
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extracting 48 bits. During decryption the order in which the round keys are used is 

reversed. 

The rounds are executed sequentially, the input to it being the output of the 

previous round. The right half of the input and the round key are run through a 

function/that produces 32 bits of output. This output is XORed with the left half, and 

the resulting left and right halves are swapped 

The function f provides the strength of the DES. The right half (32 bits) of the 

input is expanded to 48 bits and XORed with the round key. The resulting bits are 

divided into 8 sets of 6 bits each, and each set is put through a substitution table called 

the S-box. Each S-box produces a 4-bit output. The outputs from these boxes are 

concatenated, and then permuted, to form a single 32-bit output of the function/ 

There are so many aspects of the DES algorithm to be discussed, but it is 

beyond the scope of this thesis. Although it bas suffered and endured, to some extent, 

cryptanalysis throughout the world, it is one of the most important classical ciphers in 

the history of cryptography. It provided the impetus for many advances in the field 

and laid the theoretical and practical groundwork for many other ciphers. The 

concepts of lilretu and diffenntilll cryplllnalysis were developed by researchers while 

analyzing the DES. 

Triple DES, a variation of DES, has been used as a benchmark in this thesis. 

1.5.7 RSA 

RS~ named after its inventors Rivest, Shamir and Adleman, was proposed in 

1977 shortly after the emergence of public-key cryptography [3,6]. It is an 

exponentiation cipher. The public key consists of a pair of integers (n, e) where n, the 

RSA modulus, is a product of two Large randomly selected (and secret) prime 

numbers p and q of the same bit-length. The encryption exponent, e, is an integer 

satisfying 1 < e < ; and gcd(e, fJ = 1 where ; = (p - 1 Xq - 1 ). The private key d, also 

called decryption exponent, is the integer satisfying l < d < ; and ed mod ; := I. It bas 
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been proven that the problem of determining the private key d from the public key (n, 

e) is computationally equivalent to the problem of determining the factors p and q of 

n. If m is the plain-text and c is the cipher-text, then c = me mod n and m = cd mod n. 

The larger the number of bits in e and d, the more secure the algorithm. 

However, since the calculations involved, both in key generation and in 

encryption/decryption, are complex. the larger size of the key will make the system 

run slow. Most discussions of the cryptanalysis of RSA have focussed on the task of 

factoring n into its two prime factors. For a large n with large prime factors, factoring 

is a hard problem. Currently, a 1 024-bit key size (about 300 decimal digits) is 

considered strong enough for virtually all applications. 

1.6 Confusion and diffuioo 

Claude Shannon introduced the concepts of confusion and diffusion, which are 

significant from the perspective of the computer-based cryptographic techniques. 

Confusion and diffusion are two very important security principles for block ciphers. 

More than fifty years after these principles were first written, they remain the 

cornerstone of good block cipher designs [5]. 

Confusion serves to hide any relationship between the plain-text, the cipher

text and the key [1). It is a technique of ensuring that a cipher-text gives no clue about 

the original plain-text. This is to try and frustrate the attempts of a cryptanalyst to 

look for patterns in the cipher-text, so as to deduce the corresponding plain-text. If a 

cipher does not satisfy confusion, it can be broken using statistical properties of the 

plaintext blocks, like frequency analysis. Confusion is achieved by means of 

substitution techniques. Even bit-level transpositions (or permutations) on a large 

block of bits can create some confusion on the character level. Attacks like linear and 

differential cryptanalyses can exploit even a slight relationship between the plain-text, 

cipher-text and the key. Good confusion makes the relationship statistics very 

complicated. 

Diffusion increases the redundancy of the plain-text by spreading it across the 

cipher-text [1]. It spreads the influence of individual plain-text and key bits over as 
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much cipher-text as possible. With good diffusion, minor changes in the plain-text or 

the key should result in major and random looking changes to the cipher-text. 

Diffusion can be accomplished by permutation (transposition) techniques. 

Stream cipher relies only on confusion whereas block cipher uses both 

confusion and diffusion. Although confusion alone may be enough for security, but it 

will require lots of memory to implement. A good practice is to repeatedly mix 

smaller confusion, requiring lesser memory, and diffusion in a single cipher in 

different combinations. For example, in the function f of the DES algorithm, the 

expansion permutation and P-box perform diffusion, and the S-boxes perform 

confusion. 

1. 7 Block cipher modes of operation 

Reasonable amount of plain-text in general and computer communication data 

in particular will always yield repeated sequences or patterns. If a data stream is 

encrypted block by block, patterns in the plain-text may produce statistically 

significant patterns in the cipher-text. These patterns can give an attacker the entering 

wedge needed for an attack. Another possibly worse problem in commercial 

applications is that an attacker with some knowledge of message contents can 

substitute encrypted blocks from one message for those of another one. This type of 

attack is also called a 'cuJ-ond-ptiSte' attack (8]. 

The term cipher mode refers to a set of techniques used to apply a block cipher 

to a data stream. Several modes of operation have been developed to disguise repeated 

plain-text blocks and otherwise improve the security offered by block ciphers [8]. A 

mode of operation may include a combination of a series of basic algorithm steps on a 

block cipher, and some kind of feedback from the previous step. Theoretically, there 

could be countless different ways of combining and feeding the inputs and outputs of 

a cipher. However, in practice, four basic modes are used, viz. Electronic Code Book 

(ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), Cipher Feed-back (CFB), and Output Feed

back (OFB). The first two modes operate on block cipher, whereas the latter two 

modes are block cipher modes that can be used as if they are working on stream 

cipher. These modes are described briefly in the following sub-sections. 
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1.7.1 Electronic: Code Book (ECB) mode 

Electronic Code Book (ECB) is the simplest and most trivial mode of 

operation [5]. The operation is illustrated in figure 1.2. In this mode, the cipher is 

simply applied to the plain-text block by block. It is the fastest mode of operation and 

can be sped up by using parallel hardware. It does not require extra bits for seeding a 

feedback loop. However, some padding bits may be needed to guarantee that full 

blocks are provided for encryption and decryption. 

Plain-text Block I Plain-text Block2 Plain-text Block3 

Cipher-text Block l Cipber-text Block2 Cipher-text Block3 

Figure 1.2: The ECB mode of operation 

ECB has security problems that limit its usability in practice. Repeated 

patterns in the plain-text can yield repeated patterns in the cipher-text. It is also easy 

to modify a cipher-text message by adding, removing, or switching encrypted blocks. 

Therefore, ECB is suitable only for encrypting small messages, where the scope for 

repeating the same plain-text blocks is quite less. 

1.7.2 Cipher Block Chaining (CDC) mode 

To overcome the problem of the ECB mode, the Cipher Block Chaining 

(CBC) mode ensures that even if a block of plain-text repeats in the input, the 

identical plain-text blocks yield totally different cipher-text blocks in the output [5]. 

The operation is depicted in figure 1.3. This mode of operation hides patterns in the 

plain-text by systematically combining (XOR operation) each plain-text block with 

the previous cipher-text block before actually encrypting it. The mathematical 

formula for CBC encryption is: 21.207 ·~ 
0 Z rEB /009 



Co = IV and C, = EK(Pt eJC,.I) fori = 1,2,3, ... ,n 

while the formula for CBC decryption is: 

P1 = DK(CJ eJc,_. fori = 1,2,3, ... ~ where Co = IV 
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Chaining adds a feedback mechanism to the block cipher. In order to 

guarantee that there is always some random-looking cipher-text to combine with the 

actual plain-text, the process is started with a block of random bits called the 

initialization vector (IV). Two messages with identical plain-texts will never yield the 

same cipher-text as long as the IV is different for each message. Since each cipher

text block acts as an IV for the next plain-text block, and all the cipher-text blocks are 

sent to the receiver, there is no special reason why the IV for the first block should be 

kept secret. However, in practice, for maximum security, both the key and the IV are 

kept secret. 

Plain-text Blockl Plain-text Block2 Plain-text Block3 

Cipher-text Block) Cipher-text Block2 Cipher-text Block3 

Figure 1.3: The CBC mode of operation 

CBC has been the most commonly used mode of operation. Its mam 

drawbacks are that encryption is sequential (i.e., it cannot be parallelized), and that 

the message must be padded to a multiple of the cipher block size. Hence the cipher

text may be as many as two blocks longer than the plain-text. One block is added to 

transmit the IV, which will be used again for decryption. The other block contains 

padding data so that a full block needed by the cipher is encrypted and decrypted. 

CBC is a popular mode since it has reasonably good security properties. 

Patterns in the plain-text are hidden as intended. Furthermore, the interrelationship 

between data blocks caused by the chaining can make it difficult to modify structured 

messages in a useful fashion. However, there are risks of 'cut-and-paste' attacks. For 
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example, the attacker can take a sequence of blocks from a different message 

encrypted with the same key and insert them into another message. The CBC process 

will generate a block of garbage text where the data was inserted and then decrypt the 

rest of the message correctly. A message will also decrypt properly if the attacker 

truncates it at the beginning or end. 

A one-bit change in a plain-text affects all following cipher-text blocks, and a 

plain-text can be recovered from just two adjacent blocks of cipher-text. As a 

consequence, decryption can be parallelized, and a one-bit change to the ciphertext 

causes complete corruption of the corresponding block of plain-text, and inverts the 

corresponding bit in the following block of plain-text. 

1. 7.3 Cipher Feed-back (CFB) mode 

The cipher feed~back (CFB) mode illustrated by figure 1.4, very much like 

CBC, makes a block cipher into a self-synchronizing stream cipher [1 ,5]. However, 

the plain-text is not encrypted directly in case of CFB. Inst~ the block cipher is 

used to generate a 'constantly changing key' that encrypts the plain-text with a 

Vemam cipher. In other words, the temporary key is generated by encrypting the 

previous cipher-text block (or the IV for the first block) with the block cipher and 

then the plain-text block is encrypted by XORing it with the temporary key. Operation 

is quite similar to CBC, in particular, CFB decryption is almost identical to CBC 

decryption performed in reverse: 

Co = IV and C, = Ex(Ct.J $ Pt fori = 1,2,3, ... ,n 

Pt = Dx(Ct.J $C1 fori = 1,2,3, ... ,n where Co = IV 

Initialization Vector (TV) 

Cipher-text Block 1 Cipher-text Block 2 

Figure 1.4: The CFB mode of operation 

Cipher-text Block 3 
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Like CBC mode, changes in the plain-text propagate forever in the ciphertext, 

and encryption cannot be parallelized, whereas. decryption can be parallelized. When 

decrypting, a one-bit change in the cipher-text affects two plain-text blocks: a one-bit 

change in the corresponding plain-text block, and complete corruption of the 

following plain-text block. Later plain-text blocks are decrypted normally. A form of 

pipelining is possible since the only encryption step which requires the plain-text is 

the final XOR 

A particular benefit of CFB is that it does not require padding since it is not 

limited to the cipher's block size. Hence the mode can be adapted to work with 

smaller blocks down to individual bits. The resulting cipher-text has comparable 

security with CBC. In other words, CFB is also vulnerable to 'cut-and•paste' attacks. 

1.7.4 Output Feed-ba~k (OFB) mode 

The output feed-back (OFB) mode is similar to CFB, but slightly simpler. It 

makes a block cipher into a synchronous stream cipher: it generates keystream blocks, 

which are then XORed with the plain-text blocks to get the cipher-text [ 1 ,5]. The 

block cipher is used only to generate a keystream, starting from the IV. A keystream 

block is obtained by encrypting the previous key block. It does not depend on the data 

stream at all. Neither the plain-text nor the cipher-text is fed back to affect the 

encryption process. Because of the symmetry of the XOR operation, encryption and 

decryption are exactly the same: 

C,= P1 $K1 fori = 1,2,3, .. . ,n 

P, = C, E& K, fori = 1,2,3, . .. ,n 

K, = EK(O,_,) fori = l ~2,3, ... ,n 

~=IV 

Each output feedback block cipher operation depends on all previous ones, 

and so cannot be performed in parallel. However, because the plaintext or ciphertext 

is only used for the final XOR, the block cipher operations may be performed in 

advance, allowing the final step to be performed in parallel once the plain-text or the 

cipher-text is available. The OFB mode of operation has been pictorially 

demonstrated in figure 1.5. 
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lnitiaJi.zation Vector (IV) 

Cipher-text Block 3 

Figure 1.5 The OFB mode of operation 

While OFB offers better security properties than ECB, it has shortcomings 

compared with the other two modes. In particular, there is a direct relationship 

between the plain-text bits and the cipher-text bits. Hence it is vulnerable to attacks. 

1.8 Proposal of the thesis 

This research work has been carried out to propose some algorithms to design 

and implement Intel 8085 microprocessor-based cryptosystems to enhance security in 

transmission as well as software implementation using C language for analyses of the 

algorithms developed. The low level implementation may be fabricated in chips and 

applied in embedded systems, which are being widely used to build small equipment 

like cell-phones. 

Numerous cryptosystems have been developed and implemented over years. 

Each has its advantages and disadvantages. Generation of crypto models on 

cryptosystem is a continuous and growing need against the threat of privacy 

violations. Although there are highly secure algorithms being used today, they cannot 

be implemented in very small systems having very little memory space and low 

processing power. There are so many communication devices that use very small 

microprocessors. Although these devices are the main targets of this research work; 

the proposed algorithms may well fit in other environments too. Complicated 

computations have been avoided as far as possible, without compromising too much 

with the security offered by the algorithms. In case such computations are needed, 
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alternative techniques have been proposed to get the same results, especially keeping 

in mind the low-level implementations. 

Since most of the devices which have been aimed at by this research work are 

available in the fonn of embedded systems, it will be worth presenting here an outline 

of these systems. 

1.8.1 Embedded systems 

Most people might think that they have one or two microprocessors at home 

depending on the number of computers they own. A careful observation may reveal 

that they may actually have a lot more than that, probably even more than ten or 

twenty! Today, microprocessors are embedded in almost every electronic appliance 

one can think of. They have become omnipresent in almost every aspect of our lives. 

Embedded systems are electronic devices that incorporate microprocessors 

within their implementations. The main purposes of the microprocessor are to 

simplify system design and provide flexibility [18,19]. Having a microprocessor in 

the device means that removing bugs, making modifications, or adding new features 

are only matters of rewriting the software that controls the device. However, unlike 

PCs, embedded systems may not have a disk drive, large memory space or even the 

operating system. Softwares are mainly stored in ROM chips, which means that 

modifying the software requires either replacing or reprogramming the ROM. 

Embedded systems are found in a wide range of application areas. Table 1.2 

illustrates how wide the range of application may be [19]. Originally, embedded 

systems were used only for expensive industrial-control applications, but as the 

advancements in technology brought down the cost of dedicated processors, they 

began to appear in moderately expensive applications such as automobiles, 

communications and office equipment, and televisions. The latest embedded systems 

are so inexpensive that they are found in almost every electronic product people use. 

In many cases people are not even aware that a microprocessor is present and 

hence don•t realize just how pervasive they have become. Although the typical family 
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may own only one or two personal computers, the number of embedded computers 

found within their home, cars, and other personal belongings is much greater. It is 

quite surprising that embedded processors account for virtually 1 00% of worldwide 

microprocessor production [19]. For every microprocessor produced for use in a 

desktop computer, more than hundred are produced for use in embedded systems. 

Table 1.2: Examples of embedded systems 

Application area Examples 
Navigation systems, automatic landing systems, flight 

Aerospace 
altitude controls, engine controls, space explorations 
(e.g. Mars Pathfinder), space telescopes and other 
astronomical instruments. 
Fuel injection control, passenger environmental 

Automotive controls, antilock braking systems, air bag controls, 
GPS mapping. 

Children's Toys 
Nitendo's - 'Game Boy', Mattei's - 'My Interactive 
Pooh', Tiger Electronics' - 'Furby'. 

Communication 
Satellites, network routers, switches, hubs, 
telecommunication equipment. 

Computer Peripherals Printers, scanners, displays, modems, hard disk 
drives, CD/DVD drives, plotters. 
Dishwashers, washing machines, microwave ovens, 
VCRs, CD-DVD players, other music systems, 

Home 
televisions, tire/security alarms, lawn sprinkler 
controls, thermostats, refrigerators, still and video 
cameras, clock radios, answering machines and many 
more. 
Elevator controls, surveillance systems, robots, 

Industrial temperature controllers, IC f11brication systems and 
hundreds of other industrial equipments. 

Instrumentation 
Data collection. osciJ loscopes, signal generators. 
signal analyzers, power supplies. 
Imaging systems (e.g., X-Ray, MRJ, ultrasound), 

Medical patient monitors, heart pacers, other equipments used 
in ICUs, OTs etc. 

Office Automation 
FAX machines, copiers, telephones, EPBAX, cash 
registers, card readers {for credit cards etc.). 
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), pagers, cell 

Personal phones, wrist watches, video games, portable MP3 
players, GPS. 

The process of designing and implementing software for embedded systems is 

quite different from writing application programs for PCs. Writing embedded 

application programs presents new challenges regarding reliability, performance, and 

cost. 
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Reliability expectations place greater responsibility on programmers to 

eliminate bugs and to design the software to tolerate errors and unexpected situations. 

Many embedded systems have to run 24 hours a day, and 365 days a year. One cannot 

just 'reboot' when something goes wrong. For this ·reaso~ good coding practices and 

thorough testing take on a new level of importance in the realm of embedded systems. 

Performance goals force the programmers to have a better understanding of 

how alternative methods for performing input and output provide opportunities to 

trade speed, complexity, and cost. Although high-level languages are generally used 

for better productivity, the programmer may have to drop to the low level and 

program directly in assembly Language. Further, the programmer has to lie within the 

Limitations regarding the range and resolution of numbers, memory space and the like. 

The cost factor has actually steered the way how embedded systems are 

designed and produced. Unlike processors embedded in large, expensive systems such 

as medical equipment, consumer products are designed to be mass produced with a 

minimal cost. 

In short, programming an embedded system is somewhat like PC 

programming 20 years ago. The hardware for the system is usually chosen to make 

·the device as cheap as possible. This means that the programmer has to compromise 

with slow processors and low memory, while at the same time battling a need for 

efficiency not seen in normal PC applications. Apart from processor and memory, 

other resources programmers expect may not even exist in embedded systems. For 

example, most embedded processors do not have floating point hardware units. These 

resources either need to be emulated in software, or avoided altogether. 

1.8.2 Proposed algorithms 

As per the scenario discussed in the preceding section, special considerations 

have been made for the proposed algorithms to be as simple as possible so as to run 

efficiently with slow processors and low memory. At the same time, attention has 

been given to design robust algorithms to face the challenges of various types of 

cryptanalytic attacks. 
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During this research work. seven different techniques/algorithms have been 

developed and implemented through an Intel 8085 microprocessor-based syst~ 

which are listed below. 

[1] Prime Position Orientations (PPO) 

[2] Block Exchange Technique (BEn 

[3] Selective Positional Orientation of Bits (SPOB) 

(4] Modulo-Arithmetic Technique CMAn 
[5] Overlapped Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (OMAn 

[6] Modified Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (MMA n 
[7] Bit-pair Operation and Separation (BOS) 

[8] Decimal Equivalent Positional Substitutions (DEPS) 

The PPO, BET and SPOB are transposition ciphers, whereas the rest are 

substitution ciphers. The BOS technique also involves some transposition operations 

in addition to substitutions. 

All the proposed algorithms are block ciphers and have been implemented for 

bit streams of 512 bits. The algorithms can be easily enhanced to work with a higher 

stream size for better security. All these ciphers have several rounds, each round 

working on a particular block size. The encryption/decryption is started with a small 

block-size, say 8bits, and doubling it in each round thereafter reaching the last round 

with block-size 256 or 512. In some cases, the decryption starts with the maximum 

block-size and moves down to the minimum block size. All the algorithms have been 

put through several statistical tests for analysing their weaknesses, and hence the 

strength. A good degree of confusion and diffusion within the bit stream has been 

noticed in all of these ciphers. The following process was adopted for each proposed 

block cipher. 

a) Writing a C language program for the purpose of analysis. (33,34] 

b) Writing an 8085 assembly language program for implementation. [20-29] 

c) Analyzing the strength of the cipher by running several test algorithms. 
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The C language programs were needed for encrypting a set of chosen files and 

analyzing the blocks ciphers through various perspectives. The methods used for 

testing the algorithms are discussed at the end of this chapter. Outlines of the 

proposed block cipher techniques are presented in the following sub-sections. 

1.8.2.1 Prime Position Orientations (PPO) 

In this technique, the bit stream is first divided into blocks of 8 bits each. The 

positions of the bits within a block are numbered 1 to 8 starting from the MSB. The 

bits whose positions are found to be prime numbers (2, 3, 5, and 7 in this case) are 

picked up for transposition. Three different techniques have been developed 

depending on whether the prime positional bits are pushed to the front, or the rear, or 

divided among the front and the rear portions of the block being considered. The three 

options can be used in a cascaded manner, or one of them can be chosen for each 

block depending on the key. 

The process is repeated for several rounds, each time doubling the block size. 

It was also noticed that the original block of a particular round would be regenerated 

if that round was reiterated several number of times. Each round was given several 

iterations and the number of iterations formed a part of the key. During decryption, 

the key was used to give the remaining iterations to get back the original bit stream. 

1.8.2.2 Block Exchange Technique (BET) 

In this technique, the encryption is performed through a multi-round cascaded 

system. In the first round, the message is taken as blocks of 1 bit each, such as (a), (b), 

(c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and so on, the letters a, b, c, d etc. denoting either 0 or 1. 

These blocks are divided among several sets, each set containing 4 contiguous blocks. 

The second and the third elements (blocks) in each set are then exchanged. So the 

message is converted to (a}, (c), (b), (d), (e), (g), (t), (h) and so on. ln the second 

round, the block size is doubled making blocks as {(a, c), (b, d), (e, g), {f, h)}. The 

same exchange technique is applied once again to this intermediate stream converting 

the message to (a, c), (e, g), (b, d), (f, h). The process is repeated., each time doubling 
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the block size, up to 512-bit block size or more. The same process is applied for 

decryption. 

1.8.2.3 Selective Positional Orientation of Bits (SPOB) 

In this technique, the stream of bits are divided into a number of blocks each 

containing n bits~ where n is one of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, or 512, depending on the 

round. Within each block, a pair of bits is selected using the rules of proposed 

technique, and swapping is performed among the bits in each pair. The selection of 

the bits in each pair is altered in every pass. Several passes will constitute a round. 

If the whole process is performed repeatedly for a particular block size, the 

original block is regenerated after a finite number of iterations. One of these iterations 

is selected to generate the encrypted block and hence the corresponding encryption 

key. The same operation is performed for decryption. 

1.8.2.4 Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (MAT) 

In this case, the original message is considered as a stream of bits, which is 

then divided into a number of blocks, each containing n bi~ where n is any one of 8, 

16, 32, 64, 128, 256. If 8,, ~. 83, 84, .. . are the bJocks in the st:ream, then they are 

paired as CBt. B2) , (B3, 84), and so on. The two adjacent blocks in each pair are then 

added where the modulus of addition is 2". The result replaces the second block, first 

block remaining unchanged. The modulo-addition has been implemented in a very 

simple manner where the carry out of the MSB is discarded to get the desired result. 

The technique is applied in a cascaded manner by varying the block size from 8 to 

256. The whole technique has been implemented by using a modulo-subtraction 

technique for decryption. 

1.8.2.5 Overlapped Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (OMAT) 

lbis is just an enhanced form of the simple MAT algorithm. In this case, the 

way the blocks are paired is different. The block-pairs overlap with each other and 

hence the name of the technique. Operations are carried out in block-pairs 
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(B~, ~). ~. th), (lh, 84), and so on. Except tOr flst and the last block, each block is 

common to two adjacent pairs of blocks. 

1.8.2.6 Modified Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (MMAT) 

This is also a modification of the MAT algorithm where the modulo-addition 

is carried out twice for each pair of blocks. Unlike the MAT algorithm, both the 

blocks are replaced with the result of the addition. The result of the fist addition 

replaces one block while the other block is replaced by the result of the second 

addition. The degree of confusion and diffusion is higher than simple MAT. 

1.8.2. 7 Bit-pair Operation and Separation (DOS) 

In this technique also, the original stream of bits is divided into blocks of n=21t 

bits each, where k is 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and so on, for each round. Within each block, 

two adjacent bits are paired and two different operations are performed in each pair. 

The result of the first operation is placed in the front and that of the second operation 

in the rear. The encryption is started with block size of 8 bits and repeated for several 

times and the number of iterations also forms a part of the key. The technique is 

applied in a cascaded manner doubling the block size each time. The same process is 

used for decryption. 

1.8.2.8 Decimal Equivalent Positional Substitutions (DEPS) 

In this case also, the original stream of bits is divided into a number of blocks, 

each containing n bits, where n is any one of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, or 512. The 

decimal equivalent of the block under consideration is evaluated and checked whether 

the integer value is even or odd. The position of that integer in the series of natural 

even or odd numbers is evaluated. A '0' or '1' is pushed to the output stream depending 

on whether the integer is even or odd, respectively. The process is carried out 

recursively with the positional values for a finite number of times, equal to the length 

of the source block. During decryption, bits in the target block are to be considered 

along LSB-to-MSB direction after which we get an integer value, the binary 

equivalent of which is the source block. The sweetness of the technique lies in its 
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microprocessor-based implementation where no conversion to decimal and no 

calculations to ascertain whether the decimal value is even or odd and to find its 

position in the series of odd or even numbers are needed, no matter bow long the 

block is. 

1.8.3 Methods of evaluation 

Although no standard methods are available for testing the strength of a 

symmetric cipher, several tests suggested in popular joumals/websites [35,36,37] have 

been used to examine the vulnerability of the encryption algorithms proposed in this 

thesis. These methods are explained briefly in sections 1.8.3.1 through 1.8.3.4. The 

results of these tests for the proposed ciphers have been compared with those obtained 

for Triple DES algori~ which has been used as a benchmark. 

1.8.3.1 Character frequency distribution 

One way to judge a symmetric cipher is to examine the frequency distributions 

of all the 256 ASCII characters in the source and the encrypted fiJes. For this purpose, 

a number of files in each of the categories like .txt, .exe, .dll, .jpg etc. have been 

chosen and are subjected to encryption using the proposed algorithms. The 

frequencies of characters in the source and the encrypted files are computed and then 

analysed to check whether the characters in the encrypted fiJe are more or less equally 

distributed in the 0 to 255 range compared to that of the source file. The standard 

deviation of the distribution may be a good measure of evenness. 

1.8.3.2 Heterogeneity of the so one and the encrypted files 

This test has been applied to test whether the source and the encrypted fiJes are 

heterogeneous or not. There many ways for comparing any two fiJes. Merely 

comparing the two fiJes will not be enough. The degree of difference between the fiJes 

being compared is the actual measure of heterogeneity. 

The best way to do this is to compare the frequencies of each character in the 

source and the encrypted files to ensure there is a good amount of difference. In other 
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words, the frequen.cies obtained in the previous test may be used to apply the most 

popular i -test (Chi-Square test). A high i value with high Degree of Freedom (DF) 

for such a pair of files will indicate heterogeneity between those files [30,31,32]. 

1.8.3.3 Avalan~he test 

In this test, a binary string is encrypted several times, each time with a small 

modification. At first, the original string is encrypted without any modification. In the 

subsequent steps, the binary string is encrypted for a number of times, equal to the 

length of the string, each time complementing one bit. The encrypted strings are 

examined to ensure that the change in one bit of the source string, more or less, affects 

the whole encrypted string. Simply speaking, this test checks the diffusion property of 

the encryption algorithm [35]. 

1.8.3.4 Runs test 

It must be ensured that the attempts of a cryptanalyst to look for patterns in the 

cipher-text, so as to deduce the corresponding plain-text, are frustrated. This is 

achieved by creating a good amount of confusion as discussed in section I .6. This test 

uses the strings obtained in the avalanche test to compare the number of runs [35]. A 

run of length i in a binary n-tuple is an i-tuple of consecutive bits ( 1 's or O's) not 

preceded or succeeded by the same bit The number of runs in an n-tuple ranges from 

1 ton. 

1.8.4. MltroprotHAOr-ba.sed Implementation 

The proposed algorithms have been implemented in an Intel 8085 

microprocessor-based system. The schematic view of the implementation is given by 

the block diagram in figure 1.6. 

The incoming bit stream from any source may be captured and stored in the 

input buffer. The microprocessor-based system takes the input from the buffer, 

generates cipher-text following the particular algorithm being used and sends to 

output buffer. The cipher-text may be sent for the destination through a transmission 

line. 
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Figure 1.6: A typical microprocessor- based implementation 

1.9 Structure of the thesis 
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The historical aspect of cryptology, the background of the research work, and 

an overview of the proposals made in the thesis were deliberated in this chapter. The 

proposed algorithms, namely PPO, BET, SPOB, MAT, OMAT, MMA T, BOS and 

DEPS, their microprocessor-based implementations, and the results of the various 

tests conducted along with comparisons are presented from chapter 2 through chapter 

9, respectively. The Triple DES algorithm bas been used as a benchmark for 

comparison in these chapters. Chapter 1 0 discusses the nature of some cascaded 

combinations of the proposed algorithms. Two such combinations, viz. OMA T +BET 

and MMAT+DSPB, are taken up as examples in this chapter. The possible structures 

of the encryption/decryption keys for the various proposed algorithms are presented in 

chapter 11. Several conclusions are drawn in chapter 12 after elaborate comparisons 

among the proposed algori1hms. 

The C programs of the proposed algorithms along with the programs of the 

various test algorithms are given in Appendix A. The 8085 assembly language 

programs for the 'microprocessor-based implementations', the main objective of the 

thesis, are listed in Appendix B. An index of the figures and tables in this thesis are 

given in Appendix C. References and a separate list of publications by the author are 

given at the end of the thesis. 
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C/1/ IPTER 2 

Prime Position Orientations (PPO) 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a private-key encryption technique has been proposed, where a 

512 bit long string of bits (0 and 1) is considered as the input, which represents the 

plain-text. The stream is divided into a finite number of blocks of equal size, each 

containing n bits, where n may be any number between 8 and 512 and is an exponent 

of2. The bits in each block are num~ starting at l from the left hand side, i.e., the 

MSB. The bits, each of whose position within a block is a prime number (henceforth 

called a prime bit), are marked for transposition. The prime bits are then moved 

towards MSB or LSB, or distributed on the two ends depending on the scheme 

chosen. Hence, an intermediate block is generated. The operation is repeated for 

various block-sizes starting from 8 up to 512, each time doubling the block-size. 

If the string size is not a multiple of the block-size for various rounds, the 

remaining bits at the end is taken as a single block and same operations are performed 

on it. Padding may also be used as an alternative, but it will generate a very little 

space overhead. The scheme itself does not have any storage overhead. The same 

procedure is reiterated several times to decrypt the stream. 

2.2 The PPO scheme 

In Ro1111d 1, the input string of 512 bit is divided into a finite number of blocks 

of equal size, each containing 8 bits. Now, in each block, one of the following 

operations may be performed: 

(i) All the prime bits are pushed towards the right hand side, i.e. the LSB, and 

the rest of the bits (non-prime bits) towards left, to generate an intermediate block. 

The operation will be, henceforth, called Right Shift Prime Bits (RSPB). The 
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procedure is iterated for a finite number of times and the number of iterations will 

form a part of the encryption key, which is discussed in chapter 11. 

(il) All the prime bits are pushed towards the left hand side, i.e. the MSB, and 

the rest of the bits (non·prime bits) towards right, to generate an intermediate block. 

The operation will be, henceforth, called Left Shift Prime Bits (LSPB). The 

procedure is iterated for a finite number of times and the number of iterations will 

form a part of the encryption key. 

(iii) The prime bits are divided into two groups, one being pushed towards the 

right band side, i.e. the LSB, and the other towards left, i.e. the MSB. The rest of the 

bits (non·prime bits) are squeezed in the middle. If the number of prime bits is even, 

then equal number of prime bits will fall at either end. In case there are odd number of 

prime bits (say k), then int(k/2) bits are sent towards left and inJ(k/2)+1 bits are sent 

towards right. The operation will be, henceforth, called Divide Shift Prime Bits 

(DSPB). The procedure is iterated for a finite number of times and the number of 

iterations will form a part of the encryption key. 

(iv) The fourth operation is a mixture of all the above three operations applied 

in a particular sequence. The procedure is iterated for a finite number of times. The 

sequence, in which these schemes are applied, and the number of iterations will form 

a part of the encryption key. Henceforth, Combined Shift Prime Bits (CSPB) will be 

the name given to the operation. 

The same procedW'e is performed in Round 2, Round 3, and so on, on the 

intermediate blocks generated in the previous round, each time doubling the block· 

size till it is 512 in Round 7. 

For encrypting a particular file, chtmks of 512 bits are read and encrypted. The 

last chunk from the source file may be equal to or less than 512 bits. In the later case, 

the last block in a particular round may not be equal to the block·size of that round. 

This situation is handled by taking the remaining bits at the end as a single block and 

performing the same operations. As an alternative, padding bits may be added to 
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reach 512 bits, but this will generate some space overhead. The example presented in 

Section 2.3 will illustrate the above operations for an 8-bit block. 

2.3Example 

An 8-bit block, sayS = 10110101, is taken as the source block. The effects of 

LSPB, RSPB, DSPB and CSPB on this source block are illustrated in figure 2.1. 

A~r~PB ----+r----------+------~~------+----------~-------r-------+-------~--~ 

After DSPB ----+ r-------+--~~---+-------~---r---+----+-----t 

A~CSPB ----+r-------+--~~------+------~--r-------+-----------+--------t 

Part (a) of the figure shows the movement of the bits when LSPB is 

performed. The effect of RSPB is illustrated by part (b) of the figure. Similarly, part 

(c) and part (d) portray the effects of DSPB and CSPB. 
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2.4 Discussion 

In figure 2.l(a), one can visualise the transpositions of all the bits due to 

LSPB. For example, bit number 7 moves to position 4, bit number 4 moves to 

position 6, and bit number 6 moves to position 7. This means, if LSPB is applied 

again and again, then bit number 7 will come to its original position after 3 iterations. 

The mapping 7:::::>4=>6=> 7 will illustrate the transpositions of bit number 7 when 

LSPB is performed repeatedly. Similarly, the movement of bit number 1 can be 

depicted by the mapping 1=>5=>3=>:2=:)1 and it will come to its original position in 4 

iterations. This shows that the original bit stream is obtained again after some iterative 

application of LSPB. The mapping in figure 2.2 shows the transpositions of all the 8 

bits and the effect of iterative use of the operation. 

lq5q3q2qlq5q3q2qlq5q3q2ql 
2qlq5q3q2q}q5q3q2q}q5q3q2 
3q2qJq5qJq2qlq5qJq2qlq5q3 
4q6q7q4q6q7q4q6q7q4q6q7q4 
5qJq2qJq5qJq2qJq5qJq2q}q5 
6q7q4q6q7q4q6q7q4q6q7q4q6 
7q4q6q7q4q6q7q4q6q7q4q6q7 
8q8q8q8q8q8q8q8q8q8q8q8q8 

Figure 2.2: LSPB iterations on 8-bit block 

It is evident from the figure that although bit number 7 and bit number 4 

require 3 and 4 iterations, respectively, to come to their original positions, the block 

of 8 bits is regenerated after 12 iterations. A closer observation reveals that bit 

number 8 does not change its position at all. It is to be noted that this will not affect 

the level of security since its position will change in the subsequent rounds when the 

block size is different. 

Now, that the original block is regenerated after 12 iterations, it is not 

necessary to use another algorithm for decryption. Any intermediate iteration may be 

selected to produce the cipher-text and decryption can be done by applying the 

remaining iterations. Hence, the same procedure may be applied for encryption as 

well as for decryption. 
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Table 2.1 shows the complete encryption and decryption process of an 8-bit 

block using LSPB only. Here, the intermediate block 86 is considered as the encrypted 

block, although any one of St through Sll can be chosen for the purpose. A cycle is 

formed in 12 consecutive iterations, and as a result of the iterations, the original block 

is regenerated. 

Table 2.1: Encryption/Decryption process of 8-bit block using LSPB 

Bit positions l l 213 l 4l5l6l7l8 
S (plain-text) 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

s, 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 

82 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
83 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
84 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Ss 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

86 (cipher-text} 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
87 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
Sa 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 I 
s9 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Sto 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
Su 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

Su (plain-text) 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

Similarly, the transpositions of all the bits for an 8-bit block due to RSPB can 

be visualised in figure 2.3. 

1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1 

2~5~7~8~4~2~5~7~8~4~2 

3~6~3~6~3~6~3~6~3~6~3 
4~2~5~7~8~4~2~5~7~8~4 

5~7~8~4~2~5~7~8~4~2~5 

6~3~6~3~6~3~6~3~6~3~6 

7~8~4~2~5~7~8~4~2~5q7 

8~4~2~5~7~8~4~2~5~7~8 

Figure 2.3: RSPB iterations on 8-bit block 

In this case, bit number 1 does not change its position, but as explained earlier, 

it will not remain the same in subsequent rounds. It is evident that for an 8-bit block, 

only 1 0 iterations are required for RSPB to regenerate the original block. Table 2.2 
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shows the complete encryption and decryption process of an 8-bit block using RSPB 

only. 

Table 2.2: Encryption/Decryption process of 8-bit block using RSPB 

Bit positions 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 1 I 8 
S (plain-text) l 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

St 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
s2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 
SJ 1 0 1 0 1 0 I 1 
s4 1 0 0 l 0 1 1 1 

Ss( cipher-text) 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 I 
s6 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
s, 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Sa 1 0 0 0 J 1 1 I 
s9 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

Sto (plain-text) 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Since the number of iterations to regenerate the original block in this case is 

1 0, any one of S 1 through S9 may be chosen as the cipher-text. 

For DSPB, as in the case of LSPB, the number of iterations to come back to 

the original block is 12 as is evident from the mapping depicted in figure 2.4. 

1~3~2~1~3~2~1~3~2~1~3~2~1 

2~1~3~2~1~3~2~1~3~2~1~3~2 

3~2~1~3~2~1~3~2~1~3~2~1~3 

4~4~4~4~4~4~4~4~4~4~4~4~4 

5~7~8~6~5~7~8~6~5~7~8~6~5 
6~5~7~8~6~5~7~8~6~5~7~8~6 

7~8~6~5~7~8~6~5~7~8~6~5~7 

8~6~5~7~8~6~5~7~8~6~5~7~8 

Figure 2.4: DSPB iterations on 8-bit block 

In case of DSPB, the position of bit number 4 remains unchanged, and as 

already explained, it will alter in the subsequent rounds. All the 12 iterations for a 

block of 8 bits due to DSPB are shown in table 2.3. As in LSPB, any one of S 1 

through 8 11 may be selected as the cipher-text since the number of iterations to 

regenerate the originalS-bit block is 12. 
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Table 2.3: Encryption/Decryption process of8-bit block using DSPB 

Bit positions t I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 1 I 8 
S (plain-text) 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

s. 1 0 1 l 1 1 0 0 
s2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
s3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 I 
s4 l 0 1 1 0 l 0 1 
Ss 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

s6 (cipher-text) l l 0 1 1 0 1 0 
s, l 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Ss 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
s9 l 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
s.o 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 
Su 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

Su (plain-text) 1 l 0 1 0 1 0 1 

In CSPB, all of LSPB, RSPB, and DSPB are performed in a cascaded manner . 

The original block is subjected to LSPB. RSPB is performed on the intermediate 

block generated by LSPB. Finally the block is subjected to DSPB. This combined 

sequence of operations completes just one cycle. The whole process is repeated in the 

subsequent iterations. The sequence in which the individual operations are performed 

may be altered to get a different result. One may experiment other possibilities by 

applying only two of the operations instead of all the three. For the purpose of this 

thesis, CSPB means combination in the order LSPB, then RSPB, and then DSPB. 

Figure 2.5 illustrates the whole lot of iterations required to regenerate the original 

block of 8 bits . 

1~8~4~2~3~7~1 

2~3~7~1~8~4~2 

3~7~1~8~4~2~3 

4~2~3~7~1~8~4 

5~5~5~5~5~5~5 

6~6~6~6c::)6c::)6~6 

7qJ ~8~4~2~3q7 
8q4q2qJq7q}q8 

Figure 2.5: CSPB iterations on 8-bit block 

The number of iterations for CSPB to regenerate the original block of 8 bits is 

just 6. The positions of bits 5 and 6 do not change but will not stay the same in the 

subsequent rounds when the block size changes. An example of the encryption (and 
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decryption) process using C8PB for and 8-bit block is given in table 2.4. Any 

intermediate bJock among 8 1 through 8s may be selected as the cipher-text. 

Table 2.4: Encryption/Decryption process of8-bit block using C8PB 

Bit positions 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 
8 (plain-text) 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

8, 0 1 1 I 0 1 0 1 

~ 0 1 1 1 0 I 1 0 
83 (cipher-text) 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

84 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
Ss 0 0 0 1 0 l 1 1 

s6 (plain-text) 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 ] 

The number of iterations to regenerate the original block with these algorithms 

may be computed in a similar manner for block-sizes of 16 bits and higher. However, 

it will become more cumbersome as the block-size increases. A simpler method bas 

been adopted for this purpose. A string of 512 bits is taken and encrypted repeatedly 

with a particular block-size. The string generated after each encryption is compared 

with the original string. If they are different, the encryption is iterated again, and if 

they are same, the number of iterations for that block-size is noted. Table 2.5 shows 

the number of iterations required for different block-sizes to complete a cycle, i.e. to 

regenerate the original block, for RSPB, LSPB, DSPB, and CSPB. 

Table 2.5: Number of iterations for a complete cycle 

Total no. of iterations 
Block-size required to oo.thPlete a cycle 

LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB 
8 12 10 12 6 
16 13 15 40 12 
32 31 16 180 30 
64 450 330 14790 1020 
128 117180 32760 15760 17784 
256 251 33550 261744 40680 
512 9780 35870 374144 68532 

It is evident from table 2.5 that if we increase the block size, the number of 

iterations to complete a cycle also increases, of course with exceptions for L8PB with 

block-sizes 256 and 512. No direct relation between the block-size and the number of 

iterations could be established for any of the proposed algorithms. 
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In actual implementation, chunks of 512 bits are read from the file and 

encrypted. The process of encryption is started with block-size of 8 bits and a number 

of iterations are applied. As explained earlier, the number iterations, which forms a 

part of the key, should be less than the total number of iterations required to 

regenerate the original block for that particular block-size. The remaining iterations 

are applied during decryption. The same process is repeated with block-sizes 16, 32, 

64, 128, 256, and 512. The order in which the block-sizes are chosen may be altered 

to enhance the security provided by the algorithm. Choosing a random order of block

sizes will also increase the length of the key, which is discussed in chapter 11. 

2.5 Microprocessor-based implementations 

Various routines for implementing the proposed algorithms in a 

microprocessor-based system are listed in this section. The assembly language 

versions were written and tested for an Intel 8085 system using a simulator as well an 

SDA-85 kit The routines of LSPB, RSPB and DSPB are listed here. CSPB, being a 

combination of these three in a sequence, bas not been included. 

2.5.1 Routines for 8-bit block-size 

For the routines implementing 8-bit round of the proposed algorithms, the 

various blocks of the main memory are reserved for pro~ ~ tables etc. as 

follows: 

Program area F800H onwards 

Data area F900H onwards 

Result area FAOOH onwards 

Table area (for look-up tables): 

Table 1 FBOOH onwards (for number of iterations) 

Table 2 FCOOH onwards (for type of iterations) 

Table 3 

Stack area 

FDOOH onwards (for masking information) 

FFAOH 
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2.5.1.1 Routines for 8-bit RSPB 

Main program: 

Step 1 : Initialize SP with the address of the highest memory location 
available 

Step 2 : Clear the result area 
Step 3 : Load F900H to HL pair, F AOOH to DE pair, initialize some memory 

location as a counter 
Step 4 : Move the content ofM to A 
Step 5 : Push HL and DE pair into the stack 
Step 6 : Call subroutine rMAP' 
Step 7 : Pop HL and DE pair from the stack 
Step 8 : Move the content of M to A 
Step 9 : AND SOH with A 
Step10:ADDBtoA 
Step 11 : Store the content of A in the memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 12 : Increment HL and DE pair 
Step 13 : Decrement the counter variable in memory 
Step 14 : Repeat from step 4 till the counter is zero 
Step 15 : End 

Subroutine MAP: 

lbis subroutine takes the content of A as a parameter. It consults the tables 

and sets the corresponding bits in the result area. 

Step 1 : Load HL pair with FBOOH and DE pair with FDOOH 
Step 2 : Clear B and initialize some memory location with 07H as a counter 
Step 3 : Move the content of M to C 
Step 4 : Increment H so that HL pair points location FCOOH (FB+ 1 =FC) 
Step 5 : Move the content ofM to A 
Step 6 : Rotate A once to the right 
Step 7 : If carry flag is set then perform RRC else perform RLC 
Step 8 : Exchange the content of DE pair with the content of HL pair 
Step 9 : Rotate A once either to left or to right depending on the step 7 
Step 10 : Decrement C 
Step 11 : Repeat from step 7 till C is zero 
Step 12 : Add B to A 
Step 13 : Move the content of A to B 
Step 14 : Decrement H so that HL pair points to location FBOOH (FC-1 =FB) 
Step 1 5 : Increment HL and DE pair 
Step 16 : Decrement the counter variable in memory 
Step 17 : Repeat from step 3 till the counter is zero 
Step 18 : Return 
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Look-up Tables 

Table 1 (FBOOH onwards): 04H, OlH~ OlH. 02H, 02H, 01H. 03H 

Table 2 (FCOOH onwards): OOH, OlH, OlH. OOH. OlH. OOH. OlH 

Table 3 (FDOOH onwards): OIH. 02H, 04H, 08H. lOH. 20H. 40H 

2.5.1.2 Routine for S..bit LSPB 

The main routine of LSPB is almost the same as that of RSPB except for an 

additional step (step 11). The same subroutine 'MAP', using the same look-up tables, 

is called from this routine and hence not listed here to avoid repetition. 

Step 1 : Initialize SP with the address of the highest memory location 
available 

Step 2 : Clear the result area 
Step 3 : Load F900H to HL pair, FAOOH to DE pair, initialize some memory 

location as a counter 
Step 4 : Move the content of M to A 
Step 5 : Push HL and DE pair into the stack 
Step 6 : Call subroutine 'MAP' 
Step 7 : Pop HL and DE pair from the stack 
Step 8 : Move the content of M to A 
Step 9 : AND 80H with A 
Step 10 : ADD B to A 
Step 11 : Rotate the content of Accumulator 4 times left without carry 
Step 12 : Store the content of A in the memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 13 : Increment HL and DE pair 
Step 14 : Decrement the counter variable in memory 
Step 15 : Repeat from step 4 till the counter is zero 
Step 16 :End 

2.5.L3 Routine for S..bit DSPB 

The routine for DSPB also calls the same subroutine 'MAP', using the same 

look-up tables. There are quite a few modifications made in the main routine. 

Step 1 : Initialize SP with the address of the highest memory location 
available 

Step 2 : Clear the result area 
Step 3 : Load F900H to HL pair, F AOOH to DE pair, initialize some memory 

location as a counter 
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Step 4 : Move the content of M to A 
Step 5 : Push HL and DE pair into the stack 
Step 6 : Call subroutine 'MAP' 
Step 7 : Pop HL and DE pair from the stack 
Step 8 : Move the content ofM to A 
Step 9 : AND 80H with A 
Step10 : ADDBtoA 
Step 11 : AND OFH with A 
Step 12 : Rotate A two times without carry to the right 
Step 13 : Move the content of A to C 
Step 14 : Move the content of B to A 
Step 15 :AND 03H with A 
Step 16 : ADD C to A 
Step 17 : Move the content of A to C 
Step 18 : Move the content of B to A 
Step 19 : AND OCH with A 
Step 20 : Rotate A four times without carry to the left 
Step21 :ADD C to A 
Step 22 : Store the content of A in the memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 23 : Increment HL and DE pair 
Step 24 : Decrement the counter variable in memory 
Step 25 : Repeat from step 4 till the counter is zero 
Step26: End 

2.5.2 Routines for 16-bit (aad higher) block-sizes 

The routines of the proposed algorithms implementing rounds for 16-bit and 

higher block-sizes need the various blocks of the main memory to be reserved for 

program, data, tables etc. as follows: 

Program area F800H onwards 

Data area F900H onwards 

Result area F AOOH onwards 

Table area (for look-up tables) : 

Table l FBOOH onwards (for bit mapping) 

Table 2 

Stack area 

FCOOH onwards (for counter vaJues) 

FFAOH 

The routines for 16-bit blocks are listed in this section. The routines for higher 

block-sizes, like 32, 64, 128 etc., are almost same with a slight modification in each 

case, and hence, not listed here. As in the case of 8-bit block-size, only the routines 
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for RSPB, LSPB and DSPB are listed here. The fourth one, i.e. CSPB, is just a 

sequential combination of the other three, and hence, not included. 

2.5.2.1 Routines for 16-bit (and higher) RSPB 

Main program: 

Step 1 : Clear the result area 
Step 2 : Initialize register D with the number of iterations 

(i.e. 512bits/16bits for 16-bit block-size) 
Step 3 : Initialize SP with the address of the highest memory location 

available 
Step 4 : Load BC pair with F900H 
Step 5 : Push HL pair, BC pair, DE pair and PSW into the stack 
Step 6 : Call subroutine 'OPPR' 
Step 7 : Load HL pair with FCOOH and B with 02H 
Step 8 : Move the content of M to A 
Step 9 : ADD B to A 
Step I 0 : Move the content of A to M 
Step 11 : Pop HL pair, BC paii, DE pair and PSW from stack 
Step 12 : Rotate the content of A two times without carry to the right 
Step 13 : Move the content of D to A 
Step 14 : Increment BC pair by the content of A 
Step 15 : Decrement D 
Step 16 : Repeat from step 3 till D is zero 
Step 17: End 

Subroutine OPPR: 

This subroutine checks each an every individual bit of the input data an<L 

depending on the bit-value, calls another subroutine 'BTST' for conversion from input 

data stream to output data stream. 

Step I : Clear Land initializeD with 02H (to handle 16-bit block-size) 
Step 2 : Load E with 08H and H with 0 I H 
Step 3 : Load A with the content of memory location pointed to by BC pair 
Step 4 : AND A with H 
Step 5 : If A is not equal 0 then call subroutine 'BTST 
Step 6 : Increase the value of L register 
Step 7 : Move the content of H to A 
Step 8 : Rotate A without carry to the right 
Step 9 : Move the content of A to H 
Step 10 : Decrement E 



Step 11 : Repeat from step 3 till E is zero 
Step 12 : Increment BC pair 
Step 13 : Decrement D 
Step 14 : Repeat from step 3 till Dis zero 
Step 15 : Return 

Subroutine BTST: 
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This subroutine generates the result by consulting the look-up table and setting 

the corresponding bit in the result area. 

Step 1 : Push HL register pair, BC register pair, DE pair and PSW into stack 
Step 2 : Load A with the content of the memory location FCOOH 
Step 3 : Move the content of A to B 
Step 4 : Load H with FBH 
Step S : Move the content of M to A 
Step 6 : Subtract 08H from A 
Step 7 : If carry= 1 then jump to step 10 
Step 8 : Increment B 
Step 9 : Repeat from step 6 
Step 10 : Add 08H to A 
Step 11 : Move A to C 
Step 12 : Load H with F AH 
Step 13 : Move the content of B to L 
Step 14 : Move the content of C to A 
Step 15 : Compare A with OOH 
Step 16 : If zero flag is set then jump to step 22 
Step 17 : Load A with 0 lH 
Step 18 : Rotate A without carry to the right 
Step 19 : Decrement C 
Step 20 : Repeat from step 19 till C is zero 
Step 21 : Repeat from step 24 
Step22 : Load A with 01H 
Step 23 : OR A with M 
Step 24 : Move the content of A to M 
Step 25 : Pop HL pair, BC pair, DE pair and PSW from stack 
Step 26 : Return 

Look-up Tables 

Table I (FBOOH onwards): 06H, OOH, OIH, 07H, 02H, 08H, 03H, 09H, OAH, 
OBH, 04H, OCH, 05H, ODH, OEH, OFH 

Table 2 (FCOOH onwards): OOH 
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2.5.2.2 Routine for 16-bit (and higher) LSPB 

The routine for 16-bit (and higher) LSPB is same as that of RSPB and needs 

no modification. The only requirement for this purpose is to change the look-up 

tables. 

Look-up Tables 

Table 1 (FBOOH onwards): OOH, OA}L OBH, OIH, OCH, 02H, ODH, 03H, 
04H, OSH, OEJL 06H, OFH, 07H, 08H, 09H 

Table 2 (FCOOH onwards): OOH 

2.5.2.3 Roudae for 16-bit (and higher) DSPB 

The routine for 16-bit (and higher) DSPB is also same as that of RSPB and 

LSPB. As in the case of LSPB, the only requirement for this purpose is to change the 

look-up tables. 

Look-up Tables 

Table 1 (FBOOH onwards): 03H, OOH, 01 H, 04H, 02H, 05H, ODH, 06H, 
07H, 08H, OEH, 09H, OFH, OAH, OBH, OCH 

Table 2 (FCOOH onwards): OOH 

2.6 Results aad comparisons 

The evaluation of the LSPB, RSPB, DSPB and CSPB has been done using the 

methods already discussed in section 1.8.3. Each algorithm has been tested in its 

weakest form, i.e., having just one pass (no iterations) in each round, so that the 

strength of the algorithm will increase during actual implementation. The results of 

the proposed algorithms have been compared with those of Triple DES. 
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For the purpose of testing, four categories of files, namely .dll, .exe, .jpg and 

.txt, have been considered and five different files of varying sizes have been included 

in each category and put through the encryption algorithms to be tested. 

2.6.1 Character frequency 

Although aU the twenty files have been used to test the algorithms, the results 

of just one file in each category are shown here for the sake of brevity. Figure 2.6 

shows the frequencies of all the 256 characters in the .dll source file and the ones 

obtained after encryption with LSPB, RSPB, DSPB, CSPB and Triple DES. 

Similarly, figure 2.7, figure 2.8, and figure 2.9 illustrate the comparative character

frequencies for .exe, .jpg, and .txt files, respectively. 

In aU the graphs depicted in the figures, some very high values of character

frequency have been truncated to make the low values visible enough. If this is not 

done, then the low values will be visible as almost zero values. 

In the original .d.ll file, the characters are clustered in some regions and almost 

negligible in some portions. Few characters have very high frequencies, which have 

been truncated in the graph. The same ole, when encrypted with the all the proposed 

algorithms have more or less similar frequencies, which means that the characters are 

distributed evenly throughout the character space. The only exception is the character 

with ASCII value 0, which has quite a high frequency in all. These results have been 

compared to that of Triple DES. In the result of Triple DES, most of the characters are 

distributed evenly in the character space, but some of them have abruptly high 

frequencies. 

The results for .exe rue are almost slmllar to that of the .dll rue. The same 

explanations as in the case of .dll file hold true for .exe file also. It is clear from the 

frequency graphs that the performances of the proposed algorithms are quite good in 

case of the .jpg file and are comparable with that of Triple DES. In the case of .txt 

source file, the frequencies of almost half of the total characters are nil. The characters 

are fairly distributed over the character space after the files are encrypted. AJ.l the four 

proposed algorithms show similar results, which are quite comparable to that of Triple 

DES. 
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oa-n 

(a) 0~ .dll file 

(b) .dll t"U., encrypted with LSP9 

C laaracun 

(c) .dD file encrypted wtb RSPB 

(d) .dn file encrypted wah DSPB 

Cll•raeren 

(e) .dB file encrypted wah CSPB 
2000 

J :~ l.J.l. ........ l......l. • ...Jl...l. ....... ...l.. .. ..l... .. 
o ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ; : a ~ E 

Claa...Wn 

(f) .dl file encryptl:d wlh ~le DES 

Figure 2.6: Comparison of character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .dll files 
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J :~ ~~.ll.l.w~.iiLt&~l.hLJ"LllJt .... L .. . . 1.Mhd .... J.~ .... J 
o ~ ~ ; * ~ ~ 2 ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ 

Clul,.aera 

(a)~ .exe file 

Cll•,.eten 

(b) .exe encrypted witt LSPB 

1600 -l J ·~~~.,~ .......... ~~ ............ J .............. . 
0 

1600 

... .... ... ... 
Clul,.aen 

(c) .exe file encrypted wlb RSPB 

2 
N 

·-l 
J ·~ ~-~ ... J .............. ~ ................. ..;. .......... .-.. 

0 ... ... 

(d) .exc file Cl'lCT)'pted wth DSPB 

(e) .exe file encrypted wlb CSPB 

1 :~ ~lLJ._U.L .. _.l ..... L.~ 
o ~ ~ ; s ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ E ! ~ 

Cll•.-..,un 

(t) .exe file ecrypted witt Ttl>le DES 

Figure 2.7: Comparison of character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .exe files 
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(a)~ .jpg file 

100 =L 11100 

~ ·~ ··~······~··· ... ~ .............. til ............ , 

(b) .jpg file encrypted wlh LSPB 

i :: 1000 L 
t 100 

.. ·~ ..................... -... ~.~ 
i ~ 2 n ~ ~ 
- - N N N N 

C lilencten 

(c) Jpg tile eo;rypted wlh RSPB 

1000 I r:: 
~ ~i ..................................................... ..-1 

o ~ ~ : $ ~ g 2 ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
C lil1neten 

(d) .jpg file encrypted wlh DSPB 

·-l 1600 

11100 

800 

~ ......... ~ ........................ ~ ..... ·~············-·' 
C lil•ncten 

(e) .jpg file encrypted wlh CSPB 

J:~ l 
·~ ............................................... , 

C lil•ncten 

(f) .jpg tile encrypted~ "fr1>il: DES 

Figure 2.8: Comparison of character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .jpg files 
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(a) 0~ .bel file 

Clllan~ctert 

(b) .bel me encrypted wlh LSPB 

Clllan~ctert 

(c) .bel file encrypted w1h RSPB 

(d) .bel file encrypted wlh DSPB 

(e) .bel fie erx:rypted w1h CSPB 

0 
;::; 

... ... ... 

::l ' ·: 
0 ....................................................... . 

... .... 

(t) . txt file eo;rypted w1h 'fl1>1c DES 

2 
N 

... 
N ... ... ... ... 

Figure 2.9: Comparison of character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt files 
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2.6.2 Chi-Square test and encryption time 

The encrypted forms of all the twenty files are compared to their original ones 

to check whether and to what extent they differ with each other. The character

frequencies in each pair of original and encrypted files and i values were computed 

The results of the i -test and encryption times were compared with those of Triple 

DES. Each category of files has been dealt with separately. The comparative i values 

and degrees of freedom (OF) for the proposed algorithms along with those for Triple 

DES are listed in table 2.6 and the comparative encryption times are listed in table 

2. 7. The comparisons in table 2.6 can be visualised in figure 2.1 0. 

Sl. n. •• 
VrlgiDlll 

No file 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

l.dll 
2.dll 
3.dJI 
4.dll 
5.dll 

2.500000 

) 2000000 
~ 1$00000 
t 
I 
~1000000 

0 500000 

0 

File size 
{bytes) 
20480 
53312 
90176 

118784 
204800 

Table 2.6: r -test with .dll files 

LSPB RSPB DSPB 
r OF r OF r OF 
4833 207 4816 205 4651 199 

16449 255 16408 255 15799 255 
40879 15~ 409~7 iss 4037~ iSS 

111298 255 I 11767 255 109164 255 
1014978 255 1047282 255 936791 255 

CSPB 
r OF 
5 136 203 

16421 255 
4tt6a 2SS 

116385 255 
1358258 255 

Triple DES 
r OF 

29790 255 
43835 255 
66128 i~S 

121 1289 255 
2416524 255 

• LSPB 
CRSPB 

liJDSPB 

•csPB 
flTriplc DES 

Figure 2.10: Proposed algorithms vs. Triple DES in i-test of .dll files 

Table 2.7: Encryption time with .dll files 

SL Original File Encryption time (sees) 
size No. file 

(bytes) LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB Triple DES 
I l.dll 20480 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.109890 06 
2 2.dll 53312 0.109890 0.109890 0.164835 0.219780 16 
3 3.dll 90176 0.219780 0.219780 0.274725 0.384615 26 
4 4.dll 118784 0.329670 0.274725 0.439560 0.604396 34 
5 S.dll 204800 0.549451 0.549451 0.714236 0.934066 69 
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The performances of the proposed algorithms in i -test with .dll are fair 

enough to be compared with that of Triple DES. The values for CSPB are fairly high 

compared to others. The degree of freedom (DF) in almost all the cases was 255 

barring very few exceptions. Since Triple DES is quite complicated, it takes a long 

time to encrypt a file compared to any of the proposed algorithms. Very small 

encryption time and large i values indicate the strength of these algorithms. 

Similar test for .exe files also show better results than in the case of .dll files. 

Table 2.8 and figure 2.10 illustrate the nature of i -test results for .exe files and table 

2.9 compares the encryption times of the proposed algorithms with those of Triple 

DES. 

Sl. joriginal 
!No. file 

1 l .exe 

2 2.exe 
3 3.exe 
4 4.exe 
5 5.exe 

lSOOOOO 

5 
2000000 

ii > IJOOOOO 

1·-
.500000 

File size 
(bytes) 

23104 
52736 

131136 
170496 
200832 

UJ04 

Table 2.8: i -test with .exe files 

LSPB RSPB DSPB 
r DF _r_ DF _r OF 
7009 255 6905 255 6763 255 

17212 255 17387 255 16802 255 
929886 255 930209 255 921133 255 
154446 255 155177 255 147562 255 

2274398 255 2280662 255 2196194 255 

.52736 1311)6 170496 

filk J lu (IJytt.s) 

CSPB 
_r_ DP 
7004 255 

17018 255 
931591 255 
168235 255 

2342468 255 

200132 

TripJe DES 

r 
8772 

43426 
98669j 
475893 

1847377 

Wl.SPB 

ORSPB 

EIDSPB 

eCSPB 

OF 
255 
255 
255 
255 
255 

ra Triple DFS 

Figure 2.11 : Proposed algorithms vs. Triple DES in r -test of .exe tlles 

Table 2.9: Encryption time with .exe files 

St Original File Encryption time (sees) 
size No. file 

(bytes} LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB Triple DES 

I l.exe 23104 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.109890 12 
2 2.exe 52736 0.109890 0.054945 0. 164835 0.274725 15 
3 3.exe 131136 0.329670 0.329670 0.439560 0.604396 29 
4 4.exe 170496 0.439560 0.439560 0.604396 0.824176 49 
5 5.exe 200832 0.549451 0.549451 0.659341 0.934066 58 
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It is evident from the tables and figures that the results for .exe files are better 

than those for .dU fiJes and, for some files, even better than Triple DES. Moreover, the 

encryption times are much less than that of Triple DES. The test results in case of .jpg 

files are listed in table 2.10 and table 2.11 and also shown graphically in figure 2.12. 

Sl. p.iginal 
!No. 

I 
2 
3 
4 
s 

30000 

2$000 

120000 
~ 
t uooo 
I 

file 
l.jpg 
2.jpg 
3.jpg 
4.jpg 
5.jpg 

~ 10000 

$000 ~ 

0 

File size 
(bytes) 

28544 
71232 

10S6c)() 

160704 
216576 

Table 2.10: i -test with .jpg fi1es 

LSPB 
r OF 

3820 255 
2521 255 
4016 255 
8707 2S5 

11394 255 

71232 

RSPB DSPB 
r OF r OF 

3842 255 3801 255 
24SO 2S5 2466 2S5 
4006 iSS 4004 iss 
85 10 2SS 8845 255 

11132 255 11512 25S 

105600 

mulu {llytts) 

1607~ 

CSPB 
r OF 

3996 255 
2421 255 
4i~1 iSS 
8423 255 

11325 255 

216$76 

Triple DES 
r OF 

4331 255 
2916 2SS 
.Sii1 iSS 

22314 2SS 
29824 255 

•LSPB 
ORSPB 

liSDSPB 

•CSPB 
a T r.,le Dffi 

Figure 2.12: Proposed algorithms vs. Triple DES in i-test of .jpg files 

Table 2.11: Encryption time with .jpg files 

Sl. To File size Encryption time (sees) 
INo (bytes) LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB Triple DES 

I l.jpg 28544 0.054945 0.054945 0.109890 0.164835 08 
2 2.jpg 71232 0.219780 0.109890 0.274725 0.329670 21 
3 3.jpg 105600 0.27472S 0.329670 0.329670 0.494505 31 
4 4.jpg 160704 0.439560 0.439560 0.604396 0.714286 47 
5 S.jpg 216576 0.604396 0.604396 0.769231 0.989011 63 

Some weaknesses are shown by the proposed algorithms in comparison to 

Triple DES in the case of .jpg files. The difference in i values is quite high in case of 

large fi1es. Nevertheless, considering the encryption time together with the i values, 

the algorithms are stiU comparable with Triple DES, though they are not that good. 
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Finally, the test for .txt files also show better results like in the case of .exe 

files. Table 2.12 and figure 2.13 illustrate the nature of i -test results for .txt files and 

table 2.13 compares the encryption times of the proposed algorithms with those of 

Triple DES. 

Table 2.12: i-test with .txt files 

Sl. OriJinal 
File LSPB RSPB DSPB 

No. file 
siU t OF t OF i DF (bytes} 

1 tl.txt 6976 8014 85 8062 87 8049 90 

2 t2.U:t 23808 32154 255 33473 255 33345 255 

3 t3.txt 58688 80779 255 83007 255 83061 255 

4 t4.txt 118784 165273 255 170273 255 170692 255 
5 lS.()(( 190784 407160 255 427406 255 427033 255 

440000 

E 330000 

~ 

1: 
6976 23101 51611 111714 

Ji'Ue 1 be (b1lrs) 

CSPB 

i DF 

7927 85 
32433 255 
81405 255 

166288 255 
409902 255 

190714 

Triple DES 

i DF 

10629 183 

32638 255 
82101 255 

170557 255 
430338 255 

aLSPB 
ORSPB 
aDSPB 
aCSPB 

rH111leDES 

Figure 2.13: Proposed algorithms vs. Triple DES in i-test of .txt files 

Table 2.13: Encryption time with .txt files 

St. Ori&inal File Encryption time (sees) 
slt..e No. tile (bytes) LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB Triple 

DES 
I tl.txt 6976 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 02 
2 a.txt 23808 0.109890 0.109890 0.109890 0.109890 01 
3 t3.txt 58688 0.164835 0.164835 0.219780 0.274725 17 
4 t4.txt 118784 0.329670 0.329670 0.439560 0.604396 35 
5 tS.txt 190784 0.494505 0.494505 0.659341 0.934066 55 

The i values obtained for .txt files are very large values which prove the 

heterogeneity between the source and encrypted files. The results are almost similar to 

those of Triple DES. The results are still better when the encryption times are 

considered together with the i values. 
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2.6.3 A valancbe and nms 

To examine the effect of the plain-text bits on the cipher-tex~ i.e., to check 

whether a small change in the plain-text creates an avalanche in the cipher-text or no~ 

a 32-bit binary string was repeatedly encrypted using the proposed algorithms, first 

keeping the original string unaltered, and subsequently each time complementing one 

bit of the plain-text. The differences between the cipher-texts were noted and the 

number of runs was also counted in each plain-text and the corresponding cipher-text. 

The difference of runs in each plain-text/cipher-text pair was noted. Tables 2.14 

through 2.17 show the results of this test for LSPB, RSPB, DSPB, and CSPB, 

respectively. 

Table 2.14: Avalanche and runs in LSPB 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) {Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 41450450 6D9A9E74 19 19 0 
I !IT CI45D450 609A9E74 18 19 I 

2J'tll 01450450 609A9E74 17 19 2 
31UJ 61450450 6D9A9E71 19 19 0 
4TH 51450450 609A9E74 21 19 2 
5TH 49450450 609A9E71 21 19 2 
6 45450450 609A9E74 21 19 2 
7'" 43450450 609A9E74 19 19 0 
s~" 40450450 609A9E74 17 19 2 
9rn 41C50450 609A9E74 17 19 2 

lOTH 41050450 609A9c74 17 19 2 
II'" 4 1650450 6D9A9E74 19 19 0 
12'" 4 1SSD4.SO 6D9A9E74 2 1 19 2 
13

1
" 41400450 6D9A9E74 19 19 0 

)4TH 41410450 609A9E74 17 19 2 
15 -41470450 6D9A9E7-4 17 19 2 
16'" 41440450 4D9A9E74 19 19 0 
17

1
" 41455450 6D9A9E74 21 19 2 

18™ 41459450 6D9AIE74 19 17 2 
19 4145F450 609A9E74 17 19 2 
20 4145C450 609A9E74 17 19 2 
21:> 41450£50 609A9E74 17 19 2 
22NU 41450050 6D9A9A74 17 21 s 
231W 4 1450650 6D9A9E74 19 19 0 
24™ 41450550 6D9A9E74 21 19 2 
25rn 41450400 609A9E74 19 19 0 
26 41450410 609A9E74 17 19 2 
27 41450470 6D9A9E74 17 19 2 
281t 414SD440 2D9A9E74 17 19 2 
29'" 41450458 609A9E74 19 19 0 
30

1
" 41450454 ED9A9E74 21 19 2 

31;n -41450452 609A9E74 21 19 2 
J2NU 41450451 6D9A9E74 20 19 1 
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It is evident from the table that LSPB shows some amount of weakness in 

causing a sufficient amount of diffusion although there is a difference in runs between 

the plain-text and the cipher-text in most of the cases. The weakness is due absence of 

substitutions in the algorithm which involves only permutations. Nevertheless, due to 

its simplicity and other advantages, including the feasibility of intended target for 

implementation, it may be a good algorithm that can be used in a cascaded manner 

with a substitution cipher. This type of weakness is shown by almost all transposition 

ciphers since the number of l's and O's do not change. 

Table 2.15: Avalanche and runs in RSPB 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plaitl-text Cfpbet-text Difference 

None 41450450 681092DC 19 19 0 
1ST Cl450450 EB1092DC 18 18 0 

2NU 014'04'0 6Bl0920C 17 19 2 
31W 61450450 681082BC 19 19 0 
411i 51450450 6810920C 21 19 2 
5TH 49450450 6810920C 21 19 2 
6TH 45450450 6BI2920C 21 21 0 

7'" 43450450 6BI0920C 19 19 0 
8rtt 40450450 6Bl0920C 17 19 2 
9TH 41CSD450 6Bl0920C 17 19 2 

lOTH 41050450 6BI0920C 17 19 2 
JlTH 41650450 6BJ0920C 19 19 0 
12TH 41550450 6Bl0920C 21 19 2 
13 111 41400450 6B1492BC 19 21 2 
J4TH 41410450 6Bl092DC 17 19 2 
15TH 41470450 6BJ0920C 17 19 2 
16TH 41440450 6Bt0920C 19 19 0 
J7TB 41455450 6B10920C 21 19 2 
18'" 41459450 6Bl092DC 19 19 0 
}9TH 4145F450 681092DC 17 19 2 
20ns 4145C450 6Bl092DC 17 19 2 
21ST 4145DE50 6BJ092DC 17 19 2 

22ND 41450050 6B1092DC 17 19 5 
231W 4145D650 6S1MDC 19 19 0 
24Ut 41450550 6B11920C 21 19 2 
25TH 41450400 6B10920C 19 19 0 
2611'1 41450410 6B1092DC 17 19 2 
211H 41450470 6B1092DC 17 19 2 
28TH 41450440 6BI092DC 17 19 2 
29TH 41450458 6B1092DC 19 19 0 
30TH 41450454 6B10920C 21 19 2 
JIST 41450452 6B1092DC 21 19 2 
32ND 41450451 6B10920C 20 19 I 
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RSPB shows a similar type of results and the same explanations as in the case 

of LSPB bold true for RSPB as well. The difference in runs is also similar to LSPB. 

Table 2.16: Avalanche and runs in DSPB 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 41450450 ll600ES7 19 16 3 

.~~· Cl45D450 ll60BES7 18 16 2 
2NIJ 01450450 01600£57 17 14 3 
31W 61450450 ll680E57 19 18 I 
4UI 51450450 11600ES7 21 16 5 
SUI 494504.50 11400£57 21 16 s 
6HI 45450450 1170DES7 21 16 s 
7UI 4345.0450 51600ES7 19 18 1 
8TII 40450450 ll60DE57 17 16 I 
9UI 4IC50450 ll60DES7 17 16 l 

lOTH 41050450 l1600E57 17 16 l 
llrH 41650450 1160DES7 19 16 3 
12TH 41550450 91600E57 21 17 4 
13TH 414004.50 11640ES7 19 18 I 
14lll 41410450 1160DES7 17 16 I 

15111 4147.0450 11600757 17 16 l 
16™ 41440450 11600757 19 16 3 
17TH 414554.50 11400757 21 16 5 
18TH 41459450 ll200E57 19 16 3 
19TH 4145F4.50 11600757 17 16 I 
20Jl1 4145C450 1J6007S7 17 16 I 
2JSl 414SDESO 19600757 17 16 I 
22ND 41450050 l160DES7 17 16 I 
23lW 41450650 1160DES7 19 16 :\ 
24'" 41450.550 t l600E.57 21 16 5 
25111 41450400 1 1600E57 19 16 3 
26n' 41450410 1160DE57 17 16 I 
27TH 41450470 ll600ES7 17 16 1 
28TH 41450440 t 160DES7 17 16 I 
29TH 41450458 11620£57 19 18 I 
30TH 41450454 I J600E57 21 16 5 
3l:.r 41450452 1160FES7 21 14 7 

32ND 41450451 t l60DE57 20 16 4 

DSPB shows a better result compared to rest of lts slblings, of course with 

some exceptions. The amount of di:ffusion caused by encryption and the difference in 

runs is much more in case of DSPB. 

CSPB seems better than LSPB and RSPB, but not as much as DSPB. The 

amount of diffusion is very little, almost same as LSPB and RSPB. On the other hand, 

the average difference in runs is even better than DSPB. 
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Table 2.17: Avalanche and runs in CSPB 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text DiJference 

None 41450450 78C6391A 19 15 4 
1:)1 C145D450 78C6391A 18 15 3 

2NU 014~0450 78C6391A 17 IS 2 
31W 61450450 78C6391A 19 15 4 
4m 51450450 78C639IA 21 15 6 

s•" 49450450 78C6391A 21 I~ 6 
61}1 45450450 78C6391A 21 15 6 
7m 43450450 78C6391A 19 15 4 
8'0{ 404SD4SO 78C6391A l7 IS 2 
9m 41CS0450 78C6391A 17 IS 2 

to•" 41050450 78C6391A 17 IS 2 
lim 4 1650450 78C6391A 19 IS 4 
12m 41SSD450 78C6391A 21 1S 6 
13m 41400450 78C6391A 19 1S 4 

141" 41410450 78C6391A 17 15 2 
151}1 41470450 78C6391A 17 IS 2 
J6TH 41440450 78C6391A 19 IS 4 
17m 41455450 68C6391A 21 17 4 
18m 41459450 78C6391A 19 15 4 

191" 4145F450 78C6391A 17 15 2 
10TH 4145C4SO 78C6391A 17 IS 2 
21n 4145DESO 78C6391A 17 IS 2 
22NU 414SD050 78C6391A 17 IS 2 
23KU 41430630 7gC6391E 19 13 6 
241" 41450550 78C6393A 21 15 6 
25r" 414S04DO 78C6391A 19 1S 4 
26m 41450410 78C6391A 17 IS 2 
27m 414S0470 F8C6391A 17 14 3 
28m 41450440 78C6391A 17 IS 2 
291" 414S04S8 78C639JA 19 15 4 

301" 41450454 78C6391A 21 IS 6 
31:sT 41450452 78C639IA 21 IS 6 
32NU 414S0451 78C6391A 20 15 5 

2. 7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, four different microprocessor-based implementations of the 

technique of prime position orientations have been proposed. Various tests have also 

been done to analyse the strength of these algorithms. The strength of these 

algorithms may be enhanced by dividing the 512-bit block into blocks of unequal 

sizes and applying the requisite rounds. As already discussed in the preceding section, 

these transposition ciphers may be used in a cascaded manner with other substitution 

ciphers. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Block Exchange Technique (BET) 

3.1 Introduction 

A new microprocessor-based block cipher has been proposed in this chapter in 

which the encryption is done through Block Exchange Technique (BET). Like in the 

previous proposed algorithms, the plain-text in BET is considered as a string of binary 

bits, which is then divided into blocks of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 bits. Each 

block is then divided into four sets of bits. For example, when the block-size is 16 

bits, then each set within a bJock will have 4 bits. Among the four set of bits, two 

middle sets are exchanged, i.e. set 2 and set 3 of the four sets are swapped. During the 

exchange, the corresponding bits in each set are swapped. The encryption is started 

with block-size of 8 bits and repeated for several times and the number of iterations 

forms a part of the key. The whole process is repeated several times, doubling the 

block-size each time, till it reaches 512 bits. The same process is used for decryption. 

3.2 The BET scheme 

A 512-bit binary string has been used as the plain-text in this implementation, 

but the technique may be applied to larger string sizes also. The input string, S, is first 

broken into a number of blocks, each containing n bits. Hence, S = S1S2S3 ••••••• Silb 

where m = 512/n. Starting with n = 8, the BET operation is applied to each block. The 

process is repeated, each time doubling the block size till n = 512. As in the previous 

algorithms, the original string can be obtained by reiterating the rounds. Hence the 

same process is followed for decryption. Section 3.2.1 explains the rounds of BET in 

detail. 

3.2.1 The Algorithm for BET 

After breaking the input string of 512 bits into blocks of size 8, the following 

operations are performed. 
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Round 1: The block Si = (B1,B2J33.B4.Bs,B6Jl,,Bs), is divided into four sets of bits, 

each containing 2 bits, viz. (B.,~), (B3,B4), (Bs,B6), and (8,,8s). The two middle 

blocks are then swapped bit-by-bit. As a result B3 is swapped with Bs, and 84 is 

swapped with 8 6. Hence, a new block S'i = (B,,~,Bs,B6.83,B .. ,B,,8s) is formed by the 

swapping process. This new block is used as the input to the next round. This round is 

repeated for a finite number of times and the number of iterations will form a part of 

the key, which will be discussed in chapter 11. 

Round 2: The same operations as in Round 1 are performed with block-size 16. 

In this fashion several rounds are completed till we reach Round 7, in which 

the block-size is 512 and we get the encrypted bit-stream. 

During decryption, the remaining out of the maximum number of iterations in 

each round to form a cycle, are carried out for each block-size to get the original 

string, but the block-size is halved in each round starting from 512 down to 8, i.e. the 

reverse as that of encryption. 

3.3 Example of BET 

Since a large plain-text will make things complicated, only a 32-bit string is 

considered for illustration. Further, the characters a, b, c etc. are used in place of O's 

and l's to visualise the movement of bits properly. The process of encryption for the 

plain-textS = abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwx~A.rcOI;'I' is shown in a stepwise manner. 

Round 1: Block-size = 8, number of blocks = 4 

Input: 

.-l-abcd--:::8-~fi-gh-----"TI-ij-.klmn--=s-2_0_p--r-l-qrstu-8-~-..... l-yz_+_~-~-s-w_,l 

Output: 

I abe~~ I ij~op I qn:~ I yzn:;AS'I' I 
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Round 2: Block-size = 16, number of blocks = 2 

Input: 

abefcdghijmnklop 

Output: 

I abefij~ghklop 
Round 3: Block-size - 32, number of blocks • 1 

Input: 

abefcdghijmnklopqruvstwxyzrcetg'V 

Output: 

abefcdghqruvstwxijmnklopyzmJt"-S'V 

Since only 32-bit string has been considered, it is not possible to proceed 

further and just three rounds are performed. The output from Round 3, sayS', is the 

encrypted stream, i.e. S' = abefcdghqruvstwxijm.nkloprzmJt"-~'Y· 

3.3.1 A discussion 

The original string will be regenerated after 4 iterations for the string in the 

above example. To compute th.e number of iterations to form a cycle for each block

size, a string of 512 bits is taken and encrypted repeatedly with a particular block size, 

each time comparing the string generated with the original one. If the original and the 

encrypted strings are different, the encryption is iterated again, and if they are same, 

the number of iterations for that block-size is noted. Table 3.1 shows the number of 

iterations required for different block-sizes to complete a cycle. 

Table 3.1: Number of iterations for a complete cycle 

Block-size 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 

Maximum iterations 2 4 4 8 8 8 8 
reQUired for a cycle 
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It is evident from the table that if the block-size is increased, the number of 

iterations to complete a cycle also increases, but no direct relation between the block

size and the number of iterations could be established for the proposed algorithm. 

3.4 Microprocessor-based implementation 

An efficient algorithm has been developed considering the mapping of bits 

rather than following the actual swapping procedure. The algorithm is faster and 

suitable for implementation using an Intel 8085 microprocessor-based system. A 

512-bit data is assumed to be stored in memory from some location onwards. The 

memory allocations for the implementation of the algorithm are given in the 

respective sections. 

3.4.1 Routines for block-size 8 bits 

For the routines implementing 8-bit round of the proposed algorithm, the 

various blocks of the main memory are reserved for pro~ data, tables etc. as 

follows: 

Program area 

Data area 

F800H onwards 

F900H onwards 

Result area F AOOH onwards 

Table area (for look-up tables) : 

Table 1 FBOOH onwards (for number of iterations) 

Table 2 FCOOH onwards (for type of iterations) 

Table 3 FDOOH onwards (for masking information) 

Stack area FFAOH 

The main routine for 8-bit BET is given in section 3.4.1.1. This main routine 

calls the subroutine 'BETS' to apply the mapping on the binary string being 

considered. The subroutine 'BETS' takes the value in A as a parameter. It consults the 

various tables (tablet from FBOOH onwards, table2 from FCOOH onwards, table3 

from FDOOH onwards) and sets the corresponding bit in the result area from FAOOH 

onwards. 
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3.4.1.1 Routines for 8-bit BET 

Main routine: 

Step 1 : Initialize SP with the highest memory location available 
Step 2 : Load HL pair with F900H and DE pair with F AOOH 
Step 3 : Initialize some memory location as a counter with 40H 
Step 4 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 5 : Push HL and DE pairs into the stack 
Step 6 : Call BETS 
Step 7 : Pop HL and DE pairs from stack 
Step 8 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 9 : AND 1 OH with A 
Step 10 : ADD B to A 
Step 11 : Move A to B 
Step 12 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 13 :AND OlH with A 
Step14:ADDBtoA 
Step 15 : Store the content of A into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 16 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 17 : Decrement the counter variable in memory 
Step 18 : Repeat from step 4 till the counter is zero 
Step 19 : Return 

Subroutine 'BET8': 

Step 1 : Load HL pair with FBOOH and DE pair with FDOOH 
Step 2 : Move OOH to B 
Step 3 : Initialize some memory location as a counter with 06H 
Step 4 : Load C with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 5 : Increment H (not HL pair) 
Step 6 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 7 : Rotate right without CARRY 
Step 8 : lfCy=l then rotate right else rotate left without CARRY 
Step 9 : Swap HL pair with DE pair 
Step 1 0 : Rotate A either left or right depending on the step 8 
Step 11 : Decrement C 
Step 12 : Repeat from step 8 till Cis zero 
Step 13 : Add B to A 
Step 14 : Move A to B 
Step 15 : Decrement H (not HL pair) 
Step 16 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 17 : Decrement the counter variable in memory 
Step 18 : Repeat from step 4 till the counter is zero 
Step 19 : Return 
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Look-up Tables 

Table 1 (FBOOH onwards): 03H, OIH, 02H, 02H, OIH, 03H 

Table 2 (FCOOH onwards): OOH, OIH, OOH, OIH, OOH, OIH 

Table 3 (FDOOH onwards): 02lL 04H, 08H, IOH, 20H, 40H 

3.4.2 Routines for block-size 16 bits (and higher) 

The routines of BET implementing rounds for 16-bit and higher block-sizes 

need the various blocks of the main memory to be reserved for program, data, tables 

etc. as follows: 

Program area F800H onwards 

Data area F900H onwards 

Result area F AOOH onwards 

Table area (for look-up tables) : 

Table 1 FBOOH onwards (for bit mapping) 

Table 2 FCOOH onwards (for counter values) 

Stack area FFAOH 

The routines needed for 16-bit block-size are listed section 3.4.2.1. The main 

routine calls several routines to apply the mapping on the binary string being 

considered. 

3.4.2.1 Routines for 16-bit (and higher) BET 

Main routine: 

Step 1 : Load BC pair with F900H 
Step 2 : Load D with 02H (i.e. block-size/8) 
Step 3 : Initialize SP with the highest memory location available 
Step 4 : Push HL pair, BC pair, DE pair and PSW into stack 
Step 5 : Call OPPR 
Step 6 : Load HL pair with FCOOH 
Step 7 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 8 : Increment A 02H times 
Step 9 : Move the content of A to memory (location given by HL pair) 
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Step 10 : Pop Ill. pair, BC pair, DE pair and PSW from stack 
Step 11 : Increment BC pair the no of times as the value in A 
Step 12 : Decrement D 
Step 13 : Repeat from step 3 till Dis zero 
Step 14 : Return 

Subroutine 'OPPR': 

This routine checks each an every individual bit of the input data, and 

depending on the bit, it calls subroutine 'BSTR' for the conversion from input data 

stream to output data stream. 

Step 1 : Clear Land load D with 02H (for 16-bit block-size) 
Step 2 : Load E with 08H and H with 01 H 
Step 3 : Load A with the memory content pointed to by BC 
Step 4 : AND A with H 
Step 5 : If A is not zero then call BSTR 
Step 6 : Increment L 
Step 7 : Move H to A 
Step 8 : Rotate A right without CARRY 
Step 9 : Move A to H 
Step 10 : Decrement E 
Step 11 : Repeat from step 3 till E is zero 
Step 12 : Increment BC pair 
Step 13 : Decrement D 
Step 14 : Repeat from step 2 till D is zero 
Step 1 5 : Return 

Subroutine 'BSTR': 

This routine generates the result by consulting Tablet (from FBOOH onwards) 

and sets the corresponding bit into the result area from F AOOH onwards. 

Step 1 : Push Ill. pair, BC pair, DE pair and PSW into stack 
Step 2 : Load A from FCOOH 
Step 3 : Move A to B 
Step 4 : Load H with OFBH 
Step 5 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 6 : Subtract 08H from A 
Step 7 : lf Cy=l jump to step 10 
Step 8 : Increment B 
Step 9 : Repeat from step 6 
Step 10 : Add 08H to A 
Step 11 : Move A to C 



Step 12 : Load H with OFAH 
Step 13 : Move B to L 
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Step 14 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 15 : Compare A with OOH 
Step 16 : If Z=O jwnp to 22 
Step 17 : Load A with OlH 
Step 18 : Rotate A right without CARRY 
Step 19 : Decrement C 
Step 20 : If Z=O repeat from step 19 
Step 21 : Jump to step 24 
Step22 : Load A with OlH 
Step 23 : OR A with M 
Step 24 : Move the content of A to memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 25 : Pop HL pair, BC pair, DE pair and PSW from stack 
Step 26 : Return 

Look-up Tables 

Table 1 (FBOOH onwards): OOH, 08H, OlH, 09a 02H, OAH, 03H, OBH, 
04H, OCH, 05H, ODH, 06H, OEH, 07H, OFH 

Table 2 (FCOOH onwards): OOH 

The routines for higher block-sizes, like 32, 64, 128 etc., are almost same with 

a slight modification in each case, and hence, not listed here. 

3.5 Results a.nd comparisons 

The methods already discussed in section 1.8.3 were used to test the strength 

of BET. Just one pass (no iterations) in each round was used to test it in its weakest 

form, so that its strength may increase during actual implementation. Triple DES has 

been used as a benchmark to compare the results of BET. As in previous cases, the 

same set of files, five in each of the four categories, namely .dll, .exe, .txt and .jpg, 

were taken for encryption using BET and Triple DES for the purpose of testing. 

3.5.1 Character frequency 

Among the twenty files encrypted, the results of just one file in each category 

are shown here for the sake of brevity. Figures 3.1 through 3.4 show the frequencies 

of all the 256 characters in the source and the encrypted files of all four categories. 
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Figure 3.1: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .dll files 
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Figure 3.4: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt files 
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Some very high frequencies of few characters in the graphs have been 

truncated to make the low values quite visible. If this is not done, then the very low 

frequencies would not figure in the graphs and may be thought of as zero frequencies. 

The characters in the original .dll file are clustered in some regions and almost 

negligible in some portions. After encryption with BET the characters are more or less 

evenly distributed throughout the character space. The characters with ASCll value 0 

and 255 are the only exceptions, which have quite high frequencies and are truncated 

in the figure. In the result of Triple DES, most of the characters are distributed evenly 

in the character space, but some of them have abruptly bigh frequencies. 

Similar explanations hold true for the .exe file also, because the results are 

almost similar to that of the .dll file. Even then the performance of BET is bit better 

fro .exe file than .dll file as is evident from the figure. 

The distribution of characters in the .jpg file encrypted with BET is very good, 

as is evident from the frequency graphs. The frequencies obtained from BET and 

Triple DES are more or less the same. The characters are homogeneously distributed 

in the character space for both BET and Triple DES encrypted .jpg files. 

Since the non-printable characters are absent in the original .txt file, the 

frequencies of almost half of the total 256 characters are nil. The characters are fairly 

distributed over the character space after the files are encrypted by BET and the same 

is comparable with Triple DES. 

3.5.2 Chi-Square test and encryption time 

To check the heterogeneity between the original and encrypted pairs of all the 

twenty files, the mostly used i -test was performed. Higher the i values, more 

heterogeneous will be the two files being compared. The i values from the character 

frequencies and encryption times due to BET were also compared to those of Triple 

DES. Each category of files has been dealt with separately. The comparative i values 

and encryption times for BET along with those for Triple DES in case of .dll files are 

listed in table 3.2. The comparisons in the table can be visualised in figure 3.5. 



Sl. Original 
No. file 

I l .dJI 

2 2.dll 

3 3.dll 

4 4.dll 

' S.dJI 

7500000 

6000000 
I 
t 4500000 

s 
f 3000000 

tj 1500000 
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Table 3.2: i-test for BET with .dll files 

File size 
BET Triple DES 

Time Time 
(bytes) 

(sees.) t OF 
(sees.) t OF 

20480 0.054945 5471 169 06 29790 255 

53312 0.164835 17601 255 16 43835 255 

90176 0.274725 40798 255 26 66128 255 

118784 0.384615 1920600 255 34 1211289 255 
204800 0.604396 7376322 255 69 2416524 255 

63312 90176 118784 204800 

File atra (In b,t.a) 

Figure 3.5: BET vs. Triple DES in i-test of .dll files 

For .dll files, the performance of BET in -j -test is quite good and comparable 

to Triple DES. The degree of freedom (DF) for all the files, except for one, is 255, 

and the corresponding i values are quite high. For large files, they are even higher 

than that of Triple DES. Very small encryption time and large i values indicate the 

strength of BET. The results of the test for the .exe tiles are given in table 3.3 and 

figure 3.6. 

Table 3.3: i-test for BET with .exe files 

Sl. Original File size 
BET Triple DES 

Time Time No. file (bytes) 
(sees.) t OF (sees.) t OF 

I l.exe 23104 0.054945 8107 255 12 8772 255 
2 2.exc 52736 0.164835 19221 255 15 43426 255 

3 3.exe 131136 0.384615 899616 255 29 986693 255 

4 4.exc 170496 0.549451 131095 255 49 475893 255 

5 5.exe 200832 0.604396 2217990 255 58 1847377 255 
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•BET 
II Triple IES 

131136 170496 200832 

Rle alze (In byt .. ) 

Figure 3.6: BET vs. Triple DES in i-test of .exe files 

The test results of BET for .exe tiles are almost similar to those for .dll files. 

In case of all the .exe files, except two files, the i). values for BET are at par with 

Triple DES. Moreover, the encryption times are much less than that of Triple DES. 

The test results for .jpg files are listed in table 3.4 and illustrated by figure 3.7. 

Table 3.4: i-test for BET with .jpg files 

Sl. Original File size BET TripleOES 

No. file (bytes) Time t OF Time t OF (sees.) (sees.) 
I l.jpg 28544 0.054945 4196 255 08 4331 255 
2 2.jpg 71232 0.2 19780 3604 255 21 2916 255 
3 3.jpg 105600 0.329670 4724 255 31 5227 255 
4 4.jpg 160704 0.439560 14853 255 47 22314 255 
5 5.jpg 216576 0.659341 20862 255 63 29824 255 

30000 

24000 

•BET 
II Triple IES 

J 
~ 18000 

s f 12000 

B 
6000 

0 

Ale alze (In bytee) 

Figure 3.7: BET vs. Triple DES in i-test of Jpg files 
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The results of BET for .jpg are not good as .dll and .exe files. Even then, they 

are not so low as compared to Triple DES. The values grow with the file size. The 

results for .txt files are given by table 3.5 and figure 3.8. 

Sl. Original 
No. file 

1 tl.txt 
2 t2.txt 
3 tJ.txt 
4 t4.txt 
5 t5.txt 

450000 

I 360000 

ivoooo 
s 
:I 180000 

i a 90000 

Table 3.5: i-test for BET with .txt files 

File size BET Triple DES 
Time Time (bytes) 

(sees.) t OF (sees.) i 
6976 0.054945 10028 85 02 10629 

23808 ().J09~90 32~2 1~1 ()1 32638 
58688 0.219780 81943 178 17 82101 

118784 0.384615 175305 193 35 170557 
190784 0.549451 406733 194 55 430338 

6976 23808 58688 118784 190784 

Ale alze (In bytea) 

Figure 3.8: BET vs. Triple DES in i-test of .txt files 

OF 

183 
255 
255 
255 
255 

The nature shown by BET for .txt files is very much similar to that shown by 

Triple DES. The '1J. values for BET are almost equal to those for Triple DES, 

although the degrees of freedom (DF) are bit less. High i). values along with very 

small encryption time compared to Triple DES makes BET very much feasible for 

implementation into the intended targets. 

3.5.3 Avabmcbe and runs 

As already done for PPO. a 32-bit bjnary string WilS repeafedly encrypted 

using BET, first keeping the original string unaltered, and subsequently each time 

complementing one bit of the plain-text. The plain-texts, corresponding cipher-texts 

and the number of runs along with their differences are listed in table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6: Avalanche and runs in BET 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 41450450 5445CI50 19 18 I 
I =>I Cl450450 D445CI50 18 17 I 

2"'"' 01450450 1445C150 17 16 I 
31UJ 61450450 S445Cl50 19 20 I 
4'" 51450450 5445CI51 2 1 19 2 
51" 49450450 5445C158 21 18 3 
6 45450450 5445C154 21 20 I 
7'" 43450450 7445C150 19 16 3 
8'" 40450450 4445CI50 17 16 1 
9'" 41C50450 5445CIDO 17 16 I 

IOnt 41050450 5445CIIO 17 16 I 
11'" 41650450 5645Cl50 19 18 I 
121" 41550450 5545CI50 21 20 I 
131" 41400450 5C45C150 19 16 3 
14'" 41410450 5045C150 17 16 I 
15'" 41470450 5!145CI70 17 16 I 
16'" 41440450 544SC140 19 16 3 
)7TH 41455450 54454150 21 20 I 
18'" 41459450 54458150 19 18 1 
19'" 4145F450 5447CI50 17 16 1 
20'" 4145C4SO S444C150 17 18 1 
21:>1 41450ESO 5440CI50 17 18 1 
22"'"' 414SD050 544JCI50 17 16 1 
231UJ 41450650 5445E150 19 18 1 
241" 41450550 54450150 21 20 1 
25 111 41450400 54C5CISO 19 18 1 
26'" 41450410 540SCI50 17 16 1 
27'" 41450470 5445C350 17 18 I 
28'" 41450440 544SC050 17 16 I 
29'" 41450458 5445C950 19 20 I 
30llt 41450454 5495C550 21 20 I 
31" 41450452 S465CISO 21 21 0 
32"'"' 41450451 5455CISO 20 20 0 

BET not bas shown a very good performance in this test. The difference 

between any two consecutive cipher-texts is not as large as desired, but the difference 

between any plain-text and the corresponding cipher-text is quite high. There are 

differences in runs between the plain-text and the cipher-text in most of the cases. 

3.6 Conclusion 

BET does not generate any overhead bits within the encoded string and it 

takes very little time to encode and decode though the block length is high. It can also 

be cascaded with a substitution cipher like OMA T (to be discussed later) to enhance 

its strength, which is discussed in chapter 10. Its strength and simplicity make BET 

very much feasible for implementation into the intended targets. 
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CIIAPTER 4 

Selective Positional Orientation of Bits (SPOB) 

4.1 Introduction 

A novel but simple microprocessor-based transposition cipher, namely 

Selective Positional Orientation of Bits (SPOB), has been proposed in this chapter. 

The input, as a string of binary bits, is divided into a number of blocks each 

containing n bits, where n is one of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512. The bit positions 

are then altered using the proposed technique, where swapping is performed between 

pairs of selected bits within a block. If the whole process is performed repeatedly for a 

particular block size, the original block is regenerated after a finite number of 

iterations. One of these iterations is selected to generate the encrypted string and 

hence the corresponding encryption key. The same operation is performed for 

decryption. 

4.2 Tbe SPOB sebeme 

In SPOB, the source string of512 bits is divided into a number ofblocks, each 

containing a finite number of bits n (l<n.S512). For each block S=SoS1S2 ...... S,.1, a 

repetitive swap operation is performed between 81 and S1+k where i = 1, 2, ....... , n-2 

starting from MSB where k = 2, 3, 4, 5, ....... , n-1. Section 4.2.1 deals with the 

operations in detail. 

4.2.1 The rounds in SPOB 

Round 1: In Round 1, the 512-bit input string is broken into 64 blocks of8 bits 

each. Within each block, the following operations are performed: 

Step 1: Starting from the first bit (MSB), a pair of bits is selected so that there is 

exactly one bit between those two bits. The selected bits are swapped. This is repeated 
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till the last pair. So the swapping is done on the bit-pairs (1,3), {2,4), (3,5), (4,6), 

(5,7), and (6,8) within each block. 

Step 2: In this step, similar operations are performed on the block of bits obtained 

from Step 1, where there are exactly two bits between the selected bits. So the 

swapping is done on the pairs {1,4), (2,5), (3,6), {4,7), and {5,8). 

Step 3: In Step 3, there will be exactly three bits between the selected bits. So the 

swapping is performed on the bit-pairs (1 ,5), {2,6), (3,7), and {4,8). 

Continuing in this fashion, one can go up to Step 6 for 8-bit blocks, each time 

incrementing the number of bits between the selected pair of bits. ActuaJiy, there will 

be n-2 steps for an n-bit block wherein the (n-2)tb step, only the first and the last bits 

(MSB and LSB) are swapped. 

Round 2: After completing all the steps for 8-bit blocks, the block-size is 

doubled (i.e. block-size = 16) in Round 2 and the whole process as in Round 1 is 

repeated. 

This way the entire process of encryption will complete in Round 7, where 

block size is 512. 

If a round is performed repeatedly, the original block (input to the particular 

round) is regenerated after a finite number of iterations. An intermediate iteration in a 

particular round is chosen for the input to the next round. So the whole process is 

completed after iterating each round several times, less than the number of iterations 

required to complete a cycle in that particular round. The remaining iterations in each 

round are performed during decryption. 

4.3 Example and discussion 

The operations on an 8-bit block is shown here as an example. Instead of O's 

and I 's, the bits are denoted by letters A, 8 , C etc. so that the movement of bits are 

clear to the readers. Considering a block of 8 bits, X = ABCDEFGH, only one round 
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will have to be performed. The operations in each step of the round are illustrated 

here. 

Step 1: Swap bits 1 and 3, 2 and 4, and so on. X then changes to Xt = CDEFGHAB. 

Roughly estimating, the bit A should be in place of C, but it has moved to the place of 

G. The reason is that the bit of a position is altered during each swap. Bit A moves to 

bit 3 after the first swap, but when bit 3 is again involved in a swap with bit 5, it 

moves further to bit 5. Eventually bit A moves to bit 7 and so is the fate with other 

bits also. 

Step 2: Swap bits 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and so on. x, then changes to X2 = FGHABECD. 

Step 3: Swap bits 1 and 5, 2 and 6, and so on. X2 then changes to X3 = BECDFGHA. 

Step 4: Swap bits 1 and 6, 2 and 7, and so on. X3 then changes to~ = GHADFBEC. 

Step 5: Swap bits 1 and 7, 2 and 8. J4 then changes to X s = ECADFBGH. 

Step 6: Swap bits 1 and 8. X s then changes to ~ = HCADFBGE 

So, finally X=ABCDEFGH changes to ~ = HCADFBGE. All these steps taken 

together constitute the only round for an 8~bit block. Figure 4.1 shows the alterations 

of the bit positions after this round. 

Figure 4.1: Transposition of bits in Round 1 ofSPOB 

If this round is performed repeatedly, the original block will be regenerated 

after six iterations as shown in table 4.1 . 
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Table 4.1: Regeneration of the original block 

Original Block ABCDEFGH 

Iteration 1 HCADFBGE 

Iteration 2 EAHDBCGF 

keration 3 FHEDCAGB 

Iteration 4 BEFDAHGC 

Iteration 5 CFBDHEGA 

Iteration 6 ABCDEFGH 

Any of the intermediate iterations may be taken to form the encrypted block. 

The block size and the number of iterations together will form the encryption key that 

will be discussed in chapter 11 . It may be noticed that the position of the bit D does 

not change. That will not affect the encryption process since it will change in the very 

next round when the block-size becomes 16. Table 4.2 shows the number of iterations 

required to regenerate the original block for each block-size. 

Table 4.2: Number of iterations for a complete cycle 

Block size 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 

Maximum iterations 
6 16 24 3354 13260 15466 23532 

required for a cycle 

4.4 Microprocessor-based implementation 

Instead of going through complex computations and exchanges, SPOB has 

been implemented in an Intel 8085 microprocessor-based system using the mappings 

among the source and encrypted blocks. The routines for SPOB will be exactly the 

same as those for BET discussed in chapter 3 barring the look-up tables. Hence the 

routines for SPOB are not listed here to avoid mere repetitions. The respective look

up tables used for 8-bit and 16-bit (and higher) SPOB are given in sections 4.4.1 and 

4.4.2, respectively. 

4.4.1 Look-up tables for 8-bit SPOB 

Table l (FBOOH onwards): OllL OIH, 03H, OlH, 04H, 02H 

Table 2 (FCOOH onwards): OlH, OOH, OlH, OOH, OlH, OIH, 

Table 3 (FDOOH onwards): OlH, 04H, 08H, 20H, 40H, SOH 
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4.4.2 Look-up tables for 16-bit (and higher) SPOB 

Table 1 (FBOOH onwards): 06H, 09H, 05H, OEH, OOH, 07H, OBH, ODH, 
OFH, OCH, 01 H, 03H, 08H, OAH, 02H, 04H 

Table 2 (FCOOH onwards): OOH 

The tables for higher block-sizes, like 32, 64, 128 etc., are similar with a slight 

modification in each case, and hence, not given here. 

4.5 Results and comparisons 

The same set of twenty fiJes, and more exactly, five different files of varying 

sizes in each of the four categories, namely .dll, .exe, .jpg and .txt, were considered 

for the purpose of testing and were encrypted using the SPOB algorithm. The results 

of the tests have been compared with those of Triple DES. 

Like all the previous algorithms, the strength and weaknesses of SPOB have 

also been tested in its weakest fo~ i.e., having just one pass (no iterations) in each 

round, so that the strength of the algorithm may increase during actual 

implementation. 

4.5.1 Character frequency 

The frequencies of all the 256 ASCIT characters in the source file and the 

encrypted files are computed to compare how evenly the characters are distributed 

over the 0-255 region. Among the twenty files encrypted, the results of just on.e file 

in each of the four categories are shown here for the sake of brevity. The variation of 

frequencies of all the 256 ASCIT characters in the .dll, .exe, .jpg and .txt source files 

and the ones obtained as results of encryption with SPOB and Triple DES are shown 

in figures 4.2 through 4.5, respectively. 

As usual, very high frequencies of few characters in some graphs have been 

truncated to make the Low values quite visible, otherwise they will look like almost 

zero values. 
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c••-... 
(a) OrWoaJ .dl file 

(b) .dO fiJc ecrypted wtih SPOB 

2000 

I :~ .l.J .......... l ...... l. ... ..l..Jl... ....... .Jl... .. .l.. .. . 
o ~ ~ ; s ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ ~ 

(c) .dl fie encrypted~ Tf1>1e DES 

Figure 4.2: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .dll files 

(a) Or¥n&J .exe file 

0 :l ~ ~ s .. ;:! i ~ ~ 
.., ... :it ~ ! £ ~ E ~ :: .. .. 

C • aracu· u 

(b) .exe fie encrypted w kh S PO B 

I :~ l.J.J.... ..... .l......J... . ..J ... l ........... 
0 ~ ~ ; i rc i ~ B E &I :!! i ~ 0 a ~ ~ t4 

c • .... n. ... 

(c) .exe file ecryptcd ~ Tf1>1e DES 

Figure 4.3: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .exe files 
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(a) 0~ .jpg file 

(b) .jpg IDe encrypted wkb SPOB ,_l 
1:: 800 

·~ .......................................................... 1 
0 

C ll•ractero 

(c) .jpg fi1c eoorypted wah ~lc DES 

Figure 4.4: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .jpg files 

,:~ l ll I .. ll ~u·~~. ~~~~ 
0 ~ ~ ~ &! ~ i ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 fl ~ 

.... 
;:; :q 

Cllara~tero 

(a) 0~ .txt file 

""1 ll,lH 
1600 I 1100 

~IU J ,, · ::: . ~ u I. .I I 

~ ~ ~ s ;:! i ~ 
0 .., 

~ ~ ! ; 0 a 0 

~ . :: ~ ;:: ~ 
C ltera caers 

(b) .txt file ecrypted witb SPOB 

J :ffi t 
400 

0 ................... , ...................................... . 
0 ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fl ~ ~ 

(c) .txt fie enccyptec1 wah Tf1>1e DES 

Figure 4.5: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt files 
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In case of .dll file, the result shown by SPOB is not as good as that of Triple 

DES. It bas broken the clusters of characters in the original .cUI file, but it should have 

been better. Nevertheless, the frequencies in the original file have been changed by 

considerable amounts, as it is evident from the i-test in section 4.5.2. 

The result for the .exe file is almost the same as for the .dll file and needs no 

further explanations. The performances shown by both SPOB and Triple DES in case 

of .exe file are almost same as in .dll file. 

SPOB looks much better in case of .jpg fiJe in comparison to .dll and .exe 

files. AJJ the characters are fairly distributed over the 0-255 region and the graph is 

quite comparable to that of Triple DES. 

SPOB bas not shown a good performance for .txt file compared to other 

categories of files. Since SPOB is a transposition cipher, this deficiency can be 

overcome by cascading with a substitution cipher like MAT (to be discussed later). 

4.5.2 Chi-Square test and encryption time 

One of the most popular statistical tools, the i -test, was performed to check 

the heterogeneity between the original and encrypted pairs of all the twenty files. The 

i values and encryption time due to SPOB were compared with those of Triple DES. 

Each category of files has been dealt with separately. The comparative i values and 

encryption times for SPOB along with those for Triple DES in case of .dll files are 

Listed in table 4.3. The same is visualised in figure 4.6. 

Table 4.3 : i-test for SPOB with .dll files 

Sl. Original File size SPOB Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time t OF Time t OF (sees_) (sees.) 
I l.dll 20480 0.109890 4912 157 06 29790 255 
2 2.dJI 53312 0.274725 20959 255 16 43835 255 
3 J.dll 90176 0.494505 48891 255 26 66128 255 
4 4.diJ 118784 0.604396 1358795 255 34 1211289 255 
~ ~.dU 204300 1.098901 2897~54 2~~ 69 2416~24 2SS 
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m. alze (In bytea) 

Figure 4.6: SPOB vs. Triple DES in i -test of .dll files 

•SPOB 

IDT~OES 

The performance of SPOB in -i'-test with .dll files is quite satisfactory 

compared to Triple DES. In fact, in case of larger files, the i values for SPOB are 

higher than those for Triple DES. Very small encryption time and large r values 

indicate the strength of SPOB which may be comparable to that of Triple DES. The 

results of the test for .exe are given by table 4.4 and figure 4.7. 

SL 
No. 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 

I 
J 
I 
~ 

f 
6 

Original 
file 

l .exe 
2.exe 
3.exe 
4.exe 
5.exe 

15000000 

12500000 

10000000 

7500000 

5000000 

2500000 

0 

Table 4.4: -i'-test for SPOB with .exe files 

File size 
SPOB Triple DES 

Time Time (bytes) 
(sees .. ) t OF (sees.) 

23104 0.109890 10382 255 12 
52736 0.274725 23702 255 15 

131136 0.659341 858925 255 29 
170496 0.934066 534803 255 49 
200832 0.989011 14429014 255 58 

23104 5P36 131136 170496 200832 

Ale atze (ln bytea) 

t OF 

8772 255 
43426 255 

986693 255 
475893 255 

1847377 255 

•SPOB .,....[ES 

Figure 4.7: SPOB vs. Triple DES in r-test of .exe files 
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In case of .exe files, the test results for SPOB are even better. Compared to 

Triple DES, the i values for SPOB in case of most of the .exe files are larger and for 

other files they are too close. The degree of freedom (DF) is 255 for all the files. 

Further, the encryption times are much less than those of Triple DES. The test results 

for .jpg files are listed in table 4.5 and illustrated by figure 4.8. 

Table 4.5: -£-test for SPOB with .jpg files 

SL Original File size 
SPOB Triple DES 

Time Time No. file (bytes) 
(sees.) i OF 

(sees.) i OF 

I ljpg 28544 0.164835 7414 255 08 4331 255 
2 2.jpg 71232 0.329670 3716 255 21 2916 255 
3 3.jpg 105600 0.549451 6196 255 31 5227 255 
4 4.jpg 160704 0.824176 9001 255 41 22314 255 
5 5Jpg 216576 1.153846 12719 255 63 29824 255 

30000 

0 
71232 105600 160704 216576 

Ale atte (In bytea) 

Figure 4.8: SPOB vs. Triple DES in -£-test of Jpg files 

Out of five files, the i values for SPOB are higher than those for Triple DES 

in case of three files. High i values and very small encryption times depict a good 

performance ofSPOB. The results for .txt files are given by table 4.6 and figure 4.9. 

Table 4.6: i-test for SPOB with .txt files 

Sl. Original File size 
SPOB Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time i OF 
Time i OF 

(sees.) (sees.) 

1 tl.txt 6976 0.054945 6213 69 02 10629 183 
2 t2.txt 23808 0.109890 43081 Ill 07 32638 255 
3 t3.txt 58688 0.329670 102298 123 17 82101 255 
4 t4.txt 118784 0.604396 215996 133 35 170557 255 
5 t:S.txt 190784 0.989011 706203 132 55 430338 255 
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noooo 
630000 

I 6o40000 
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! 360000 : 
~ 270000 
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90000 
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.SflOB 

llT!1*lES 

Figure 4.9: SPOB vs. Triple DES in i-test of .txt fiJes 

Although the frequency graph for SPOB was not so good in case of .txt files, it 

has shown a very good performance in the i -test. The i values for all but one .txt 

files in SPOB are hlgher than Triple DES. The reason for an unsatisfactory frequency 

graph is further explained by the only exception that the degrees of freedom (DF) for 

SPOB in case of all the five .txt fiJes are bit Lesser than those for Triple DES, but it 

does not have so much of significance. 

4.5.3 Avalan~be and runs 

A 32-bit binary string was repeatedly encrypted with SPOB, first keeping the 

original string unaltered, and subsequently each time complementing one bit of the 

plain-text. The differences between the cipher-texts were noted and the number of 

runs was also counted in each plain-text and the corresponding cipher-text. The 

difference of runs in each plain-text/cipher-text pair was noted. This was done to 

examine the diffusion property of SPOB, i.e. to test how much effect can be created in 

the cipher-text with a very small change in the plain-text. Table 4.7 shows the results 

of this test for SPOB. 

The table shows that SPOB can produce some amount of effect in the cipher

text with a very small change in the plain-text. There are some differences between 

consecutive cipher-texts in quite a fair number of cases. On average, a high difference 

of runs between the plain-text and the cipher-text also proves the randomness property 

ofSPOB. 
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Table 4.7: Avalanche and runs in SPOB 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 41450450 S48C3CI4 19 14 5 
1:1>1 C l450450 A48C3Cl4 18 16 2 

2NI.J 01450450 808C3Cl4 17 12 5 
31\U 61450450 C48C3C24 19 14 5 
4'" 51450450 348C3C14 21 16 5 
51" 49450450 858C3Cl4 21 14 7 
6 tn 45450450 8C8C3Cl4 21 14 7 
7'" 43450450 868C3CI4 19 14 5 
8"' 40450450 048C3CI4 17 13 4 
9'" 41C50450 S4AC3C14 17 16 I 
to•" 41050450 84883CI4 17 14 3 
II'" 41650450 S4CC3CI4 19 14 5 
12'" 41550450 839C3CI4 21 14 7 
13'" 41400450 S4803CI4 19 16 3 
14'" 41410450 S4843CI4 17 14 3 
151" 41470450 S48E3CI4 17 14 3 
16"' 41440450 S4DC3CI4 19 12 7 
17'" 41455450 848CIC14 21 14 7 
18'" 41459450 848C3CI4 19 15 4 
191" 4145F450 848C7CI4 17 14 3 
20'" 4145C450 S48C2C14 17 16 I 
21:1> 4145DE50 S48C3014 17 16 I 
22"'1J 41450050 S48C3414 17 16 I 
231W 41450650 S48C3E14 19 14 5 
24 41450550 848CBC14 2 1 16 3 
25'" 41450400 S4863C34 19 14 5 
26'" 41450410 848C3CIO 17 12 5 
271

" 41450470 S48C3C54 17 16 I 
28'" 41450440 848C3C04 17 12 5 
29 41450458 S48C3C14 19 15 4 
30'" 41450454 S48C3ClC 21 12 9 
31:il 41450452 S48C3CJ6 21 14 7 
32NU 41450451 S48C3C94 20 14 6 

4.6 Conclusion 

SPOB is a simple, easy-to-implement, and an efficient system that takes little 

time to encode and decode though the block length is high. The encoded string will 

not generate any overhead bits. Since it does not involve complex arithmetic 

computations in its actual implementation, the proposed scheme may be 

recommended for the intended targets, which are very small systems with less 

powerful processors and very low capacity memory units. 
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CI/,1PT£R 5 

Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (MAT) 

S.llntroduc:tion 

The schemes presented so far in this thesis were transposition ciphers and their 

strengths and weaknesses have already been discussed. However complicated they 

may be, the number of runs, and hence the weight (number of l's or O's ), of the binary 

string being encrypted remained the same. Some of these algorithms were not very 

effective to show the diffusion property. To overcome these weaknesses, a new 

microprocessor-based bit-level cipher has been proposed in this chapter, where the 

encryption is done through a Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (MAT). Like in the 

previous cases, the original message is considered as a string of 512 bits, which is 

then divided into a number of blocks of equal size, each containing n bits, where n is 

any one of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256. The two adjacent blocks are then added where the 

modulus of addition is 2". The result replaces the second block, first block remaining 

unchanged. The technique is applied in a cascaded manner, doubling the block-size in 

each round. 

Modulo-addition has been implemented in a very simple manner in order to 

avoid complex computations, so that the cipher may be easily implemented in an 8-bit 

microprocessor system. The decryption is done by using the reverse process, i.e. 

modulo-subtraction. 

5.2 The Modulo-Arithmetic: Technique 

In the proposed scheme, the source file is input as binary strings of 512 bits, 

though it may also be implemented for strings of larger sizes. The input string, S, is 

first broken into 8-bit blocks so that S = B,~BJ ....... B63B64. Starting from the MSB, 

the blocks are paired as (BJ~). (B3,B4), (Bs,B6) and so on. The MAT operation is 

applied to each pair of blocks. The process is repeated, each time doubling the block

size till it is 256. Section 5.2.1 presents the process in detail. 
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5.2.1 Algorithm for MAT 

Round 1: After breaking the input stream into blocks of 8 bits each and 

pairing the blocks as explained, the first member of each pair is added to the second 

member where the modulus of addition is 2" for block size n (n=8 in Round 1). For 

example, for 4-bit blocks, the modulus of addition will be 16. The second block of the 

pair is replaced by the result of the modulo-addition, while the first block is kept 

unchanged. 

This round (and also the subsequent ones) is repeated for a finite number of 

times and the number of iterations will form a part of the key, which is discussed in 

chapter 11. 

Round 2: The same operation as in Round 1, over the intermediate string 

generated by it, is performed with block-size 16. 

In this fashion several rounds are performed, each time doubling the block

size, till it is 256 in Round 6. The output from Round 6 is the final encrypted string. 

During decryption, similar type of process is followed, but the reverse 

operation, i.e. modulo-subtraction, has to be performed instead of modulo-addition. 

Further, the block-size is reduced from 256 down to 8 through the several rounds of 

the decryption process. The number of iterations to be performed in each round of 

decryption is obtained from the key. 

5.2.2 The modulo-addition operation 

An alternative method for modulo-addition is pr{)posed here to make the 

calculations simple. The need for computation of decimal equivalents of the blocks is 

avoided here since we will get large decimal integer values for large binary blocks. 

The method proposed here is just to use binary addition and discard the 'CARRY' bit 

out of the MSB to get the desired result. For example, the addition of 1101 with 1001, 

modulus of addition not being considered, will produce 10110. In terms of decimal 

values, 13 + 9 = 22. Taking the modulus of addition into consideration, which is 16 in 
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this case (24 = 16 for 4-bit addition), the result of addition will be 6 (22 - 16 = 6). 

Discarding the CARRY from 10110 is equivalent to subtracting 10000 (i.e. 16 in 

decimal). So the result will be 0110, which is equivalent to 6 in decimal. The same is 

applicable to any block-size. Hence, instead of going through complex computations 

for performing modulo-addition, just discarding the CARRY bit will serve the 

purpose and it will also make the microprocessor-based implementation very simple. 

5.3 Example of MAT 

Although the proposed scheme has been implemented for a 512-bit input 

string, a string of only 32 bits, say S = 110011110001100110001l0011011011, is 

considered here as an example to make it uncomplicated. 

Round 1: Block-size = 8, number of blocks = 4 

Input: 

11001111 I 00011001 1 10001100 I 11011011 

Output: 

11001111 11101000 10001100 01100111 

Round 2: Block-size = 16, number of blocks= 2 

Input: 

., -1-1 00-1-11-=~:--; 1_1_0_1 000---r--1_000_ 1_1 000---~-11-00_1_1_1 --, 

Output: 

1100111111101000 0101110001001111 

Since only 32-bit string has been considered, it is not possible to proceed 

further and just two rounds are performed. The output from Round 2, say S', is the 

encrypted stream, i.e. S' = 11001111111010000101110001001111. 
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Unlike the algorithms discussed in preceding chapters, it was not possible to 

regenerate the original block by iterating a round for block-sizes larger than 16. Also 

if the number of iterations to complete a cycle is too large, then it may take more time 

during decryption. Hence, it is proposed that the reverse process, the modulo

subtraction technique, be used for decryption. The algorithm for subtraction will not 

be so much different from that of addition. 

Although it has been proposed to break the input string into blocks of sizes 

that are exponents of 2, the scheme will work equally well with any block-size. The 

only constraint is that, in a particular round, all the blocks should be of the same size. 

5.4 Mic:roprocessor-bued implementation 

To implement the scheme in an Intel 8085 microprocessor-based system, for 

block-sizes greater than 8 bits, the addition/subtraction is performed taking 8 bits at a 

time starting from the least significant byte and passing the carry/borrow to the next 

set of 8 bits. 

In order to realize the scheme, 512 bit data is stored in memory (say FAOOH 

onwards) and the routines for 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bits are applied. The routines 

for 8-bit encryption and decryption are presented in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, 

respectively. The routines for 16-bit encryption and decryption are put down in 

sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, respectively. Few modifications in 16-bit MAT will be 

necessary for higher block-sizes and these instruction-by-instruction amendments are 

listed in table 5.1. 

5.4.1 Routine for 8-bit MAT eoc:ryptioo 

The routine for 8-bit MAT encryption is very simple. Starting from F AOOH, 

the first byte of each pair is read from memory into the accumulator and added to the 

second byte that is kept in memory. The first byte and result of addition is sent back to 

memory at the location reserved as result area (starting from F900H). This is repeated 

till the last pair of bytes has been processed and sent to the result area. The CARRY 

flag is ignored during addition. 
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Program area F800H onwards 

Data area FAOOH onwards (512 bits. i.e. 64locations) 

Result area F900H onwards 

Step 1 : Load C with 20H 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F AOOH 
Step 3 : Load DE pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 4 : Move the content of memory to A 
Step 5 : Store A into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 6 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 7 : Add the content of memory to A (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 8 : Store the result into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 9 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 10 : Decrement C 
Step 11 : Repeat from step 4 till C is zero 
Step 12 : Return 

5.4.2 Routine for 8-bit MAT decryption 

Although decryption also can be implemented using modulo-addition, 

modulo-subtraction has been used to make it simple and efficient. Here also, data

byteS are assumed to be stored in memory from F AOOH onwards. Other assumptions 

are also same as in the routine for encryption. A comparison has been made to decide 

which byte is larger. 

Step 1 : Load C with 20H 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F AOOH 
Step 3 : Load DE pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 4 : Move the content of memory to A 
Step 5 : Store A into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 6 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 7 : Compare the content of memory with A (location given by HL pair) 
Step 8 : If Cy = 0 jump to step 11 
Step 9 : Subtract the content of memory from A (location given by HL pair) 
Step 10 : Jump to step 14 
Step 11 : Move the content of A to B 
Step 12 : Move the content of memory to A 
Step 13 : Subtract the content of B from A 
Step 14 : Store the result into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 15 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 16 : Decrement C 
Step 17 : Repeat from step 4 till C is zero 
Step 18 : Return 
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5.4.3 Routine for 16-bit (and higher) MAT encryption 

The data is assumed to be in the memory from F900H onwards. The bytes are 

read, processed and sent back to the same locations. 

Step l : Load C with 1 OH 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F90 1 H 
Step 3 : Load DE pair to point to memory location F903H 
Step 4 : Clear A and Cy (XRA A) 
Step 5 : Load 8 with 02H 
Step 6 : Load A with the content of memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 7 : Add the content of memory to A with CARRY 
Step 8 : Store A into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 9 : Decrement both HL and DE pairs 
Step 10 : Decrement B 
Step II : Repeat from step 6 till B is zero 
Step 12 : Load B with 06H 
Step 13 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 14 : Decrement B 
Step 15 : Repeat from step 13 till B is zero 
Step 16 : Decrement C 
Step 1 7 : Repeat from step 4 till C is zero 
Step 18 : Return 

For higher block sizes, few modifications will have to be made in the routine 

for 16-bit for MAT encryption. The amendments to be made for each block-size 

higher than 16 bits are listed in table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Amendments for MAT encryption with higher block-sizes 

Steps 
To be Block-size 

changed 32 bit 64 bit 128 bit 256 bit 
Step 1 lOH 08H 04H 02H OtH 
Step 2 F901H F903H F907H F90FH F91FH 
Step 3 F903H F907H F90FH F91FH F93FH 
Step 5 02H 04H 08H 16H 32H 
Step12 06H OCH 12H 18H lEH 

5.4.4 Routine for 16-bit (and higher) MAT decryption 

As in the routine for encryption, the data is assumed to be in the memory from 

F900H onwards and the bytes are read, processed and sent back to the same locations. 

The routine will be exactly the same as that of encryption except at step 7, instead of 
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adding the content of memory to A with CARRY, it should be subtracted from A with 

BORROW. Hence, the whole routine is not listed here to avoid mere repetition. The 

modifications needed for higher block sizes will also be the same as in encryption. 

5.5 Results and comparisons 

The evaluation of MAT has been done using the methods already discussed in 

section 1.8.3. It has been tested in its weakest fo~ i.e., having just one pass (no 

iterations) in each roun~ so that the strength of the algorithm will increase during 

actual implementation. The results of the tests have been compared with those of 

Triple DES. 

As in all the preceding algorithms, four categories of files, namely .dll, .exe, 

.jpg and. txt, have been considered for the purpose of testing and five different files of 

varying sizes have been included in each category and put through the MAT 

algorithm. 

5.5.1 Character frequency 

As done in previous cases, among the twenty files encrypted, the results of just 

one file in each category are shown here for the sake of brevity. Figure 5.1 shows the 

frequencies of all the 256 characters in the .dll source file and the ones obtained as 

results of encryption with MAT and Triple DES. Likewise, figures 5.2 through 5.4 

illustrate the comparative character-frequencies for files of other three categories. 

As usual, very high frequencies of few characters in some graphs have been 

truncated to make the low values quite visible, otherwise they will look like almost 

zero values. 

In the original .dll file, the characters are clustered in some regions and almost 

negligible in some portions. The same file, when encrypted with MAT has more or 

less equal character-frequencies, which means that they are distributed evenly 

throughout the character space. The character with ASCTI value 0 is the only one 
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exception, which has quite a high frequency. The result of MAT has been compared 

to that of Triple DES. ln the result of Triple DES, most of the characters are 

distributed evenly in the character space, but some of them have abruptly high 

frequencies. 

Similar explanations as in the case of .dll file bold true for .exe file also, 

because the result for the .exe file is almost similar to that of the .dll file. 

The performance of MAT in case of the .jpg file is quite good as it is evident 

from the frequency graphs. The frequencies obtained from MAT and Triple DES are, 

more or less the same. The characters are homogeneously distributed in the character 

space for both MAT and Triple DES encrypted .jpg file. 

In the original.txt file, the frequencies of almost half of the total characters are 

nil. This is due to the absence of the non-printable characters. The characters are fairly 

distributed over the character space after the file is encrypted by MAT. The result is 

quite comparable with that of Triple DES. 

5.5.2 Chi-Square test and encryption time 

To check the heterogeneity between the original and encrypted pairs of all the 

twenty files, the i -test, as usual, was performed. The i values and encryption times 

due to MAT were compared with those due to Triple DES. Each category of files has 

been dealt with separately. The comparative i values and encryption time for MAT 

along with those for Triple DES in case of .dll files are listed in table 5.2. The 

comparisons in table 5.2 can be visualised in figure 5.5. 

Table 5.2: i-test forMAT with .dll files 

Sl. Original Files~ 
MAT Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) iime t OF 
Time t OF 

(sees.) (sees.) 
I l.dll 20480 0.054945 6658 255 06 29790 255 
2 2.dll 53312 0.109890 19150 255 l6 43835 255 
3 3.dll 90176 0.329670 41532 255 26 66128 255 
4 4.dU 118784 0.494505 136269 255 34 1211289 255 
5 5.dll 204800 0.714286 534082 255 69 2416524 255 
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Figure 5.5: MAT vs. Triple DES in i-test of .dll files 

The performance of MAT in i -test with .dll files is bit weak compared to 

Triple DES. Even then, very small encryption time and large i values with 255 

degrees of freedom (DF) for all five .dll files indicate the strength of MAT. Since 

Triple DES is quite complicated compared to MAT, it takes a long time to encrypt a 

file. Table 5.3 and figure 5.6 gives the results of the test for .exe files. 
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No. tile 

1 l.exe 
2 2.exe 
3 3.exe 
4 4.exe 
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Table 5.3: i-test for MAT with .exe files 

File size 
MAT Triple DES 

Tim.e Time (bytes) 
(sees.) ·l OF (sees.) r 

23104 0.054945 7077 255 12 8772 

52736 0.164835 211 13 255 15 43426 
131136 0.384615 978811 255 29 986693 

170496 0.549451 238430 255 49 475893 
200832 0.714286 2601366 255 58 1847377 

23104 52736 131136 170496 

Ale eiU (In bytea) 

Figure 5.6: MAT vs. Triple DES in i -test of .exe files 
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The test results of MAT for .exe files are better than those for .dll files and, in 

case of some files. even better than Triple DES. Moreover. the encryption times are 

much less than that of Triple DES. The test results for .jpg files are listed in table 5.4 

and illustrated by figure 5.7. 

Sl. Original 
No. file 

1 1.jpg 
2 2.jpg 
3 J.jpg 

4 4Jpg 
5 5.jpg 

30000 

25000 

.j2oooo 
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t 15000 
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0 

Table 5.4: i -test forMAT with .jpg fiJes 

File size 
MAT Triple DES 

Time Tune (bytes) 
(sees.) t DF 

(sees.) t 
28544 0.054945 4179 255 08 4331 
71232 0.219780 2671 255 21 2916 

105600 0.329670 5087 255 31 5227 
160704 0.494505 21061 255 47 22314 
216576 0.714286 28771 255 63 29824 

28544 71232 105600 160704 216576 

A .. •In (In bytlt•) 

Figure 5.7: MAT vs. Triple DES in i-test of .jpg tiles 
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The result for .jpg files shows a great scope of reliability for MAT and is very 

close to that of Triple DES. High i values, all with 255 degrees of freedom (OF), and 

very small encryption time compared to Triple DES for all five files, prove the 

strength of MAT. The results for .txt files are given by table 5.5 and figure 5.8. 

Table 5.5: i-test for MAT with .txt files 

Sl. Original File size 
MAT Triple DES 

Time Time No. file (bytes) 
(sees.) t DF 

(sees.) t DF 

I tl.txt 6976 0. ()()()()()() 10269 210 02 10629 183 
2 t2.txt 23808 0.109890 31443 255 07 32638 255 
3 t3.txt 58688 0.219780 78276 255 17 82101 255 
4 t4.txt 118784 0.329670 161141 255 35 170557 255 
5 tS.txt 190784 0.659341 407030 255 55 430338 255 
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118784 \90784 

Figure 5.8: MAT vs. Triple DES in r-test of .txt files 

The nature shown by MAT for .txt files is very much similar to that shown for 

.jpg files and, hence, needs no further explanations. The encryption time listed as 

0.000000 sees. is not actually a zero value but very close to zero and has been 

truncated to be accommodated in the table. 

5.5.3 Avalanche and runs 

A small change in the plain-text bas to create an avalanche in the cipher-text to 

prove the strength of the cipher. To examine this aspect of MAT, a 32-bit binary 

string was repeatedly encrypted, first keeping the original string unaltered, and 

subsequently each time complementing one bit of the plain-text. The differences 

between the cipher-texts were noted and the number of runs was also counted in each 

plain-text and the corresponding cipher-text. The difference of runs in each plain

text/cipher-text pair was also noted. Table 5.6 shows the results of this test for MAT. 

A close look into the table reveals that MAT can produce a good amount of 

effect in the cipher-text with a very small change in the plain-text. The only 

exception is the first byte which does not change during encryption. Nevertheless, 

MAT causes a sufficient amount of diffusion and, in addition, there are a lot of 

differences in runs between the plain-text and the cipher-text in most of the cases. 

Since MAT involves modulo-addition up to 256 bit, it causes a good substitution that 

is quite evident from the results. 
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Table 5.6: Avalanche and runs in MAT 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
~lemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 41450450 41861 5AA 19 19 0 
I"' ' C l450450 CJ06962A 18 20 2 

2NII 01450450 A1 E6760A 17 16 1 
31W 61450450 910665FA 19 18 1 
4 51450450 89CE5DF2 2 1 16 5 
SIH 49450450 85CAS9EE 21 18 3 
6'" 45450450 83C857EC 2 1 14 7 
7TH 43450450 80C554E9 19 19 0 
8 '" 40450450 8146556A 17 22 5 
9 '" 41 C50450 818655AA 17 20 3 

10'" 41050450 81E6560A 17 16 I 
II'" 41650450 8ID655FA 19 18 I 
12'" 41550450 81CES5F2 21 16 5 
13 111 41400450 81C255E6 19 18 1 
141lt 41410450 81C855EC 17 16 1 
IS 41470450 81C555E9 17 19 2 
16 41440450 81C6DC6A 19 18 I 
17' " 41455450 81C61CAA 21 18 3 
181lt 41459450 81C6760A 19 14 5 
19 4 14SF450 81C645DA 17 16 I 
20 111 4145C450 81 C65DF2 17 14 3 
2 1:il 4145DE50 81C651E6 17 14 3 
22NU 41450050 81C657EC 17 14 3 
231W 41450650 81C656EB 19 17 2 
24'" 41450550 81C6566A 21 18 3 
25 '" 4 1450400 81C656AA 19 20 I 
26TH 41450410 81C6560A 17 16 I 
27 41450470 81C655DA 17 18 I 
28'" 41450440 81C655F2 17 16 1 
29 '" 41450458 81C65SF2 19 16 3 
30m 41450454 81C655EE 2 1 16 5 
31"' ' 41450452 81C655EC 2 1 16 5 
J2NII 41450451 81C65SEB 20 17 3 

5.6 Conclusion 

The use of arithmetic involving large integers has been avoided by means of a 

very simple alternative. This makes MAT very much feasible for implementation into 

the intended target without loosing its credibility. Due to its simplicity and other 

advantages, it may be a good algorithm to be employed independently or in a 

cascaded manner with a transposition cipher. MAT takes litt1e time to encode and 

decode though the block length is high. The encoded string will not generate any 

overhead bits. 
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CIIAPTER 6 

Overlapped Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (OMA T) 

6.llntroduction 

In the Modulo-Arithmetic Technique {MA 1) discussed in chapter 5, the first 

member of a pair of blocks was not substituted. In the first round with block-size 8 

bits, every alternate byte remained the same. Although, in the very next round, all but 

the first byte changed due to the change in the pairing of blocks, some patterns may 

still pass into the cipher-text. To overcome this problem, a variation of MAT, i.e. the 

Overlapped Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (OMA T), is proposed in this chapter. The 

only modification made in this technique is the way the blocks are paired, all other 

operations remaining the same. 

6.2 The Overlapped Modulo-Arithmetic Technique 

As in MAT, the 512-bit input string, S, is first broken into 8-bit blocks so that 

S = Bt~BJ ....... B63864. Now, instead of pairing the blocks as <Bt.B2), (B3,B4), (Bs.B6) 

etc., the blocks in OMAT are paired as <Bt.B2), <Bl,BJ), (B3,B4) and so o~ starting 

from the MSB. Except for the first and the last blocks, each block belongs to two 

adjacent pairs. as the ftrst member of one pair and the second of the other. In other 

words, there is a common member in any two adjacent block-pairs, i.e. the block-pairs 

are overlapping and hence the name given to the technique. The rest of the algorithm 

is same as MAT and is not repeated here. 

Due to the modification in pairing of blocks, the effect of a small change in a 

block reaches all the following blocks. In the first pair, ~gets modified after B 1 is 

added to il The new value of B2 is then added to 8 3, then 8 3 to 8 4, and so on. Hence a 

small change in B 1 will have its impact till the last block. 

So, unlike MAT, all but the first 8 bits gets modified due to substitution. This 

will cause a great amount of diffusion as will be evident from the results. 
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6..3 Example of OMA T 

Although the proposed scheme has been implemented for a 512-bit input 

string, a string of only 64 bits has been taken to illustrate the OMA T operations. Say, 

s = 1100111100011001100011001101101100101110010100101100100100001010, 

is the 64-bit string representing the plain-text. 

Bt 

Round 1: Block-size = 8, number ofblocks = 8 

Input: 

B2 B3 I B4 I Bs I B6 I B1 I Bs I 
11001 I 11 00011001 I0001100I11011011IOOI011IOIOI010010II1001001Toooo1otol 

Output: 

Round 2: Block-size = 16, number of blocks = 4 

Input: 

1100111111101000 0111010001001111 0111110111001111 1001100010100010 

Output: 

1100111111101000 010001000011011 1 1100001000000110 0101101010101000 

Round 3: Block-size = 32, number of blocks = 2 

Input: 

11001111111010000100010000110111 11000010000001100101101010101000 

Output: 

11001111111010000100010000110111 10010001111011101001111011011111 
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Since the input was onJy 64-bit, it is not possible to proceed further and just 

three rounds are performed. The output from Round 3, say S', is the cipher-text, i.e. 

S'= 1100111111101000010001000011011110010001111011101001111011011111. 

Similar to the case of MAT, it was not possible to regenerate the original 

block by iterating a round for block-sizes larger than 16. Hence, as in MAT, the 

reverse process, i.e. modulo-subtraction is used for decryption. 

As in MAT, the input string need not always be broken into blocks of sizes 

that are exponents of 2, but also of any other size, of course with the only constraint 

that, in a particular round, all the blocks wiU have to be of the same size. 

6.4 Mi~roprocessor-based implementation 

In order to implement the scheme in an Intel 8085 microprocessor-based 

system, 512-bit data is stored in memory (say F900H onwards) and the routines for 8, 

16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bits are applied. The routines for 8-bit encryption and 

decryption are presented in sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, respectively. The same for 16-bit 

block-size including the modifications needed for higher block-sizes are given in 

sections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4. 

6.4.1 Routine for 8-bit OMA T en~ryption 

Program area F800H onwards 

Data area F900H onwards (5 12 bits, i.e. 64 locations) 

Result area F900H onwards 

Step 1 : Load C with 3EH 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 3 : Move the content of memory to A 
Step 4 : Increment HL pair 
Step 5 : Add the content of memory to A (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 6 : Move content of A into memory (A's content does not change) 
Step 7 : Decrement C 
Step 8 : Repeat from step 4 till Cis zero 
Step 9 : Return 
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6.4.1 Routine for 8-bit OMA T decryption 

Step I : Load C with 3EH 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F93FH 
Step 3 : Move the content of memory to A 
Step 4 : Decrement HL pair 
Step 5 : Subtract the content of memory fiom A (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 6 : Move content of A into memory (A's content does not change) 
Step 7 : Decrement C 
Step 8 : Repeat from step 4 till Cis zero 
Step 9 : Return 

6.4.3 Routine for 16-bit (and higher) OMA T encryption 

The data is assumed to be in the memory from F900H onwards. The bytes are 

~ processed and sent back to the same locations. The routine for 16-bit OMA T is 

presented here and the amendments needed for block -sizes higher than 16 bits are 

listed in table 6.1. 

Step 1 : Load C with 20H 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F903H 
Step 3 : Load DE pair to point to memory location F90 1 H 
Step 4 : Clear A and Cy (XRA A) 
Step 5 : Load B with 02H 
Step 6 : Load A with the content of memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 7 :Add the content of memory to A with CARRY 
Step 8 : Store A into memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 9 : Decrement both HL and DE pairs 
Step 1 0 : Decrement B 
Step 11 : Repeat fiom step 6 till B is zero 
Step 12 : Load B with 02H 
Step 13 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 14 : Decrement B 
Step 15 : Repeat fiom step 13 till B is zero 
Step 16 : Decrement C 
Step 17 : Repeat fiom step 4 till C is zero 
Step 18 : Return 

Table 6. 1: Amendments for OMA T encryption with higher block-sizes 

Steps 
To be Block-size 

changed 32 bit 64 bit 128 bit 256 bit 
Step 1 lFH OFH 07H 03H OIF 
Step 2 F903H F907H F90FH F91FH F93FH 
Step 3 F901H F903H F907H F90FH F91FH 
Step 5 02H 04H 08H IOH 20H 

Step 12 02H 04H 08H I OH 20H 
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6.4.4 Routi:oe for 16-bit (and higher) OMA T decryption 

The routines 16-bit and higher OMA T decryptions will be exactly the same as 

that of encryption except at step 8, instead of adding with CARRY, the content of 

memory should be subtracted from A with BORROW. The modifications needed for 

higher block sizes will also be the same as in encryption. Therefore, the whole routine 

is not listed here to avoid repetitions. 

6.5 Results and comparisons 

As in MAT, the strength and weaknesses of OMA T have also been tested in 

its weakest form, i.e., having just one pass (no iterations) in each round, so that the 

strength of the algorithm may increase during actual implementation. The results of 

the tests have been compared with those of Triple DES. 
( 

As usual, five different files of varying sizes in each of the four categories, 

namely .dll, .exe, .txt and .jpg, were considered for the purpose of testing and were 

encrypted using the OMA T algorithm. 

6.5.1 Character frequency 

Among the twenty files encrypted, the results of just one file in each of the 

four categories are shown here for the sake of brevity. The variation of frequencies of 

all the 256 ASCII characters in the .dll source file and the ones obtained as results of 

encryption with OMAT and Triple DES are shown in figure 6.1. Similarly, figures 6.2 

through 6.4 illustrate the comparative character-frequencies for files of the other three 

categories. 

As done before, very high frequencies of few characters in some graphs have 

been truncated to make the low values quite visible, otherwise they will look like 

almost zero values. 

The characters in the original .dlJ file are clustered in some regions and 

negligible in some portions. In the OMA T encrypted .txt file, characters are more or 
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C llaracura 

(a) 0~ .dU file 
1600 

f ·: 
2000 l 

~ 4~ 111111111.111111111 .. 1118111 .. 11.111.111111 .. 1111't"MIIIIII 
0 ~ ~ ; ~ ~ g 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

C llanctera 

2ooo (b) .dB file encrypted wlh OMA T 

J :~ .ll.. ..... l•n••w••l_. ... ~..L.J ..... 
o ~ ~ ; $ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ; ~ a ~ E 

(c) .dl file encrypted wirh 1'Jl:>le DES 

Figure 6.1 : Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .d.JI files 

(a ) 0~ .exe file 

1600 ·~ t 
J·~ -·-· .. ······-···-···-·· .. ···-·-·-··-· 0 0 

;:; 

(b) .exc file eoceypted wah OMA T 

(~) .ex.c file cctyptcd wah TJ1>1e DES 

Figure 6.2: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .exe files 
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Figure 6.3: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .jpg files 
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Clll •l'IMte" 

(b) .txt file enct)'pted ~ OMA T 

2000L 
0 ................................................ ..uuu 

0 .... ... i 0 
;:; 

(c) .txt file encrypted ~ ~le DES 

Figure 6.4: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt files 
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less evenly distributed throughout the character space except for the character with 

ASCD value 0, which has a very high frequency compared to others. 

ln the result of Triple DES, most of the characters are distributed evenly in the 

character space, but quite a few have abruptly high frequencies. It is not claimed that 

OMA T excels over Triple DES, but it is worth mentioning here that OMA T has 

shown a good result case of .dll files. 

Similar explanations as in the case of .dll file hold true for .exe file also 

because the results for .exe file are almost similar to that of the .dll file. 

OMA T has shown a very good performance for .jpg files also. It is very much 

clear from the frequency-graph that the characters are uniformly distributed in the 

character space for both OMA T and Triple DES encrypted .jpg file. The frequencies 

obtained from OMA T and Triple DES are more or Jess the same. 

Due to the absence of the non-printable characters, the frequencies of almost 

half of the total characters are nil in the original .txt file. The characters are evenly 

distributed over the character space after the file is encrypted with OMAT. Both 

OMA T and Triple DES have shown the same degree of performance for .txt files. 

6..5.2 Chi-Square test and encryption time 

The heterogeneity between the original and encrypted pairs of all the twenty 

files was tested with the i -test. The test results due to OMA T as compared to those of 

Triple DES for .dll files are listed in table 6.2, which can be visualised in figure 6.5. 

Table 6.2: i -test for OMAT with .dll files 

Sl. Original File size 
OMAT Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time i OF Time i DF (sees.) (sec:s.) 
1 1.dtl 20480 0.054945 7808 255 06 29790 255 
2 2.dll 53312 0.164835 20495 255 16 43835 255 
3 3.dll 90176 0.274725 42195 255 26 66128 255 
4 4.dll 118784 0.384615 14224 255 34 1211289 255 
5 5.dll 204800 0.659341 142224 255 69 2416524 255 
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90176 

Rle size (In bytes) 

118784 

• <:MAT 

•T~OES 

Figure 6.5: OMAT vs. Triple DES in i-test of .dll files 

Large i values with 255 degrees of freedom (DF) and very small encryption 

time for all five .dll fi les indicate a good performance of OMAT. However, it is bit 

weak compared to Triple DES. On the other hand, compared to OMAT, Triple DES 

takes a long time to encrypt a file. 

The results of the test for .exe files are listed in table 6.3 and illustrated by 

figure 6.6. OMA T shows a better performance in case of .exe files. Besides, for some 

files, OMA T looks even better than Triple DES. Moreover, the encryption times are 

much less than that of Triple DES. 

Table 6.3 . i-test for OMAT with .exe files 

Sl. OriginaJ File si7-e 
OMAT Triple DES 

Time Time No. file (bytes) 
(sees.) ·l OF 

(sees.) ·l OF 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

l .exe 
2.cxe 
3.exe 
4.e.xe 
S.exc 

2500000 

~ 2000000 
l 
i 1500000 

~ 1000000 
~ 
0 

500000 1 

23 104 
52736 

131136 
170496 
200832 

0.054945 7521 
0.164835 22526 
0.384615 985682 
0.494505 250534 
0.549451 2690803 

0 ...._ _ _ _ __ ..__ 

23104 52736 131136 

Ale site (In bytes) 

255 12 
255 15 
255 29 
255 49 
255 58 

170496 200832 

8772 255 
43426 255 

986693 255 
475893 255 

1847377 255 

• <:MAT 

•Tf1* oes 

Fiwre 6.6: OMAT vs. Triole DES in .;-test of .exe fi les 
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Table 6.4 and figure 6.7 illustrate the test results for .jpg fi les. For .jpg files, 

OMAT shows a very good performance and is very close to that of Triple DES. The 

strength of OMAT is proved by high x2 values, all with 255 degrees of freedom (DF), 

and very small encryption time compared to Triple DES. 

Sl. Original 
No. file 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

l.jpg 
2.jpg 
3.jpg 
4.jpg 
S.jpg 

30000 

25000 

~ 20000 
j 
~ 15000 

~ 10000 
.1: 
0 

5000 

0 

Table 6.4: i-test for OMAT with .jpg files 

File size OMAT Triple DES 

(bytes) Time .. 
DF Time .. 

(sees.) r: (sees.) x: 
28544 0.0549-'5 4258 255 08 4331 
71232 0.2 19780 2696 255 21 29 16 

105600 0.329670 5198 255 31 5227 
160704 0.494505 21824 255 47 223 14 
216576 0.659341 29028 255 63 29824 

28544 71232 105600 180704 216576 

File size (In bytes) 

Figure 6. 7: OMAT vs. Triple DES in i -test of .jpg files 

OF 

255 
255 
255 
255 
255 

The resuJts for .txt files are given by table 6.5 and figure 6.8. Similar types of 

performances are shown by OMAT for .jpg and .txt files and, hence, needs no further 

explanations. The encryption time listed as 0.000000 sees. is not actually a zero value 

but very close to zero and has been truncated to be accommodated in the table. 

Table 6.5: i-test for OMAT with .txt files 

Sl Original File size OMAT Triple DES 
No. file (bytes) Time ., 

DF Time ., 
DF 

(sees.) 
x-

(sees.) r: 
I tl.t>.1 6976 0.000000 10225 228 02 10629 183 
2 t2.txt 23808 0.054945 31685 255 07 32638 255 
3 t3.txt 58688 0.164835 79093 255 17 82101 255 
4 t4.lxt 118784 0.384615 161812 255 35 170557 255 
5 t5.L"Xt 190784 0.604396 415275 255 55 430338 255 
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58688 118784 

Ale size (In bytes) 

190784 

.OW.T 

•Til* IE> 

Figure 6.8: OMAT vs. Triple DES in -f-test of .txt files 

6.5.3 Avalanche and runs 

To examine the effect of a small change in the plain-text on the cipher-text, a 

32-bit binary string was repeatedly encrypted with OMA T, first keeping the original 

string unaltered, and subsequently each time complementing one bit of the plain-text. 

As done before, the differences between the cipher-texts were noted and the number 

of runs was also counted in each plain-text and the corresponding cipher-text. The 

difference of runs in each plain-text/cipher-text pair was also noted. Table 6.6 shows 

the results of this test for OMAT. 

A close look into the table reveals that OMA T can produce a good amount of 

effect in the cipher-text with a very small change in the plain-text. This can be 

understood by examining the consecutive cipher-texts, since there is difference of 

only one bit between any two consecutive plain-texts. The only exception is the first 

byte which does not change during encryption. Nevertheless, OMAT causes a 

sufficient amount of diffusion. 

In addition, there are a lot of differences in runs between the plain-text and the 

cipher-text in most of the cases. Since OMAT involves modulo-addition up to 256 bit, 

it causes a good substitution that is quite evident from the results. 
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Table 6.6: Avalanche and runs in OMAT 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented {Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 41450450 41.869C30 19 13 6 
1 ,,. CI45D450 C1069B30 18 14 4 

2"'u 01450450 01461BDO 17 13 4 
31W 61450450 61A6DC70 19 15 4 
4'" 51450450 5196BC50 21 19 2 
5'" 49450450 498EAC40 21 17 4 
6'" 45450450 458AA438 21 19 2 
7'" 43450450 4388A034 19 15 4 
8'" 40450450 40859A2E 17 17 0 
9 41C5D450 41061830 17 13 4 

10 41050450 41465BBO 17 17 0 
11'" 41650450 41A6BC70 19 15 4 
12'" 41550450 4196AC50 21 19 2 
13'" 41400450 418EA440 19 15 4 
14'" 41410450 41A29828 17 15 2 
15l11 41470450 4l889E34 17 15 2 
16'" 41440450 4185982£ 19 17 2 
17'" 41455450 41831BBO 21 13 8 
18 41459450 41835BFO 19 13 6 
19'" 4145F450 4183BC50 17 15 2 
201

" 4145C450 41838C40 17 13 4 
21:SI 4145DE50 4183A438 17 15 2 
22"'" 41450050 4183982C 17 15 2 
23 ..... 41450650 41869E32 19 15 4 
24'" 41450550 41869032 21 16 5 
25'" 41450400 41869BBO 19 15 4 
26'" 41450410 4J869BFO 17 13 4 
27'" 41450470 41869C50 17 15 2 
28'" 41450440 41869C40 17 13 4 
29'" 41450458 41869C38 19 13 6 
30'" 41450454 41869C34 21 15 6 
31" 41450452 41869C32 21 15 6 
32"'u 41450451 41869C31 20 14 6 

6.6 Conclusion 

Although quite a lot of modulo-arithmetic is involved, OMA T is very much 

feasible for implementation into the intended targets without loosing its credibility. Its 

performance, compared to MAT, is better due to the modifications made in the 

algorithm. Its strength may be enhanced by using it in a cascaded manner with a 

transposition cipher like BET or SPOB. The time taken to encode and decode by 

OMA T is very tittle compared to Triple DES. Moreover, the encoded string will not 

generate any overhead bits. Creating an option for the choice of block within a block

pair for substitution after the modulo-addition may enhance security and this option 

may form a part of the key, which is discussed in chapter 11. 
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Modified Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (MMA T) 

7.llntroductioa 

In chapter 6, OMA T bad been proposed to overcome some deficiencies of 

MAT. Although OMA T showed a better performance compared to MAT, one can 

notice from the test results that the first byte of the plain-text never changes. The rest 

of the plain-text shows a lot of changes in the cipher-text even with a small change 

before encryption. The Modified Modulo-Arithmetic Technique (MMA T), a better 

variation of MAT, has been proposed in this chapter. In OMAT, the modification was 

done in the pairing of blocks whereas in MMA T it the modification in the arithmetic 

operation that causes the difference. The pairing of blocks is done in the same manner 

as in simple MAT. It can be noticed through the results that MMA T will cause 

changes even in the first byte of the plain-text, which was not achievable in MAT or 

OMAT. 

7.2 The Modified Modulo-Arithmetic Tedmique 

As in MAT, the source file is input as binary strings of512 bits, though it may 

also be implemented for strings of larger sizes. The input string, S, is first broken into 

8-bit blocks so that S = BtB2BJ ...... .B63864. Starting from the MSB, the blocks are 

paired as CBtt~). (83,B4), (Bs,B6) and so on. The rounds in MMAT are same as in 

MAT but the operation part in each round is different 

MMAT can be treated as a two-pass MAT. In the first pass, the two members 

of a block-pair are added and the first member is replaced by the result. In the second 

pass, the two blocks are added again to replace the second block. The whole operation 

can be done in a single pass, one after the other, before moving to the next block-pair. 

Apart from the number of iterations in each round, the order in which the two blocks 

of a pair are substituted may be altered and may form a part of the key, which is 

discussed in chapter 11. 
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As in MAT and OMAT, modulo-subtraction is performed during decryption 

with the block-size reducing from 256 down to 8 through the several rounds . 

Due to the modification in the operation part in each round, each and every 

block gets substituted in MMA T. In the first pair, B, gets modified after ~ is added 

to it. Immediately ~ gets modified after the new content of B, is added to it. 

Similarly, substitutions are made in 8 3, B4, Bs, B6, and so on. So, unlike MAT, all the 

blocks get modified due to substitution and in contrast to OMA T, even the first byte 

gets substituted. Hence a great amount of diffusion may be caused in MMA T. 

7.3 Example of MMA T 

As in OMAT, though the proposed algorithm has been implemented for a 512-

bit input string, only a 64-bit string has been taken to illustrate the MMA T operations. 

For any (Bi,Bi·+I), substitutions have been made in the order B1 first and then Bi+l· Say, 

s = 1100111100011001100011001101101100101110010100101100100100001010, 

is the 64-bit string representing the plain-text. 

Rou11d 1: Block-size = 8, number of blocks = 8 

Input: 

Output: 

Round 2: Block-size = 16, number of blocks = 4 

Input: 

B, I ~ I B3 I B. 
111010000000000l i01100111010000IO I1000000011010010 l1101001111011101 

Output: 

B, I ~ I B3 I B4 
0100111101000011 I10110110IOOOOIOI I01010100101011JJ 10010100010001100 
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Ro1111d J: Block-size= 32, number of blocks = 2 

Input: 

01001111010000111011011010000101 01010100101011110010100010001100 

Output: 

10100011111100101101111100010001 11111000101000100000011110011101 

For a 64-bit string, only three rounds are possible. The cipher-text, say S'. is 

obtained by concatenating the blocks from the output of Round 3, in other words, 

S' = l0100011llt10010110111110001000111111000101000100000011110011101 . 

As already suggested in the previous chapters, the input string for MMA T 

need not always be broken into blocks of sizes that are exponents of2, but also of any 

other size, but in a particular round, all the blocks will have to be of the same size. 

7.4 Mkroproc:essor-bued implementation 

The routines for MMA T are similar to those of MAT since there is no 

difference in the way the blocks are paired. The main difference in is the operation 

part. In MMA T the operations have to be done twice, once replacing the first block 

and then again replacing the second block. 

In the Intel 8085-based implementation of the scheme, a 512-bit data is 

assumed to be stored in memory from F900H onwards and the routines for 8, 16, 32, 

64, 128 and 256 bits are applied. The routines for 8-bit encryption and decryption are 

presented in sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, respectively. The routines for 16-bit encryption 

and decryption along with the amendments needed for higher block-sizes are given in 

sections 7.4.3 and 7.4.4, respectively. 

7.4.1 Routine for 8-bit MMA T encryption 

The routine for 8-bit MMA T encryption is very simple. Starting from F900H, 

the first and the second bytes are added twice, once replacing the first byte and again 
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replacing the second byte. This is repeated till the last pair of bytes bas been 

processed. The CARRY flag is ignored during addition. 

Step 1 : Load C with 20H 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 3 : Load DE pair to point to memory location F901 H 
Step 4 : Move the content of memory location pointed to by DE pair to A 
Step 5 : Add the content of memory to A (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 6 : Store the result into memory (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 7 : Move the content of memory location pointed to by DE pair to A 
Step 8 : Add the content of memory to A (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 9 : Store the result into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 10 : Load B with 02H 
Step 11 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 12 : Decrement B 
Step 13 : Repeat from step 11 till B is zero 
Step 14 : Decrement C 
Step 15 : Repeat from step 4 till C is zero 
Step 16 : Return 

7.4.2 Routine for 8-bit MMAT decryption 

In this case also, data·bytes are assumed to be stored in memory from F900H 

onwards. Other assumptions are also same as in the routine for encryption. The first 

byte is subtracted from the second byte. Then the second byte is subtracted from the 

new value of the first byte. 

Step 1 : Load C with 20H 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 3 : Load DE pair to point to memory location F90 1 H 
Step 4 : Move the content of memory location pointed to by DE pair to A 
Step 5 : Subtract memory content from A (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 6 : Store the result into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 7 : Move the content of A to B 
Step 8 : Move the content of memory to A (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 9 : Subtract B from A 
Step 10 : Store the result into memory (HL pair gives the location) 
Step 11 : Load B with 02H 
Step 12 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 13 : Decrement B 
Step 14 : Repeat from step 12 till B is zero 
Step 15 : Decrement C 
Step 16 : Repeat from step 4 till C is zero 
Step 17 : Return 
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7.4.3 Routine for 16-bit (and higher) MMAT encryption 

The data is assumed to be in the memory from F900H onwards. The bytes are 

read, processed and sent back to the same locations. 

Step 1 : Load C with 1 OH 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F90 1 H 
Step 3 : Load DE pair to point to memory location F903H 
Step 4 : Clear A and Cy (XRA A) 
Step 5 : Load B with 02H 
Step 6 : Load A with the content of memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 7 : Add the content of memory to A with CARRY 
Step 8 : Store A into memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 9 : Decrement both HL and DE pairs 
Step 1 0 : Decrement B 
Step 11 : Repeat from step 6 till B is zero 
Step 12 : Load B with 02H 
Step 13 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 14 : Decrement B 
Step 15 : Repeat from step 13 till B is zero 
Step 16 : Clear A and Cy (XRA A) 
Step 17 : Load B with 02H 
Step 18 : Load A with the content of memory location pointed to by DE pair 
Step 19 : Add the content of memory to A with CARRY 
Step 20 : Store A into memory 
Step 21 : Decrement both HL and DE pairs 
Step 22 : Decrement B 
Step 23 : Repeat from step 18 till B is zero 
Step 24 : Load B with 06H 
Step 25 : Increment both HL and DE pairs 
Step 26 : Decrement B 
Step 27 : Repeat from step 25 till B is zero 
Step 28 : Decrement C 
Step 29 : Repeat from step 4 till C is zero 
Step 30 : Return 

The same routine, of course with a few modifications, may be used for 

MMA T encryption with block-sizes higher than 16 bits. The amendments to be made 

for each block-size higher than 16 bits are listed in table 7.1. 

7.4.4 Routine for 16-bit (and higher) MMA T decryption 

With the same assumptions as in encryption, the routine will be exactly the 

same for decryption except at steps 7 and 19, instead of adding the content of memory 

to A with CARRY, it should be subtracted from A with BORROW. For this reason, 
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the whole routine is not listed here to avoid mere repetition. The modifications needed 

for higher block-sizes will also be the same as in encryption, listed in table 7.1. 

Table 7. 1: Amendments for MMA T with higher block-sizes 

Steps 
To be Block size 

changed 32 bit 64 bit 128 bit 256 bit 
Step 1 10H 08H 04H 02H OlH 
Step 2 F901H F903H F907H F90FH F91FH 
Step 3 F903H F907H F90FH F91FH F93FH 
Step 5 02H 04H 08H 16H 32H 
Step 12 02H 04H 08H 16H 32H 
Step 17 02H 04H 08H 16H 32H 
Step 24 06H OCH 12H 18H lEH 

7.5 Results and comparilou 

As in MAT and OMAT, the strength and weaknesses ofMMAT has also been 

tested with just one pass (no iterations) in each round, i.e. in its weakest form, so that 

the strength of the algorithm may increase during actual implementation. The results 

of the tests have been compared with those of Triple DES. 

All the five different files of varying sizes in each of the four categories, 

namely .dll, .exe, .txt and .jpg, were considered for the purpose of testing and 

encrypted using the MMA T algorithm. 

7.5.1 Character frequency 

Presenting the results for all the twenty files will make this thesis too long. 

Therefore, the results of just one file in each of the four categories are given here for 

the sake of brevity. The variation of frequencies of all the 256 ASCll characters in the 

source and the encrypted files have been compared graphically in this section. 

The comparative character-frequencies for .dll source file, MMA T encrypted 

file and Triple DES encrypted file are illustrated in figure 7.1. Similarly, figure 7.2 

depicts the comparison for .exe file, figure 7 .3 for .jpg file and figure 7.4 for .txt file. 
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c ..... .u" 

(a) 0~ .dl fie 

·-! ' ::: l 100 

·~ ........................................................... . 
0 0 

;;; 

(b) .dl file encrypted wilb MMA T 

(c) .dl fie encrypted ~ T...,le DES 

Figure 7.1: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .dll files 

(a) Or¥nat .exc file 

l:ml_ 400 
0 ..................................................... . 

o ~ ~ ~ s ~ i ~ @ ~ ~ § ! ~ ! a ~ ~ 

(b) .exc fie encrypted wah MMAT 

(c) .exe 6le ecrypted wilb T...,le DES 

Figure 7.2: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .exe files 
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lOOO l 1600 

1200 

J :: ._ ... ,,.~.~~~~••i•~MI~..._..a.M••~~~ 
0 

(a) 0~ .jpg file 

2000 

1600 

J ·:: 
·~ ..................... llllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllll 

0 ~ ~ ~ s ~ 8 ~ 8 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

(b) .jpg file cncryp~ widl MMAT 

r: 2000 l 
·~ .......................................................... ~ 

o ~ ~ ~ $ ~ 8 ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ 
C lla .. cten 

(o) .jpg tile encryp~ ~ T~le DES 

Figure 7.3: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted Jpg files 

c ..... _ " 
(a) OrPaJ.txt file 

400 
J :~l 

o •••••••o•••-•••••••••••••••••••u••••••••••••••n•••• 
o ~ ~ ~ s ~ i ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ 

C loaractan 

(b) .txt file encrypted widl MMA T 

2000 

r: 
400 

0 ................................. *••·························· o ~ ~ ; $ ~ i ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ! ~ 

(c) .txt file encrypted with T~lc DES 

Figure 7.4: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt files 
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The graphs obtained for MMA T and OMA T are more or less same to the 

open eye, but the actual data differ a lot. The .dll file, when encrypted with MMA T 

has more or less equal character-frequencies with an exception that the character with 

ASCII value 0 has very a high frequency. AU other characters are distributed quite 

evenly throughout the character space. The result of MMA T in case of the .dll file is 

better compared to that of Triple DES. In the result of Triple DES, most of the 

characters are distributed evenly in the character space, but some of them have 

abruptly high frequencies. 

The same explanations as in the case of the .dll file bold true for the .exe file 

also because the results for the .exe file are almost similar to that of the .dJl file. 

The frequencies obtained from MMA T and Triple DES for the .jpg file are 

almost same. The characters are uniformly distributed in the character space for both 

MMA T and Triple DES encrypted .jpg file. Therefore the performance of MMA T in 

case of the .jpg file may be accepted to be quite a good one and comparable to that of 

Triple DES. 

Due to the absence of the non-printable characters, the frequencies of almost 

half of the total characters are nil in the case of the original .txt file. The characters are 

fairly distributed over the character space after the files are encrypted by MMA T and 

the result is very much comparable to that of Triple DES. 

7.5.2 Cbi-8quare test and encryption time 

All the twenty pairs of original and encrypted files were put through the test 

for heterogeneity using the most popular i -test. The results for each category of files 

have been discussed separately. The i values and encryption times for .dll files due to 

MMA T as compared to those of Triple DES are listed in table 7 .2, which can be 

visualised in figure 7.5. 

Although it is better than MAT and OMA T, from the results produced by 

MMA T for .dll files, it appears to be quite weak compared to Triple DES. However, 

very small encryption time and large i values with 255 degrees of freedom (OF) for 
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aU the five .dU files indicate a good performance of MMA T. Moreover, compared to 

MMAT, Triple DES takes a long time to encrypt a file. 

Table 7.2: i-test for MMAT with .dll fi les 

Sl. Original File size MMAT Triple DES 

No. fLie (bytes) Time ., 
OF Time i OF (sees.) r (sees.) 

I l.dll 20480 0.054945 8539 255 06 29790 255 
2 2.dll 53312 0. 164835 21592 255 16 43835 255 
3 3.dll 90176 0.329670 43890 255 26 66128 255 
4 4.dll 118784 0.384615 149143 255 34 1211289 255 
5 5.dll 204800 0.714286 620375 255 69 2416524 255 

: 
~ 

j 1500(XX) 
! • 
~10CXXXX) 

6 500(XX) J 

53312 90176 

Rle size (In bytes) 

Figure 7.5: MMAT vs. Triple DES in i-test of .dJI files 

The results of the test for .exe files are listed in table 7.3 and the same is 

graphically illustrated by figure 7.6. MMAT shows a better performance in case of 

.exe files. Besides, for some fLies, MMA T looks even better than Triple DES. In 

addition, the encryption times are much less than that of Triple DES. 

Table 7.3: i-test for MMAT with .exe files 

Sl. Original File size MMAT Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time , 
OF Time .. 

OF {sees.) r (sees.) x-
I l.exe 23 1~ 0.054945 7633 255 12 8772 255 
2 2.exc 52736 0.164835 23766 255 15 43426 255 
3 3.exe 131136 0.329670 993854 255 29 986693 255 
4 4.exe 170496 0.659341 280797 255 49 475893 255 
5 5.exe 200832 0.604396 2748185 255 58 1847377 255 
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250000) 

~ 2000CXX) 

J 
! 15CXXXX> 
~ 

~ 1000CXX> 
s: 
0 

23104 52736 131136 170496 

Ae size (In bytes) 

Figure 7.6: MMAT vs. Triple DES in t-test of .exe files 

The results of the test for .jpg files are given in table 7. 4 and figure 7. 7 gives a 

graphical view of these resuhs. MMAT shows a very good performance for .jpg files 

and is almost equal to that ofTriple DES. Besides, encryption time for MMAT is very 

small compared to Triple DES. 

Sl. Original 
No. file 

1 Ljpg 
2 2.jpg 
3 J.jpg 
4 4.jpg 
5 5.jpg 

; 
~ 20000 
l s 15000 
~ 

~ 10000 
s: 
0 

5000 

0 

Table 7 4: i -test for MMA T with .jpg files 

File size MMAT Triple DES 
Time Time (bytes) 
(sees.) ·l OF 

(sees.) ·l 
28544 0.054945 .J313 255 08 433 1 

71232 0.27.J725 2892 255 21 2916 
105600 0.384615 5184 255 31 5227 
160704 0.604396 22284 255 47 22314 
216576 0.769231 29845 255 63 29824 

71232 105600 160704 216576 

Ale size (In bytes) 

Figure 7.7: MMAT vs. Triple DES in i-test of.jpg files 

OF 

255 
255 
255 
255 
255 
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The results for .txt fiJes are given by table 7.5 and figure 7.8. The nature 

shown by MMAT for .txt files is very much similar to that shown for .jpg files. In 

some cases, the x: values for MMAT are larger than the same for Triple DES with the 

same degree of freedom (DF). 

Table 7.5: i-test for MMAT with .txt files 

SL Original 
No. file 

I tl.txt 
2 12.t:xt 
3 t3.txl 
4 t4.txt 

5 t5.txt 

450000 

I 
::t 

1270000 
f:! .. 
~ 180000 

::c 
0 

90000 

File size 
(bytes) 

6976 
23808 
58688 

ll8784 
190784 

6976 

MMAT Triple DES 
Time ' OF Tune i (sees.) r (sees.) 

0.054945 8539 244 02 10629 
0.164835 2 l592 255 07 32638 
0.329670 43890 255 17 82101 
0.384615 149143 255 35 170557 
0.714286 620375 255 55 430338 

23808 58688 118784 190784 

Ale size (In bytes) 

Figure 7.8: MMAT vs. Triple DES in i -test of .txt files 

7 .5.3 Avalanche and runs 

DF 

183 
255 
255 
255 
255 

Like in the previous cases., MMAT was subjected to this test for a 32-bit 

string. A smaU change in the plain-text has to create a good amount of effect in the 

cipher-text to prove the strength ofthe cipher. Table 7.6 shows the results ofthjs test 

forMMAT. 

Compared to aJJ other previous ciphers, including MAT and OMAT, MMAT 

bas produced the best results with regard to avalanche effect. A great amount of effect 

on the cipher-text was noticed with a very small change in the plain-text. Moreover, 
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there was 8 lot of difference in the first byte of the string being encrypted, which does 

not change in MAT and OMA T. The fact that there are no common entries under the 

cipher-text column in the table proves that MMA T causes 8 great amount of diffusion. 

Table 7.6: Avalanche and runs in MMAT 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cip_ber-text Difference 

None 41450450 17DAECDB 19 19 0 
l:t CI4504SO OEC1EID8 18 11 7 

2"'u 01450450 IDC8E8DB 17 16 I 
31W 61450450 1DBEEED9 19 16 3 
4Tl1 51450450 IBBEEDDC 21 16 s 
S'" 49450450 19BEED5C 21 17 4 
6'" 45450450 193C6DIB 21 16 5 
7'" 43450450 98FC2CFB 19 13 6 
8 40450450 D79ACCCB 17 20 3 
9'" 41CS04SO 07BAE4DB 17 16 1 

10'" 41050450 OFBBE809 17 15 2 
llll1 41650450 lBBCEEOC 19 IS 4 
12 41550450 19BB7DDC 21 IS l 
13 41400450 18886050 19 20 I 
14'" 41410450 973AAC9C 17 20 3 
15'" 41470450 57FBOCFB 17 14 3 
16'" 41440450 F79ADCCB 19 17 I 
17'" 41455450 29C4F40B 21 18 3 
18'" 41459450 31C8F8D9 19 14 5 
19'" 4145F450 40DEEEOC 17 15 2 
20'" 4145C450 16BOEBDB 17 18 I 
21"' 4145DESO 193CEDSB 17 18 1 
22r<u 41450050 977C6C9C 17 16 1 
231W 41450650 58DC2CFB 19 16 3 
24'" 41450550 37CBOCEB 21 16 5 
25'" 41450400 IFOAF409 19 16 3 
26'" 41450410 23BBF80A 17 15 2 
27'" 41450470 19DCEEDC 17 15 2 
28'" 41450440 16BDEBDB 17 18 1 
29Jtl 41450458 98CB6D5B 19 19 0 
301H 41450454 57FB201B 2 1 18 3 
31"' 41450452 37DBOCFB 21 14 7 
32r<u 41450451 27CAFCEB 20 17 3 

7.6 Conclusion 

MMA T has shown the best results compared to its siblings and is very much 

feasible for implementation into the intended targets without loosing its credibility. 

MMA T does not generate any overhead bits in the cipher-text. Its strength may be 

enhanced by randomizing the order in which the blocks within 8 pair are chosen for 

substitution. This order in which the blocks are substituted within 8 block-pair may 

form 8 part of the key, which is discussed in chapter 11. 
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CIIAPTER 8 

Bit-pair Operation and Separation (BOS) 

8.1 Introduction 

A new microprocessor-based block cipher has been proposed in this chapter in 

which the encryption is done through Bit-pair Operation and Separation (DOS). Like 

in other proposed algorithms, the plain-text in BOS is considered as a string of binary 

bits, which is then divided into blocks of n = 2* bits each, where k is 3, 4, 5, 6, and so 

on. Within each block, two adjacent bits are paired and two different operations are 

performed in each pair. The result of the first operation is placed at the front and that 

of the second operation at the rear. The encryption is started with block-size of 8 bits 

and repeated for several times and the number of iterations forms a part of the key. 

The whole process is repeated several times, doubling the block-size each time. The 

same process is used for decryption. 

8.2 The DOS technique 

Though the technique may be applied to larger string sizes also, a 512-bit 

binary string has been used as the plain-text in this implementation. The input string, 

S, is first broken into a number of blocks, each containing n bits where n = 2* and k 

may be one of3,4,5,6,7,8,9, and so on, starting with k= 3. Hence, S = S1S2S3 •.••..• Sm, 

where m = 512/n. The BOS operation is applied to each block. The process is 

repeated, each time doubling the block size till n = 512. 

The decryption is carried out by reiterating the same algorithm. Section 8.2.1 

explains the operations in detail. 

8.2.1 The algorithm for DOS 

After breaking the input stream into several blocks of size 8, the following 

operations are performed starting from the most significant side: 
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Round 1: In each blockS,= (8,,82~B3,84,8s,8~7.8s), each pair of two adjacent bits 

are grouped together viz. (B~,SV, (83,84), (Bs,B6), and (B7,8s). If the resultant block 

is denoted by S', = (C~,C2,C3,C,.,Cs,4.C7,Cs). then the two proposed operations on the 

pair (B~o~) will give two resultant bits which are then separately placed as c, and Cs. 
Similarly, the pair (83,84) will give C2 and C6. Symbolically, the pair (81,81+1) will 

give the bits Y~+t)l2 and Yt+l)l2+nl2 where n is the block size. The two operations are 

carried out according to the truth table given in table 8.1. Henceforth, the bits 

C.,C2,C3, ..... . ,Cn12 will be calledfron.t biJs and the bits C(nll)'t-~,C(nll)+-2, ...... ,Cn will be 

called rear bits. Simply speaking, the result of the first operation is appended to the 

fro.nt bits and the result of the second operation is appended to the rear bits. 

This rowtd is repeated for a finite number of times and the number of 

iterations will form a part of the key, which will be discussed in chapter 1 1 . 

Experiments have shown that, if the block-size is n = 2k, then the original block is 

obtained after 3•k iterations. Some intermediate encrypted block may be taken as the 

cipher-text where the number of iterations is less than 3•k. 

Roud 2: The same operations as in Round I are performed with block-size 16. 

In this fashion several rounds are completed till we reach Round 7 where the 

block-size is 512 and we get the encrypted bit-stream. 

During decryption, the remaining iterations out of 3*k iterations in each round 

are carried out for each block-size to get the original string, but the block-size is 

halved in each round starting from 512 down to 8, i.e. the reverse as that of 

encryption. 

8.2.2 The bit-pair operations 

As discussed in Round 1, the two operations are illustrated in Table 8.1. If the 

pair (8,,81+1) is considered for the operations, then the resultant front bit will be c(l+l)/2 

and the rear bit will be Yt+l)l2+nll· If the two bits of the pair are same, then the front bit 

will be 0 else it will be 1. This is same as an XOR operation, but has been 
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implemented using IF-THEN-ELSE structure for C language program. If the bits are 

same and both are O's then the rear bit will be 0 and if both are 1 's then the rear bit 

will be 1. Ifthe bits are different, then (0,1) will produce 0 whereas (1,0) will give 1 

as the rear bit. A close study will reveal that whatever may be the front bit C(t+1)12+nl2 = 

B;. This observation is important for microprocessor-based implementation. 

Table 8.1: Computation of front and rear bits 

For Front Bit FoiRear Bit 
Bit Pair Front Bit Same Bits Rear Bit Different Bits Rear Bit 
Same 0 0,0 0 0,1 0 

Different 1 1,1 1 1,0 1 

8.3 Example of BOS 

A single block of8 bits, sayS= 11011000, is considered here for an example. 

As discussed in section 8.2, the operations are performed to give the first encrypted 

block, say S 1• Figure 8.1 shows the formation of the front and rear bits. 

B, 82 83 84 8s 86 B1 8s 
1101 I 0 0 0 

c, C2 C3 C4 Cs c6 C1 Cs 
0 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 

Figure 8.1: Computation of the Front and Rear bits in the first iteration. 

The process is repeated to produce 82
, 83

, ss, and so on. Since the block-size is 

8, which is equal to 23
, the final block will be S9 (3•3=9), which is same as the 

original blockS. Any one of the intennediate blocks, say S4
, may be considered as the 

cipher-text. Table 8.2 illustrates all the iterations needed to get back the original block 

for an 8-bit block. If m is the maximum number of iterations and s' is the cipher-text, 

then the remaining {m-i) iterations will be required during decryption to get back the 

original block. Hence a separate algorithm for decryption is not required for BOS. 

Moreover, the decryption key can be easily obtained from the encryption key. 
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Table 8.2: Iterations for an 8-bit block 

Bit positions ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
S (Original block) 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

s• 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 
s~ 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
SJ 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 

S4 (Cipher-text) 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
s;> 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
so 0 0 0 1 1 l 0 0 
S ' 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
SIS 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

S"~ (Same as origin.al) 1 1 0 l 1 0 0 0 

Similarly, for a 16-bit string, the whole process wiU have two rounds, the first 

with block-size 8 and then with block-size 16. Round 1 can be repeated any number 

of times less than the maximum number of iterations, i.e. the number of iterations 

should be less than of 9 in Round I . Similarly, in Round 2, since 16 = 24
, the number 

of iterations should be less than 3•4, i.e. 12. The number of iterations required to 

generate the original block for aU block-sizes up to 512 have been listed in table 8.3. 

Table 8.3: Number of iterations needed to form a cycle 

Round Block size Maximum Iterations 
1 8 09 
2 16 12 
3 32 15 
4 64 18 
5 128 21 
6 256 24 
7 512 27 

8.4 Microprocessor-based implementation 

In order to realize the scheme in an Intel 8085 microprocessor-based system, a 

512-bit data is stored in memory (say FAOOH onwards) and the routines for 8, 16, 32, 

64, 128, 256, and 5 12 bits are applied, and the result is stored F900H onwards. The 

routine for 8-bit BOS is given in section 8.4.1 and the same for 16-bit block-size is 

given in section 8.4.2. The routines for higher block-sizes will be almost same as 

16-bit BOS with a very few modifications. The modifications needed for each block

size have been listed in table 8.4. 
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8.4.1 Routine for 8-bit BOS encryption/decryption 

This routine wiU perform 8-bit BOS on a 512-bit block stored in the memory 

from F AOOH onwards and stores the result from F900H onwards. The stack is 

maintained from FBOOH onwards. 

Step 1 : Load SP to point to memory location FBOOH 
Step 2 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 3 : Push the content of HL pair into the stack 
Step 4 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F AOOH 
Step 5 : Load A with 40H 
Step 6 : Store the content of A into memory at FCOOH 
Step 7 : Load E with 04H 
Step 8 : Clear B and C 
Step 9 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step l 0 : Rotate left without CARRY 
Step 11 : Move the content of A to memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 12 :Move B to A 
Step 13 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 14: Move A to B 
Step 15 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 16 : Rotate left without CARRY 
Step 17 : Move the content of A to memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 18 : Move C to A 
Step 19 XOR A with B 
Step 20 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 21 : Load D with 04H 
Step22 : Rotate left without CARRY 
Step 23 : Decrement D 
Step 24 : Repeat from step 22 till D is zero 
Step 25 : OR A with B 
Step 26 : Move A to D 
Step 27 : Swap HL pair with stack top 
Step 28 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 29 : Rotate left without CARRY 
Step 30 : OR A with D 
Step 31 : Move the content of A to memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 32 : Swap HL pair with stack top 
Step 33 : Decrement E 
Step 34 : Repeat from step 8 tiU E is zero 
Step 35 : Increment HL pair 
Step 36 : Swap HL pair with stack top 
Step 3 7 : Increment HL pair 
Step 38 : Swap HL pair with stack top 
Step 39 : Load A from FCOOH 
Step 40 : Decrement A 
Step 41 : Store the content of A into memory at FCOOH 
Step 42 : Repeat from step 7 till A is zero 
Step 43 : Return 
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8.4.2 Routine for 16-bit (and higher) DOS encryption/decryption 

The same assumptions as in 8-bit BOS are made for this routine. 

Step 1 : Load A with 20H 
Step 2 : Store the content of A into memory at FCOOH 
Step 3 : Load A with OIH 
Step 4 : Store the content of A into memory at FCOlH 
Step 5 : Load SP to point to memory location FBOOH 
Step 6 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 7 : Push the content of HL pair into the stack 
Step 8 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F AOOH 
Step 9 : Load A with OlH 
Step 10 : Store the content of A into memory at FC02H 
Step 11 : Load E with 04H 
Step 12 : Clear B and C 
Step 13 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 14 : Rotate left without CARRY 
Step 15 : Move the content of A to memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 16: Move B to A 
Step 17 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 18 :Move A to B 
Step 19 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 20 : Rotate left without CARRY 
Step 21 : Move the content of A to memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 22 : Move C to A 
Step 23 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 24 : XOR A with B 
Step 25 : Move A to D 
Step 26 : Swap HL pair with stack top 
Step 27 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 28 : Clear Cy 
Step 29 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 30 : OR A with D 
Step 31 : Move the content of A to memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 32 : Load A from FCOl H 
Step 33 : Increment HL pair 
Step 34 : Decrement A 
Step 35 : Repeat from step 33 till A is zero 
Step 36 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 37 : Clear Cy 
Step 38 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 39 : OR A with B 
Step40: Load A from FCOlH 
Step 41 : Decrement HL pair 
Step 42 : Decrement A 
Step 43 : Repeat from step 41 till A is zero 
Step44 : Swap HL pair with stack top 
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Step 45 : Decrement E 
Step 46 : Repeat from step 12 till E is zero 
Step 47 : Load A from FC02H 
Step 48 : Increment Ill. pair 
Step 49 : Decrement A 
Step 50 : Store the content of A into memory at FC02H 
Step 51 : Repeat from step 11 till A is zero 
Step 52 : Load A from FCOlH 
Step 53 : Add A to A (to make it double) 
Step 54 : Swap HL pair with stack top 
Step 55 : Increment Ill. pair 
Step 56 : Decrement A 
Step 57 : Repeat from step 55 till A is zero 
Step 58 : Swap HL pair with stack top 
Step 59 : Load A from FCOOH 
Step 60 : Decrement A 
Step 61 : Store the content of A into memory at FCOOH 
Step 62 : Repeat fro step 9 till A is zero 
Step 63 : Return 

Table 8.4: Amendments for BOS with higher block-sizes 

Steps To be Block-size 
changed 32 bit 64 bit 128 bit 256 bit 512 bit 

Step I 20H lOH 08H 04H 02H 01H 
Step 4 OlH 02H 04H 08H IOH 20H 
Step 9 OlH 02H 04H 08H lOH 20H 

8.5 Results and comparisons 

BOS was tested using the methods already discussed in section 1.8.3. Just one 

pass (no iterations) in each round was used to test it in its weakest form, so that the 

strength of the BOS algorithm may increase during actual implementation. The results 

of the tests have been compared with those of Triple DES. As in previous cases, the 

same files, five each in four different categories, namely .dll, .exe, .jpg and.txt, were 

taken for encryption using BOS and Triple DES for the purpose of testing. 

8.5.1 Character frequency 

Among the twenty files encrypted, the results of just one file in each category 

are shown here for the sake of brevity. Figures 8.2 through 8.5 show the frequencies 

of all the 256 characters in the source and the encrypted files of all four categories. 
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(a) 0~ .dB file ,_i 
r~- ~ dl ,. I lll .ll tl.. . I .... I l ... I l..l I loll J. 

0 :l $i! ~ i ~ i § !! 
., 

~ ~ ~ ~ 0 a ~ ~ ::l ;::; 
C lo•,..c:t•rs 

(b) .dQ file encrypted~ BOS 

2000 

r~ ••••IM'U.lii•• .. ••••IUlWIIIIIklllllll•ll•llll--~lM._••••n•~t••II~IIII~Ml~ .. -••u•u••L .. IIIIIIlll• 
0 :l ~ ~ $ ~ i ~ B B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ 

(c) .dl file encrypted wkh T,.,le DES 

Figure 8.2: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .dll files 

C lo•Nc:ten 

(a) 0..._. .exe file 

~ ~ J.ll. '' llll. l.l.h I I I l 
o :l ~ ; i ~ a 

o .... a. .. 

(b) .e:xe tile encrypted wih BOS 

(c) .exe file ecrypted will T~ie DES 

Figure 8.3: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .exe files 
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(a) Or9BJ Jpg fie 

I l•i.ll.l. I l,.lt II~ l J. 
2 ~ 19 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 

~ ~ "' ;:; ~ 

(b) .jpg file encrypted \Wit BO S 

r= ·-l 
~ .......................................................... 1 

0 

(c) .jpg fie encrypted Mil T~c DES 

Figure 8.4: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .jpg files 
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C llaNnen 

(b) .oo61e encrypted \Wit BOS 

0 ............................... i ........................... . 
0 

(c) .txl file encrypted Mb T~c DES 

Figure 8.5: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt files 
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Although very high frequencies of few characters in the graphs have been 

truncated to make the low values quite visible, some of the very low frequencies in 

the files encrypted with BOS are not still visible. 

BOS bas shown quite similar results for all four categories of files. Hence, it is 

not necessary to explain its performance in each category separately. It may seem that 

BOS has not shown a good performance with regard to character frequency 

distribution, but a close look at the graphs will tell a different story. The frequencies 

of all the 256 characters have changed a lot during encryption in all the four cases. 

Some characters with very low frequencies in the original file have shown high 

frequencies in the encrypted files. Likewise, some characters with high frequencies 

have changed to quite low frequencies. It should be noted that the most important plus 

point for BOS is that it bas shown the same type of performance for all categories of 

files, which is not true for other proposed algorithms. The results for BOS are not that 

bad compared to Triple DES. 

8.5.2 Chi-Square test and encryption time 

As l1SWl4 the i -test was performed to check the heterogeneity between the 

original and encrypted pairs of all the twenty files. The i values and encryption times 

due to BOS were also compared with those of Triple DES. Each category of files has 

been dealt with separately. The comparative i values and encryption times for BOS 

along with those for Triple DES in case of .dll files are listed in table 8.5. The 

comparisons in table 8.5 can be visualised in figure 8.6. 

Table 8.5: i-test for BOS with .dll files 

SL Original FiJe size 
BOS Triple DES 

Time Time No. 6Je (bytes) 
(sees.) t OF (sees.) i OF 

I l.dU 20480 0.109890 13177 125 06 29790 255 
2 2.dll 53312 0219780 46062 237 16 43835 2S5 
3 3.dll 90176 0.329670 311218 246 26 66128 255 
4 4.dJI 118784 0.384615 415291 255 34 1211289 255 
5 5.dU 204800 0.714286 1569635 255 69 2416524 255 
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118784 

aeos 
oTr~le IES 

Figure 8.6: BOS vs. Triple DES in i-test of .dll files 

For .dll files, the performance ofBOS in i-test is quite comparable to Triple 

DES. While the degrees of freedom (DF) for some files are bit low, the corresponding 

i values for BOS are quite high. For large files also, they are not so low compared to 

Triple DES. Very small encryption time and large i values indicate the strength of 

BOS. The results of the test for .exe files are given in table 8.6 and figure 8.7. 

St. OriginaJ 
No. file 

.. • .iZ 

1 l .exe 
2 2.ex:e 
3 3.exe 
4 4.exe 
5 5.exe 

2500000 

2000000 

~ 1500000 
! • 
!1000000 
~ 
0 

500000 

Table 8.6: i-test for BOS with .exe files 

File size 
BOS Triple DES 

Time Time (bytes) 
(sees.) t DF 

(sees.) i OF 

23104 0.109890 30676 250 12 8772 255 
52736 0.164835 46235 227 15 43426 255 

131136 0.384615 232l449 250 29 986693 255 
170496 0.494505 1958490 255 49 475893 255 
200832 0.604396 2004973 252 58 1847377 255 

a eos 
D Triple IES 

23104 131136 170496 200832 

Ale size (In bytes) 

Figure 8.7: BOS vs. Triple DES in :l-test of .exe files 
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The test results of BOS for .exe files are much better than those for .dll files. 

ln fact, in case of .exe files, the i values for BOS are even better than Triple DES. 

Moreover, the encryption times are much less than that of Triple DES The test results 

for .jpg files are listed in table 8. 7 and illustrated by figure 8.8. 

Table 8. 7: i -test for BOS with .jpg files 

St. Original File size 
BOS Triple DES 

No. fiJe (bytes) Time ., 
OF Time .. 

OF 
(sees.) X: (socsJ_ x-

1 l.jpg 28544 0.109890 41118 255 08 4331 255 
2 2.jpg 7U32 0..219780 101874 255 21 2916 255 
3 3.jpg 105600 0.384615 514189 255 31 5227 255 
4 4.jpg 160704 0.494505 531483 255 47 223 14 255 
5 5.jpg 216576 0.7 14286 3198284 255 63 29824 255 

3200000 1 
: 2400000 
:J 

l 
! 1600000 
:J 

~ 

• eos 
D Triple IES 

:c 
0 800000 

71232 111)600 1 00704 216576 

Ale size (In bytes) 

Figure 8.8: BOS vs. Triple DES in i-test of .jpg files 

The results of BOS for .jpg are even better than .exe files. The i values for 

BOS are much higher than Triple DES. The results for .txt files are given by table 8.8 

and figure 8.9. 

Table 8.8: i -test for BOS with .txt files 

St. Onginal File rue BOS Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time ., 
OF Time ·l OF (sees.) r (sees.) 

I t1 .t\1 6976 0.054945 5158 66 02 10629 183 
2 L2.txt 23808 0.109890 42571 114 07 32638 255 
3 t3.txt 58688 0.164835 105767 130 17 82101 255 
4 t4.txt 118784 0.329670 409852 134 35 170557 255 
5 LS.txt 190784 0.549451 7499376 131 55 430338 255 
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• BOS 

El Tr .. DES 

118784 190784 

Figure 8.9: BOS vs. Triple DES in i -test of . txt files 

The nature shown by BOS for .txt files is quite similar to that shown for .jpg 

ftles and, hence, needs no further explanations. To sum up, high i values with high 

degrees of freedom (DF) along with very small encryption time compared to Triple 

DES makes BOS very much feasible for implementation into the intended targets. 

8.5.3 Avalanche and runs 

This test has been performed to examine the effect created in the cipher-text 

by a small change in the plain-text. To do this, a 32-bit binary string was repeatedly 

encrypted using BOS, first keeping the original string unaltered, and subsequently 

each time complementing one bit of the plain-text. The differences between the 

cipher-texts were examined and the number of runs was also computed in each pair of 

plain-text and the corresponding cipher-text. The difference of runs in each plain

text/cipher-text pair was noted. The results ofthis test for BOS are listed in table 8.9. 

BOS has shown a very good performance in this test. The table reveals that 

BOS can produce a good amount of effect in the cipher-text with a very small change 

in the plain-text, which is evident from the difference between any two consecutive 

cipher-texts. Hence BOS causes a sufficient amount of diffusion and, in addition, 

there are a lot of differences in runs between the plain-text and the cipher-text in most 

of the cases. 
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Table 8.9: Avalanche and runs in BOS 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented J!!exl (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 41450450 284EAA66 19 21 2 
I"' Cl450450 E44E66C6 18 16 2 

2"'u 01450450 A04E22C6 17 16 I 
31W 61450450 E84E6AC6 19 18 I 
4'" 51450450 A84E2AC6 21 20 I 
5'" 49450450 E44EAAC6 21 20 I 
6'" 45450450 A04EAAC6 21 20 I 
7'" 43450450 E84EAAC6 19 20 I 
8'" 40450450 A84EAAC6 17 22 5 
9'" 41CS0450 2C4EAAC6 17 21 4 

10'" 41050450 OA4E88C6 17 17 0 
11'" 41650450 284EAAC6 19 21 2 
12'" 41550450 084E8AC6 21 17 4 
13'" 41400450 2C4EAAC6 19 21 2 
14"1 41410450 OA4EAAC6 17 21 4 
IS '" 41470450 284EAAC6 17 21 4 
16"' 41440450 084EAAC6 19 21 2 
17'" 41455450 2882AAOA 21 21 0 
I 8'" 41459450 28C6AA4E 19 21 2 
19Jt1 414SF450 288EAA06 17 19 2 
20'" 4145C450 28CEAA46 17 2 1 4 
21 ... 41450ESO 2882AAC6 17 21 4 
22NU 41450050 28C6AAC6 17 21 4 
231\U 41450650 288EAAC6 19 2 1 2 
24'" 41450550 28CEAAC6 21 21 0 
25'" 41450400 288EAAA6 19 23 4 
26'" 41450410 286CAAE4 17 21 4 
27Ttt 41450470 288EAAA6 17 23 6 
28 41450440 286EAAE6 17 21 4 
29'" 41450458 288EAAC6 19 21 2 
30'" 41450454 286CAAC6 21 21 0 
311>' 41450452 288EAAC6 21 21 0 

321'1U 41450451 286EAAC6 20 21 1 

8.6 Conclusion 

The proposed scheme takes very little time to encode and decode though the 

block length is high. No overhead bits are generated within the encoded string. The 

block length may be further increased beyond 512 bits with very little modifications 

in the algorithms, which may enhance security. Selecting the bit pairs in random 

order, rather than taking adjacent ones, may also enhance security. Due to its strength 

and simplicity, BOS may be very much feasible for implementation into the intended 

targets. 
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C/IAPTER 9 

Decimal Equivalent Positional Substitution (DEPS) 

9.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, another novel microprocessor-based block cipher has been 

proposed in which the encryption is based on a substitution scheme, with the preferred 

name Decimal Equivalent Positional Substitution (DEPS). The original string of 512 

bits is divided into a number of blocks each containing n bits, where n is any one of 

8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, or 512 in each round. The equivalent decimal integer of the 

block under consideration is computed and checked whether it is even or odd. A '0' or 

'1' is pushed into the output string depending on whether the integral value is even or 

odd, respectively. Then the position of this decimal integral value in the series of 

natural even or odd numbers is ascertained. The process is carried out recursively with 

the positional values for a finite number of times, equal to the length of the source 

block. For example, the process is repeated eight times for an 8-bit block to produce 

an output string of 8 bits. During decryption, bits in the target block are considered 

along LSB-to-MSB direction after which we get an integral value, the binary 

equivalent of which is the source block. 

The sweetness of the technique Ues in its microprocessor-based 

implementation where no calculation is needed to ascertain whether the decimal value 

is even or odd and to find its position in the series of odd or even numbers. 

9.2 The DEPS scheme 

The input to this cipher is considered as a 512 bit binary string. In RoiUid 1, 

the 512-bit plaintext is divided into 64 blocks 8 bits. The algorithm is then applied to 

each of the blocks. In a particular round, for each block S = So s1 s2 s3 s. . . . s1.-1 of 

length L bits, the scheme is followed in a stepwise manner to generate the target block 

T = tot, t2 t3 t. ... tL-1 of the same length (L). The process is repeated in RoiUid 2, 

Round 3, and so on, each time doubling the block-size, the input to a particular round 
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being the output of the previous round. The last round will be Round 7 with block-size 

512. The scheme can be best understood by the pictorial example given in figure 9.1, 

where the step-by-step approach of generating the target block corresponding to an 

8-bit source block II 01011 0 using this technique bas been nicely illustrated. 

Given String (S) - 11018110 

' Decimal Equivalent = 214 

' 
Eveo (0) -

Position of214 in the series of even intqers - 107 

' 
Odd {I) - ~ 

Position of I 07 in the series of odd imegcrs - S4 Evcn (O) 

' Position of S4 in tho aeries of c:vcn intqc:rs - 27 Odd ( I) 

' Positioo of 27 in the series of odd intcgen - 14 Eveo (0) 

' Posiljon of 14 in the series of even inlcgctS - 7 Odd (I) 

' Position of 7 in the series of odd inlqcrs = 4 

' 
Evcn (O) 

Posilion of 4 in lhe series of even integers - 2 Even (0) 

,~ , ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 9.1: Cipher-text generation using DEPS on 8-bit data. 

In the figure, the decimal equivalent of the given binary string is 214, which is 

an even number, and hence to=O. The position of 214 in the series of even integers is 

214/2, i.e. 107, which is an odd number and hence t1= l. The position of 107 in the 

series of odd integers is (107+1)12, i.e. 54, which is an even number and hence t3=0. 

The process is carried out eight times to get T = to t1 t2 t314 ts ~ t7 since the length of the 

string is 8. The final value ofT is 0 I 010100. In general, if n is even, then its position 

in the series of even integers is n/2. If n is odd, then its position in the series of odd 

integers is (n+ 1 )/2 or int(n/2)+ 1. Although it seems that lot of space and computations 

are needed to get the decimal equivalent of long binary strings, this requirement has 

been evaded in actual implementation by using an alternative method. 

9.2.1 Algorithm for DEPS encryption 

For a source bloc~ S = So s1 s2 S3 54 ... sL-., of length L, the decimal equivalent 

DL is computed and the target bloc~ T =tot, t2 t3 4 ... tL-1. is generated by performing 

some steps. Pseudo-code has been used for the sake of brevity, so that the flow of 

control is quite clear. 
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setP = O 

LOOP: compute TEMP = remainder ofDL-P I 2 

if TEMP = 0 then 

else 

compute D L-P-1 = D L-P I 2 

set: tp = 0 

compute D L-P-J = <DL-P + 1) I 2 

set: tp = 1 

end if 

setP = P + 1 

if P < (L - 1) then go to LOOP 

end if 

end 

9.2.2 Algorithm for DEPS decryption 

The encrypted message is decomposed into a finite set of blocks in the same 

manner as in encryption. For each encrypted block, T = to t 1 t2 t3 t. ... tL-1 of length L 

bits, the decryption algorithm is carried out to generate S = so s, s2 s3 54 •.• SL-J, the 

source block of the same length (L). Since in encryption, the position of an integer is 

computed, the opposite is done in decryption, i.e. the integer corresponding to a 

position is calculated. 

set P = L - 1 and T = 1 

LOOP: if tp = 0 then 

compute T = Th number in the series of even integers 

else 

compute T = 'J"h number in the series of odd integers 

end if 

setP = P - 1 

if P ~ 0 then goto LOOP 

end if 

computeS = So s, s2 S3 54 ... SL-h which is the binary equivalent ofT 
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9.3 Example of DEPS 

Considering the string "Local Area Network" as the plaintext (P), the 

corresponding string of bits (S) is obtained from the 8-bit ASCII code of each 

character, i.e. S = 01001100/01101111/01100011101100001/0110I100/00100000/ 

0 I 000001/0 Ill 0010/0 II 0010 I /01 10000 1/001 00000/0100111 0/ 

01100101/011IOI00/01I1011I/01101111/0II10010/0110101 1 

9.3.1 The pro~ess of encryption 

Without going through the proper rounds as proposed, just for the sake of 

example, the block-size has been chosen randomly. S is decomposed into a set of five 

blocks, namely S~, 82, 83, 84, and Ss, the first four being of size 32 bits and the last 

one of 16 bits. Hence, 

s1 = 01001I000110ti1101I0001l0110000t, 

82 = 01101100001000000100000101110010, 

83 = 01100101011000010010000001001110, 

84 = 0 11 00 I 0 1 0 111 0 1 0001110 Ill 0 11 0 11 11 , and 

Ss = 0111001001101011 

For the block S~, whose decimal value is (1282368353)1o, the process of 

encryption is as follows: 

12823683531 ~ 6411841771 1 ~ 3205920886° ~ 16029604431 ~ 801480222° ~ 

400740111 1 ~200370056°~ 100185028° ~ 50092514° ~ 250462571 ~ 125231291 

~ 6261565 1 ~ 31307831 ~1565392° ~ 782696° ~ 391348° ~ 195674° ~ 978371 

~ 489191 ~ 24460° ~ 12230° ~ 6115 1 ~3058° ~ 15291 ~ 7651 ~ 3831 ~ 192° 

~ 96° ~ 48° ~ 24° ~ 12° ~ 6°, where the superscripts are the bits to be put into the 

target bloc~ 

Hence, T 1 = 11 0101 000 111I 00001100 I 0111 000000 is the target block 

generated corresponding to S I· 
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Applying the same process, target blocks T2, T3, T4 and Ts corresponding to 

source blocks S2, S3, S4 and Ss, respectively, are generated as 

T2 = 01110001011111011111101111001001, 

T3 = 01110001011111011111101111001001, 

T. = 10001001000100011101000101011001, and 

Ts = 1110100110110001 

Combining the target blocks in the same sequence, the target string of bits is 

generated as T = 11010100/01111000/01100101111000000/01110001/01111101/ 

11111011/11001001101110001/01111101111111011/110010011 

10001001/00010001/11010001/01011001/ 11101001/10110001, 

and the corresponding encrypted string of characters or the cipher-text (C), which is 

formed by substituting each 8-bit block by the corresponding ASCII character, will be 

"•90a:q}~ rrM~yYe.TY90". 

9.3.1 The process or decryption 

During decryption, the cipher-text (C) is converted into the corresponding 

string of bits and broken into blocks accordingly. The blocks T~, T2, T3, T4 and Ts are 

regenerated as 

T1 = 11010100011110000110010111000000, 

T2 = 01110001011111011111101111001001, 

T3 = 01110001011111011111101111001001, 

T• = 10001001000100011101000101011001, 

Ts = 1110100110110001 

Applying the process of decryption, the corresponding source blocks, namely 

S1, S2, S3, s., and Ss, are generated. While scanning the block T1 from the LSB 

towards MSB, the first bit obtained is 0, and hence even. The first even number is 2, 

which is assigned to S1. The next bit is again 0, i.e. even. Since S1=2 at this instance, 

the 2"d even number, i.e. 4, is assigned to S1 . The third bit being a 0, the 4tb even 

number, i.e. 8, is assigned to S1. Suppose at any instance, if S1 - 57 and the next 
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scanned bit is 1, then the 57th odd number, i.e. 104, is assigned to St. Continuing in 

this fashio~ the final value of St is obtained as 1282368353 whose binary equivalent 

is 01001100011011110110001101100001. Similarly, S2, S3, s., and Ss are computed 

and concatenated to form the final bit stream S. In general, the nth even number is 2n 

and the nth odd number is 2n-l. 

In actual implementation of the proposed scheme, the rounds for block-sizes 

8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 are performed, iterating each round several times. 

The number of iterations in each round will form a part of the key that has been 

discussed in chapter 11. 

9.4 Microprocessor-baed implementation 

As already mentioned before, the sweetness of the algorithm lies in its 

microprocessor-based implementation. Although it seems that lot of computation is 

required for determining the decimal equivalent of a binary string and subsequently 

ascertaining its position in the series of odd/even integers, the scheme has been 

implemented in an 8085 microprocessor-based system using a lucid approach. In 

actual implementation, the conversion from binary to decimal is not at all needed. 

The shifted-out bit from the LSB determines whether the number is odd or 

even and this bit directly goes into the target block. The division operation, required 

for ascertaining the position of an integer in the series of even/odd numbers, has also 

been avoided. Since an arithmetic right-shift results in division by 2 and left-shift 

results in multiplication by 2, there is no need to calculate the position in the odd/even 

series. 

During decryption the output string is initialised by OlH. The input string is 

shifted right lf the shifted-out bit is a '0', the output string is doubled, i.e. a '0' is 

shifted in from the LSB. If it is a '1', then the output bit is doubled and decremented 

by 1, i.e. a '0' is shifted in from the LSB and the resultant string is decremented once. 

The routines for 16-bit DEPS encryption and decryption are too long. Hence, 

these are directly listed as programs at appropriate places in Appendix B. For block-
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sizes higher than 16, small amendments, mostly comprising of modifications in 

register and memory initialisations, will be needed. The necessary amendments are 

given along with the respective programs. The routines for block-size 8 bits are 

presented in sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2. 

9.4.1 Routine for 8-bit DEPS encryption 

This routine will perfonn 8-bit DEPS on a 512-bit block stored in the memory 

from a location, say F900H, onwards. 

Step 1 : Load Ill. pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 2 : Load E with 40H 
Step 3 : Load C with OOH and D with 08H 
Step 4 : Clear Cy flag 
Step 5 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by Ill. pair} 
Step 6 : Rotate right with CARRY 
Step 7 : If Cy = 0 then jump to step 9 
Step 8 : Increment A 
Step 9 : Store A into memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 10: Move C to A 
Step 11 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 12 : Move A to C 
Step 13 : Decrement D 
Step 14 : Repeat from step 4 till Dis zero 
Step 15 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 16 : Increment HL pair 
Step 17 : Decrement E 
Step 18 : Repeat from step 3 till E is zero 
Step 19 : Return 

9.4.2 Routine for 8-bit DEPS Decryption 

Here also data-bytes are assumed to be stored in the memory from F900H 

onwards. 

Step 1 : Load HL pair to point to memory location F900H 
Step 2 : Load E with 40H 
Step 3 : Load B with 0 lH and D with OSH 
Step 4 : Load A with the content of memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 5 : Clear Cy flag 
Step 6 : Rotate right with CARRY 
Step 7: Move A to C 
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Step 8 : Move B to A 
Step 9 : If Cy = 0 then jump to step 14 
Step 10 : Complement Cy 
Step 11 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 12 : Decrement A 
Step 13 : Jump to step 15 
Step 14 : Rotate left with CARRY 
Step 15 : Move A to B 
Step 16: Move C to A 
Step 17 : Decrement D 
Step 18 : Repeat from step 5 till D is zero 
Step 19 : Store B into memory (location given by HL pair) 
Step 20 : Increment HL pair 
Step 21 : Decrement E 
Step 22 : Repeat from step 3 till E is zero 
Step 23 : Return 

9.5 Results and comparisons 

Like the previous algorithms, the strength and weaknesses of DEPS have also 

been tested in its weakest form, i.e., having just one pass (no iterations) in each round, 

so that the strength of the algorithm may increase during actual implementation. 

The same set of twenty files, and more precisely, five different files of varying 

sizes in each of the four categories, namely .dll, .exe, .jpg and .txt, were considered 

for the purpose of testing and were encrypted using the DEPS algorithm. The results 

of the tests have been compared with those of Triple DES. 

9.5.1 Character frequency 

The frequencies of all the 256 ASCll characters in the source file and the 

encrypted files are computed to compare how evenly the characters are distributed 

over the 0-255 region. Among the twenty files encrypted, the results of just one file 

in each of the four categories are shown here to make things simple. The variation of 

frequencies of all the 256 ASCll characters in the .dll source file and the ones 

obtained as results of encryption with DEPS and Triple DES are shown in figure 9.2. 

Likewise, figures 9.3 to 9.5 illustrate the comparative character-frequencies for files 

of the other three categories. 
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(a) OrigDU .dD file 

(b) .dB file ecrypted with DEPS 

(c) .d.D file eocrypled with T~le DES 

Figure 9.2 : Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .dll files 

(a) 0~ .exe file 

C llaracun 

(b) .exe file esxtypted with DEPS 

I :~l.J.J ......... .l ..... .J ...... l ... l ........... .Jl ...... l .... 
o ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ a E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ 

(c) .exe file ecrypted with ~le DES 

Figure 9.3: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .exe files 
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Clluo,.cu" 

(a) Or@Dll jpg file 

(b) .jpg file encrypted wilh DEPS 

I ::l 
~ .......................................................... 1 

o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

(c) .jpg me eocrypced wih Tf1>1c DES 

Figure 9.4: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .jpg files 

(a) OrVn&J .txt file 

- L I :~L .. u .... *L.I.c j~Jl lL . j • LL IIU .. Ill. • ~ 
0 ~ :il ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 a ~ "' .... ::1 

(b) .txt file encrypted wih DEPS 

2000 

r::1 
400 

o ................................................ u ............ . 
o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ 

(c) .txt me encrypted wih Tf1>1c DES 

Figure 9.5: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt files 
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As usual, very high frequencies of few characters in some graphs have been 

truncated to make the low values bit visible. lf this is not done, they wiJJ look like 

almost zero values. 

In case of the .dJl file, the result shown by DEPS is not as good as that of 

Triple DES. Nevertheless, the characters in the DES encrypted .cUJ file are not so 

much clustered in some particular regions. Some very high frequencies in the original 

file have been reduced and some very low frequencies have been boosted by 

considerable amounts. 

The results for .exe file are quite similar to .dJI tile and needs no further 

explanations. The performances shown by both DEPS and Triple DES in case of .exe 

file are almost same as in .dJl file. 

The performance of DEPS in case of .jpg file is much better than in .dJI and 

.exe files. All the characters are fairly distributed over the 0-255 region and this is 

quite comparable to Triple DES. 

DEPS bas not shown a good performance for .txt file compared to other 

proposed algorithms of this thesis. However, as in the case of transposition ciphers, 

this deficiency can be overcome by cascading with another cipher. Since DEPS is a 

substitution cipher, it can be cascaded with a transposition cipher like BET, SPOB etc. 

9.5.2 Chi-Square test and encryption time 

The quality of a cipher may be judged by analysing how different the original 

and encrypted files are. To check the heterogeneity between the original and 

encrypted pairs of all the twenty files, the most popular statistical tool, i.e. the r-test, 
was performed as in the previous cases. Another aspect of quality is the encryption 

time. The r values and encryption times due to DEPS were compared with those of 

Triple DES. Each category of files has been dealt with separately. The comparative r 
values and encryption times for DEPS along with those for Triple DES in case of .d.U 

files are listed in table 9.1. The same is visualised in figure 9.6. 
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Table 9.1: i -test for DEPS with .dll files 

Sl. Original File size DEPS Triple DES 

No file (bytes) Time .. 
DF Time ., 

DF 
(sees.) r: (sees.) r 

1 l.dll 20480 0.989011 7012 183 06 29790 255 
2 2.dll 53312 3.021978 22285 255 16 43835 255 
3 3.dll 90176 5.164835 40456 255 26 66128 255 
4 4.dll 118784 6.593406 126714 255 34 1211289 255 
5 5.dll 204800 11.648351 1578332 255 69 2416524 255 

2500000 

2000000 

• OEPS 

l!l Tr~le a=B 

53312 90176 118784 204800 

R1e size (In bytes) 

Figure 9.6: DEPS vs. Triple DES in i-test of .dll files 

Just like other proposed algorithms, the performance of DEPS in i-test with 

.dll files is bit weak compared to Triple DES. Even then. very small encryption time 

and large i values with 255 degrees of freedom (DF) for almost all the .dll fi les 

indicate the strength of DEPS. Since Triple DES is quite complicated, it takes a long 

time to encrypt a file compared to DEPS. Table 9.2 and figure 9.7 give the results of 

the test for .exe files. 

Table 9.2: x2-test for DEPS with .exe files 

Sl. Original File size 
DEPS Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time ., 
DF Time .. OF 

(sees.) r: {sees.) r 
1 1.exe 2310-J l.428571 7564 255 12 8772 255 
2 2 .c.~e 52736 2.967033 22863 255 15 43426 255 
3 3.e..xc 131136 6.593406 900984 255 29 986693 255 
4 4.exe 170496 10.164835 151307 255 49 475893 255 
5 5.cxe 200832 16.593407 2119639 255 58 1847377 255 
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•DEPS 
0 Tr.,le CEi 

131136 170496 

Ale size (In bytes) 

Figure 9.7: DEPS vs. Triple DES in i-test of .exe files 

The test results of DEPS for .exe files are better than those for .dll files, in 

fact, even better than Triple DES is case of some files,. Further, the encryption times 

are much less than that of Triple DES. The test results for .jpg files are listed in 

table 9.3 and illustrated by figure 9.8. 

St. Original 
No. file 

I l.jpg 
2 2.jpg 
3 3.jpg 
4 4.jpg 
5 5.jpg 

35000 

30000 

; 25000 
:I 

~ 20000 
! • 
~15000 1 
.c 10000 
0 

5000 
0 

Table 9.3 : ·l-test for DEPS with .jpg files 

File size DEPS 

(bytes) Time .. 
(sees.) r: 

28544 1.703297 4053 
71232 4.285714 2963 

105600 6.318681 4439 
160704- 9.725274 23053 
216576 13.296702 31100 

71232 105600 

Ale size (In bytes) 

OF 

255 
255 
255 
255 
255 

160704 

Triple DES 
Time 
(sees.) 

08 
21 
31 
41 
63 

216576 

x'- DF 

4331 255 
29 16 255 
5227 255 

22314 255 
29824 255 

•DEPS 
EJTr~£:6 

Figure 9.8: DEPS vs. Triple DES in x.2-test of .jpg files 
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The performance of DEPS for .jpg files is much better than the same for .dll 

and .exe files. In case of three out of five files, the i values for DEPS are higher than 

those for Triple DES. High x2 values, aU with 255 degrees of freedom (DF), and very 

small encryption time compared to Triple DES proves the strength of DEPS for .jpg 

files. The results for .txt files are given by table 9.4 and figure 9.9. 

Table 9.4: i -test for DEPS with .txt files 

St. Original File size 
DEPS 

Time 
No. ftle (bytes) 

{sees.) t DF 

1 t 1.txt 6976 0.439560 7895 86 
2 t2.txt 23808 1.428571 28461 168 
3 t3.Lxt 58688 3.516483 70257 182 
4 t4.lxt 118784 7.142857 154803 215 
5 t5.txt 19078 .. 11.538461 400590 205 

450000 

6976 23808 58688 118784 

Ale size (In bytes) 

Triple DES 
Time 

{sees.) 

02 
07 
17 
35 
55 

190784 

·l OF 

10629 183 
32638 255 
82 101 255 

170557 255 
430338 255 

•DEPS 

oTriple CES 

Figure 9.9: DEPS vs. Triple DES in i-test of .txt files 

The nature shown by DEPS for .txt files is very much similar to that shown by 

Triple DES. The only exception is that the degrees of freedom (DF) for DEPS in case 

of all the five files are bit lesser than those for Triple DES, but it does not have so 

much of significance. 

9.5.3 Avalanche and runs 

To examine the diffusion property of DEPS, a 32-bit binary string was 

repeatedly encrypted, first keeping the original string unaltered, and subsequently 
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each time complementing one bit of the plain-text. The differences between the 

cipher-texts were noted and the number of runs was also counted in each plain-text 

and the corresponding cipher-text. The difference of runs in each plain-text/cipher

text pair was also noted. Table 9.5 shows the results of this test for DEPS. 

Table 9.5: Avalanche and runs in DEPS 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 4145D450 FDDD340D 19 15 4 
t ~>• C145D450 FCDD340D 18 15 3 

2"'u 0145D450 FFDD340D 17 14 3 
31W 6145D450 F9DD340D 19 15 4 
4'" SJ4S0450 FS.DD3400 2 1 17 4 
s 494S04SO EDDDC40D 21 17 4 
6'" 4S4S0450 DDDD340D 21 17 4 
7'" 43450450 DDDD340D 19 17 2 
8'" 40450450 03003400 17 14 3 
9 41CSD450 FDDC340D 17 13 4 

10 41050450 fDDF340D 17 13 4 
II'" 41650450 FDD9340D 19 15 4 
12'" 41550450 FDD5340D 21 17 4 
13™ 41400450 FDCD340D 19 15 4 
14'" 41410450 FDFD340D 17 13 4 
IS'" 41470450 FD9D340D 17 IS 2 
16'" 41440450 FD3D340D 19 IS 4 
17'" 41455450 FDDD350D 21 17 4 
18 41459450 FDDD360D 19 15 4 
19'" 4145F450 FDDD300D 17 14 3 
20'" 4145C450 FDDD3DOD 17 13 4 
21 111 4145DE50 FDDD240D 17 IS 2 
22"u 41450050 FDDDOCOD 17 13 4 
231W 414SD6SO FDDDS400 19 17 2 
24'" 414SDS50 FDDD040D 21 IS 6 
2S'lt 41450400 F.DDD340F 19 IS 4 
26 4 14S0410 FDDD3409 17 13 4 
27 414S0470 FDDD3403 17 IS 2 
28'" 41450440 FODD3415 17 13 4 
29'" 414504S8 FDDD3435 19 17 2 
301lt 41450454 FDDD3435 21 17 4 
31i) 41450452 FDDD3475 21 17 4 
32"'u 414SD4SI FDDD34F5 20 17 3 

The table shows that DEPS can produce a good amount of effect in the cipher

text with a very small change in the plain-text Almost all the cipher-texts have 

differences in at least two bytes compared to the first one. The difference of 4 runs 

between the plain-text and the cipher-text in most of the cases also proves the 

randomness property of DEPS. Hence, DEPS causes some amount of diffusion, 

although not as much as OMA T or MMA T. When cascaded with a transposition 
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cipher like DSPB, DEPS might show better results. This aspect has been treated in 

chapter 10. 

9.6 Conclusion 

DEPS is a simple, easy-to-implement, and an efficient system that takes little 

time to encode and decode though the block length is high. The encoded string will 

not generate any overhead bits. The technique appears to produce a computationally 

non-breakable cipher-text. The result of the frequency distribution test shows the fact 

that the cipher characters are distributed wide enough. The fact that the source and the 

encrypted files are non-homogeneous is established by the Chi-Square test. Since it 

does not involve a lot of arithmetic computations in its actual implementation, the 

proposed scheme is highly recommended for embedded systems with less powerful 

processors and very small memory units. 
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CIIAPTER 10 

Cascaded Techniques: Product Ciphers 

10.1 Introduction 

Some of the proposed transposition ciphers have not shown very good results. 

This issue has already been discussed in the respective chapters. Since a transposition 

cipher is involved in permutation of bits only, its strength may not be at par with a 

substitution cipher. If a substitution cipher is combined with a transposition cipher in 

a cascaded manner, the strength of the combination will be much better than any of 

the constituent ciphers performing independently. Theoretically, such a combination 

is called a product cipher. 

The transposition ciphers that have been proposed in this thesis are LSPB, 

RSPB, DSPB, CSPB, BET and SPOB. On the other hand, the proposed substitution 

ciphers are MAT, OMAT, MMAT, BOS and DEPS. Although any transposition 

cipher may be clubbed with any substitution cipher, it is not possible to discuss all 

possible combinations at this instance. Thus only two such cascaded techniques are 

being discussed in this chapter. 

10.1 OMA T and BET 

OMA T and BET has already been discussed individually. In this product 

cipher the cipher-text generated by OMA T is fed as a plain-text into BET to get the 

final cipher-text. Since the programs are run one after the other, the algorithms or 

routines are not listed here to avoid repetitions. The prime importance has been given 

to the performance of the combination only. The same set of tests has been performed 

to determine the strength of this combination. 

10.2.1 Character frequency 

The results of the test for .dJl, .exe, .jpg and .txt files are separately illustrated 

in the figures 10.1 through 10.4, respectively. The graphs for the original file and one 

encrypted with Triple DES have also been considered for comparison. 
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c••-" 
(a) Origina.l .dD file 

1600 2000 1 

J ·::: 
• •o: }J?II ... ._, ... , .. a .. s .. r .. I'•P•z .... •r .. a•,•r•n .. s ...... , ....... ~aMI ... 

o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ a ~ 
c ...... u •• 

(b ) .dU me encrypted with 0 MA T+ BET 

2000 l 
I :~ _.l.J ... ......J. ... ...l... .. J.. •• ~ ....... ~ •• .l .•... .l .... . 

o ~ ~ ~ i ~ 8 i B E ~ ~ @ £ ~ a i ~ 
c a.arsc:u" 

(c) .dB file encrypted ~ ~lc DES 

Figure 1 0.1: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted ,dll files 

(a) Original .e:xe file 

1600 2000 [ 

J ·::: 
... 400 

o -. ..... ~, ........ - .. _., ....... a ...... ~, ... a-. .. n.-,•• ........ ns.• 
0 0 .... "' • "' ... g 2 ~ :; ~ 

Cllara t tert 

(b ) .exe file e nc rypte d with 0 MAT+ B ET 

Ca.llt'Sfte" 
(c) .exe file ecrypted ~ T,..,lc DES 

2 .. 

Figure 10,2: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .exe files 
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(a) 0~ Jpg file 

1000 ] 

J :::: 1 

~ 40: 11 .................................................. . 
0 "' .. "" ... 

(b) .jpg file encrypted with 0 MAT+ BET 

0 .. 

::l 1 1200 
~ IIIIIIIIII.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIII.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

0 

(c) Jpg file encrypted ~ Tt1>tc DES 

Figure 10.3: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .jpg files 

c •arecten 

(a) 0~1 .txt file 

400 

~::: l ! •::: 
o -. ..... ~, ..... _., .. , .. ~ .......................... ~, ..... r .. •n 

0 ~ ~ ; $ ~ ~ 2 2 ~ ~ ; a ~ ~ a ! 
C ~aracfet1 

(b ) .tx t ftle encrypted with 0 MAT+ 8 ET 

... .., .. 

r;: 2000 t 
.o: ............................................................ .. 

o ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ B ~ ~ i ~ ; ~ ~ ~ 

{c) .txt file encrypted with Tt1>tc DES 

Figure 10.4: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt files 
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lt is quite evident from the graph that in case of .dlJ and .exe files, 

OMAT+BET has shown better performance than any of OMAT or BET taken 

individually. The characters have been evenly distributed over the 0-255 space. 

Moreover, in case of Triple DES, there are some characters with abruptly high 

frequencies. 

The performances of this cascaded combination for .jpg and txt files are more 

or less same. In no way they are poorer than the performance of Triple DES. 

10.2.2 Cbi-Square test and encryption time 

The X2 test and encryption times due to OMAT+BET have been compared 

with those of Triple DES, each category of ftles being dealt with separately. The 

comparative i' values and encryption times for OMAT+BET along with those for 

Triple DES in case of .dll files are given by table I 0.1 and figure 1 0.5. 

Table 10.1: x2-test for OMAT+BET with .dJI files 

Sl. Original 
No. file 

I l.dU 
2 2.dU 
3 3.dU 
4 4.dU 
5 5.dll 

2500000 

= ::J 

J 1500000 
! • ::J 

~1000000 
s:. 
(.) 500000 

File size 
(b)1CS) 

20480 
533 12 
90 176 

118784 
204800 

OMAT+BET 
Time .. 

OF (sees.) r 
0. 10989 7827 255 
0.32967 21078 255 
0.54945 43415 255 
0.76923 142618 255 
1.26374 563669 255 

53312 90176 

Ale size (In bytes) 

Time 
(sees.) 

06 
16 
26 
34 
69 

Triple DES 
.. 

OF ..,..-

29790 255 
43835 255 
66128 255 

1211289 255 
2416524 255 

•OMA.T+6ET 

II Tr1>ie DES 

Figure 10.5: OMA T+BET vs. Triple DES in -( -test of .dU tiles 
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The performance ofOMAT+BET in x2-test with .dll files is quite satisfactory, 

although not as good as that of Triple DES. Very small encryption time and large -i 
values indicate the strength ofOMAT+BET. The results of the test for .exe files are 

given by table 10.2 and figure 10.6. 

Table 10.2: -i-test forOMAT+BET with .exe files 

Sl. Original File size OMAT+BET Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time '> OF Time ., 
DF 

(sees.) X: (sees.) r: 
l l.exe 23 104 0.10989 7518 255 12 8772 255 
2 2.exe 52736 0.32967 22893 255 15 43426 255 
3 3.exc 13 1136 0.76923 986123 255 29 986693 255 
4 4.exe 170496 1.04396 256526 255 49 475893 255 
5 5.exe 200832 1.15385 2696344 255 58 1847377 255 

3000000 

2500000 

! 2000000 
~ s 1500000 
::II 

~ 1000000 

• OW.T+BET 

D Triple DES 

.1:. 
0 

500000 

o .J...._~--~-~-

23104 52736 

Ale stu (In bytes) 

Figure l 0.6: OMAT+BET vs. Triple DES in i -test of .exe files 

In case of .exe files, the x2 values for OMAT+BET quite large and at par with 

Triple DES. Moreover, in one case, the i value is much larger and the encryption 

times are much less than Triple DES. The degree of freedom (DF) is 255 for all the 

files. The results for .jpg files are listed in table J 0.3 and illustrated by figure 10.7. 

Table 10.3 : i-test for OMAT+BET with .jpg files 

Sl. Original File size OMAT+BET Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time ~ 

DF Time ., 
OF 

(sees.) X: (sees.) r: 
I l .jpg 28544 0.10989 4489 255 08 4331 255 
2 2.jpg 71232 0.43956 2847 255 21 2916 255 
3 3.jpg 105600 0.65934 5032 255 31 5227 255 
4 4.jpg 160704 0.93407 220-l5 255 47 22314 255 
5 5.jpg 216576 1.3 1869 29190 255 63 29824 255 



30000 

25000 

~ 20000 
'11 
> 
! 15000 .. 
::1 

~ 10000 
6 

5000 

0 
28544 71232 
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100600 160704 

Ate size (In bytes) 

216576 

• OMA.T+BET 

D Trtple CES 

Figure 10.7: OMAT+BET vs. Triple DES in l-test of .jpg files 

The nature shown by OMAT+BET in case of .jpg fi les is aJmost like that of 

Triple DES. High i values, all with 255 degree of freedom (DF), along with very 

small encryption times depict a good performance of OMAT+BET. The results for 

.txt files are given by table 10.4 and figure 10.8. 

Sl. 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Table 10.4: x2-test for OMAT+BET with .txt files 

Original File size 
OMAT+BET 

rue (bytes} Time . 
(sees.) x: 

tl.lx t 6976 0.054946 10423 
t2.txt 23808 0.164835 32829 
t3.lXl 58688 0.384615 81725 
t4.t'l(t 11878~ 0.769230 166308 
t5.txt 190784 1.153847 434533 

Ale size (In bytes) 

OF 
Time 
(sees.) 

190 02 
255 07 
255 17 
255 35 
255 55 

Triple DES 
~ 

X: OF 

10629 183 
32638 255 
82101 255 

170557 255 
430338 255 

• OMA.T+BET 

D Trtple CES 

Figure 10.8: OMAT+BET vs. Triple DES in i-test of .txt files 
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OMA T +BET bas shown a very good performance in the i -test for .txt files. 

The i values for all .txt files in OMAT+BET are almost same as Triple DES, and 

even higher in two cases. 

10.2.3 Avalanche and runs 

Table 10.5 lists the results of avalanche and runs test for OMA T +BET. As 

usual, this test has been carried out to examine the randomness and diffusion property 

ofOMAT+BET, i.e. to test how much effect can be created in the cipher-text with a 

very small change in the plain-text. 

Table 10.5: Avalanche and runs in OMAT+BET 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipber-text Difference 

None 41450450 540083AO 19 14 5 
I" Cl450450 04098320 18 IS 3 

2'"u 01450450 14C93160 17 16 1 
31W 61450450 564DC3A2 L9 18 I 
4 51450450 554F81A1 21 17 4 
S'" 49450450 SC4E8048 21 16 5 
6'" 45450450 58068BA4 21 16 5 
7'" 43450450 78028780 19 18 I 
8Jl1 40450450 4429AE90 17 18 1 
9 41C50450 54093320 17 16 1 
10'" 41050450 54897360 17 18 1 
11'" 41650450 564F83AO 19 14 5 
12'" 41550450 554E81AO 21 18 3 
13'" 41400450 5C4680AO 19 14 5 
14'" 41410450 50098AAO L7 16 1 
15'" 41470450 5800A780 17 12 5 
16'" 41440450 5429BE90 19 18 I 
17'" 41455450 50893380 21 16 5 
18'" 41459450 50C97380 19 16 3 
19'" 4145F450 504F8180 17 12 5 
20'" 4l45C4SO 504C8080 17 14 3 
21:)' 41450ESO 50068880 17 14 3 
221'«.1 41450050 50098EBO 17 14 3 
231W 41450650 542DA3AO 19 18 I 
24"' 41450550 542093AO 21 18 3 
25'" 41450400 5489B3AO 19 18 I 
26'" 41450410 54C9B3AO 17 18 1 
27'" 41450470 544081AO 17 16 I 
28'" 41450440 544080AO 17 16 I 
29'" 41450458 54008BAO 19 16 3 
30'" 41450454 540087AO 2 1 14 7 
31"' 41450452 542083AO 2 1 16 5 
32"'u 41450451 541083AO 20 14 6 
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The table shows that none of the consecutive cipher-texts are same. This 

proves that OMA T +BET can produce a good amount of effect in the cipher-text with 

a very small change in the plain-text. The randomness property of OMAT+BET is 

also proved by a high average difference of runs between the plain-text and the 

corresponding cipher-text. 

10.3 MMA T and DSPB 

Another interesting combination of a substitution and a transposition cipher 

would be MMA T and DSPB. This product cipher generates the cipher-text by feeding 

the cipher-text generated by MMAT as a plain-text into DSPB. As in OMAT+BET, 

the algorithms or routines are not listed here to avoid repetitions. The same tests have 

been performed to determine the strength of this combination. 

10.3.1 Character frequency 

Figures 10.9 through 10.12 illustrate the results of the character frequency 

tests for .dll, .exe, .jpg and .txt files, respectively. Each category of file is treated 

separately. As in the case of other proposed algorithms, the result of only one file in 

each category has been considered. The graphs for the original files and the ones 

encrypted with Triple DES have also been considered for comparison. 

MMA T +DSPB has also demonstrated a similar nature as OMA T +BET in case 

of .dll and .exe files. The performance of the combination is better than any of 

MMAT or DSPB considered separately. The characters have been more evenly 

distributed over the 0-255 space than Triple DES, where some characters have 

abruptly high frequencies. The performances of this cascaded combination for .jpg 

and .txt files are more or less same and are at with those of Triple DES. 

10.3.2 Chi-Square test and encryption time 

The r values and encryption times for MMA T +DSPB have been compared 

with those of Triple DES, each category of files being dealt with separately. 

Table 1 0.6 and figure 10.13 together reveal the test results and encryption times for 

MMA T +DSPB along with those for Triple DES in case of .dll files. 
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(a) OrigQU .dll file 

1600 2000 1 
J ·::: 
• •o: }~ .......... n .. a•FF ..... , ........ s•r•zz ....... ,~ ......... , ...... -* 

0 ... ... 
" 

... .. 
C • arafte rs 

(b) .dU file enc ryp ted with M M AT+ OSPB 

C llar•uers 

(c) .dl file encrypted Mil T~lc DES 

Figure 10.9: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .dll files 

2000 

1600 Jl: 
400 

0 

1600 

J 1::: 
... 400 

C ll.,•den 

(a) OrigDt.J .exe file 

2000 I 
o ~ ... , .............. ~s .. r ....... sss .. ?~?S?MZ .. ?S? .... S .... C .. Z .. .. 

o ~ ~ ; s ~ i 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ 
C lura ~ler o 

( b) .e xe file encrypted with MM AT+OSPB 

c .......... 
(c) .exe file ecrypted Mil Trl>lc DES 

Figure 10.10: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .exe files 

"' "' .. 
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2000 

1600 

i 1100 

t 1 00 ... 
4 00 

0 

2000 

1600 

(a) 0rPB1 Jpg file 

( b ) .jpg file encrypted with M M AT+OSPB 

J·: 
·o: ••••••••••••••n•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t 

o ~ ~ ; S ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

(c) .jpg fiJe encrypted Mil Tf1>1e DES 

Figure I 0.11 : Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .jpg files 

~ ~l11 I .. ll ~~a. l~i 
0 ~ $l ~ s l(! R ~ ~ E ~ ! ~ ~ 2 a ~ ~ ,.. 

c ..... den 

(a) 0~ .oo: file 

1000 

J 1600 1200 

100 
... 400 

0 
0 ~ 0 "' i "' ~ "" 13 ::: :it ~ ! "' 0 "' ~ ::: ... • .. 0 !: ;; .. ... ... ... 

C llare ct•r• 

(b) .txt fiJc encrypted with M MAT+ D S P 8 

2000L 1600 

J·= 
400 

0 ......................................................... . 

(c) .txt file encrypted with l"'r1>1e D~ 

Figure 10.12: Character-frequencies in the source and encrypted .txt fiJes 
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Table 10.6: r-test forMMAT+DSPB with .dll files 

St. Original 
No. file 

1 l.dll 
2 2.dll 
3 3.dll 
4 4.dll 
5 5.dll 

2700000 

2400000 

2100000 

~ 1lm000 
~ 
! 1500000 

~ 1200000 

~ 900000 
.c 
0 600000 

File size MMAT+DSPB 
(bytes) Time ~ 

(sees.) 
x-

20480 0. 10989 8610 
53312 0.32967 21600 
90176 0.549-l5 44073 

118784 0.76923 1490116 
204800 1.26374 2618682 

300000 

0 ~------~--~-A.C~--

53312 90176 

Rle size (ln bytes) 

OF Time 
(sees.) 

255 06 
255 16 
255 26 
255 34 
255 69 

Triple DES 

t DF 

29790 255 
43835 255 
66128 255 

1211289 255 
24 16524 255 

• 111MA T +DSPB 

1Z1 Triple DES 

Figure 10.13 : MMAT+OSPB vs. Triple DES in r-test of .dll files 

The combination of MMAT and DSPB has shown a reasonably good 

performance in x2-test with .dll files. Although the r values for MMAT+DSPB for 

smaller .dll files are little less than Triple DES, the values are better for larger files. 

Very small encryption time, compared to that ofTriple DES, and very large i' values, 

all with 255 degree of freedom (DF) for 256 characters, signify the strength of 

MMAT+DSPB. 

Table 10.7 and figure 10.14 together defend the performance of 

MMAT+DSPB in the r-test in the instance of .exe files. 

Table I 0. 7: i' -test for MMA T+DSPB with .exe files 

Sl. Original File size MMAT+DSPB Triple DES 

No. file (bytes) Time ~ 

OF Time ~ 

OF (sees.) x-
(sees.) r 

1 l.cxc 23 104 0.10989 7690 255 12 8772 255 
2 2.cxe 52736 0.32967 23639 255 15 43426 255 
3 3.exc 131136 0.76923 992862 255 29 986693 255 
4 4.exc 170496 1.04396 279552 255 49 475893 255 
5 5.e:~:e 200832 1.15385 2801766 255 58 1847377 255 
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131136 170496 

Ae size (In bytes) 

200632 

•WMT+OSPB 

cTr~le t:£5 

Figure 10.14: MMAT+DSPB vs. Triple DES in i-test of .exe files 

MMAT+DSPB has given a mixed performance in the i-test for .exe files in 

comparison to Triple DES. The i values for two out of five .exe files are larger than 

Triple DES and they are more or same for the rest. The test results for .jpg files are 

revealed in table 10.8 and illustrated by figure 10.15. 

Table 10.8: i-test for MMAT+DSPB with .jpg files 

St. OriginaJ 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

32000 

28000 

8 24000 
:::1 

~ 20000 

I!! 10000 .. 
:I 

~12000 
Qeooo 

4000 

0 

file 

l.jpg 
2.jpg 
3.jpg 
4.jpg 
5.jpg 

File size 
(bytes) 

28544 
71232 

105600 
160704 
216576 

MMAT+DSPB 
Time .. 

DF (sees.) X: 

0.10989 4357 255 
0.43956 2926 255 
0.65934 5242 255 
0.93407 22212 255 
1.31869 30035 255 

Ale size (In bytes) 

Time 
(sees.) 

08 
21 
31 
47 
63 

Triple DES 
.. 

X: DF 

4331 255 
2916 255 
5227 255 

22314 255 
29824 255 

•WMT+OSPB 

D Tr~le t:£5 

Figure 10.15: MMAT+DSPB vs. Triple DES in i-test of .jpg files 
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The nature shown by MMAT+DSPB in case of .jpg files is quite remarkable. 

The i values for four out of five .jpg files are larger than Triple DES and for the 

remaining one, it is almost equal. High i values, all with degree of freedom (DF) 255 

except 239 for one, along with very small encryption times depict a good performance 

ofMMAT+DSPB. Table 10.9 and figure 10.16 exhibit the results for .txt files. 

Table 10.9: i-test forMMAT+DSPB with .txt files 

Sl. Original 
No. file 

I tl.txt 
2 t2.lxt 
3 t3.txt 
4 t4.txt 
5 t5.txt 

500000 

400000 

I 
::I 

~ 3)()()00 

! • g 200000 
..J.. 
s: 
(.) 

100000 

File si.ze 
(bytes) 

6976 
23808 
58688 

118784 
1907&4 

6976 

MMAT+DSPB 
Time ,., 

OF (sees.) x· 
0.054946 10669 190 
0.164835 32763 255 
0.384615 81525 255 
0.769230 165616 255 
1.153847 496903 255 

23808 58688 , 18784 

File size (In bytes) 

Triple DES 
Time 
(sees.) 

02 
07 
17 
35 
55 

190784 

.. x· OF 

10629 239 
32638 255 
8210 1 255 

170557 255 
430338 255 

• M\1A T +OSPB 

a Trple ces 

Figure 10.16: .MMAT+DSPB vs. Triple DES in -£-test of .txt files 

The performance MMAT+DSPB in the i-test for .txt files are more or less 

similar to that of .jpg files and hence needs no further explanation. 

10.3.3 AvaJancbe and runs 

As usual, this test has been carried out to examme the diffusion and 

randomness property of the cipher, i.e. to test how much effect can be created in the 

cipher-text with a very small change in the plain-text and how random the cipher

texts. The results of this test for MMAT+DSPB are listed in table 10 10. 
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Table 10.10: Avalanche and runs in MMAT+DSPB 

Bit Plain-text Cipher-text Number of runs 
complemented (Hex) (Hex) Plain-text Cipher-text Difference 

None 414.504.50 71B.597BB 19 17 I 
1:01 Cl4.504.50 .588DBS11 18 19 l 

2NU 014.504SO 6190793 17 IS 2 
31W 614.504.50 617F97BO 19 13 6 
4'" Sl4.504SO 317FB.5F9 21 13 8 
.5'" 494504.50 217FBSF8 21 12 9 
6'" 454.504.50 217AA79A 21 18 3 
71H 434.504.50 AOFEIF9B 19 10 9 
8'" 404504.50 F33593AB 17 18 I 
9'" 41CS04.50 517.59738 17 19 I 
tO'" 41050450 S97D97BI 17 17 0 
II'" 416504SO 317F95DD 19 IS 4 
12 41550450 291CFSF9 21 IS 6 
13'" 41400450 287CB7F8 19 12 7 
14'" 41410450 F17105F9 17 12 s 
IS'" 414704SO 7BF4JFAB 17 J3 4 
161lt 41440450 F73503AB 19 18 I 
17 414S.5450 058FD71B 21 13 8 
18'" 4 1459450 25950791 19 19 0 
19'" 414.5F4.50 61BF95FD 17 13 4 
201lt 414SC450 78778797 17 13 4 
2):0 414.5DE50 217FB79A 17 14 3 
22NU 414SOOSO FIF28SD9 17 14 3 
231W 4145D6SO 22B'E1F9B 19 13 4 
24'" 414505SO 74941BAB 21 17 4 
25"' 41450400 7IBDC338 19 l2 7 
26"' 41450410 ID75D5B3 17 19 2 
27'" 41450470 21BF95DO 17 15 2 
28'" 4145044() 78778797 17 13 4 
29'" 41450458 A89CB7BA 19 19 0 
30'" 41450454 7BF427BA 21 14 7 
31:01 41450452 7DB41FAB 21 15 6 
32NU 41450451 5S95DBBB 20 21 l 

The results produced by MMA T +DSPB in this test are better than the 

combination of OMAT with BET. It is evident from the table that none of the 

consecutive cipher-texts are same or close to each other. This fact, along with very 

high differences of runs between the plain-text and the corresponding cipher-text, 

confirm the diffusion and randomness properties of MMA T +DSPB. 

l 0.4 Condusion 

It has been observed with sufficient evidences that the OMA T +BET and 

MMA T +DSPB combinations are better than any individual algorithm proposed in this 

thesis. Besides, there is no difficulty in microprocessor-based implementations. 
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CIIAPTER II 

Proposed Key Formats 

ll.llntroduction 

An encryption scheme is unconditionally secure if the cipher-text generated by 

the scheme does not contain enough information to determine Wliquely the 

corresponding plain-text, no matter how much cipher-text is available. An encryption 

algorithm can withstand any type of attack if the cost of breaking the cipher exceeds 

the value of the encrypted information and/or the time required to break the cipher 

exceeds the useful lifetime of the information. It is worth mentioning that it is very 

difficult to estimate the amount of effort required to cryptanalize cipher-text 

successfully. 

Cryptanalysis has long relied on the lengthy and patient application of trial and 

error method in order to crack a code. The advent of electronic computing 

dramatically enhanced that process. Today, anyone with a workstation can crack 

cipher-text encrypted with a short key. Clever software developers have even 

produced utility programs to recover passwords, often using 'brute force', which 

simply involves trying every possible key until the right one is found to get an 

intelligible translation of the secret code. The principal defence against brute force 

attack is to produce as long a list of legal keys as possible. As the list gets longer, so 

does the amount of work it could take to guess the right key. Table 11.1 illustrates this 

notion. For each key size, the results are shown assuming that it takes l fJ.S to perform 

a single encryption/decryption, which is a reasonable order of magnitude for today's 

machines. The final column of the table considers the results for a system that can 

process 1 million keys per microsecond. 

Table 11.1: Average time required for exhaustive key search 

Key-size Number of k:eys Time required at 
(bits) (2~bits) I encryption/J.Ls I O" enClYDtionlus 

16 6.6x l004 0.033 sees 0.33 L1S 
32 4.3x 10"" 36 mins. 2.2x1<Y L1S 

56 (DES) 7.2x 101& 1142 years 1001 hours 
64 1.8>< 10'" 2.9>< 1 o=' years 110 davs 
128 3.4>< 10n S.4x 1 OZ" years 5.4>< I OTJ years 
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Keeping in mind the fact that a key should be long enough to remain safe, few 

formats of the key are proposed for the different algorithms that have been put 

forward in this thesis. Since each algorithm uses a different technique to encrypt data, 

each proposed format of the key may fit different proposed algorithms. Besides, 

although there are so many existing formats of the key that are quite secure, the 

proposed formats have been designed in such a manner so that it would not be too 

difficult to implement them in an Intel 8085 microprocessor-based system. It is worth 

mentioning here that it is quite difficult to handle data which are not multiples of 8 

bits in the stated environment. 

11.2 Format 1 

In most of the proposed algorithms, seven rounds have been considered, each 

for 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 bits block-size. MAT, OMAT and MMAT have 

six rounds each. The actual number of iterations in a particular round, less than the 

number of iterations to form a cycle for that block-size, is represented by a binary 

string. For example, the number of iterations in each round may be represented by a 

16-bit binary string. Hence the maximum number of iterations that can be performed 

in each round will be 2 16 = 65536. Here, the maximum number of iterations does not 

mean the number of iterations to form a cycle in a particular round. One can check out 

from table 2.5 in chapter 2 that the number of iterations required by LSPB to form a 

cycle for block-size 128 is 117180. Similarly, DSPB needs 261744 iterations for 256-

bit blocks and CSPB needs 68532 iterations for 512-bit blocks to complete one cycle. 

Any intermediate iteration may be chosen for generating the cipher-text. Hence 

selecting out 65536 iterations may be enough to generate the cipher-text and this 

number of iterations can be represented by a 16-bit binary string. Concatenating the 

strings representing the number of iterations in all the rounds, an encryption key of 

112 bit (16x7=1 12) is obtained. For those algorithms, which have only 6 rounds, the 

length of the key wiJI be 96 bits only. 

This key format may fit any of the proposed algorithms except BOS and BET, 

since very little number of iterations are required to regenerate the original block in 

any round of these algorithms. The other algorithms for which this format is intended 
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may be divided into two groups. The first group may include LSPB, RSPB, DSPB, 

CSPB, and SPOB where there is no separate decryption algorithm and the plain-text 

can be regenerated by just iterating the encryption process. The second group may 

include MAT, OMAT, MMAT and DEPS, where some iterations are given in the 

encryption and the same number of iterations is needed by the reverse process in 

decryption. In addition, since MAT, OMA T and MMA T involves in pairing of blocks, 

only 6 rounds will be possjble for a 512-bit input string. 

A particular session of a cipher may be considered where the source file is 

encrypted using a number of iterations in each round for block-sizes 8, 16, 32, 64, 

128, 256 and 512 bits. Table 11.2 shows the corresponding binary value for the 

number of iterations in each round. The binary strings are concatenated together, 

starting from Round 7, to form the 128-bit binary string 11000011 01100101 

11000010 t 1001110 10111111 00110110 10101101 10011011 10110100 10101010 

00010000 11100001 00000010 10110010. This 112-bit binary string will be the 

encryption key for this particular session. During decryption, the same key is taken to 

iterate each round of the algorithm for the specified number of times. 

Table 11 .2: Formation ofkey in format 1 

Round No. of Iterations 
No. Decimal Binary 
7 50021 1100001101100101 
6 49870 1100001011001110 
5 48950 10111111001 10110 
4 44443 1010110110011011 
3 46250 1011010010101010 
2 4321 0001000011100001 
1 690 0000001010110010 

For LSPB, RSPB, DSPB, CSPB, and SPOB, the number of iterations for each 

round of decryption is calculated by subtracting the actual number of iterations 

performed during encryption from the number of iterations required to form a cycle in 

that particular round. These remaining iterations are performed to decrypt the cipher

text. During decryption in MAT, OMAT, MMAT and DEPS, the same number of 

iterations in each round as in encryption is performed where the algorithm for 

decryption is the reverse of encryption. 
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11.3 Format 2 

One of the disadvantages of the Format 1 discussed in the previous section is 

that, due to large number of iterations in each round, the encryption process may take 

too much time which is undesirable for large files since the files are encrypted in 

chunks of 512 bits and each chunk may need a lot of time to be encrypted. To 

overcome this proble~ another format of the encryption key is proposed without 

compromising so much for the length of the key. A lesser number of iterations are 

allowed in each round by using by a shorter binary string for each round. For 

example, 1 0 bits may be used to represent the number of iterations to allow a 

maximum of 210 = 1024 iterations. In addition, a 3 bit string to represent the round 

number 1 to 7 may be included in the key. Hence, for each round, a total of 13 bits (10 

+ 3) are required to form a part of the key. Table 11.3 will illustrate this format in 

detail. 

Table 11.3: Formation of key in format 2 

Roand No. 
No. of Iterations 

Decimal Binary 

7 llJ lOOllOIIOl 

6 110 1101011010 
5 101 1010110110 

4 100 0110011011 

3 011 1010100010 
2 010 0001100001 

I 001 0010110010 
o• 000 JlOIOJOlll 

Fo.r a particular round, 3 bit for representing the round and 10 bits for denoting 

the number iterations together make a 13 bit string. Since 3 bits will have 8 different 

combinations of O's and 1 's, the string '000' cannot be ignored. Hence, a dummy 

round, represented by o• in the table, is also included with any random string for the 

number of iterations. Thus a 13x8 = 104 bit key may be formed by concatenating the 

strings for all the rounds including the dummy one. This format of encryption key is 

applicable to the same set of the proposed algorithms chosen for format l. Moreover, 

the string '111' also becomes a dummy like '000' in case of MAT, OMA T and MMA T 

since there are only 6 rounds. 
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Format 2 of the encryption key has twofold advantage over format 1. Since the 

number of iterations in each round has reduced a lot in format 2, the process of 

encryption will be faster. Another very important advantage is that the different 

rounds of the encryption algorithm may be executed in a random order rather than 

following a sequence from 1 to 7. The key may be formed according to the order in 

which the various rounds are performed This will further enhance the security. 

11.4 Format 3 

This format bas been proposed exclusively for MMAT. Formats 1 and 2 can 

be used without any problem for MMAT. Format 3 has been proposed to avoid the 

iterations in each round to further reduce the encryption time. ln MAT and OMA T, 

only one block of a pair is replaced by the result of the modulo-addition, and in 

MMAT, both the blocks are modified by the operation. A small variation in MMAT 

will make it more efficient and it will act as MAT for some blocks and as MMA T for 

others. To make the change, an option may be added by using the key that will decide 

whether to replace only the first block, or only the second block, or both the blocks. 

For this purpose, a 2-bit string is needed, where '01' will indicate the replacement of 

the second block (0 for no replacement and 1 for replacement}, '1 0' will denote the 

replacement of the first block, and '00' or '11 ' are meant for changes in both the blocks 

of a pair. 

In round 1 of MMA T, there are 64 blocks of 8 bits each, i.e. there are 32 pairs 

of blocks. Hence, for this round 32 numbers of 2-bit strings will be required for the 

key. This means that the part of the key representing this round will have 32><2 = 64 

bits. Two bits of the key are read at a time and the particular block-pair is modified 

depending on this 2-bit string. Similarly, for round 2, the part of the key will have 16 

numbers of2-bit strings, which is equal to a 32-bit string. In the same manner, the last 

round with block-size 256 will have just a single 2-bit string for the key. In this way, 

including all the rounds, the key will be 64 + 32 + 16 + 8 + 4 + 2 = 126 bits long. The 

formation of the key will be more understandable from the following example. 

Round 1: Block-size = 8 bits Number of blocks = 64 
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This means that in the first round ofMMAT, where the block-size is 8 bits, the 

blocks of8 bits will be substituted according to the supplied key. For example, fur the 

first pair of block 1 and block 2, the 2 -bit string is '11 '. Therefore, both the blocks will 

be substituted as discussed in chapter 7. Similarly, for the pair of block 7 and block 8, 

only block 7 will be replaced as in MAT since the key string is '10'. For the pair of 

blocks 13 and 14, both will be replaced since the key-string is '00'. Hence, the part of 

the key for this round is 11010010 01100010 11011101 01101111 00100110 

00101101 11001001 11101010. 

Round2: Block-size = 16 bits Number of blocks = 32 

Part of the key for this round is 10011100 10101111 01001110 01011000. 

RoundJ: Block-size = 32 bits Number of blocks = 16 

Part of the key for this round is 00001111 00110111. 

Round-/: Block-size = 64 bits Number of blocks = 8 

Part of the key for this round is 01101100. 

RoundS: Block-size = 128 bits Number of blocks = 4 

Part of the key for this round is 11 01 . 

Round6: Block-size = 256 bits Number of blocks = 2 

Part of the key for this round is 01. 
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Concatenating all the parts of the key for the individual rounds, the final key 

of 126 bits is obtained as 11010010 01100010 11011101 01101111 00100110 

00101101 11001001 111010101001110010101111 01001110 01011000 00001111 

00110111 01101100 1101 01 . 

11.5 Format 4 

For algorithms like BOS and BET, formats 1 and 2 of the encryption key are 

not suitable since the number of iterations to form a cycle in each round is very small. 

For the maximum number of iterations in each round of these algorithms, just 5 bits 

will be enough. It should also be kept in mind that the size of the blocks should be 

multiples of 8, otherwise it would be difficult to implement the cipher in an Intel 8085 

based system. Hence, other formats suggesting the block-size to be non-multiple of 8 

have been avoided. Format 4 has been proposed specially for BOS and BET, although 

it may well fit into other proposed algorithms. 

In this format, 5 bits are used to represent the number of iterations in a 

particular round. For a particular chunk of 512 bits, where there are 7 rounds, another 

7 bits are used to represent the status of the iterations. Each bit in this 7 bit field 

denotes a particular round starting from the MSB. A '1' for a particular round means 

there are iterations to be performed in this round whose number is given by the 5-bit 

field. On the other hand, a '0' means no iterations, i.e. that particular round is executed 

only once. For example, if the 7 -bit field is 1011101, then round 1, round 3, round 4, 

round 5 and round 7 will have to be iterated whose number will be given by the 5-bit 

fields, whereas round 2 and round 6 will have to be executed only once, whatever 

may be the values in the 5-bit fields. A total of 7x5 = 35 bits will be needed for the 

iterations in the 7 rounds. Hence, for a chunk of 512 bits, the part of the key would be 

as follows: 

Round I 
iterations 
s bits 

Round2 
Iterations 
s bits 

Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Round 6 Round 7 
iterations iterations iterations iterations iterations 
s bits s bits s bits s bits s bits 

This part of the key will be 42 bits long. Three such strings with different bit 

patterns are concatenated to form the final key of3x42 = 126 bits. During encryption, 
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the first chunk of 512 bits is read from the source file and it is encrypted with the first 

42 bits of the key. Then the second and third chunks are encrypted using the second 

and third 42 bits of the key respectively. Since all three parts of the key are exhausted 

for encrypting three chunks of the source file, the fourth chunk of 512 bits from the 

source file is encrypted with the first part of the key. ln this fashion, the three parts of 

the key are used again and again to encrypt the whole source file. Encryption may end 

with any part of the key depending on the size of the source file. It is worth 

mentioning here that the minimum size of a file to be encrypted using this key format 

will be 3x512 bits, i.e. 1536 bits, which is equal to 192 bytes. Practical experiences 

have shown that even a small text file containing an e-mail is about 4 K.B. Hence, 

there should not be any problem in using this fonnat of the encryption key. 

11.6 Conclusion 

There are so many other existing key formats that can be used for the proposed 

algorithms. Many researchers have suggested key formats involving variable 

segments of a file and the corresponding rank of those segments. Although this type 

of fonnat is very useful in enhancing the security of the proposed algorithms, they can 

be employed for the high-level implementations only. The main issue at this instance 

is the 8085 microprocessor-based implementations. Hence, the formats suggested in 

this chapter are made as simple as possible, keeping in mind the word length of the 

Intel 8085 microprocessor. 

For each ofthe combinations like OMAT+BET and MMAT+DSPB, two keys 

will be necessary, thereby enhancing the security imparted by these algorithms. Two 

keys together will fonn a very large key space. The formats of the encryption keys for 

OMA T and BET have been considered separately due to the dissimilar natures of 

these algorithms. Hence, two separate keys are must for the OMAT+BET 

combination. Since MMA T and DSPB may share the same key fonnat, only one key 

may be used repeatedly for the MMA T +DSPB combination. 

Since the keys in the proposed formats are long enough, they may be 

considered computationally secure. Even then, more vigorous testing is required 

before it can be taken for granted that the proposed schemes are not vulnemble to any 
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kind of attack. Table 11.4 lists the efforts required to break the proposed keys using 

the brute force (exhaustive search) method. 

Table 11.4: Brute force attack on the proposed key formats 

Proposed Key length Nwnberof Time required at Time required at 
Key (bits) alternate keys I encryptionlf.tS I 06 encryptionlps 

Format I 112 5.192Jx loJ3 8.23233x 1019 years 8.23233)( 1013 years 

Fonnat2 104 2.0282x I 031 3.21 S7Sx 1011 years 3.2157Sx J011 years 

Fonnat3 126 8.501) X J 0)7 1.34879x lo%4 years 1.34879x 1011 years 

Format4 126 8.507J xJ 037 t .34879x I 024 years 1.34879x 1011 years 

The figures from table 11 .4 indicate that the proposed keys are not vulnerable 

to brute force attack, which in tum makes the proposed algorithms computationally 

secure. Even the~ it does not necessarily mean that the key should be of excessively 

long size, because this, in tum, may be regarded as an overhead Hence the proposed 

keys have been designed while keeping a proper balance between these two issues. 

Last, but not the least. the proposed algorithms and the corresponding keys are 

feasible for the intended targets, more precisely microprocessor-based systems. 
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C/IAPTER 12 

Concluding Discussions 

l2.1lntroduetion 

In this chapter, the proposed algorithms have been compared to each other in 

various aspects to draw the conclusions. The test results of all the proposed algorithms 

have already been analysed individually in the respective chapters and each has been 

compared with Triple DES, which has been used as a benchmark since it is one of the 

most popular standard algorithms. Some algorithms have shown very good results in 

comparison to Triple DES. Moreover, some algorithms were good in one test and 

some in the other. The use of the same set of files to test all the algorithms has made 

the comparative study quite easy. 

The character frequencies are considered first to begin with. The character 

frequencies produced by the proposed ciphers have been compared numerically rather 

than graphically. Different categories of files have different trends of character 

frequencies. For example, the text files (.txt format) do not have non-printable 

characters and hence the characters are generally clustered in the region of printable 

characters. Similarly, the characters in the .dJl files are clustered within some 

particular regions. A good cipher has to distribute these characters evenly over the 

character space, i.e. all the 0 to 255 ASCII characters should have more or less same 

frequency. To study this aspect of a proposed algorithm, the arithmetic mean of the 

frequencies is computed and the average distance of the frequencies from this mean is 

measured. Lower the average distance more even is the character distribution. 

Another way to check the evenness of the frequencies is to compute the more 

accepted statistical value, the standard deviation. Lesser the standard deviation better 

may be the cipher considered. Tables J 2.1 to 12.4 list these values for all the 

algorithms being considered for each category of files. Similarly, to compare the 

heterogeneity between the source and the encrypted files, the r values are compared. 

Tables 12.5 to 12.8 give comparative views of the i values for the different 

categories of files. Last, but not the least, to look into the efficiency aspect of the 

proposed algorithms for the intended targets, their encryption times (in sees.) have 

been compared in Table 12.9. The conclusions have been drawn in section 12.5. 



Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB 

Minimum 162 153 148 "-
U ' 

Maximum 12786 12719 13120 
F 
Arithmetic 352.25 352.25 352.25 Mean (AM) 
Average 

difference from 157.39 155.93 t59.26 
AM 

Standard 790.87 786.76 81 1.84 Deviation 
-

Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB 

Minimum 
107 105 104 ,.._,,"""""" 

Max.iiDum 
9780 9762 9849 

F"""•IM\MI 
Arithmetic 256.25 256.25 256.25 Mean(AM) 
Average 

difference from I 18.75 119.41 120.0.5 
AM 

Standard 605.02 603.90 609.43 Deviation 

Table 12.1: Comparison of character frequencies for .d.ll file 

CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT BOS 

176 18 10 256 257 259 0 

12264 17428 19711 10999 10827 10595 21843 

352.25 352.25 352.25 352.25 352.25 352.25 352.25 

150.24 259.80 359.69 85.19 82.22 80.17 492.04 

757.30 1099.58 1289.14 668.51 657.54 642.97 1526.86 
L__ ____ 

---·- ---- -- L__ _. __ -----

Table 12.2: Comparison of character frequencies for .exe file 

CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT BOS 

104 26 7 179 180 183 0 

9561 10786 12316 8481 8333 8154 8182 

256.25 256.2.5 256.25 256.25 256.25 256.25 256.25 

I 17.81 178.78 248.45 68.11 63.87 62.25 408.70 

591.76 681.66 804.78 516.65 507.09 495.78 910.22 

MMAT 
DEPS + 

DSPB 

52 264 

13422 10633 

352.25 352.25 

250.66 80.50 

896.17 645.34 
- ---

MMAT 
DEPS + 

DSPB 

33 187 

10647 8189 

256.25 256.25 

181.64 62.16 

678.74 498.00 

OMAT 
+ 

BET 

265 

10830 

352.25 

82.22 

657.71 

OMAT 
+ 

BET 

184 

8346 

256.25 

63.79 

507.88 

Triple 
DES 

: 

256 ! 

1691 1 

352.25 I 

81.04 

232.38 

Triple 
DES 

122 

7182 

256.25 

130.12 
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Table 12.3: Comparison of character frequencies for .jpg file 

Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT BOS 

Minimum 333 330 314 339 238 199 362 360 353 0 .c.. 

Maximum 731 697 736 620 1140 1902 466 471 496 9022 
Frequency 
Arithmetic 412.50 412.50 412.50 412.50 412.50 412.50 412.50 412.50 412.50 412.50 Mean(AM) 
Average 

difference from 30.55 31.88 33.43 30.13 52.82 98.03 16.58 17.14 14.86 635.75 
AM 

Standard 45.55 44.08 48.18 40.06 80.65 148.98 20.62 21.15 19.55 1385.10 Deviation 

Table 12.4: Comparison of character frequencies for .txt file 

Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT BOS 

Minimum 77 51 38 44 0 0 142 191 197 0 frequency 
Maximum 919 1116 936 749 5744 10820 391 380 275 28441 Frequency 
Arithmetic 229.25 229.25 229.25 229.25 229.25 229.25 229.25 229.25 229.25 229.25 Mean(AM) 
Average 

differeoce from 92.48 95.95 96.31 86.43 280.48 366.36 33.21 16.35 11.93 373.79 
AM 

Standard 127.79 131.60 130.31 I 14.52 511.08 867.47 41 .51 22.40 14.84 1826.86 Deviation 

MMAT 
DEPS + 

DSPB 

237 346 

1151 486 

412.50 412.50 

67.07 16.58 

98.55 21.65 

MMAT 
DEPS + 

DSPB 

0 191 

4073 269 

229.25 229.25 

257.82 10.81 

442.83 13.76 

OMAT 
+ 

BET 

353 

485 

412.50 

16.93 

21.18 

OMAT 
+ 

BET 

187 

310 

229.25 

13.92 

17.89 

Triple 
DES 

361 

475 

412.50 

15.42 

19.32 

Triple 
DES 

177> 

302 

229.25 

15.07 

19.38 
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Table 12.5: Comparison ofr values for .dll files 

OMAT MMAT 
Triple Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT BOS DEPS + + 

BET DSPB 
DES 

l.dll 4833 4816 4651 5136 5471 4912 6658 7808 8539 131n 7012 7827 8610 29790 

2.dlJ 16449 16408 15799 16421 17601 20959 19750 20495 21592 46062 22285 21078 21600 43835 

3.dll 40879 40957 40379 41168 40798 48891 41532 42195 43890 311218 40456 43415 44073 66128 

4.dll 111298 111767 109164 116385 1920600 1358795 136269 14224 149143 415291 126714 142618 1490116 1211289 

S.dll 1014978 1047282 936791 1358258 7376322 2897554 534082 142224 620375 1569635 1578332 563669 2618682 2416524 

Table 12.6: Comparison of i values for .exe files 

OMAT MMAT 
Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT BOS DEPS + + Triple 

BET DSPB 
DES 

l.exe 1009 6905 6763 7004 8107 10382 7077 7521 7633 30676 7564 7518 7690 8772 

2.exe 17212 17387 16802 17018 19221 23702 21113 22526 23766 46235 22863 22893 23639 43426 

3.exe 929886 930209 927133 937597 899616 858925 97881 1 985682 993854 2321449 900984 986123 992862 986693 

4.exe 154446 155177 147562 168235 131095 534803 238430 250534 280797 1958490 151307 256526 279552 475893 

S.exe 2274398 2280662 2196194 2342468 2217990 14429014 2601366 2690803 2748185 2004973 2119639 2696344 2801766 18473n 



Table L2.7: Comparison ofi values for .jpg files 

Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT 

l.jpg 3820 3842 3801 3996 4196 7414 4179 4258 4313 

2.jpg 2521 2450 2466 2421 3604 3716 2671 2696 2892 

3.jpg 4016 4006 4004 4191 4724 6196 5087 5198 5184 

4.jpg 8707 8510 8845 8423 14853 9001 21061 21824 22284 

S.jpg 11394 11132 11512 11325 20862 12719 28771 29028 29845 
. 

Table 12.8: Comparison of i values for .txt files 

Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT 

tl.txt 8014 8062 8049 7927 10028 6213 10269 10225 10580 

t2.txt 32154 33473 33345 32433 32962 43081 31443 31685 32556 

t3.txt 80779 83007 83061 81405 81943 102298 78276 79093 81919 

t4.txt 165273 170273 170692 166288 175305 215996 161141 161812 165899 

t5.txt 407160 427406 427033 409902 406733 706203 407030 415275 165753 

OMAT 
BOS DEPS + 

BET 

41118 4053 4489 

101874 2963 2847 

514189 4439 5032 

531433 23053 22045 

3198284 31100 29190 

OMAT 
BOS DEPS + 

BET 

5158 7895 10423 

42571 28461 32829 

105767 70257 81725 

409852 154803 166308 

7499376 400590 434533 

MMAT 
+ 

DSPB 

4357 

2926 

5242 

22212 

30035 

MMAT 
+ 

DSPB 

10669 

32763 

81525 

165616 

496903 

Triple 
DES 

4331 

2916 

5227 

22314 

29824 

Triple 
DES 

10629 

32638 

82101 

170557 

430338 
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Table 12.9: Comparative encryption time (in sees.) 

OMAT MMAT Triple Particulars LSPB RSPB DSPB CSPB BET SPOB MAT OMAT MMAT BOS DEPS + + 
BET DSPB DES 

l.dll 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.109890 0.054945 0.109890 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0. 109890 0.989011 0.10989 0.10989 6.00 

2.dll 0.109890 0.109890 0.164835 0.219780 0.164&35 0.274725 0. 109890 0.164835 0.164835 0.219780 3.021978 0.32967 0.32967 16.00 

3.dll 0.219780 0.21978-0 0.274725 0.384615 0.274725 0.494505 0.329670 0.274725 0.329670 0.329670 5.164835 0.54945 0.604395 26.00 

4.dll 0.329670 0.274725 0.439560 0.604396 0.384615 0.604396 0.494505 0.38-4615 0.384615 0.384615 6.593406 0.76923 0.824175 34.00 

5.dll 0.549451 0.549451 0.714286 0.934066 0.604396 1.098901 0.714286 0.659341 0.714286 0.714286 t 1.648351 1.263737 1.428572 69.00 

l.exe 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.109890 0.054945 0.109890 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.109890 1.428571 0.10989 0.10989 12.00 

2.exe 0.109890 0.054945 0.164835 0.274725 0.164835 0.274725 0.164835 0.164835 0.164835 0.164835 2.967033 0.32967 0.32967 15.00 

3.exe 0.329670 0.329670 0.439560 0.604396 0.384615 0.659341 0.384615 0.384615 0.329670 0.384615 6.593406 0.76923 0.76923 29.00 

4.exe 0.439560 0.439560 0.604396 0.824176 0.549451 0.934066 0.549451 0.494505 0.659341 0.494505 10.164835 1.043956 1.263737 49.00 

S.exe 0.549451 0.549451 0.659341 0.934066 0.604396 0.989011 0.714286 0.549451 0.604396 0.604396 16.593407 1.1538-47 1.263737 58.00 

l.jpg 0.054945 0.054945 0.109890 0.164835 0.054945 0.164835 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.109890 1.703297 0.10989 0.164835 8.00 

2.jpg 0.219780 0.109890 0.274725 0.329670 0.219780 0.329670 0.219780 0.219780 0.274725 0.219780 4.285714 0.43956 0.54945 21.00 

3.jpg 0.274725 0.329670 0.329670 0.494505 0.329670 0.549451 0.329670 0.329670 0.38-4615 0.384615 6.318681 0.65934 0.714285 31.00 

4.jpg 0.439560 0.439560 0.604396 0.714286 0.439560 0.824176 0.494505 0.494505 0.604396 0.494505 9.725274 0.934065 1.208792 47.00 

S.jpg 0.604396 0.604396 0.769231 0.989011 0.659341 1.153846 0.714286 0.659341 0.769231 0.714286 13.296702 1.318682 1.538-462 63.00 

tl.txt 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.054945 0.000000 0.000000 0.054945 0.054945 0.439560 0.05494·6 0.10989 2.00 

t2.txt 0.109890 0.109890 0.109890 0.109890 0.109890 0.109890 0.109890 0.054945 0. 109890 0.109890 1.428571 0.164835 0.21978 7.00 

t3.txt 0.164835 0.164835 0.2 19780 0.274725 0.219780 0.329670 0.219780 0.164835 0.219780 0. 164835 3.516483 0.384615 0.43956 17.00 

t4.txt 0.329670 0.329670 0.439560 0.604396 0.384615 0.604396 0.329670 0.384615 0.439560 0.329670 7.142857 0.76923 0.87912 35.00 

t5.txt 0.494505 0.494505 0.659341 0.934066 0.549451 0.98901 I 0.659341 0.604396 0.659341 0.549451 11.538461 1.1538-47 1.318682 55.00 

Average 0.27473 0.26648 0.35714 0.48352 0.31319 0.53297 0.33516 0.30769 0.35165 0.33242 6.22802 0.62088 0.70879 30 
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12.2 Comparison of character frequencies 

As discussed in the previous section, data have been collected from the 

character frequency tables for the proposed algorithms. Each category of files has 

been treated separately. Comparisons have been made according to the 'average 

difference from the arithmetic mean' and the 'standard deviation' obtained from the 

tables. 

In case of .dll files, it is clear from table 12.1 that, among the proposed 

algorithms, MMA T bas the lowest average difference of 80.17 from the arithmetic 

mean, which means that most of the characters have frequencies close to the average 

frequency. This value is almost equal to that of Triple DES. MMAT also has the 

lowest standard deviation of 642.97 among the proposed ciphers, but it is quite higher 

than that ofTrip1e DES. The second best performance for .dll files bas been shown by 

MMAT+DSPB. 

For .exe files, MMA T +DSPB has the lowest average difference of 62.16 from 

the arithmetic mean. On the other hand, the standard deviation 495.78 of MMAT is 

the lowest among the proposed ciphers. These values are quite close to that of Triple 

DES. 

MMA T emerges the best among all in the case of .jpg files also. The average 

difference from the arithmetic mean in MMA T for .jpg files is 14.86, which is lower 

than Triple DES, and the standard deviation is 19.55, almost equal to Triples DES. In 

this case also, the second best performance has been shown by MMA T +DSPB. 

For .txt files, MMA T +DSPB combination surpasses all the proposed 

algorithms. The results are even better than Triple DES. The average difference from 

the arithmetic mean is 10.81 and the standard deviation is 13.76, both of which are 

lower than Triple DES. 

Considering all the four categories of files at the same time for the character 

frequencies generated by the proposed algorithms, MMA T goes beyond all. Hence 
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with regard to character frequencies, MMA T may be considered the best among the 

proposed algorithms, which is closely followed by MMA T +DSPB. 

12.3 Comparison of i values 

The comparison of i values for each file will be too long to accommodate 

here. Hence the average in each category has been computed. A high average will 

prove a cipher to be a good one. For .dll files, the highest average of the i values is 

1872158 for BET. Similarly, SPOB has the highest average i value of3171365 for 

.exe files. The same for .jpg tile is 877390 given by BOS, and for .txt file, it is 161252 

also given by BOS. On the whole, considering all the twenty files simultaneously, 

BOS, with the average i value of 1034248, has shown the best performance closely 

followed by SPOB and BET. Although all other transposition ciphers have i values 

close to that of BOS, the average performance of MMA T is also not so poor in 

comparison to BOS. 

12.4 Comparison of encryption time 

As already mentioned in section 12.1 , the encryption time taken by the 

proposed algorithms for all the twenty files have been listed in table 12.9. The 

encryption time has been measured for the current implementation using a standard 

Pentium N machine It is obvious that the transposition ciphers will take less time 

than substitution ciphers since the mathematics involved in these algorithms are not as 

complex as in substitution ciphers. Comparing the encryption time for all the twenty 

files at a time, RSPB, with an average encryption time of 0.26648 seconds, is the 

fastest of all the proposed algorithms. The average encryption time of Triple DES, 

which has been used as a benchmark. is 30 seconds, much higher than the same for 

any of the proposed ciphers. 

12.5 Conclusions 

Although the transposition ciphers have very small encryption time, the same 

for the substitution ciphers are also very close, the average encryption time for all the 

proposed algorithms being below 1 second, except for DEPS which has an average 
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encryption time of 6.22802 seconds. Therefore, considering all the aspects of 

comparison, namely the character frequencies, the i' values, and the encryption time, 

it may be concluded tha1 MMA T and MMA T +DSPB have shown the best 

performances among all the proposed algorithms. 

Cryptography is a crucial part of many good security systems. Even then, it 

can also make systems weaker when used in inappropriate ways. In many situations it 

provides only a feeling of security, but not actual security. This is often that is 

required, because that is what most customers want. They want to feel secure, but 

they don~ want the hassle that comes with complex systems. There are no complex 

systems that are fully secure. Therefore, care has been taken to make the 

implementations of proposed algorithms as simple as possible. 

A security system is only as strong as its weakest link. Strictly speaking, 

strengthening anything other than the weakest link is useless. In a cryptosystem, the 

weakest link may be the cipher itself: or the keys, or any other part. Anyway, each one 

of the proposed algorithms has been analysed in its weakest form so that the cipher 

itself and the associated keys may not be vulnerable to the attackers. 

Sincere efforts have been made to design, analyse and implement the proposed 

algorithms. Each proposed algorithm has it own merits and demerits. Unfortunately, 

no algorithm is 100% proof and sustainable against the prevailing threats. However, 

the algorithms have been designed and proposed keeping in mind the intended targets, 

to be precise, the microprocessor-based systems with less powerful processors and 

very low capacity memory units. 
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' APPESDI.'< A 

C Source Codes 

l. "enerypt.h" - C header file: used by all the programs for encryption and 

decryption. 

#Rnclude<stdio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<conlo.h> 
intch; 
int i,j,k,m,b=O,x[8],1oop; 
unsigned long size; 
char *file2; 
int array_512[513]; 
int array_ptr-1 ; 
int pad; 
int pad_info_1 [8],pad_info_2[8]; 
int pad_info[16); 
unsigned PrimeBuff{513]; 

r ' long filesize(FILE *); 
void binary(int); 
int ascii[mt); 
int ascii_pad(int[]); 
void FindPrime(); 

r ' int bits_addition(int block_end,int array_ptr, int block_ size); 
int bits_addition_two(int block_end,int array_ptr, int block_size); 

r ' int bits_substraction{lnt block_end,int array_ptr, int block_size); 
int bits_substractlon_two(int block_end,int array_ptr, int block_size); 

r ' void paddlng_lnformation (int); 
void file_padding(long ouUoop,long remender,char *sf); 
void delete_padding(char*,char*); 
r ~ 
int Rotate_R1QhLCY(lnt start_position,int block_length, int cary); 
int Rotate_left_CY{Int start_position,int block_length, int cary); 
void INR(int start_position,int block_length); 
r ~ 
int Rotate_RighLCY _B(int*,int start_positlon,int block_length, int cary); 
int Rotate_lefl.CY _B(int*,int start_position,int block_length, lnt cary); 
void INR_B(Int*,int start_position,int block_length); 
void DCR_B(int*,int start_position,int block_length); 
r ., 
int bits_substraction(int block_end,int array_ptr, int block_size) 
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{ 
int cany=O,i; 
for(i=O;i<=block_end;i++) 
{ 
array_512[array_ptr+block_size)=+array_512[array_ptr+block_size)-array_512[array_ptr)-<:arry; 
if( array _512[array _ptr+block_size)=O) 
carry=O; 
else if(array_512[array_ptr+block_size}=-1) 
{ 
array_512[array_ptr+block_size]=1; 
carry=1 ; 
} 
else if(array_512[array_ptr+block_size]==-2) 
{ 
array_512[array_ptr+block_slze]=O; 
carry=1 ; 
} 
array_ptr-; 
} 
retum (array_ptr); 
} 
r ~ 
int bits_substraction_two(int block_end,int array_ptr, int block_size) 
{ 
int cany=O,I; 
for(i=O;i<=block_end;i++) 
{ 
array_512[array_ptr]=-array_512[array_ptr+block_size}+array_512[array_ptr]-<:arry; 
if( array_ 512[ array _ptr]=-O) 
carry=O; 
else if(array_512[array_ptr}==-1) 
{ 
array_512[array_ptr]=1 ; 
carry=1 ; 
} 
else if( array _512[array _ptr]==-2) 
{ 
array_ 512[array _ptr)=O; 
carry=1 ; 
} 
array _ptr-; 
} 
retum (array_ptr); 
} 
r , 
lnt bits_addltlon_two(lnt block_end,int array_ptr, lnt block_size) 
{ 
int carry=O,i; 
for(i=O;i<=block_end;i++) 
{ 
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array_512[array_ptr)= array_512[array_ptr+block_slze)+ array_512[array_ptr)+carry; 
if( array_ 512[ array _ptr]==O II array_ 512[array _ptr]== 1) 
carry--0; 
else if(array_512[array_ptr]=2) 
{ 
array_512[array_ptr]=O; 
carry=1; 
} 
else if(array_512{array_ptr]==3) 
{ 
array_ 512[ array _ptr]= 1 ; 
carry=1 ; 
} 
array_ptr-; 
} 
return (array_ptr); 
} 
r------------*1 
int bi1s_addition(int block_end,int array_ptr, int block_size) 
{ 
int carry=O,i; 
for(i=O;i<=block_end;i++) 
{ 
array _512[array _ptr+block_size]= array _512[array _ptr+block_size]+ 
array_512[array_ptr]+carry; 
if(array_512[array_ptr+block_size]==O II array_512{array_ptr+block_size]==1) 
carry=O; 
else if( array _512[array _ptr+block_size]=-2) 
{ 
array_512[array_ptr+block_size]=O; 
carry=1 ; 
} 
else if(array_512[array_ptr+block_size]==3) 
{ 
array_512[array_ptr+block_size]=1 ; 
carry=1; 
} 
array_ptr-; 
} 
return (array_ptr); 
} 
r ~ 
long fileslze(FILE *stream) 
{ 
long curpos, length; 
curpos = ftell(stream); 
fseek(stream, OL, SEEK_ENO); 
length = ftell(stream}; 
fseek(stream, curpos, SEEK_SET}; 
return length; 



} 

r------------------------~ 
void binary(int c) 
{ 
intm,i,k; 
for(i=7;i>=O;i-) //binary conversion 
{ 
m=1«i; 
k=c&m; 
x[7 -i]=(k==O)?O: 1; 
} 
} 
r---------------*1 
int ascii(int j) 
{ 
int b=O,I; 
for{ 1=0;1<8;1++) //ascii conversion 
b=b+ (array _5120++]*pow(2,(7 -i))); 
retum(b); 
} 
r ~ 
lnt ascii_pad ( int padD} 
{ 
int b=O,i; 
for{ i=O;i<S;i++) //ascii conversion 
b=b+ {pad[i]*pow{2,{7-i))); 
retum(b); 
} 
r-----------------------*·1 
void FindPrime() 
{ 
int a=3, b, I; 
for{i=1; 1<=512; I++) 
PrimeBuff[ij=O; 
for(a=3, 1=1, PrimeBuff[2)=1 ; a<=512; a+=2) 
{ 
for{b=3; b*b<=a; b+=2) 
if (l(a%b)) 
break; 
if (a<b*b) 
PrimeBuff(a)=1 ; 
} 
} 

r--------------------~ 
void delete _padding( char *sf,char *file2) 
{ 
FILE *fs, *ft; 
fs=fopen(sf,"rb"); 
fseek(fs,-2,SEEK_END); 
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ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
j=O; 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
pad_info(j++}=xp]; 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<B;i++) 
pad_info(j++)=xp]; 
printf("\n\n•); 
for(i=O;i<16;1++) 
printf(' o/od' ,pad_infop]); 
b=O;k=O; 
for( i=O;i<16;1++) //ascii conversion 
b=b+ (pad_info[k++J*pow(2,(15-l))); 
printf(' %d',b); 
b=(b/8)+2; 
printf(' %d',b); 
size=size-.b; 
printf(' \nsize=%1d',size); 
printf(' \nfile2=%s',file2); 
fclose(fs); 
fs=fopen(file2,'rb'); 
ft=fopen('tr ,'wb'); 
wtlile(size>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
putc(ch,ft); 
size-; 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
remove(file2); 
rename('tt", file2); 
} 

r ' void flle_paddlng(Jong ouUoop,long remender,char *sf) 
{ 
long curpos_ss; 
FILE *fs; 
fs=fopen(sf,'rb'); 
curpos_ss= ouUoop*64; 
fseef<(fs, curpos_ss, SEEK_SET); 
array_ptr-1 ; 
pad=512-(remender"8); 
printf("\npad=%d',pad); 
while(remender1=0) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
blnary(ch); 
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for(i=O;i<8;l++) 
array_512[array_ptr++]=x{i]; 
remender-; 
} 
for( i=O;i<pad;i++) 
array_512(array_ptr++]=O; 
} 
r ~ 
void padding_information (int pad) 
{ 
for(i=15;i>=O;i-) //binary conversion 
{ 
m=1«i; 
k=pad&rn; 
pad_info[15-i]=(k==0)?0:1; 
} 
printf(*pad _info from pad_lnform:\n"); r ., 
for(i=O;l<16;1++) 
printW %d" ,pad_info[i]); 
r ., 
j=O; 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
pad_info_1[ij=pad_info0++]; 
for(i=O;i<B;i++) 
pad_lnfo_2[i)=pad_info0++]; 
r ., 
for(i=O;i<B;i++) 
printtr %d* ,pad _Info _1 p)); 
I* ., 
printf(~pad _info22222 from pad_inform:\n"); 
I* ., 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
printf(* %d" ,pad_info_2(i]); 
} 
r ~ 
void INR_B(int *B,int start_position,int block_length) 
{ 
int last_position=start_position+(block_length-1); 
int cary=1 ,I; 
for(i=O;i<block_length;i++) 
{ 
*(B+Iast..position)=*(B+Iast_position)+cary; 
if(*(B+fast_position )=0 II *(B+IasL.position )=1) 
cary=O; 
else if(*(B+Iast...position)--2) 
{ 
*(B+Iast_posltion)=O; 
cary=1 ; 
} 
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last_position-; 
} 
} 
r·------------·1 
void DCR_B(int ~.int start_position,int block_length) 
{ 
int last_position=start_position+(block_length-1 ), cary=1 ,i; 
for(i=O;i<block_length;l++) 
{ 
*(B+Iast_position)=*(B+Iast_position)~ry; 
if(*(B+Iast_position)==O) 
cary=O; 
else if(*(B+Iast_position)==1) 
{ 
cary=O; 
} 
else if(*(B+Iast_position)==-1) 
{ 
*(B+Iast_positlon)=1; 
cary=1; 
} 
last_position-; 
} 
} 
r ~ 
void INR{int start_position,int block_length) 
{ 
int last_position=start_position+(block_length-1); 
lnt cary=1 ,1; 
for(i=O;i<block_length;i++) 
{ 
array_ 512Past_position]=array_512[1ast_position]+cary; 
if(array_512Past_position]=O II array_512[1ast_position]==1) 
cary=O; 
else if( array _512[1ast_position]==2) 
{ 
array_512past_position}=O; 
cary=1; 
} 
last__position-; 
} 
} 
r ~ 
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int Rotate_Right_CY _B(int ~.int start_position,int block_length, int cary) 
{ 
int start_position_temp=start_position; 
intcary_temp= cary; 
for(int i=start_position;i<=block_length;i++) 
printW %d ·,*(B+i)); 
printf("\n carry=%d •,cary); 



cary_temp=*(B+start_posltion+(block_length-1)); 
printf("\n New_ cany=%d •,cary_temp); 
for(i=1 ;i<block_length;i++) 
{ 
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*(B+start_position+(block_length-i))=*(B+start_position+( (block_length-i)-1)): 
} 
*(B+start_position)=cary; 
cary=cary_temp; 
prin tf("\n *); 
for(i=start_position_temp ;i<=block_length;i++) 
printf(* %d *,*(B+i)); 
return( cary); 
} r _., 
lnt Rotate_RlghLCYOnt start_position,int block_length, lnt cary) 
{ 
int cary_temp= cary; 
cary_temp=array_512[start_position+(block_length-1 )]; 
for(int 1=1 ;i<block_length;i++) 
{ 
array_ 512[start_position+(block_length-i)]=array _512[start_position+((block_length-i)-1 )]; 
} 
array_512[start_position]=cary; 
cary--cary_temp; 
return{ cary); 
} r , 
int Rotate_Rlght(int start_posltion,int block_length, int cary) 
{ 
int start_position_temp=start.._position; 
for(int i=start_position ;i<=block_length ;i++) 
printf(* %d •,array_512P}); 
printf("\n cany=o/od •,cary); 
cary=array_512[start_posltion+(block_length-1 )); 
printf(*\n cany=%d •,cary); 
for( I= 1 ;i<block_length;i++) 
{ 
array_512[start_position+(block_length-i))=array_512[start_position+((block_length-i)-1)]; 
} 
array_512{start_position)=cary; 
printf("\n*); 
for(i=start_position_temp ;i<=block_length;i++) 
printtr %d •,array_512P)); 
return( cary); 
} 
r , 
int Rotate_Left_CY(int start_position,int block_length, lnt cary) 
{ 
int start_position_temp=start_position, cary _temp=cary; 
for(int i= start_position;i<=block_length;i++) 



printtr %d ·,array_512[1]); 
printf("\n carry=%d •,cary); 
cary= array_ 512[start_position ); 
printf("\n carry=%d ",cary); 
for(i=1 ;i<block_length;i++) 
{ 
array_512[start_position]=array_512[start_position+1]; 
start_position++; 
} 
printf\\n carry_temp=%d ",cary_temp); 
array_512[start_position_temp+(block_length-1 )]=cary _temp; 
r ~ 
printf("\n"); 
fo~i=start_position_temp;i<=block_length;i++) 
printf(" %d •,array_512[i]); 
return( cary); 
} 
r ~ 
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int Rotate_Left_CY _B(int *B,int start_position,int block_length, int cary) 
{ 
int start...position_temp=start...position, cary _temp=cary; 
cary=*(B+start_position); 
for(int 1=1 ;i<block_length;i++) 
{ 
*(B+start_position )=*(B+start...position+ 1 ); 
start_position++; 
} 
*(B+start_oosition_temp+(block_length-1 ))=cary _temp; 
r ~ 
return( cary); 
} 
int Rotate_Left(int start_posltion,int block_length, int cary) 
{ 
int start_position_temp=start_position; 
for(int i= start_position;i<=block_length;i++) 
printf(" %d ",array_512[i]); 
printf("\n cany=%d • ,cary); 
cary=array _512[start_position ]; 
printf("\n carry=%d •,cary); 
for(i=1 ;i<block_length;i++} 
{ 
array_512[start_position]=array_512(start_position+1]; 
start_position++; 
} 
array _512[start_posltlon}=cary; 
printf("\n "); 
for(J=Start_position_temp;i<=block_length;i++) 
printf(" %d •,array_512[ij); 
return( cary); 
} 



2. Source code for LSPB encryption/decryption 

#fnclude<stdio.h> 
#fnclude<malloc.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#fnclude"encrypt.h• 
void LSPB_maln(char *sf,char *tf); 
void CreateLSPB(int Block_Size); 
void mainQ 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
prlntf("Enter source file name :"); 
scanW%s",sfile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :"); 
scantr%s•,tfile); 
FindPrlmeQ; 
start--clock(); 
LSPB_main(sfile,tfile); 
end =clock(); 
time=(end-start)/(ftoat)CLK_ TCK; 
prlntfC'\n Time= %r,time); 
getchQ; 
} 
void CreateLSPB(int Block_ Size) 
{ 
inti, j, p_count, np_count, CP[513), CNP[513); 
for(i=1 ; i<=512;) 
{ 
for(j=1, p_count=np_count=O; j<=Biock_Size; j++) 
{ 
if (PrlmeBuff[j]=1) r If (PrlmeBuff{l+j)==1) •1 
CP[++p_count)=array _512[i+j-1 ); 
else 
CNP[++np_count]=array_512P+j-1 ]; 
} 
for(j=1; j<=p_count; j++) 
array_512[i++]=CPOJ; 
for0=1 ; j<=np_count; j++) 
array _512P++ )=CNPOJ; 
} 
} 
void LSPB_main(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_array, Block_Size=8; 
FILE *fs,*ft; 
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fs=fopen(sf, "rb"); 
ft=fopen(tf, .wb.); 
size=filesize(fs); 
printf("\n the size=%1d •• size); 
out_loop=size/64; 
remender-size%64; 
for(ouLcounter=O;out_counter<out_loop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array_ptr-1 ; 
fill_array--64; 
while{fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;I<8;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++]=xP]; 
flll_array-; 
} 
for(BioclcSize=8;BioclcSize<=512; Block_Size•=2) 
CreateLSPB(Biock_ Size); 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if( remenderi=O) 
{ 
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file_padding(ouUoop,remender,sn;//Fill array_512 with data and pad 
for( Block_ Size=8;Biock_Size<=512; Block_ Size•=2) 
CreateLSPB(Biock_Size ); 
j=1; II write to Destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=ascliO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
padding_infonnation (pad);//Fill array info_pad_1 [8] and info_pad_2[8] 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_1 )J/convert info_pad_1 (81 to equivalent ascii 
printf(" \npad_info_1 =%d·,b); 
putc(b,ft);/1 write to Destination file 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_2);//c:onvert info_pad_2[8] to equivalent ascii 
printf\ \npad_info_2=%d",b); 
putc(b,ft);/1 write to destination file 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
} 



3. Source code for RSPB encryption/decryption 

~nclude<stdio.h> 

~nclude<conio.h> 
~nclude<time.h> 
mnclude·encrypt.h• 
void RSPB_main(char *sf,char *tf); 
void CreateRSPB(int BloclcSize); 
void mainO 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
printf("Enter source file name :"); 
scanf("%s" ,sfile); 
printfrmEnter target file name :"); 
scanf("%s" ,tfile); 
FindPrimeQ; 
start--dockQ; 
RSPB_main(sfile,tfile); 
end=clockQ; 
tirne=(end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
prtntf("\n Time= %r ,time); 
getchQ; 
} 
r *I 
void CreateRSPB{int BloclcSize) 
{ 
inti, j, p_count, np_count, CP[513], CNP[513]; 
for(i=1 ; 1<=512;) 
{ 
forij=1 , p_count=np_count=O; j<=Biock_Size; j++) 
{ 
If (PrimeBufflj]==1) r if (Prime8ufftl+j]==1) */ 
CP[++p_count]=array_512P+j-1]; 
else 
CNP[++np_count]=array_512[i+j-1]; 
} 
for(j=1; j<=np_count; j++) 
array_512P++]=CNPOJ; 
forij=1; j<=p_count; j++) 
array_5120++]=CPO]; 
} 
} 
r , 
void RSPB_main(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_array, BloclcSize; 
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FILE *fs,*ft; 
ts=topen(st. ·ro·): 
ft=fopen(tt,•wb•); 
slze=filesize(fs); 
printf("\n the size=%1d•,size); 
ouUoop=slze/64; 
remender-size%64; 
for(ouLcounter-O;ouLcounter<out_loop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array_ptr-1; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
blnary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
array_ 512[ array _ptr++ ]=x(l]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
for(BioclcSize=8;Bioclc Size<=512; Block_ Size*=2) 
CreateRSPB(BioclcSize); 
j= 1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
lf(remender1=0} 
{ 
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file_paddlng(ouUoop,remender,sn;//Fill array_512 with data and pad 
for( Block_ Size=8;Biock_Size<=512; Bloclc Size*=2) 
CreateRSPB(Biock_Size); 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
padding_information (pad);//Fill array info_pad_1 [8) and info_pad_2[8) 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_1 );//convert lnfo_pad_1 [8] to equivalent ascii 
printf\ \npad_info_1 =%d· ,b); 
putc(b,ft);/1 write on Destination file 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_2);//convert info_pad_2[8] to equivalent ascii 
printf(• \npad_lnfo_2=%d·,b); 
putc(b,ft) ;/1 write to destination file 
} 
fdose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
} 



4. Source code for DSPB encryption/decryption 

#lnclude<stdio.h> 
#include<malloc.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#include'encrypt.h' 
void OSPB_main(char *sf,char *tf); 
void CreateDSPB(int Block__ Size); 
void main() 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
printWEnter source file name :'): 
scanf('%s' ,stile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :'); 
scanf('%s' ,tfile); 
And Prime(); 
start=clock(); 
OSPB_main(sfile,tfile); 
end =dock(); 
time=(end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time); 
getch(); 
} 
void CreateOSPB(int Bloci<_Size) 
{ 
inti, j, p_count, np_count, CP[512], CNP[512]; 
for(i=1 ; i<=512;) 
{ 
for(J=1 , p_count=np_count=O; j<=Biock_Size; j++) 
{ 
if (Prime8ufflj]=1) r If (Prime8uff[l+j)==1) */ 
CP[++p_count]=array_512P+j-1]; 
else 
CNP[++np_count]=array_512[i+j-1 ); 
} 
for(j= 1 ; j<=p _ count/2; j++) 
array_512P++J=CPOJ; 
for(j=1; j<=np_count; j++) 
array_512P++J=CNPffi; 
forQ=p_count/2+1; j<=p_count; j++) 
array_512P++]=CPffi; 
} } 
void DSPB_maln(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_array, BloclcSize; 
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FILE *fs,*ft; 
fs=fopen(st,•rtj; 
ft=fopen(tf, .wb .) ; 
size=filesize(fs); 
printf("\n the size=%1d•,size); 
ouUoop=size/64; 
remender=size%64; 
for(ouLcounter=O;ouLcounter<out_loop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array _ptr-1 ; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(I=O;i<8;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++]=xp]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
for(Biock_ Size=8;Bioci<_Size<=512; Block_ Size*=2) 
CreateDSPB(Biocl<_ Size); 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if( remender1 =0) 
{ 
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file_padding(ouUoop,remender,sn;/IFill array_512 with data and pad 
for( Block_ Size=8;Biock_ Size<=512; Block_Size*=2) 
CreateDSPB(Biock_Size); 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
padding_infonnation (pad);//Fill array info_pad_1[8] and info_pad_2[8] 
b=ascil_pad(pad_info_1 );//convert info_pad_1 [8) to equivalent ascii 
printt(• \npad_info_1=%d·,b); 
putc(b,ft) ;/1 write to destination file 
b=ascli_pad(pad_info_2);//convert info_pad_2{8] to equivalent ascii 
printt(• \npad_info_2=%d• ,b); 
putc(b,ft);/1 write to destination file 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
} 



5. Source code for CSPB encryption/decryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#include "encrypt.h" 
void DSPB_main(char *sf,char *tf); 
void CreateRSPB(int); 
void CreateLSPB(int); 
void CreateDSPB~nt); 
void mainO 
{ 
char *sflle, *tflle; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
printf("Enter source file name :"); 
scantr%s· ,stile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :"); 
scanf("%s" ,tflle); 
FindPrimeQ; 
start--clock(); 
DSPB_main(sfile,tfile); 
end=clockQ; 
time=(end-start)/(ftoat)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,tlme); 
getchQ; 
} 
void CreateLSPB(int Block_Size) 
{ 
lnt i, j, p_count, np_count, CP[512], CNP[512]; 
for(i=1 ; 1<=512;) 
{ 
for(j=1, p_count=np_count=O; j<=Biock_Size; j++) 
{ 
if (PrimeBufflj]=1) r if (PrimeBuff{i+j]==1) */ 
CP[++p_count]=array_512P+j-1]; 
else 
CNP[++np_count)=array _512P+j-1 ); 
} 
for(j=1 ; j<=p_count; j++) 
array_512P++]=CPffi; 
for(j=1 ; j<=np_count j++) 
array _512P++J=CNPffi; 
} 
} 
void CreateRSPB(int Block_ Size) 
{ 
intI, j, p_count, np_count, CP[512]. CNP[512); 
for(i=1 ; 1<=512;) 
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{ 
for(j=1, p_count=np_count=O; j<=Biock_Size; j++) 
{ 
if (Prime8ufflj]==1) r if (Prime8uff[i+fl==1) */ 
CP[++p_count)=array_512P+j.1]; 
else 
CNP[++np_count]=array_512P+j-1]; 
} 
for(j=1 ; j<=np_count; j++) 
array _5120++ ]=CNPOJ; 
for(j=1 ; j<=p_count; j++) 
array _5120++]=CPffi; 
} 
} 
void CreateDSPB(Int Block_ Size) 
{ 
inti, j, p_count, np_count; 
int CP(512), CNP[512); 
for(i=1 ; i<=512;) 
{ 
for(j=1 , p_count=np_count=O; j<=BioclcSize; j++) 
{ 
if (Prime8ufflj]==1) r if (Prime8uff[t+fl=1) */ 
CP[++p _count]=array _512[t+j-1 ); 
else 
CNP[++np_count]=array_512P+j-1 ); 
} 
for(j=1 ; j<=p_count/2; j++) 
array_512P++J=CPffi; 
for0=1 ; j<=np_count; j++) 
array _512P++]=CNPO]; 
for(j=p_count/2+1 ; j<=p_count; j++) 
array _512P++]=CPfi]; 
} 
} 
void DSPB_maln(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long out_loop,remender. 
unsigned long out_ counter. 
int fill_array, Block_ Size; 
FILE *fs,*ft; 
fs--topen(sf, "rb.); 
ft=fopen(tf: wb"); 
size=filesize(fs ); 
printf("\n the size=%1d",size); 
ouUoop=size/64; 
remender=size%64; 
for(out_oounter=O;out_counter<out_loop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array _ptr= 1 ; 
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fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
array_512(array_ptr++]=xp]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
for(Biock_Size=8;Biock_Size<=512; Block_Size*=2) 
{ 
C1'9ateLSPB(Biock_Size); 
C1'9ateRSPB(Biock_Size); 
CmateDSPB(Biock_Size ); 
} 
j=1; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if(remendert=O) 
{ 
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file_p~ding(out_loop,remender,sn;//Fill array_512 wi1h data and pad 
for(BioclcSize=8;BioclcSize<=512; Bloclc Size*=2) 
{ 
CmateLSPB(Biock_Size); 
CreateRSPB(Biock_ Size); 
C1'9ateDSPB(Biock_Size); 
} 
j=1; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=ascliO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
padding_information (pad);//Fill array info_pad_1[8) and info_pad_2[8} 
b=ascii_pad(pad_lnfo_1 )J/convert info_pad_1 [8) to equivalent ascii 
printt(• \npad_info_1 =%d· ,b); 
putc(b,ft);ll write on Destination file 
b=ascii_pad{pad_info_2);11convert info_pad_2[8) to equivalent ascii 
printtr \npad_info_2=%d·,b); 
putc(b,ft)J/ write to destination file 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
} 



6. Source code for BET encryption/decryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#include•encryptN 
void encrypt_512Q; 
void bet_ encryption( char *sf,char *tf); 
int array_temp[513); 
void mainQ 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
clrscrQ; 
printt(•Enter source file name :•); 
scantr%s•,sfile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :j; 
scanfe%s· 1 tfile ); 
start--clockQ; 
bet_enayption(sfile,tfile); 
end=clockQ; 
time=(end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time); 
getch(); 
} 

r ., 
void encrypt_5120 
{ 
int block_slze=2; 
lnt block_end,loop_end; 
int loop; 
iteration: 
block_slze=block_size*2; 
loop _end=512lblock_size; 
int n=block_size; 
int enop=n/4; 
int aptr=1,atemp=1,k; 
for(loop=O;Ioop<loop_end;loop++) 
{ 
k=aptr+enop; 
for(int j=aptr;j<k;j++) 
{ 
array _temp[atemp}=array _512{aptr); 
aptr++; 
atemp++; 
} 
aptr=aptr+enop; 
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k=aptr+enop; 
for( j=aptr,j<k;j++) 
array_temp[atemp++}=array_512[aptr++]; 
aptr=aptr-(2*enop ); 
k=aptr+enop; 
for( j=aptr;j<k;j++) 
array_temp[atemp++]=array_512[aptr++]; 
aptr=aptr+enop; 
k=aptr+enop; 
for( j=aptr,j<k;j++) 
array_temp[atemp++]=array_512[aptr++]; 
} 
for(i=1 ;i<513;i++} 
array_512P]=array_tempp]; 
If (block_size<257) 
goto iteration; 
} 

I* *I 
void beL encryption( char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender, 
unsigned long ouLcounter. 
int fill_array; 
FILE tts,*ft; 
fs=fopen(st:rn•); 
ft=fopen(tt:wb·); 
size--filesize{fs); 
printf("\n the size=%1d•,size); 
out_loop=slze/64; 
rernender=size%64; 
for(ouLcounter=O;ouLcounter<out_loop;ouLcounter++) 
{ 
array_ptr=1; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++)=xp]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
encrypt_5120; 
j=1; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc{b,ft); 
} 
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} 
if(remenderf=O) 
{ 
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file_padding(out_loop,remender,sn;//Fill array_512 with data and pad 
r ., 
encrypL5120; r ., 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(Joop--o;loop<64;loop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+B; 
putc(b,ft); 
} r ., 
paddlng_lnformation (pad);//Fill array lnfo_pad_1 [8] and info_pad_2[8] 
r ., 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_1);//convert info_pad_1 (8) to equivalent ascii 
printtr \npad_into_1 =%d' ,b); 
putc(b,ft);// write to destination file r ., 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_2);//convert info_pad_2(8] to equivalent ascii 
printf(' \npad_info_2=%d',b); 
putc(b,ft);// write to destination file 
} 
fcJose(ft); 
fcJose(fs ); 
} 



7. Source code for SPOB encryption/decryption 

#fncfude<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#Anclude"encryplh" 
void encrypL512(int); 
void swapbiLencryption(char *sf,char *tf); 
void mainQ 
{ 
char *sfile, *tflfe; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
printWEnter source fife name :"); 
scantr%s",sfile); 
printf(amEnter target file name :"); 
scanf("%s", tfile); 
start--cloc:kQ; 
swapbit_encryption(sfile,tfile); 
end=dockQ; 
time=(end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time = %r ,time); 
getchQ; 
} 
void encrypt_512(int gap) 
{ 
inti, j, t; 
for{i=1 ; i<=512; i=j+gap+ 1) 
{ 
for(j=i; j<l+8-(gap+1); j++) 
{ 
t=array_512UJ; 
array_512UJ=array_512D+gap+1]; 
array_5120+gap+1]=t; 
} 
} 
} 
void swapbiLencryption(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender, 
unsigned long ouLcounter, 
lnt fill_array,l, gap 
FILE *fs,*ft; 
rs--topen(sf, "rbj; 
ft=fopen(tf, -wt>"); 
size--fllesize(fs); 
printf("\n the size--%1d" ,size); 
ouUoop=size/64; 
remender=size%64; 
for(out_counter=O;out_counter<out_loop;out_counter++) 
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{ 
array_ptr-1 ; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_ array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<S;i++) 
array _512[ array _ptr++ ]=x[i]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
for(i=8;i<=512; 1*=2) 
{ 
for(gap=1 ; gap<=i-2; gap++) 
encrypL512(gap); 
} 
j=1 ; II Wlite on Destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ 
b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if(remendert=O) 
{ 
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file_pcdding(out_loop,remender,sf);l/fill array_512 with data and pad 
for(i=8;i<=512; i*=2) 
{ 
for(gap=1;gap<=i-2; gap++) 
encrypt_512(gap); 
} 
j=1 ; II write on Destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ 
b=ascliO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
padding_ information (pad);//Fill array info_pad_1 (8) and info_pad_2{8) 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_1)J/conver info_pad_1[8] to eque ascii 
printtr \npad_info_1=%d·.b); 
putc(b,ft)J/ Wlite on Destination file 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_2)J/conver info_pad_2[8] to eque ascii 
printf\ \npad_info_2=%d.,b); 
putc(b,ft)J/ Wlite on Destination file 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
} 



8. Source code forMAT encryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#inctude<conio.h> 
#inctude<time.h> 
#lnclude"encrypth" 
void encrypL5120: 
void mat_encryption(char *sf,char -.t); 
void mainO 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
printf("Enter source file name :"); 
scanf("%s",sflle); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :"); 
scanf("%s",tfile); 
start--clockQ; 
mat_encryption(sfile,tfile); 
end=dockQ; 
time=(efld.start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time = %r ,time); 
getchQ; 
} r ., 
void encrypL5120 
{ 
int block_size=4,block_end,loop_end, loop; 
iteration: 
block_size=block_size*2; 
array _ptr-block_size; 
block_end=(block_size-1 ); 
loop_end=512/(block_slze*2); 
for(loop--Q;Ioop<loop_end;loop++) 
{ 
array _ptr-blts_addition(block_end,array_ptr,block_size }; 
array _ptr-array _ptr+(block_size*3); 
} 
if (block_size<257} 
goto Iteration; 
} r ., 
void mat_ encryption( char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouLioop,remender; 
unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_array; 
FILE *fs, *ft; 
fs=fopen(sf,"rb"); 
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ft=fopen{tf, "wb.); 
size--filesize(fs); 
printf("\n the slze=%1d•,size); 
ouUoop=size/64; 
remender-size%64; 
printf("\nthe ouUoop=%1d• ,out_ loop); 
printf("\nthe rem=%1d•,remender); 
for(out_counter=O;out_counter<ouUoop;ouLcounter++) 
{ 
array _ptr-1 ; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_ array>()) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
blnary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++]=x[i]; 
fill_ array-; 
} 
encrypt_5120; 
j=1 ; 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if(rernenderl=O) 
{ 
file_padding(out_loop,remender,sf); 
encrypL5120; 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
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padding_information (pad);/JFill array info_pad_1 [8] and info_pad_2(8] 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_1);//convert info_pad_1 [8] to equivalent ascii 
printf\ \npad_info_1=%d·,b); 
putc(b,ft);/1 write to destination file 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_2);//convert info_pad_2(8] to equivalent ascii 
printf(• \npad_info_2=%d·,b); 
putc(b,ft);// write to destination file 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fcJose(fs); 
} 



9. Source code for MAT decryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#include'encrypth' 
void dencrypL5120; 
void maLdencryption(char *,char*); 
void malnO 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
clrscr(); 
printtrEnter source flle name :"); 
scanf('%s',sfile); 
printf("\nEnter target flle name :'); 
scanf('%s',tfile); 
flle2=tfile; 
start--clockQ; 
maL dencryption( stile, tfile); 
end=cfockQ; 
time=(end-start)/(ftoat)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time = %r ,time); 
getchQ; 
} 

r , 
void maLdencryption(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_ array; 
FILE *fs,*ft; 
fs=fopen(sf,'rb'); 
ft=fopen(tf, •wb'); 
size--filesize(ts); 
printf("\n the size=%1d",size); 
out_loop=size/64; 
remender=size%64; 
printf("\nthe out_loop=%1d' ,out_ loop); 
printf("\nthe rem=%1d",remender); 
for(out_counter=O;ouLcounter<ouUoop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array _ptr= 1; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
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binary(ch}; 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++]=x[i]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
dencrypL5120; 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
if(remender!=O) 
{ 
delete_padding(sf,tf); 
} 
} 

void dencrypL512() 
{ 
int block_size=512; 
int carry,block_end,loop_end; 
iteration: 
block_size=block_size/2; 
array_ptr-block_slze; 
block_end=(block_size-1 ); 
loop_end=512/(block_size~); 
for(loop=O;Ioop<loop_end;loop++) 
{ 
array_ptr-bits_substraction(block_end,array_ptr,block_slze); 
array_ptr-atray_ptr+(block_size•3); 
} 
it (block_size>15) 
goto iteration; 
} 
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10. Source code for OMAT encryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#indude*encryptN 
void enaypt_5120; 
void omat_encryption(char *sf,char *tf); 
void main() 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile: 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
drscr(); 
printWEnter source file name :•); 
scanf(*%s* ,sfile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :*); 
scant(•%s•,tfiJe); 
start--clock(); 
omaLencryption(sfile,tfile): 
end=clockO; 
time=(end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time); 
getchO; 
} 
r ~ 
void enaypL512() 
{ 
int block_size=4; 
iteration: 
block_size=block_slze*2; 
array _ptr=block_size; 
int block_end=(block_size-1); 
int loop_end=(512/(block_size))·1 ; 

for(int loop=O;Ioop<loop_end;loop++) 
{ 
array _ptr=bits_addition(block_end,array _ptr,block_size ); 
array _ptr=array _ptr+(block_size*2); 
} 
if(block_size<257) 
goto iteration: 
} 

r ' void omaLenayption(char •st,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouL ioop,remender; 
unsigned long out_ counter; 
int flll_array; 
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FILE *fs,-tt; 
fs=fopen(st,•rb•); 
ft=fopen(tf,"wb.); 
size=filesize(fs); 
printf("Vl the size=%1d•,size); 
out_loop=size/64; 
remender-size%64; 
for(ouLcounter-O;out_counter<ouUoop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array _ptr-1 ; 
int fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
blnary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<S;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++)=x[i); 
fill_array-; 
} 
encrypL5120; 
j=1; II write to destinatiOn file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if(remenderl=O) 
{ 
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file_padding(ouLioop,remender,sn;//Fill array_512 with data and pad 
encrypL512(); 
j=1; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiG); 
j=j+8: 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
padding_information (pad);//Fill array info_pad_1 [8) and info_pad_2(8] 
b=ascli_pad(pad_info_1 );1/convert info_pad_1 [8] to equivalent ascii 
printf\ \npad_info_1=%d•,b); 
putc(b,ft)1/ write on Destination file 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_2);//convert info_pad_2(8] to equivalent ascii 
printtr \npad_info_2=%d·,b); 
putc(b,ft);/1 write to destination file 
} 
fctose(ft); 
fclose(fs ); 
} 



11. Source code for OMA T decryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#include'encrypt.h' 
void dencrypL512Q; 
void omaLdencryption(char *sf,char *tf); 
void mainQ 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
clrscr(); 
printf('Enter source file name :"); 
scanf('%s' ,stile); 
printf('\nEnter target file name :'); 
scanf('%s',tfile); 
file2=tfile; 
start--clock(); 
omaL dencryption( sfile, tfile ); 
end=clockQ; 
time=(end·start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time); 
getchQ; 
} 

void omaLdencryption(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_array; 
FILE *fs,*ft; 
fs=fopen(sf, 'rt'); 
ft=fopen(tf,'wb'); 
size=filesize(fs); 
printf{"\n the size=%1d',size); 
out_loop=size/64; 
remender=size%64; 
for(ouU:ounter=O;out_counter<ouUoop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array_ptr-1; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
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array_512[array_ptr++)=xp]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
dencrypt_512(); 
j=1 ; II write on Destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs ); 
if( remender!=O) 
delete_paddlng(sf;tf); 
} 

rs= X 7 - -- *I 
void dencrypt_5120 
{ 
int block_si~512~ 
iteration: 
int carry; 
block_size=block_size/2; 
array _ptr-512-block_size; 
int block_end=(block_size..1); 
int loop_end=(5121block_size)-1 ; 
for(int loop=O;Ioop<loop_end;loop++) 
{ 
array_ptr-bits_substraction(block_end,array_ptr,block_size}; 
} 
if (block_size>15) 
goto iteration; 
} 
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12. Source code for MMA T encryption 

#Rnclude<stdio.h> 
#Rnclude<conio.h> 
#Rnclude<time.h> 
#include•encrypt.h• 
void encrypL512_twoQ; 
void maLencryption_two(char *sf,char *tf); 
void malnO 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
clrscr(); 
prtntt(•Enter source file name :•); 
scant(•%s•,sfile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :•); 
scanf(.%s" ,tfile); 
start--clock(); 
mat_ encryptlon_two(sfile, tfile); 
end=clockQ; 
time=(end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time); 
getchQ; 
} 
void encrypt_512_two() 
{ 
int block_size=4,block_end,loop_end, loop; 
iteration: 
block_size=block_size*2; 
array _ptr=block_size; 
block_end=(block_slze-1 ); 
loop_end=512/(block_size*2); 
for(loop=O;Ioop<loop_end;loop++) 
{ 
array _ptr=bits_addition(block_end,array _ptr,block_size); 
array _ptr=array _ptr+(block_size*3); 
} 
array _ptr=block_size; 
for(loop=O;Ioop<loop_end;loop++) 
{ 
array_ptr=bits_addition_two(block_end,array_ptr,block_size); 
array _ptr=array _ptt+(block_size*3); 
} 
if (block_size<257) 
go to iteration; 
} 
void maLencryption_two(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
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unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_array; 
FILE ~.*ft; 
ts=fopen(st,•m•); 
ft=fopen(tt,•wt>•); 
size=filesize(fs ); 
printf("\n the size=%1d•,size); 
ouUoop=size/641; 
remender=size%641; 
fo~out_counter=O;ouLcounter<out_loop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array_ptr=1 ; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
fo~i=O ;i<8 ;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++]=xp]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
encrypL512_twoQ; 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if(remenderi=O) 
{ 
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file__padding(out_loop,remender,sn;//Fill array_512 with data and pad 
encrypL512_two(); 
j= 1 ; II write to destination file 
tor(loop=O:Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
padding_infonnation (pad);//Fill array info_pad_1 [8) and info_pad_2[8) 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_1);//convert info_pad_1[8] to equivalent ascii 
printf(• \npad_info_1 =%d· ,b); 
putc(b,ft);// write on Destination file 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_2);//convert info_pad_2[8] to equivalent ascii 
printW \npad_info_2=%d.,b); 
putc(b,ft);/1 write to destination file 
} 
tclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
} 



13. Source code for MMA T decryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#include"enaypt.h" 
void dencrypt_512_two(); 
void mat_dencryption_two(char *,char*); 
void main() 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
clrscr(); 
printf("Enter source file name :"); 
scanf("%s" ,stile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :"); 
scanf("%s",tfile); 
file2=tfile; 
start--clock(); 
mat_dencryption_two( sfile,tfile ); 
end=clockQ; 
time=( end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time); 
getchQ; 
} 
r ~ 
void mat_dencryption_two(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
unsigned long out_ counter; 
lnt fill_array; 
FILE *fs,*ft; 
fs=fopen(sf,"rb"); 
ft=fopen(tf,"wb"); 
size=filesize(fs); 
printf("\n the size=%1d",siZe); 
ouUoop=size/64; 
remender=size%64; 
for(out_oounter=O;out_oounter<out_loop;out_oounter++) 
{ 
array _ptr-1 ; 
flll_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<S;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++]=xp]; 
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fill_ array-; 
} 
dencrypL512_two(); 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64:1oop++) 
{ b=ascliO); 
j=j+S: 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
if(remenderi=O) 
delete_padding(sf,tf); 
} 
r ~ 
void dencrypt_512_two0 
{ 
int block_size=512; 
int carry,block....end,loop_end; 
iteration: 
block_size=block_sizefl; 
array _ptr=block_size; 
block_end=(block_size-1 ); 
loop_end=512/(block_size*2); 
for(Joop--Q;Ioop<loop_end;loop++) 
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{ 
array_ptr=bits_substraction_two(block_end,array_ptr,block_size); 
array _ptr-array _ptr+(block_size*3); 
} 
array _ptr-block_size; 
for(loop=O;Ioop<loop _end;loop++) 
{ 
array_ptr-bits_substraction(block_end,array_ptr,block._size); 
array_ptt=artayj)tr+(block_size*3); 
} 
if (block_size>15) 
goto iteration; 
} 



14. Source code for BOS encryption/decryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#inctude•encryptN 
int array[513]; 
void encrypL512(int block_size); 
void bOs_eneryptlon(thar •st,char *tf); 

void mainQ 
{ 
char *sfile, *tfile; 
cfock_t start,end; 
float time; 
clrscr(); 
printtrEnter source file name :•); 
scantr%s•,sfile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :•); 
scant(•%s•, tfile); 
start--clockQ; 
bos_encryption(sfile,tfile); 
el'ld=tfbck(); 
time=(end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time); 
getchQ; 
} 

r ., 
void encrypt_512(int block_size) 
{ 
int ptr=1 ,i,j,k; 
int pos1,pos2; 
int ouUoop=512Jblock_size; 

for(i=O;i<ouUoop;i++) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<(block_size18) ;j++) 
{ 
pos1=(ptr+1)12; 
pos2=( (ptr+ 1 )12)+(block_size/2); 
r ., 
if(array_512[ptr]=array_512[ptr+1)) 
array[pos1 J= 1 ; 
else 
array[pos1}=0; 
r ., 
if(array_512[ptr)==O) 
array[pos2J=O; 
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if(array_512[ptr}=1) 
array[pos2]=1; 
ptr=ptr+2; 
} 
} 
for(i=1 ;i<513;i++) 
array_ 512[i]=array(ij; 
} 

r *I 
void bos_encryption(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
int gap,t>IOck_slze=8; 
long out_loop,remender, 
unsigned long out_ counter; 
int fill_array,i; 
FILE *fs,*ft; 
fs=fopen(st,•rn•); 
ft=fopen(tt,•wb•); 
size=filesize(fs); 
printf{"Vl the size=%1d·,size); 
out_loop=size/64; 
remender=size%64; 
fo~out_counter=O;out_counter<out_loop;out_counter++) 

{ 
array_ptr=1 ; 
fill_attay=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
array _512[array _ptr++]=x(l]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
for(i=block_size;i<=512; i*=2} 
{ 
encrypt_512(i}; 
} 
j=1; II write to destination file 
fo~loop=O;Io6p<64:1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if(remenderf=O) 
{ 
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file_padding(ouUoop,remender,sn;//FiU array_512 with data and pad 



forli=block size·l<=512· i*=2) 
'\ - J ' 

{ 
encrypt_512(i); 
} 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
fo~loop=O;Ioop<64 ;loop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+B; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
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padding_information (pad);J/Fill array info_pad_1 [8] and info_pad_2[8] 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_1);1/ convert info_pad_2{8) to equivalent ascii 
printtr \npad_info_1 =%d· ,b); 
putc(b,ft);J/ write on Destination file 
b=ascll_pad(pad_lnfo_2);//convert info_pad_2[8] to equivalent ascii 
printW \npad_lnfo_2=%d·,b); 
putc(b,ft);J/ write to destination file 
} 
fclose{ft}; 
fclose(fs); 
} 



15. Source code for DEPS encryption 

#Rnclude<stdio.h> 
#indude<conio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<malloc.h> 
#indude<time.h> 
#include'enayptN 

void deps_encryption(char *sf,char *tf}; 
void encrypL512(int block_size); 

r ' 
void main() 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
clrscr(); 
printf('Enter source file name :' ); 
scanf\%s',sfile); 
printf("\nEnter target file name :'); 
scanf('%s' ,tfile); 
start--clock(); 
deps_ encryption(sfile, tfile ); 
end=clock(); 
time=(end-start)l(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time}; 
getchQ; 
} 

r-------------------' 
void deps_encryption(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_array; 
FILE -ts,*ft; 
fs=fopen(sf,'rb'); 
ft=fopen(tf, 'wb'); 
size=filesize(fs); 
printf("\n the size--%1d',size); 
ouUoop=size/64; 
remender=size%64; 
for(ouLcounter=O;ouLcounter<ouLioop;out_oounter++) 
{ 
array_ptr-1 ; 
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ftll_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O} 
{ 
ch=getc(fs}; 
binary(ch); 
for(i=O;i<8;1++) 
array_512[arrayJ>tr++)=x[i]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
for(int Block_Size=8;BioclcSize<=512; Block_Size*=2) 
enaypL512(Biock_Size}; 
j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(int lop=O;Iop<64;1op++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
} 
if(remender!=O} 
{ 
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fileJ>adding(ouUoop,remender,sf)~/Fill array_512 with data and pad 
r *I 

for(int Block_Size=8;Biock_Size<=512; BloclcSize*=2) 
encrypL512(Biock_Size); r ., 

j=1 ; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=asciiO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft); 
} 
r-------*1 
padding_ information (pad);//Fill array infoJ>ad_1 [8) and infoJ>ad_2[8) 
r *I 
b=asciiJ)ad(pad_info_1 };//convert infoJ>ad_1 (8) to equivalent ascii 
printf(" \npad_info_1 =%d" ,b); 
putc(b,ft);/1 write to destination file 
r *I 
b=ascii_pad(pad_info_2);/lconvert infoJ>ad_2[8) to equivalent ascii 
printf(" \npad_info_2=%d" ,b); 
putc(b,ft)~l write to destination file 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fclose(fs); 
} 

r ., 
void enaypt_512(int block_size) 
{ 
lnt arrayJ)tr=1; 



int D=block_size; 
int carry=O; 
int *B; 
int out_loop,loop_end=512/(bk>ck_size); 
for(ouUoop=O;out_loop<loop_end;out_loop++) 
{ 
B=(int *)malloc(sizeof(int)*(block_size+ 1) ); 
for(i=O;i<=block_size;l++) 
*(B+i)=O; 
for(int lop=O;Iop<D;Iop++) 
{ 
carry=O; 
carry=Rotate_RighLCY(array_ptr,block_size,carry); 
if(carry==O) {goto lb;} 
INR(array_ptr,block_slze); 
lb: 
carry=Rotate_left_CY _B(B,array_ptr,block_size,carry); 
} 
for(int i=array _ptr;i<array _ptr+block_size;i++) 
array_512[l]=*(B+l); 
free( B); 
array_ptr=array_ptr+block_size; 
} 
} 
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16. Source code for DEPS decryption 

#tnclude<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<malloc.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#include'encryplh' 
void deps_dencryption(char *sf,char *tf); 
void dencrypt_512(int block_size); 
void mainO 
{ 
char *sfile,*tfile; 
clock_t start,end; 
float time; 
printf\Enter source file name :'); 
scantr%s· ,sfile); 
printf('V"!Enter target file name :'); 
scantro/os', tfile); 
file2=1file; 
start--clockO; 
deps_dencryption( sflle, tfile); 
end=clockO; 
time=(end-start)/(float)CLK_ TCK; 
printf("\n Time= %r,time); 
getch{); 
} 
void dencrypt_512(int block_size) 
{ 
int array_ptr=1, O=block_size, carry=O, *B; 
int out_loop,loop_end=512/(block_size); 

for(out_loop=O;out_loop<loop_end;out_loop++) 
{ 
B=(lnt *)malloc(sizeof(int)*(block_size+ 1 )); 
for(i=O;i<=block_size;i++) 
*(B+i)=O; 
*(B+block_size)=1; 
for( loop=O;Ioop<D;Ioop++) 
{ 
carry=O; 
carry=Rotate_Right_CY(array_ptr,block_size,carry): 
if(cany=O) 
{carry=1 ;} //complement carry 
else 
{carry=O;} 
carry=Rotate_Left_CY _B(B,array_ptr,block_size,carry); 
DCR_B(B,array _ptr,block_size ); 
} 
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for(int i=array _ptr;i<array _ptr+block_size;i++) 
array_512[i]=*(B+i); 
free( B); 
array _ptr=array_ptr+(block_size); 
} 
} 
void deps_denayption(char *sf,char *tf) 
{ 
long ouUoop,remender; 
unsigned long ouLcounter; 
int fill_ array; 
FILE *fs,*ft; 
fs=fopen(sf, •rb•); 
ft=fopen(tf, "wb•); 
size=fileslze(fs); 
printf("\n the size=%1d• ,size); 
ouUoop=size/64; 
remender-size%64; 
for(out_counter=O;ouLcounter<ouUoop;out_counter++) 
{ 
array_ptr=1 ; 
fill_array=64; 
while(fill_array>O) 
{ 
ch=getc(fs); 
binaty(ch); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
array_512[array_ptr++)=x[i]; 
fill_array-; 
} 
dencrypL512(256); 
dencrypt_512(128); 
dencrypL512(64); 
dencrypt_512(32); 
dencrypt_512(16); 
dencrypt_512(8); 
j=1; II write to destination file 
for(loop=O;Ioop<64;1oop++) 
{ b=ascliO); 
j=j+8; 
putc(b,ft);} 
} 
fclose(ft); 
fdose(fs); 
if( remender1=0) 
{ 
delete_padding(sf,tf); 
} 
} 
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17. Source code for Triple DES encryption 

#indude<stdio.h> 
#indude<stdlib.h> 
#indude<string.h> 
#indude<math.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<tlme.h> 
void getkey(unsigned char D. unsigned char D. unsigned char 0); 
r generates 3 keys from key file., 
void binkey(unslgned char keyO,Int dec}; 
r convert int 'dec' to its 8 bit binary equivalent */ 
void encrypt( unsigned char *,unsigned char [161[49]); 
void decrypt(unsigned char *,unsigned char [16][49]); 
void convtblt(unsigned char D. unsigned char 0); 
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void convtopc1 (unsigned char O,int [8J[7],unsigned char o.unsigned char m: 
void shiftblts(unsigned char D.lnt); 
void getpc2(unsigned char O.int [6)[8],unsigned char []); II pc2 table 
void getexpbtts(unsigned char O.int [8][6),unsigned char 0); II E table 
void getXOR(unsigned chart),unsigned char[],int); //result will be in second parameter 
int dec(long); 
void bin(in~unsigned char D): 
void getsubskey(unsigned char xorbitsO,unsigned char subskeyD); 
void getPenn(unsigned char O.int [4)[8],unsigned char D); 
void permutation( unsigned char O.int [8][8)); 
void convchar(unsigned char o.unsigned char j ; /!2nd param. holds result 
void funF(unsigned char [33],unsigned char [49),unsigned char {49)); 
//3rd param. holds result 

void mainO 
{ 
unsigned char *tarr; 
char source[40),desij40); 
int i,l,count,tempchar,num; 
time_t first,second; 
unsigned char key1 [65); 
unsigned char key2[65); 
unsigned char key3[65); 
unsigned char ckey[29], dkey{29), keypc1[57], keypc21[16}{49}, 
keypc22[16][49), keypc23[16)[49); 
int pc1[8)[7] = { 57,49,41 ,33,25, 17,09, 

01 ,58,50,42,34,26, 18, 
10,02,59,51 ,43,35,27, 
19,11 ,03,60,52,44,36, 
63,55,47,39,31 ,23, 15, 
07,62,54,46,38,30,22, 
14,06,61 ,53,45,37 ,29, 
21 '13,05,28,20,12,04 }; 



int pc2{6][8] = { 14, 17,11,24,01 ,05,03,28, 
15,06,21 '10,23, 19, 12,04, 
26,08,16,07,27,20,13,02, 
41,52,31 ,37,47,55,30,40, 
51 ,45,33,48,44,49,39,56, 
34,53,46,42,50,36,29,32 }; 

int lshift[16]={1, 1 ,2,2,2,2,2,2, 1,2,2,2,2,2,2,1 }; 
FILE ~. *fc; I* for file */ 
int Iter, 
unsigned char ch; 
if((tarr-(unsigned char *)malloc(8))=NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n Not enough memory(ptrtemp)"); 
getch(); 
exlt(O); 
} 
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num=O; /*to make constraint number of times you can enter file names In case of mistakes */ 
start_ en: 
num++; 
printf("\n\n Enter The Source File : "); 
scanf("%s" ,source); 
printf("\n Enter The Destination File :"); 
scanf("%s" ,dest); 
fp--topen(source, "rbj; 
if(fp=NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n cannot open file %s",source); 
getch(); 
if(num==3) 
exit(O); 
else 
goto start_ en; 
} 
fc=fopen(dest, "wb"); 
if(fc==NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n cannot open file %s",dest); 
getch(); 
if(num==3) 
exit(O); 
else 
goto start_en; 
} 
I* stop processing when source file don't contain any data *I 
fseek(fp,0,2); 
if(ftell(fp}==O} 
{ 
printf("\n Error: %s file must contain some data\n",source); 
getch(); 
exit(O); } 
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rewind(fp); 
r key generation ., 
getkey(key1 ,key2,key3); II as result key1 ,key2,key3 will contain data 
r convert key1 to 56 bits dividing ckey and dkey by permuted choice-1 ., 
convtopc1(key1 ,pc1 ,ckey,dkey); 
for(i=O;i<16;i++) 
{ 
shiftbits( ckey, lshift{i]); 
shiftbits( dkey,lshiftli)); 
strtpy(keypc1 ,ckey); 
strcat(keypc1 ,dkey); 
getpc2(keypc1 ,pc2,keypc21 p]); rcalling to get permuted choice-2*/ 
} 
r convert key2 to 56 bits dividing ckey and dkey by permuted choice-1 */ 
convtopc1 (key2,pc1 ,ckey,dkey); 
for(i=O;i< 16;i++) 
{ 
shiftbits( ckey ,lshift(i]); 
shiftbits(dkey,lshlft[i]); 
strcpy(keypc1 ,ckey); 
strcat(keypc1 ,dkey); 
getpc2(keypc1 ,pc2,keypc22[i]); rcaJiing to get permuted choice-2*/ 
} 
r convert key3 to 56 bits dividing ckey and dkey by permuted cholce-1 ., 
convtopc1 (key3,pc1 ,ckey,dkey); 
for(i=O;i<16;i++) 
{ 
shiftbits(ckey,lshift{i)); 
shiftbits(dkey,lshift[l}); 
strcpy(keypc1 ,ckey); 
strcat(keypc1 ,dkey); 
rcalling to get permuted choice-2*/ 
getpc2(keypc1 ,pc2,keypc23[i]); 
} 
r key generation terminates., 
flrst=time(NULL); 
count=O; 
do 
{ 
ch=fgetc(fp); 
if(feof(fp)) 
{ 
if(count<8 && count>=O) 
{ 
tempchar=O; 
for(l=count;l<8;1++) 
{ 
tarr{l]=48+1; 
tempchar++; 
} 



tanf7]=48+tempchar; 
tarr(8)='\0'; 
encrypt(tarr,keypc21 ); II tarr will contain the result 
dectypt(tarr,keypc22); 
enaypt(tarr,keypc23); 
for(iter-O;iter<8;iter++) 
{ 
ch=tarr(lter); 
fputc{ch,fc); 
} 
} 
break; 
} 
else 
{ 
tarr(count]=ch; 
count++; 
if(count==8) 
{ 
tarr(8)='\0'; 
encryp~tarr,keypc21 ); II tarr will contain the result 
decryp~tarr.keypc22); 
encryp~tarr,keypc23); 
for(iter=O;iter<8;iter++) 
{ 
ch=tarr{iter); 
fputc{ch ,fc); 
} 
count=O; 
} 
} 
}while(lfeof(fp )); 
fclose(fp); 
fclose(fc); 
second=time(NULL); 
printf("\n Encryption Time =%f seconds ",difftime(second,first)); 
getchO; 
} 
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void getkey(unsigned char key1 Q,unsigned char key2Q,unsigned char key3fi) 
{ 
FILE *fp; 
unsigned char ch; 
char keyfile[40]; 
inti; 
strtpy(key1 , .. ); 
strtpy(key2,"); 
strcpy(key3,"); 
printf("\n Enter the Key file (it should contain 192 characters) : "); 
scanf("%s" ,keyfile); 



fp--fopen(keyfile,•rb•); 
if(fp==NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n Error opening file\n'); 
getchO; 
exit(1 ); 
} 
i=1; 
while(!feof(fp) && 1<=8) 
{ 
ch=fgetc(fp); 
binkey(key1 ,ch); 
i++; 
} 
while(i<=8) 
{ 
binkey(key1 ,' '); 
I++; 
} 
i=1; 
while(lfeof(fp) && i<=8) 
{ 
ch=fgetc(fp); 
binkey(key2,ch); 
I++; 
} 
while{i<=8) 
{ 
binkey(key2,' '); 
i++; 
} 
1=1; 
while(lfeof(fp) && i<=8) 
{ 
ch=fgetc(fp); 
blnkey(key3,ch ); 
i++; 
} 
whlle(i<=8) 
{ 
binkey(key3,' '); 
I++; 
} 
fclose(fp); 
} 

void blnkey(unsigned char keyD,int dec) 
{ 
unsigned char tempbin[9],bin[9],tbin[2); 
int j,k,num; 
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strcpy(bln,•"); 
torO=O;j<S;j++) 
tempbinffi=O; 
num=O; 
num=dec; 
j=7; 
do 
{ 
tempblnDJ=num%2; 
num/=2; 
j-; 
} while(num!=O); 
for(k=O;k<8;k++) 
{ 
itoa(tempbin[k],tbin,10); //converting Integer to character 
if(k=O) 
strcpy(bin,tbin); 
else 
strcat(bin,tbin); 
} 
bin[8)='\0'; 
if(sb1en(key)-=O) 
strcpy(key ,bin); 
else 
strcat(key,bin); 
} 

void encrypt( unsigned char *tarr,unsigned char keypc2[16)[49]) 
{ 
unsigned char pblts[65]=•o• ,tempbits[65]; 
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unsigned char leftbits[33],rightbits[33],templeft{49],tempright{49)=·o·: 
lnt i; 
int ip[8JI8) = { 58,50.42,34,26,18, 10,02, 

60,52,44,36,28,20,12,04, 
62,54,46,38,30,22, 14,06, 
64,56,48,40,32,24, 16,08, 
57 ,49,41 ,33,25,17,09,01 1 

59,51 ,43,35,27,19, 11,03, 
61,53,45,37,29,21,13,05, 
63,55,47,39,31,23,15,07 }; 

int lpinv[8][8]={ 40,08,48,16,56,24,64,32, 
39,07,47,15,55,23,63,31, 
38,06,46,14,54,22,62,30, 
37,05,45,13,53,21 ,61,29, 
36,04,44, 12,52,20,60,28, 
35,03,43,11 ,51' 19,59,27' 
34,02,42,1 0,50,18,58,26, 
33,01,41 ,09,49,17,57,25 }; 

convtbit(tarr,pbits); II converts string tarr to ascii code In pblts 
pennutation(pbits,ip); r performing initial permutation•/ 



for(l=O;I<32;1++) 
{ 
leftbits[i}=pbits[i]; 
rightbits[i]=pbits[32+ij; 
} 
leftbits[32]='\0'; 
rightbits[32)='\0'; 
r Starting rounds *I 
for(i=O;i<16;i++) 
{ 
strcpy(tempright, ••); 
r implement function F with rightbits */ 
funF(rightbits,keypc2[i],tempright); //result is in tempright 
/*for next it&ration left ahdlight bits are *I 
strcpy(templeft,leftblts); 
strcpy(leftbits,rightbits); //L(I)=R{i-1) 
getXOR(templeft,tempright,32); //result in tempright 
strcpy(rightblts,tempright); //R(i)=l(l-1) XOR F 
} 
r Performing 32-bit swapping */ 
strcpy(tempbits,rightbits ); 
strcat(tempbits,leftbits ); 
r Perfonn inverse initial permutation*/ 
pennutation(tempbits,ipinv); 
convchar(tempbits,tarr); 
} 

void dectyp~unsigned char *tarr,unsigned char keypc2{16)[49]) 
{ 
unsigned char cbits[65],tempbits[65]; 
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unsigned char leftbits[33],rightbits[33],templeft[49], temprighij49]; 
inti; 
int lp[8)[8]={ 58,50,42,34,26,18,1 0,02, 

60,52,44,36,28,20, 12,04, 
62,54,46,38,30,22, 14,06, 
64,56,48,40,32,24, 16,08, 
57,49,41 ,33,25,17,09,01, 
59,51 ,43,35,27,19, 11 ,03, 
61,53,45,37,29,21, 13,05, 
63,55,47 ,39,31,23, 15,07 

int ipinv(8](8)={ 40,08,48,16,56,24,64,32, 
39,07,47,15,55,23,63,31 ' 
38,06,46,14,54,22,62,30, 
37,05,45,13,53,21 ,61 ,29, 
36,04,44,12,52.20,60,28, 
35,03,43,11,51,19,59,27, 
34,02,42,1 0,50,18,58,26, 

}; 

33,01,41 ,09,49,17,57,25 }; 
convtbit(tarr,cbits); I* deaypting the cyphertext */ 
pennutation(cbits,ip); I* Performing initial pennutation */ 



for(I=O;I<32;1++) 
{ 
leftbits[i]=d>lts[l); 
rightbits[i]=d>its{32+i]; 
} 
leftbits[32J='\O'; 
rightbits(32]='\0'; 
r Starting rounds *I 
for(i=15;i>=O;i-) 
{ 
funF(rightbits,keypc2[l],tempright); //result is in tempright 
l*for next Iteration left and right bits are*/ 
strq>y(templeft,leftbits); 
sttepy(leftbits,rightbits); /ll.(i)=R(i-1) 
getXOR(templeft,tempright,32); //result in tempright 
strcpy(rightbits,tempright); //R(i)=L(i-1) XOR F 
} 
r Performing 32-bit swapping */ 
strcpy(tempbits,rightblts); 
strcat(tempbi1s,leftblts); 
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pennutation(tempblts,ipinv); r Perform inverse initial pennutation */ 
convchar(tempbits,tarr); 
} 

void convtbit(unsigned char tarr{l,unsigned char pbitsffi 
{ 
int tempbin[9]; 
unsigned char bin[9],tbin[2]; 
lnt l,j,k,num; 
strcpy(pbits,"); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
{ 
strtpy(bln,••); 
for(j=O;j<8 ;j++) 
tempbinDJ=O; 
num=O; 
num=tarr[i}; 
j=7; 
do 
{ 
tempblnOJ=num%2; 
num/=2; 
j-; 
} whlle(numi=O); 
for(k:::O;k<8;k++) 
{ 
itoa(tempbin[k],tbin, 10); //converting integer to character 
if(k==O) 
strq>y(bin,tbin); 
else 



strcat(bin,tbln); 
} 
bin[8]='\0'; 
if(i=O) 
strcpy(pbits,bin); 
else 
strcat(pbits,bin }; 
} 
} 
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void convtopc1 (unsigned char key[65],int pc1 [8][7],unsigned char ckeyO,unsigned char dkey(}) 
r convert 64 bit key to 56 bit key by permuted choic:e-1 *I 
{ 
int ij,k=O.I=O; 
for(i=O;i<8;1++) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<7 ;j++) 
{ 
itfl<4) 
{ 
ckey(k]=key[(pc1 [i][j] - 1 )); 
k++; 
} 
else 
{ 
dkey(l]=key[(pc1 [i]OJ-1 )); 
I++; 
} 
} 
} 
ckey[28}='\0'; 
dkey[28]='\0'; 
} 

void shlftblts(unsigned char tkeysO,int n) 
{ 
int i,j; 
unsigned char temp; 
for(i=1 ;i<=n;i++) 
{ 
temp--tkeys{O]; 
for(J=1 ;j<28;j++) 
{ 
tkeysD-1 ]=tkeys{j]; 
} 
tkeys(27)=temp; 
} 
} 
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void getpc2(unslgned char keypc1 O,int pc2(6][8],unslgned char keypc20) 
{ 
int l,j,k; 
k=O; 
for(i=O;i<6;i++) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<8;j++) 
{ 
keypc2(k)=keypc1 ( (pc2[i][j}-1 )]; 
k++; 
} 
} 
keypc2(48}='\0'; 
} 

void getexpbits(unsigned char rightbitsO,Int exp[8)[6],unslgned char tempright(]) 
{ 
int i,j,k; 
stropy(tempright,••); 
k=O; 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<6;j++) 
{ 
temprighfik)=rightbits( ( exp[i](j}-1 )); 
k++; 
} 
} 
temprigh~48}='\0'; 
} 

void getXOR(unslgned char keypc20,unsigned char tempright(],lnt n) 
{ 
int bit1 ,bit2,xor,i; 
unsigned char ch1(2],ch2{2),temp{49]: 
for(i=O;i<n;i++) 
{ ch1 [O]=keypc2(1]; 
ch2[0]=tempright(l); 
ch1[1]='\0'; 
ch2[1]='\0'; 
bit1=atoi(ch1); 
bit2=atoi(ch2); 
xor=bit1+bit2; 
if(xor-=2) 
temp[i)='O'; 
else if(xor==O) 
temp[i)='O'; 
else 
temp[i]='1 '; 
} 



temp[n]='\0'; 
strcpy(tempright, temp); 
} 
int dec(long bin) 
{ 
int i=O,q,dani=O; 
do 
{ 
q=bin%10; 
dcml+=q*(int)pow(2,i); 
bin/=10; 
i++; 
}while(bini=O); 
retumdcml; 
} 

void bln(lnt dec,unsigned char binstr(]) 
{ 
static int tempbin(4]; 
unsigned char tbin[2)=·o·; 
int i,j,k,flag=O,num; 
strcpy{binstr, ••); 
num=dec; 
for(l=O;i<4;i++) 
tempbin(i)=O; 
j=3; 
do 
{ 
tempblnDJ=num%2; 
num/=2; 
j-; 
} while(numi=O); 
for(k=O;k<4 ;k++) 
{ 
itoa(tempbln[k),tbin,10); 1/converting integer to string(character) 
if(flag==O) //for first bit 
{ 
strcpy(blnstr,tbin); 
flag=1 ; 
} 
else 
strcat(binstr, tbin ); 
} 
} 
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void getsubskey(unsigned char xorbttsO,unsigned char subskeyD) 
{ 
int row,col,temp; 
unsigned char tempstr1 [3),tempstr2(5),temprigh~49]; 
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lnt sbox1 [4]116]={ 14104113101102115111108103,10,06,12,05,09,00,07, 
00,15,07,04,14,021 13101,10,06,12,11,09,05,03,081 
04101 ,14,08,13,06,02,111 15,12,09,07,03,10,05,00, 
15,12,08,02,04109,01107,05,11 ,03,14,10,00,06, 13 }; 

int sbox2[4](16}={ 15,01,08,14,06,11,03,04,09,07,02, 13, 12,00,05, 10, 
03, 13,04,07,15,02108114,12100,01110,06109111,051 
00,14107,11,1 0,04,13,01,05,08, 12,06,09103,02,15, 
13,08,1 0,01 ,03,15,04 ,02,11 ,06,07,12,00,05,14109 }; 

int sbox3[4)[16}={ 10,00,09, 14106,03,15,05101,13, 12~071 11104,02,08, 
13107,00109103104106110102,08,05,14,12111 115,01 t 
13,06,04,09108,15103,00,11,01 ,02, 12,05, 10,14,07, 
01 ,10113,00,06,09,08,07,04,15,14,03,11 ,05,02,12 }; 

int sbox4[4](16]={ 07,13, 14,03,00,06,09110,01 ,02,08,05,11 , 12,04, 15, 
13,08,11,05,06,15,00,03104,07,02, 12,01 ,10114,09, 
10,06109,00,12,11,07113,15,01,031 14,05,02,08,04, 
03,15100,06,10,01, 13,08,09,04,05, 11 '12,07,02,14 }; 

int sbox5[4)[16]={ 02,12,04,01 ,07,10, 11 ,06,08,05,03,15,13100,14,09, 
14,11,02, 12,04,07,13,01,05,00, 16,10,03,09,08,06, 
04,02,01 111110113,07,08,15,09, 12,05,06,03,00, 14, 
11 ,08, 12,07,01,14,02,13,06,15,00,09,10,04,05,03 }; 

int sbox6[4][16]={ 12,01 ,10,15,09,02,06,08,00,13,03,04,14,07,05, 11, 
10,15,04,02,07,12,09,05,06,01 ,13,14,00,11 ,03,08, 
09,14,15,05,02,08,12,03,07,00,04,10,01,13,11,06, 
04,03,02, 12,09,05,15,10,11,14,01,07,06,00,08,13 }; 

int sbox7[4)(16]={ 04,11,02.14,15,00,08,13,03,12,09,07,05, 10,06,01, 
13,00,11 ,07,04,09,01 110,14103,05,12,02115,08,06, 
01,04,11113112,03107114110,15,06,08,00105,09,02, 
06111 '13108101 ,04,10107,09,05,00,15,14102,03,12 }; 

int sbox8[4][16]={ 13,02108104106,15111101 ,10109,03,14105100,12,07, 
01 115,13,08110103,07104112,05,06111,00,14,09,02, 
07,11 ,04,01 ,09,12,14,02,00,06,10,13, 15,03,05,08, 
02,01,14,07,04, 10,08, 13,15,12109,00,03,05,06111 }; 

strcpy(tempright,xorbits};/* use s-box1 */ 
tempstr1 [O}=temprlgh~O]; 
tempstr1 [1 ]=temprigh~5]; 
tempstr1 [2]='\0'; 
tempstr2[0)=temprlgh~1 ); 
tempstr2[1]=tempright[2]; 
tempstr2[2)=temprigh~3); 
tempstr2[3]=temprigh~4]; 
ternpstr2{4]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )}; 
ool=dec( atoi(tempstr2) ); 
temp--sbox1 [row](ool); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcpy(subskey,tempstr2};1* use s-box2 */ 
tempstr1 [O]=temprigh~6); 
tempstr1 [1 )=temprigh~11 ]; 
tempstr1 [2]='\0'; 
tempstr2{0)=tempright(7); 



tempstl2[1]=temprigh~8); 
tempstr2{2]=tempright[9]; 
tempstr2[3]=tempright{10]; 
tempstr2[4]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi{tempstr1 )); 
col=dec(atol(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox2[row][coij; 
strcpy(tempstr2, "); 
bin(temp,tempst12}; //tempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2);r use s-box3 */ 
tempstr1 [O]=temprigh~12); 
tempstr1(1]=tempright(17); 
tempstr1 [2]='\D'; 
tempstr2[0)=tempright(13]; 
tempstr2{1 ]=tempright(14 ]; 
tempstr2[2]=temprigh~15]; 
tempstr2[3]=tempright[ 16]; 
tempstr2[4]='\0'; 
row=dec(atoi(tempstr1 )); 
col=dec(atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox3[row)[col); 
strcpy(tempstr2,•j; 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat{subskey,tempstr2);r use s-box4 */ 
tempstr1 [O]=temprigh~18]; 
tempstr1 [1 ]=tempright[23]; 
tempstr1 [2)='\0'; 
tempstr2[0]=tempright(19]; 
tempstr2[1 )=tempright[20J; 
tempstr2[2]=tempright[21 ]; 
tempstr2[3]=tempright[22); 
tempstr2[4 ]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )}; 
col=dec{atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox4[row][coij; 
strcpy{tempstr2, .. ); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2);r use s-box5 */ 
tempstr1 [O)=tempright[24); 
tempstr1 [1 }=tempright{29); 
tempstr1 [2)='\0'; 
tempstr2[0}=tempright[25}; 
tempstr2{1 ]=tempright[26]; 
tempstr2[2]=tempright[27]; 
tempstr2(3]=tempright[28); 
tempstr2[4]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )}; 
cot=dec(atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox5[row][col]; 
strcpy(tempstr2, •j; 
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bln(temp,tempstr2); //tempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2};/* use s.-box6 •t 
tempstr1 [O}=tempright(30]; 
tempstr1 [1]=tempright{35]; 
tempstr1 [2)='\0'; 
tempstr2[0]=tempright{31 ]; 
tempstr2[1 ]=tempright{32); 
tempstr2[2J=tempright(33); 
tempstr2[3)=tempright[34}; 
tempstr2(4)='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1)}; 
col=dec(atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox6[row][coij; 
strcpy(tempstr2, ••); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,temps1r2);/* use s--box7 */ 
tempstr1 (O]=tempright[36); 
tempstr1 [1)=temprlght{41}; 
tempstr1 [2)='\0'; 
tempstr2[0]=temprlght(37]; 
tempstr2[1]=tempright(38]; 
tempstr2[2]=tempright(39); 
tempstr2[3}=tempright(40}; 
tempstr2[4)='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )); 
col=dec( atoi{tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox7[row](coij; 
strcpy(tempstr2, ••); 
bln(temp,tempstr2); l/tempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2);/* use s-box8 */ 
tempstr1 [O)=tempright{42]; 
tempstr1 [1)=tempright(4 7]; 
tempstr1 [2]='\0'; 
tempstr2[0]=tempright{43]; 
tempstr2[ 1 ]=tempright(44 ); 
tempstr2[2]=tempright[45]; 
tempstr2[3J=tempright(46J; 
tempstr2[4]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )); 
col:dec(atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp--sboxB[row]{coij; 
strcpy(tempstr2,••); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); //tempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2); 
} 
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void getPerm(unsigned char subskeyQ,int permF[4][8],unsigned char temprightl]) 
{ 
r performing permutation*/ 
int i,j,k=O; 



strcpy(tempright, ••); 
for(i=O;i<4;i++) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<8 ;j++} 
{ 
temprightfk}=subskey[(pennF[i)0]-1 )]; 
k++; 
} 
} 
temprlghq32}='\0'; 
} 

void permutation( unsigned char tbitsD,int pennbits[8][8]) 
{ 
unsigned char tempbits[65]; 
int iJ,k=O; 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<8j++) 
{ 
tempbits(k]=tbits[(permbits(l]fi}-1 )]; 
k++; 
} 
} 
tempbits[64]='\0'; 
strcpy(tbits, tempbits); 
} 

void convchar{unsigned cha- tempbitsD,unsigned char *tarr) 
{ 
lnt j,k=O,num; 
unsigned char temp[9},ch; 
while(k<8) 
{ 
for(J=O;j<8;j++} 
{ 
temp(JJ=tempbits[8*k+fl; 
} 
temp[8}='\0'; //holds 8 bit for a character 
num=dec(atol(temp)); //convert binary to decimal value 
ch=num; 
tarr[k]=ch; 
k++; 
} 
tan{8}='\0'; 
} 
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void funF(unsigned char rightbits(33],unsigned char keypc2(49),unslgned char temprightD) 
r1st param. holds result*/ 
{ 



unsigned char subskey[33): 
int exp{8][6)={ 32,01 ,02,03,04,05, II E table 

04,05,06,07,08,09, 

lnt pennF(4][8]={ 

strcpy(tempright,••); 

08,09, 10,11, 12,13, 
12, 13,14,15,16, 17, 
16,17,18,19,20,21, 
20,21 ,22,23,24,25, 
24,25,26,27,28,29, 
28,29,30,31,32,01 }; 

16,07,20,21 ,29,12,28,17, liP table 
01,15,23,26,05,18,31,10, 
02,08,24,14,32,27,03,09, 
19,13,30,06,22,11,04,25 }: 

r expand right 32 bits to make 48 bits */ 
getexpbits(rightbits,exp,tempright}; //result stored in tempright[] 

r XOR beging here*/ //result is in tempright{] 
getxOR(keypc2,temprighl48); 

r substitution using S-boxes */ 
getsubskey(tempright,subskey); II result Is in subskey 32 bit 

r pennutatlon of the substituted key *I 
strcpy(tempright,-o•); 
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getPerm(subskey,pennF,tempright); //result will be in tempright (32 bit) 
} 



18. Source code for Triple DES decryption 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#include<string.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<time.h> 
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void getkey(unslgned char o.unsigned char o.unsigned char 0);// generates 3 keys from key file 
void binkey(unslgned char keyQ,int dec); II convert int 'dec' to its 8 bit binary equiv 
void encrypt( unsigned char •,unsigned char [16)[49)); 
void decrypt(unsigned char •,unsigned char [16][49)); 
void convtbit(unsigned char o.unslgned char D); 
void convtopc1(unsigned char D.int [8][71tunslgned char o.unsignect charm: 
void shiftbits(unslgned char Q,int); 
void getpc2(unsigned char D,int (6][8],unsigned char 0); II pc2 table 
void getexpbits(unslgned char D.int [8)[6],unsigned char 0); II E table 
void getXOR(unsigned char1],unsigned char{],int); //result will be in second parameter 
int dec(long); 
void bin(intunsigned char [}); 
void getsubskey(unsigned char xorbitsQ,unsigned char subskeyD); 
void getPerm(unsigned char O.int [4][8],unsigned char ffi; 
void pennutation(unsigned char O.int [8][8)); 
void convchar(unsigned char o.unsigned char j; /!2nd param. holds result 
void funF(unsigned char [33],unsigned char [49],unsigned char [49)); /!3rd param. holds result 

void mainO 
{ 
unsigned char ~rr; 
char source[40],des~40]; 
int i,l,coun~tempchar,num; 
time_t first,second; 
unsigned char key1 [65],key2(65],key3[65); 
unsigned char cl<ey[29],dkey(29],keypc1 [57],keypc21 [16][49],keypc22(16][49],keypc23[16](49]; 
int pc1[8][7] = { 57,49,41 ,33,25,17,09, 

01 ,58,50,42,34,26, 18, 
1 0,02,59,51 ,43,35,27, 
19,11,03,60,52,44,36, 
63,55,47,39,31 ,23,15, 
07 ,62,54,46,38,30,22, 
14,06,61 ,53,45,37,29, 
21,13,05,28,20,12,04 }; 

int pc2(6)[8) = { 14,17,11,24,01 ,05,03,28, 
15,06,21 ,10,23,19,12,04, 
26,08,16,07,27,20,13,02, 
41 ,52,31 ,37,47,55,30,40, 
51,45,33,48,44,49,39,56, 
34,53,46,42,50,36,29,32 }; 

lnt tshift[16}={1 ,1,2,2,2,2,2,2,1 ,2,2,2,2,2,2,1 }; 



FILE *fc, -tap,*ft; r for file*/ 
int Iter; 
unsigned char ch2,ch; 
long pos; 
if((tarr-(unsigned char jmalloc(B))=NULL) 
{ 
printfr'ln Not enough memory(ptrtemp t); 
getchQ; 
exit(O); 
} 
r Decryption ., 
num=O; rto make constraint number of times you can enter 
file names In case of mistakes*/ 
start_ de: 
num++; 
printf("\n\n Enter The Source File : } ; 
scanf('%s' ,source); 
printf("\n Enter The Destination File : '); 
scanW%s' ,dest); 
fc--fopen(souroe, ' rb'); 
if(fc==NULL) 
{ 
printtr\1'1 cannot open file %s',source); 
getchQ; 
if(num==3) 
exit(O); 
else 
goto sat_ de; 
} 
fap--topen(dest, 'wb'); 
if(fap==NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n cannot open file %s sanjoy',dest); 
getchQ; 
lf(num=3) 
exit(O); 
etse 
goto start_ de; 
} 
r stop processing when source file don't contain any data*/ 
fseek(fc,0,2); 
if(ftell(fc)=O) 
{ 
printf("\n Error. %s file must contain some data\n' ,source); 
getchQ; 
exit(O); r go out of the program *I 
} 
rewind(fc); 
r key generation starts*/ 
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getkey(key1 ,key2,key3); II as result key1 ,key2,key3 will contain data 
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r convert key1 to 56 bits dividing ckey and dkey by permuted chok:e-1 •J 
convtopc1 (key1,pc1,ckey ,dkey); 
for(i=O;i<16;i++) 
{ 
shiftbits( ckey ,lshift[i]); 
shiftbits( dkey ,lshlft{l]}; 
strcpy(keypc1,ckey); 
strcat(keypc1 ,dkey); 
getpc2(keypc1,pc2,keypc21Pl); rcaJiing to get pennuted choice-2*/ 
} 
r convert key2 to 56 bits dividing ckey and dkey by permuted choice-1 ., 
convtopc1 (key2,pc1,ckey,dkey}; 
for(i=O;i<16;i++) 
{ 
shlftbits(ckey,lshlftll]); 
shiftbits(dkey,lshiftp]); 
strcpy(keypc1,ckey); 
strcat(keypc1,dkey); 
getpc2(keypc1 ,pc2,keypc22[i]); rcalling to get permuted choice-2*/ 
} 
r convert key3 to 56 bits dividing ckey and dkey by permuted choice-1 ., 
convtopc1 (key3,pc1,ckey,dkey); 
for(i=O;i<16;1++) 
{ 
shiftbits( ckey ,lshift{i]); 
shiftbits( dkey,lshift{i)); 
strcpy(keypc1,ckey); 
strcat(keypc1,dkey); 
getpc2(keypc1 ,pc2,keypc23{1)); rcalling to get pennuted choice-2*/ 
} r key generation tenninates ., 
first=time(NULL); 
count=O; 
do 
{ 
ch2=fgetc(fc); 
if(feo~fc)) 
{ 
~count<8 && count>O) 
{ 
tempchar=O; 
for(l=count;l<8;1++) 
{ 
taiT{q=48+1; 
tempchar++; 
} 
taiT{7]=48+tempchar, 
taiT{8}='\0'; 
deaypt(tarr,keypc23); //tarr will contain the result 
encrypt{tarr,keypc22); 
decrypt(tarr,keypc21 ); 



for(lter=O;iter<8;iter++) 
{ 
ch=tan'{lter); 
fputc{ ch ,tap); 
} 
} 
break; 
} 
else 
{ 
tarrtcount)=ch2; 
count++; 
if(oount==8) 
{ 
tarr[8]='\0'; 
decrypt(tarr,keypc23); /Jtarr will contain the result 
encrypt(tarr,keypc22); 
decrypt(tarr,keypc21 ); 
for(lter=O;iter<8;iter++) 
{ 
ch=tarr[iter]; 
fputc{ ch,fap ); 
} 
count=O; 
} 
} 
} 
while(tfeo~fc)); 
fdose(fap); 
fclose(fc); 
r ft is for temporary file to remove the padded characters *I 
ft=fopenf'temp.dat•,•wb•); 
if(ft==NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n cannot open file temp.dat •); 
getch0: 
exit(O); 
} 
fap--fopen(dest, .rb.); 
lf(fap==NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n cannot open file %s •,dest); 
getchO; 
exlt(O); 
} 
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fseek(fap,-1,2); rgo 1 byte before the end to get how many characters has been pa:kje<r/ 
ch=fgetc(fap); 
tempchar--ch-48; II covert to integer 
fseek(fap,-tempchar,2); 
pos--ftell(fap); II to get the position where the file actually ends 



r extract the actual file using a temporary file*/ 
rewind(fap); II go to the begining of the file 
whlle(tfeof(fap)) 
{ 
ch=fgetc(fap); 
fputc(ch,ft); 
if(pos=ftell(fap)) 
break; 
} 
fclose(fap ); 
fclose(ft); 
remove(dest); 
renamef'temp.dar ,dest); 
second=time(NULL); 
printf("\n Decryption Time =%f seconds ",difftime(second,first)); 
getchQ; 
} 
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void getkey(unsigned char key1 o,unsigned char key2Q,unsigned char key30} 
II generates 3 keys from key file 

{ 
FILE *fp; 
unsigned char ch; 
char keyfile(40); 
lnt i; 
strcpy{key1 ,"j ; 
strcpy(key2,'"); 
strcpy(key3,"); 
printf("\n Enter the Key file (it should contain 192 characters) : "); 
scanfr%s",keyflle ); 
fp=fopen(keyfile ,"rb"); 
if(fp==NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n Error opening file\n"); 
getchQ; 
exit(1); 
} 
i=1; 
while(ffeof(fp) && 1<=8) 
{ 
ch=fgetc(fp); 
blnkey(key1 ,ch); 
i++; 
} 
whlle(i<=8) 
{ 
binkey(key1 ,''); 
i++; 
} 
1=1; 



whlle(tfeof(fp) && 1<=8} 
{ 
ch=fgetc(fp); 
binkey(key2,ch); 
i++; 
} 
while(l<=8) 
{ 
binkey(key2,' '); 
i++; 
} 
i=1 ; 
while(lfeof(fp) && 1<=8) 
{ 
ch=fgetc(fp); 
binkey(key3,ch); 
i++; 
} 
while(i<=8) 
{ 
binkey(key3,' 1: 
i++; 
} 
fclose(fp); 
} 

void binkey(unsigned char keyQ,int dec) 
{ 
unsigned char tempbin[9),bin[9],tbin[2); 
int j,k,num; 
strtpy(bin,••); 
for(j=O;j<B;j++) 
tempblnO]=O; 
num=O; 
num=dec; 
j=7; 
do 
{ 
tempbinO]=num%2; 
num/=2; 
j-; 
} 
while(numi=O); 
for(k=O;k<8;k++) 
{ 
itoa(tempbin[k),tbin,10); //converting integer to character 
if(k==O) 
strcpy(bin, tbin); 
else 
strcat(bin,tbin); } 
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bin[8J='O'; 
if(strien(key)=O) 
strcpy(key,bin); 
else 
strcat(key,bln); 
} 

void encrypt( unsigned char *tan', unsigned char keypc2{16][49D 
{ 
unsigned char pbits[65)=•o•,tempbits[65); 
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unsigned char leftbits[33),rightbits[33],templeft(49) ,temprigh~49]="0" ; 
intI; 
int lp[8)[8)={ 58,50,42,34,26,18,10,02, 

60,52,44,36,28,20,12,04, 
62,54,46,38,30,22,14,06, 
64,56,48,40,32,24,16,08, 
57149,41133,25,17109101 , 
59,51 ,43135,27,19,11103, 
61153,45,37,291211131051 
63,55,47139,31123,15,07 

int lpinv[8H8]={ 40,08148,16,56,24,64,32, 
39,07,47,15,551231630311 
38106,46114,54,22162,30, 
37,05,45113,53121 ,61 ,29, 
36104,44, 12,52,20,60,28, 
35,03,43111,51119,59127, 
34102,42110,50118158,26, 

}; 

33,01,41,09149,17,57125 }; 
convtbit(tarr,pbits); II converts string tarr to ascii code In pbits 
permutation(pbitslip); r performing Initial permutation*/ 
for(i=O;i<32;i++) 
{ 
leftbits[i]=pbits[i); 
rightbits[iJ=pbits[32+ij; 
} 
leftblts[32]='\0'; 
rightbits(32J='O'; 
r Starting rounds */ 
for(i=O;I<16;i++) 
{ 
strcpy(tempright, ••); 
funF(rightbits,keypc2[i],tempright); fimplement function F with rightbits, result is in tempright*/ 
rtor next Iteration left and right bits are *I 
strcpy(templeft,leftbits); 
strcpy(leftbits,rightblts); //L(i)=R(i-1) 
getXOR(templeft,tempright,32); //result in tempright 
strcpy(rightbits,tempright); //R(i)=l(i-1) XOR F 
} 
r Performing 32-bit swapping */ 
strcpy(tempbits,rightbits); 



strcat(tempbits,leftbits); 
r Perform inverse Initial permutation */ 
permutation(tempbits,ipinv); 
convchaJ1tempbits,tarr); 
} 

void deaypt(unsigned char -.arr,unsigned char keypc2(16][49]) 
{ 
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unsigned char cbits[65), tempbits[65},1eftbits[33], rightbitsf33), templeft(49), temprighij49]; 
inti; 
int ip[8][8)={ 58,50,42,34,26, 18, 10,02, 

60,52,44,36,28,20, 12,04, 
62,54,46,38,30,22, 14,06, 
64,56,48,40,32,24, 16,08, 
57,49,41 ,33,25, 17,09,01' 
59,51 ,43,35,27,19, 11,03, 
61 ,53,45,37,29,21,13,05, 
63,55,47 ,39,31 ,23,15,07 

int ipinv(8)[8]={ 40,08,48, 16,56,24,64,32, 
39,07,47, 15,55,23,63,31' 
38,06,46, 14,54,22,62,30, 
37 ,05,45, 13,53,21 ,61,29, 
36,04,44, 12,52,20,60,28, 
35,03,43,11,51,19,59,27, 
34,02,42,10,50, 18,58,26, 
33,01 ,41 ,09,49,17,57,25 

r decrypting the cyphertext ., 
convtbit(tarr,cbits); 

}; 

}; 

permutatlon(cbits,ip); r Performing initial permutation ., 
for(i=O;i<32;i++) 
{ 
leftbitsp]=cbits[l]; 
rightbits[l]=cbits[32+ij; 
} 
leftbits(32)='\0'; 
rightbits[32)='\0'; 
r Starting rounds *I 
fo~l=15;i>=O;i-) 
{ 
funF(rightbits,keypc2(i],tempright); //result is in tempright 
Nor next iteration left and right bits are*/ 
strcpy(templeft,leftbits); 
strcpy(leftbits,rightbits); /IL(i)=R(i-1) 
getXOR(templeft,tempright,32); //result in tempright 
strcpy(rightbits,tempright); //R(i)=Lft-1) XOR F 
} 
r Performing 32-bit swapping*/ 
strcpy(tempbits,rightbits); 
strcat(tempbits,leftbits); 
permutation(tempbits,ipinv); r Perform inverse initial permutation*/ 



convchar(tempbits,tarr); 
} 

void convtbit{unsigned char tarr{],unsigned char pbitsiD 
{ 
lnt tempbln[9),i,j,k,num; 
unsigned char bin(9],tbin[2); 
strcpy(pbits,"); 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
{ 
strcpy{bin, ••); 
for{j=O;j<8;j++) 
tempbinfi]=O; 
num=O; 
num=tarr{i); 
j=7; 
do 
{ 
tempbinO}=num%2; 
num/=2; 
j-; 
} while(num!=O); 
for(k=O;k<B;k++) 
{ 
itoa(tempbin[k],tbin,1 0); //converting integer to character 
if(k==O) 
strcpy{bin,tbin); 
else 
strcat{bin, tbin ); 
} 
bin(B)='\0*; 
if(i==O) 
strcpy(pbits,bin); 
else 
strcat(pbits,bin); 
} 
} 
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void convtopc1 (unsigned char key[65),int pc1 (8][7J,unsigned char ckeyO,unsigned char dkeyf]) 
r convert 64 bit key to 56 bit key by pennuted choice-1 */ 
{ 
int i,j,k,I=O; 
k=O; 
for(i=O;I<8;1++) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<7;j++) 
{ 
if{i<4) 
{ 
ckey[k]=key((pc1 PlfiJ -1 )]; 



k++; 
} 
else 
{ 
dkeyp]=key((pc1 [i]OJ-1 )]; 
I++; 
} 
} 
} 
ckey[28]='\0'; 
dkey(28]=~'; 
} 

void shiftbits(unsigned char tkeysQ,int n) 
{ 
int i,j; 
unsigned char temp; 
for(l=1 ;l<=n;l++) 
{ 
temp--tkeys[O); 
for(j=1 ;j<28;j++) 
{ 
tkeys0-1 ]=tkeysO]; 
} 
tkeys[27)--temp; 
} 
} 
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void getpc2(unsigned char keypc1 O.int pc2{6}[8],unsigned char keypc20) 
{ 
lnt l,j,k; 
k=O; 
for(i=O;I<S;i++) 
{ 
for(J=O;j<8;j++) 
{ 
keypc2{k)=keypc1 {(pc2li]0)-1 )); 
k++; 
} 
} 
keypc2(48)='\0'; 
} 

void getexpbits(unsigned char rightbitsO,int exp[8](6],unsigned char tempright(]) 
{ 
int i,j,k; 
strcpy(tempright, "); 
k=O; 



for(l=O;i<8;t++) 
{ 
for(j=Oj<6;j++) 
{ 
tempright{k)=rightbits(( exp[i)(j]-1 )]: 
k++; 
} 
} 
tempright{48]='\0'; 
} 
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void getXOR(unsigned char keypc20,unsigned char tempright{],int n) 
{ 
int bit1 ,bit2,xor,i; 
unsigned char ch1 [2),ch2(2),temp[49]; 
for(i=O;i<n;i++) 
{ 
ch1 [O}=keypc2[i); 
ch2(0)=tempright[i); 
ch1(1]=~·; 
ch2(1)='\0'; 
bit1=atoi(ch1); 
bit2=atoi(ch2); 
xor=bit1 +bit2; 
lf(xor==2) 
temp[i)='O'; 
else lf(xor=O) 
temp{I]='O'; 
else 
temp{i)='1'; 
} 
temp( n )='\0'; 
strcpy(tempright,temp); 
} 

lnt dec(1ong bin) 
{ 
int i=O,q,dani=O; 
do 
{ 
q=bin%10; 
dcml+=q*(int)pow(2,f); 
bin/=10; 
i++; 
}while(bini=O); 
return danl; 
} 
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void bin(int dec,unsigned char binstrtJ) 
{ 
static lnt tempbln[4); 
unsigned char tbin[2]=·o·; 
int i,jlklflag=Oinum; 
strcpy(binstrl ••); 
num=dec; 
for(i=O;i<4;i++) 
tempbinPJ=O; 
j=3; 
do 
{ 
tempbinffi=num%2; 
num/=2; 
J-; 
} while(numi=O); 
for(k=O;k<4;k++) 
{ 
ltoa(tempbin[k)~tbinl 10); //oonverting Integer to string( character) 
if(flag==O) //for first bit 
{ 
strcpy(blnstrl tbin ); 
flag=1 ; 
} 
else 
strcat(binstr1 tbin ); 
} 
} 

void getsubskey(unsigned char xorbitsU ~unsigned char subskeyU) 
{ 
int roW1COI1temp; 
unsigned char tempstr1 [3)1 tempstr2[5}1temprighij49]; 
lnt sbox1 [4](16]={ 14104,13101102115111108103110106,12105,09100107, 

00115,07,04114102113101 '1 0,06,12111 ,09,05,03,081 
04101 114108113,06102111 115112,091071031101051001 
15,12,08,02,04,09101,07,05,11103114110,00,06113 }; 

lnt sbox2[4][16]={ 15101 ,08114,06111,03,04109107,02113,12100105110, 
03113104107,15,02,08114,12,00101 '10,06109,11 105, 
00114,07111110104113,01,05108112,06109103102115, 
13108,10,01 ,03,15,04102111,06,07112,00,05,14109 }; 

int sboX3[4}[16)={ 10100109114106103,15,05,01 ,13112,07111,04102108, 
13107,00109103104106110,02,08,05114,12,11,151011 
13,06,04,09108115,03100,11101102112,05,101141071 
01 110,13100,06,09,08107104115,14103111105,02,12 }; 

int sbox4[4][16)={ 07113,14103100,06109,10,01102108105111,12104,15, 
13,08,11,05,06,15100103104107102,12,01110,14,09, 
10,06,09,00112111 ,07113115101103,14105102108104, 
03115,00,06110,011 13,08109I04105, 11112107,02,14 }; 
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int sbox5[4](16]={ 02,12,04,01 ,07,10,11,06,08,05,03,15,13,00,14,09, 
14,11,02,12,04,07,13,01,05,00,15,10,03,09,08,06, 
04,02,01 ,11 ,10,13,07,08,15,09,12,05,06,03,00,14, 
11 ,08,12,07,01 ,14,02,13,06,15,00,09,10,04,05,03 }; 

int sbox6(4)[16]={ 12,01 ,10,15,09,02,06,08,00,13,03,04,14,07,05,11 , 
10, 15,04,02,07,12,09,05,06,01 '13, 14,00,11,03,08, 
09,14,15,05,02,08,12,03,07,00,04,10,01 '13,11 ,06, 
04,03,02, 12,09,05,15,1 0,11 ,14,01 ,07,06,00,08,13 }; 

lnt sbox7[4)[16]={ 04, 11 ,02,14,15,00,08,13,03,12,09,07,05,10,06,01 , 
13,00,11,07,04,09,01 '10, 14,03,05,12,02, 15,08,06, 
01 ,04,11 ,13,12,03,07, 14,10,15,06,08,00,05,09,02, 
06,11 ,13,08,01,04,10,07 ,09,05,00,15,14,02,03,12 }: 

int sbox8[4][16]={ 13,02,08,04,06,15, 11 ,01, 10,09,03, 14,05,00,12,07, 
01,15,13,08,10,03,07,04, 12,05,06,11 ,00,14,09,02, 
07,11,04,01 ,09,12,14,02,00,06,10,13,15,03,05,08, 
02,00,14,07 ,04,10,08,13,15,12,09,00,03,05,06,11 }; 

strcpy(tempright,xorbits); 
r use s--box1 ., 
tempstr1 [O]=temprighqO]; 
tempstr1 [1 ]=temprighq5); 
tempstr1 [2]='\0'; 
tempstr2[0)=temprighij1 ]; 
tempstr2[1 )=temprighij2); 
tempstr2[2]=temptighq3]; 
tempstr2[3]=temprighij4); 
tempstr2{4]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )); 
col =dec( atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox1 [row}[col); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcpy(subskey,tempstr2); 
r use s--t>ox2 *I 
tempstr1 [O]=temprighij6]; 
tempstr1{1)=temprighq11]; 
tempstr1 [2]='\0'; 
tempstr2[0}=tempright[7); 
tempstr2[1 ]=temprighij8); 
tempstr2(2]=tempright{9); 
tempstr2[3)=tempright{1 0]; 
tempstr2[4]='\0'; 
row--dec(atol(tempstr1)); 
col =dec( atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox2[row)[col); 
strcpy(tempstr2, j ; 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strtat(subskey,tempstr2}; 
ruse s-box3 */ 
tempstr1 [O)=temprighq12); 
tempstr1[1]=tempright{17); 
tempstr1 [2]='\0'; 



tempstr2{0]=tempright(13]; 
tempstr2{1]=temprighQ14); 
tempstr2[2]=tempright[15]; 
tempstr2[3]=temprighQ16); 
tempstr2[4]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )); 
col=dec( atol(tempstr2)); 
temp--sbox3{row)[coij; 
strcpy(tempstr2, " ); 
bln(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat{subskey,tempstr2); 
r use s-box4 */ 
tempstr1 {O]=temprighQ18]; 
tempstr1 (1]=tempright{23); 
tempstr1[2]='\0'; 
tempstr2[0]=tempright{19); 
tempstr2[1]=tempright{20]; 
tempstr2[2)=temprighQ21 ); 
tempstr2[3}=tempright[22]; 
tempstr2(4)='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )); 
col=dec(atol(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox4[row][col]; 
stmpy(tempstr2, ••); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2); 
ruse s-box5 */ 
tempstr1[0]=tempright{24); 
tempstr1 [1]=tempright{29); 
tempstr1 [2)='\0'; 
tempstr2[0]=temprighQ25]; 
tempstr2{ 1 ]=tempright{26); 
tempstr2(2)=tempright{27); 
tempstr2[3]=tempright[28]; 
tempstr2[4 ]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1)); 
col=dec(atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox5[row)[coij; 
strcpy(tempstr2,"); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will ho4d binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2); 
r use s-box6 *I 
tempstr1 [O]=tempright{30); 
tempstr1 [1 )=temprighQ35]; 
tempstr1 [2)='\0'; 
tempstr2[0]=tempright{31 ); 
tempstr2(1 ]=temprighQ32]; 
tempstr2{2}=tempright{33]; 
tempstr2[3)=tempright(34); 
tempstr2{4]='\0'; 
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row--dec( atol(tempstr1 )) ; 
col=dec{atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox6[row](coij; 
strcpy(tempstr2, ••); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /Jtempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey ,tempstr2); 
r use s-box7 */ 
tempstr1 [O]=tempright{36]; 
tempstr1 (1 }=temprigh~41 ]; 
tempstr1 [2)='\0'; 
tempstr2[0)=temprigh~37]; 
tempstr2(1]=tempright{38}; 
tempstr2[2]=temprigh~39); 
tempstr2[3)=temprigh~40]; 
tempstr2[4]='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )); 
col=dec(atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox7[row)[coij; 
strcpy(tempstr2,••); 
bin(temp,tempstr2); /ltempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2); 
r use s--box8 */ 
tempstr1 [O)=tempright{42); 
tempstr1 [1)=temprighq47]; 
tempstr1 [2)=~·; 
tempstr2{0)=tempright{43); 
tempstr2[1 ]=temprigh~44); 
tempstr2[2)=tempright{45]; 
tempstr2[3)=tempright{46); 
tempstr2[4)='\0'; 
row--dec(atoi(tempstr1 )); 
col =dec( atoi(tempstr2)); 
temp=sbox8[row)[col); 
strcpy(tempstJ2,••); 
bln(temp,tempstr2); //tempstr2 will hold binary value 
strcat(subskey,tempstr2); 
} 
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void getPenn(unsigned char subskeyD,int pennF[4][8],unsigned char tempright{]) 
{ 
int i,j,k=O; 
strcpy(tempright, ••); 
for(i=O;i<4;i++) 
{ 
for(J=O;j<8;j++) 
{ 
tempright{k)=subskey[(pennF[i]OJ-1 )); 
k++; 
} 
} 



tempright{32]='\0'; 
} 

void pennutation(unsigned char tbitsD,int pennbits(8][8D 
{ 
unsigned char tempbits[65]; 
int i,j,k=O; 
for(i=O;i<8;i++) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<8;j++) 
{ 
tempblts[k)=tbits[(pennbits[I]Ol-1) ]; 
k++; 
} 
} 
tempblts[64)='\0'; 
strcpy(tbits, tempbits ); 
} 

void convchar(unslgned char tempbitsO,unsigned char *tarr) 
{ 
int j,k=O,num; 
unsigned char temp(9),ch; 
while(k<8) 
{ 
for(j=O;j<8;j++) 
{ 
temp(J]=tempbits[8*k+fl; 
} 
temp[8]='\0'; /hlolds 8 bit for a character 
num=dec(atol(temp)); //convert binary to decimal value 
ch=num; 
tarrtk]=ch; 
k++; 
} 
tarr[8]="n'; 
} 
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void funF(unsigned char rightbits[33],unsigned char keypc2(49],unsigned char tempright(D 
//1st parameter holds result 
{ 
unsigned char subskey(33]; 
int exp(8){6]={ 32,01 ,02,03,04,05, II E table 

04,05,06,07 ,08,09, 
08,09,10,11 '12,13, 
12, 13,14, 15,16, 17, 
16,17,18,19,20,21 , 
20,21 ,22,23,24,25, 
24,25,26,27 ,28,29, 
28,29,30,31,32,01 }; 



lnt pennF[4][8}={ 

strtpy(tempright •;; 

16,07,20,21 ,29, 12,28, 17, liP table 
01 '15,23,26,05, 18,31 '10, 
02,08,24, 14,32,27,03,09, 
19, 13,30,06,22, 11 ,04,25 }; 

r expand right 32 bits to make 48 bits*/ 
getexpbits(rightbits,exp,tempright); 
//result stored in tempright[) 

r XOR begins here */ 
getXOR(keypc2,tempright48); 
//result is In tempright(] 

r substitution using S-boxes ., 
getsubskey(temprightsubskey); 
II result is in subskey 32 bit 

r permutation of the substituted key */ 
strtpy(tempright, V); 
getPenn(subskey,permF,tempright); 
//result will be in tempright (32 bit) 
} 
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19. Source code for computing character frequencies 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#incfude<string.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 

tnt matn(void) 
{ 
int i,count,l,c; 
char srcfile[30]; 
char destfile{30]; 
long int temp1(256]; 
long lnt temp2(256); 
FILE *fenc; 
FILE *fp; 
printf\'\n Enter the file name : •); 
gets(srcfile); 
printf\'\n Enter the file name for storing frequencies : •); 
gets( destfile); 
fenc = fopen(srcfile,•rb•); 
fp = fopen{destfile,-w'); 
if(fenc = NULL II fp == NULL) 
{ 
printWAie Opening Error1 \n•); 
getchQ; 
exit(1); 
} 
else 
{ 
for(i=O;i<256;i++) 
{ 
temp1[1] = 0; 
temp2[i] = 0; 
} 
while((c = fgetc(fenc))I=EOF) 
{ 
temp1 [c)++; 
} 
fdose(fenc); 
for(I=O;I<256;1++) 
{ 
count=temp1 (I); 
fprintf(fp, •%d\t%d\n• ,l,counQ; 
} 
fdose(fp); 
} 
return 0; 
} 
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20. Source code for computing the i value between files 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#include<math.h> 

void mainO 
{ 
FILE *fp,*fc; 
char fsrc{40),fdes~40); 
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static unsigned long int count[256),calc_tab[3)[257],expect{3H256]; 
unsigned long int chariot, tot=O,totsrc=O,totdest=O,i,df,flag,merge,j,k; 
unsigned char ch; 
long double chisq=O.O,denom; 
for(i=O;i<256;i++) 
count{i)=O; 
printf\\n Enter the source file name : "); 
gets(fsrc); 
tp--topen(fsrc, ·mi: 
if(fp=NULL) 
{ 
printfC'\n Cannot open file j ; 
exit(O); 
} 
ch=fgetc(fp}; 
while{lfeof(fp)) 
{ 
charint=ch; II convert to Integer 
coun~charint}=coun~charint) + 1; 
tot++; 
totsrc++; 
ch=fgetc(fp}; II for next Iteration 
} 
fclose(fp); 
for{i=O;i<256;i++} 
{ 
calc_tab(Ollir-count(l); 
} 
calc_tab[Oll256]=totsrc; 
for(l=O;i<256;i++) 
coun~ij=O; 
printf\\n Enter the Encrypted file name : •); 
gets(fdest); 
fc=fopen(fdest, ·m1: 
lf(fc=-NULL) 
{ 
printf("\n Cannot open file j ; 
exit(O); 
} 
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ch=fgetc(fc); 
while(tfeof(fc)) 
{ 
if(totsrc=totdest) II to handle Triple DES algorithm where padding inaeases enc filesize 
break; 
charint=ch; II convert to integer 
coun~charint)=count[charint]+ 1 ; 
tot++; 
totdest++; 
ch=fgetc(fc); II for next iteration 
} 
fdose(fc); 
for(I=O;i<256;1++) 
{ 
calc_ tab(1 )O}=count[iJ; 
} 
calc_tab{ 1 )[256]=totdest; 
for(I=O;I<257;i++) 
{ 
calc_tab{2][i]=calc_tab{O][I]~_tab(1 ][i]; 
} 
for(i=O;i<256;i++) 
{ 
expect[OJ[i]=(calc_tab[0)[256rcalc_tab{2][i})ltot; 
expect( 1 ][i]=( calc_tab[11256]*calc_tab[2)[i})ltot; 
} 
do{ 
ftag=1 ; 
for\1=0;1<256 ;I++) 
{ 
if(calc_tab{2][i]==O) II if there are no characters in that column 
continue; 
if((expect{O][i]<10 && expect[O)[I]>=O) II (expect[1][i]<10 && expect[1JP]>=O)) 
{ 
flag=O; 
merge=O; 
for(j=~ 1 ;j>=O;j-) 
{ 
if(calc_tab[2)(j]I=O) 
{ 
calc_tab[O)DJ-calc_tab(O)ffi+calc_tab(O)[i]; 
calc_tab{1 )[j]=calc_tab(1 ]OJ+calc_tab{ 1 ][l]; 
calc_tab{2)(j]=calc_tab(O]O]~_tab[1JD]; 
calc_tab{O][i)=O; 
calc_tab{ 1 ]p)=O; 
calc_tab[2][i)=O; 
merge=1 ; 
break; 
} 
} 
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if(merge=O) II if merging has not been done then search from last to first 
{ 
for(j=i+1 ;j<256;j++) 
{ 
if(calc_tab(2]ffii=O) 
{ 
calc_tab[O]p]=calc_tab(O]p]~_tab[O)ffi; 
calc _tab[ 1 )[l}=calc _tab{1 ]{i}+calc_ tab[ 1 )ffi; 
calc_tab(2]p]=calc_tab(O)p]+calc_tab[1lli]; 
calc_tab[O)(j}=O; 
calc_tab[1 )0]=0; 
calc_tab[2)ffi=O; 
merge=1; 
break; 
} 
} 
} 
if(merge==O) 
{ 
if(calc_tab{2)[i)<10 II calc_tab[1]p]<10) 
{ 
printf("\n Too few characters in the files\nj; 
getchQ; 
exit(O); 
} 
} 
for(k=O;k<256;k++) 
{ 
expect{O)(k)=( calc_ tab{0)[256rcalc _tab{2](k))ltot; 
expect[1 ](k)=( calc-tab{1 ][256rcalc_tab[2][k})llot; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
whlle(flag==O); 
df=O; 
for(FO;i<256;i++) 
{ 
if( calc _tab[2)p]I=O) 
{ 
df++; 
denom=(calc_tab{0)[256rcalc_tab[2JPJ)I(float)tot; 
if(denom I= 0.0) 
chisq+=(float){pow(calc_tab[O}p],2)+pow(calc_tab{1]p],2))/denom; 
} 
} 
chlsq-=tot; 
printf("\n\n Calculated Chi Square value %.41f •,chisq); 
printf("\n Degree Of Freedom=%1u\n• ,df}; 
} 
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8085 Assembly Language Programs 

1. 8-bit RSPB encryption/decryption 

ORG OFBOOH 
LXI H,OF900H 
LXI D,OFAOOH 
MVIA,40H 

LOOP: STA 202H 
MOVA,M 
PUSH H 
PUSHD 
CALL MAP 
POPD 
POPH 
MOVA,M 
ANIBOH 
ADDS 
STAXD 
INXH 
INXD 
LDA202H 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

MAP: LXI H,OFBOOH 
LXI D,OFDOOH 
MVI B,OOH 
STA200H 
MVIA,07H 

LOOP1 : STA 201 H 
MOVC,M 
INRH 
MOVA,M 
RRC 
JNCLP 
LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 
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LP11 : RRC 
DCRC 
JNZ LP11 
JMPLPOO 

LP: LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 

LP22: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZLP22 

LPOO: ADDB 
MOVB,A 
DCRH 
INXH 
INXD 
LDA201H 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP1 
RET 

ORGOFBOOH 
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DB 04H, 01H, 01H, 02H, 02H, 01H, 03H 

ORGOFCOOH 
DB OOH, 01H, 01H, OOH, 01H, OOH, 01H 

ORGOFOOOH 
DB 01H, 02H, 04H, 08H, 10H, 20H, 40H 

END 
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2. 16-bit (and higher) RSPB encryption/decryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVI 0,02H 
LXI B,OF900H 

MN: LXI SP,OFFAOH 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
PUSHH 
PUSHPSW 
CALLOPPR 
LXI H,OFCOOH 
MOVA,M 
INRA 
INRA 
MOVM,A 
POPPSW 
POPH 
POPD 
POPB 
INXB 
INXB 
DCRD 
JNZMN 
HLT 
END 

OPPR: MVIL,OOH 
MVI 0,02H 

l2: MVI E,08H 
MVI H,01H 

l3: LDAXB 
ANAH 
CNZBTST 
INRL 
MOVA,H 
RLC 
MOVH,A 
DCRE 
JNZL3 
INXB 
DCRD 
JNZL2 
RET 



8TST: PUSH PSW 
PUSH8 
PUSHH 
LDAOFCOOH 
MOV8,A 
MVI H,28H 
MOVA,M 

88: SUI 08H 
JCAA 
INR8 
JMP88 

AA: ADI08H 
MOVC,A 
MVI H,OFAH 
MOVL,8 
MVIA,01H 
MOVA,C 
CPI OOH 
JZ YY 
MVIA,01H 

XX: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZ XX 
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3. 8-bit LSPB encryption/decryption 

LOOP: 

MAP: 

LOOP1: 

ORGOF800H 
LXI H,OF900H 
LXI O,OFAOOH 
MVIA,40H 

STA202H 
MOVA,M 
PUSHH 
PUSHD 
CALL MAP 
POPD 
POPH 
MOVA,M 
ANI80H 
ADDB 
RRC 
RRC 
RRC 
RRC 
STAXD 
INXH 
INXD 
LDA202H 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

LXI H,OFBOOH 
LXI D,OFOOOH 
MVI B,OOH 
STA200H 
MVIA,07H 

STA201H 
MOVC,M 
INRH 
MOVA,M 
RRC 
JNCLP 
LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 
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LP11 : RRC 
DCRC 
JNZ LP11 
JMPLPOO 

LP: LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 

LP22: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZLP22 

LPOO: ADDB 
MOVB,A 
DCRH 
INXH 
INXD 
LDA201H 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP1 
RET 

ORGOFBOOH 
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DB 04H, 01H, 01H, 02H, 02H, 01H, 03H 

ORGOFCOOH 
DB OOH, 01H, 01H, OOH, 01H, OOH, 01H 

ORGOFDOOH 
DB 01H, 02H, 04H, 08H, 10H, 20H, 40H 

END 
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4. 16-bit (and higher) LSPB encryption/decryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVID,02H 
LXI B,OF900H 

MN: LXI SP,OFFAOH 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
PUSHH 
PUSHPSW 
CALLOPPR 
LXI H,OFCOOH 
MOVA,M 
INRA 
INRA 
MOVM,A 
POPPSW 
POPH 
POPD 
POPB 
INXB 
INXB 
DCRD 
JNZMN 
HLT 
END 

OPPR: MVI L,OOH 
MVI 0,02H 

L2: MVI E,08H 
MVI H,01H 

L3: LDAX B 
ANAH 
CNZBTST 
INRL 
MOVA,H 
RLC 
MOVH,A 
DCRE 
JNZL3 
INXB 
DCRD 
JNZL2 
RET 



BTST: PUSH PSW 
PUSHB 
PUSHH 
LDAOFCOOH 
MOVB,A 
MVI H,2BH 
MOVA,M 

BB: SUI 08H 
JCAA 
INRB 
JMPBB 

AA: ADI 08H 
MOVC,A 
MVI H,OFAH 
MOVL,B 
MVIA,01H 
MOVA,C 
CPIOOH 
JZYY 
MVIA,01H 

XX: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZXX 
JMPPP 

YY: MVI A,01H 

PP: CRAM 
MOVM.A 
POPH 
POPB 
POPPSW 
RET 

ORGOFBOOH 
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DB OOH, OAH, OBH, 01H, OCH, 02H, ODH, 03H, 
04H, 05H, OEH, 06H, OFH, 07H, 08H, 09H, 

ORGOF900H 
DB 5AH, 9CH, 23H, 65H 

ORG2500H 
DBOOH 

END 



5. 8~bit DSPB encryption/decryption 

ORGOF800H 
LXI H,OF900H 
LXI D,OFAOOH 
MVIA,40H 

LOOP: STA 202H 
MOVA,M 
PUSHH 
PUSHD 
CALL MAP 
POPD 
POPH 
MOVA,M 
ANI SOH 
ADDB 
ANIOFH 
RRC 
RRC 
MOVC,A 
MOVA,B 
ANI03H 
ADDC 
MOVC,A 
MOVA,B 
ANIOCH 
RLC 
RLC 
RLC 
RLC 
ADCC 
STAXD 
INXH 
INXD 
LDA202H 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

MAP: LXI H,OFBOOH 
LXI D,OFDOOH 
MVI B,OOH 
STA200H 
MVIA,07H 
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LOOP1 : STA201H 
MOVC,M 
INRH 
MOV A.M 
RRC 
JNCLP 
LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 

LP11 : RRC 
DCRC 
JNZ LP11 
JMPLPOO 

LP: LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 

LP22: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZLP22 

LPOO: ADDB 
MOVB.A 
DCRH 
INXH 
INXD 
LOA 201H 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP1 
RET 

ORGFBOOH 
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DB 04H, 01H, 01H, 02H, 02H, 01H, 03H 

ORGFCOOH 
DB OOH, 01H, 01H, OOH, 01H, OOH, 01H 

ORGFDOOH 
DB 01H, 02H, 04H, 08H, 10H 20H,40H 

END 
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6. 16-bit (and higher) DSPB encryptiooldecryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVI B,10H 
MVI 0,02H 
LXI B,OF900H 

MN: LXI SP,OFFAOH 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
PUSHH 
PUSHPSW 
CAllOPPR 
LXI H,OFCOOH 
MOVA,M 
INRA 
INRA 
MOVM,A 
POPPSW 
POPH 
POPD 
POPB 
INXB 
INXB 
DCRD 
JNZMN 
HLT 
END 

OPPR: MVI L,OOH 
MVI 0,02H 

L2: MVI E,08H 
MVI H,01H 

L3: LDAXB 
ANAH 
CNZBTST 
INRL 
MOVA,H 
RLC 
MOVH,A 
DCRE 
JNZL3 
INXB 
DCRD 
JNZL2 
RET 



BTST: PUSH PSW 
PUSHB 
PUSHH 
LDAOFCOOH 
MOVB,A 
MVI H,2BH 
MOVA.M 

88: SUI08H 
JCAA 
INRB 
JMPBB 

AA: ADI08H 
MOVC,A 
MVI H,OFAH 
MOVL,B 
MVIA,01H 
MOVA,C 
CPIOOH 
JZYY 
MVIA,01H 

XX: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZXX 
JMPPP 

YY: MVI A,01H 

PP: ORAM 
MOVM,A 
POPH 
POPB 
POPPSW 
RET 

ORGFBOOH 
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DB 03H, OOH, 01H, 04H, 02H, 05H, ODH, 06H, 
07H, 08H, OEH, 09H, OFH, OAH, OBH, OCH, 

ORGF900H 
DB 5AH, 9CH, 23H. 65H 

ORG2500H 
DBOOH 

END 



7. 8~bit BET encryption/decryption 

ORGOF800H 
LXI H,OF900H 
LXI D,OFAOOH 
MVIA.40H 

LOOP: STA 202H 
MOVA,M 
PUSHH 
PUSHD 
CALLBETB 
POPD 
POPH 
MOVA,M 
ANI10H 
ADDB 
ANIOFOH 
RRC 
RRC 
MOVC,A 
MOVA,B 
ANI01H 
ADDC 
MOVC,A 
MOVA,B 
ANIOCH 
RLC 
RLC 
RLC 
RLC 
ADCC 
STAXD 
INXH 
INXD 
LOA202H 
OCRA 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

BETS: LXI H,OFBOOH 
LXI O,OFDOOH 
MVI B,OOH 
STA200H 
MVIA,07H 
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LOOP1 : STA 201 H 
MOVC,M 
INRH 
MOVA,M 
RRC 
JNCLP 
LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 

LP11: RRC 
DCRC 
JNZ LP11 
JMPLPOO 

LP: LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 

LP22: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZLP22 

LPOO: ADDB 
MOVB,A 
DCRH 
INXH 
INXD 
LOA 201H 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP1 
RET 

ORGOFBOOH 
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DB 03H,01H,02H,02H,01H,03H 

ORGOFCOOH 
DB OOH, 01H, OOH, 01H, OOH, 01H 

ORGOFDOOH 
DB 02H, 04H, 08H, 10H, 20H, 40H 

END 
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8. 16-bit (and higher) BET encryption/decryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVI 8,40H 
LXI H,OFAOOH 
MVIA,OOH 

LPLP: MOV M,A 
INXH 
OCRB 
JNZLPLP 
MVJ 0,02H 
LXI B,OF900H 

MN: LXI SP,OFFAOH 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
PUSHH 
PUSHPSW 
CALLOPPR 
LXI H,OFCOOH 
MOVA,M 
INRA 
INRA 
MOVM.A 
POPPSW 
POPH 
POPD 
POPS 
INXB 
INXB 
DCRD 
JNZMN 
HLT 
END 

OPPR: MVIL,OOH 
MVJ 0,02H 

L2: MVI E,08H 
MVI H,01H 

l3: LDAXB 
ANAH 
CNZBSTR 
INRL 
MOVA,H 
RLC 
MOVH.A 
DCRE 
JNZL3 



INXB 
DCRD 
JNZL2 
RET 

BSTR: PUSH PSW 
PUSHB 
PUSHH 
LDAOFCOOH 
MOVB,A 
MVI H,2BH 
MOVA,M 

BB: SUI08H 
JCAA 
INRB 
JMPBB 

AA: AOI08H 
MOVC,A 
MVI H,OFAH 
MOVL,B 
MOVA,M 
CPIOOH 
JZYY 
MVIA,01H 

XX: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZ.XX 
JMPPP 

YY: MVI A,01H 

PP: ORAM 
MOVM,A 
POPH 
POPB 
POPPSW 
RET 

ORGOFBOOH 
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DB OOH,08H,01H, 09H,02H, OAH, 03H,OBH, 
04H, OCH, 05H, OOH, 06H, OEH, 07H, OFH, 

ORGOF900H 
DB 5AH, 9CH, 23H, 65H 

ORG2500H 
DBOOH 

END 



9. 8-bit SPOB encryption/decryption 

ORGOF800H 
LXI H,OF900H 
LXI O,OFAOOH 
MVI A,40H 

LOOP: STA 202H 
MOVA,M 
PUSHH 
PUSHD 
CALLSPOS 
POPD 
POPH 
MOVA,M 
ANI01H 
ADDS 
MOVS,A 
MOVA,M 
ANI SOH 
ADDS 
STAXD 
INXH 
INXD 
LDA202H 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

SPOS: LXI H,OFBOOH 
LXI D,OFOOOH 
MVI S,OOH 
STA200H 
MVI A,06H 

LOOP1 : STA 201 H 
MOVC,M 
INRH 
MOVA,M 
RRC 
JNCLP 
LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 
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LP11 : RRC 
OCRC 
JNZ LP11 
JMPLPOO 

LP: LDA200H 
XCHG 
ANAM 
XCHG 

LP22: RLC 
OCRC 
JNZLP22 

LPOO: ADDB 
MOVB,A 
OCRH 
INXH 
INXD 
LDA201H 
OCRA 
JNZLOOP1 
RET 

ORGOFBOOH 
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DB 01H, 01H, 03H, 01H, 04H, 02H 

ORGOFCOOH 
DB 01H, OOH, 01H, OOH, 01H, 01H 

ORGOFDOOH 
DB 01H, 04H, 08H, 20H, 40H, 80H 

END 
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10. 16-bit (and higher) SPOB encryption/decryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVI B,40H 
LXI H,OFAOOH 
MVIA,OOH 

LPLP: MOV M.A 
INXH 
DCRB 
JNZLPLP 
MVI 0,02H 
LXI B,OFOOOH 

MN: LXI SP,OFFAOH 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
PUSHH 
PUSHPSW 
CALLOPPR 
LXI H,OFCOOH 
MOVA,M 
INRA 
INRA 
MOVM,A 
POPPSW 
POPH 
POPD 
POPS 
INXB 
INXB 
DCRD 
JNZMN 
HLT 
END 

OPPR: MVIL,OOH 
MVI 0,02H 

L2: MVI E,08H 
MVI H,01H 

l3: LDAXB 
ANAH 
CNZBSTR 
INRL 
MOVA,H 
RLC 
MOVH,A 
DCRE 
JNZL3 



INXB 
DCRO 
JNZL2 
RET 

BSTR: PUSH PSW 
PUSHB 
PUSHH 
LOAOFCOOH 
MOVB,A 
MVI H,2BH 
MOVA,M 

BB: SUIOBH 
JCAA 
INRB 
JMPBB 

AA: AOIOBH 
MOVC,A 
MVI H,OFAH 
MOVL,B 
MOVA,M 
CPIOOH 
JZYY 
MVI A,01H 

XX: RLC 
DCRC 
JNZXX 
JMPPP 

YY: MVI A,01H 

PP: ORAM 
MOVM,A 
POPH 
POPB 
POPPSW 
RET 

ORGOFBOOH 
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DB 06H,09H,05H,OEH,OOH,07H,OBH,ODH, 
OFH,OCH,01H,03H,OBH,OAH,02H,04H, 

ORGOF900H 
DB 5AH, 9CH, 23H, 65H 

ORG2500H 
OBOOH 

END 



11 . 8-bit MAT encryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVIC,20H 
LXI H,OFAOOH 
LXJ O,OF900H 

LOOP: MOV A,M 
STAXO 
INXH 
INXD 
AODA,M 
STAXD 
INXH 
INXD 
OCRC 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

12. 8-bit MAT decryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVI C,20H 
LXI H,OFAOOH 
LXI D,OF900H 

LOOP: MOV A,M 
STAXD 
INXH 
INXD 
CMPM 
JNC LOOP1 
SUBA,M 
JMPLOOP2 

LOOP1 MOV B.A 
MOVA,M 
SUBA 

LOOP2 STAXD 
INXH 
INXD 
OCRC 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 
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13. 16-bit (and higher) MAT encryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVI C,10H 
LXI H,0F901H 
LXI 0,0F903H 

LOOP: XRAA 
MVl 8,02H 

LOOP1: LDAXD 
ADCM 
STAXD 
DCXH 
DCXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP1 
MVI 8,06H 

LOOP2: INXH 
INXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP2 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

For block-sizes higher than 16 bits, few modifications according to table 5.1 
of chapter 5 are required to be made in this program. 
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14. 16-bit(and higher) MAT decryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVIC,10H 
LXJ H,Of901 H 
LXJ O,OF903H 

LOOP: XRAA 
MVIB,02H 

LOOP1: LOAXO 
SBBM 
STAXO 
OCXH 
ocxo 
OCRB 
JNZLOOP1 
MVI 8,06H 

LOOP2: INXH 
INXO 
OCRB 
JNZLOOP2 
OCRC 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

For block-sizes higher than 16 bits, few modifications according to table 5.1 
of chapter 5 are required to be made in this program. 



15. 8-bit OMA T encryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVIC,3EH 
LXI H,OF900H 
MOVA,M 

LOOP: INXH 
AOOM 
MOVM.A 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 

16. 8-bit OMA T decryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVIC,3EH 
LXI H,OF93FH 
MOVA,M 

LOOP: DCXH 
SUBM 
MOVM,A 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP 
HLT 
END 
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17. 16-bit (and higher) OMAT encryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVIC,20H 
LXI H,OF903H 
LXI D,OF901H 

LOOP3: XRAA 
MVI B,02H 

LOOP1 : LDAXD 
ADCM 
MOVM.A 
DCXH 
DCXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP1 
MVI B,02H 

LOOP2: INXH 
INXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP2 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP3 
HLT 
END 

For block-sizes higher than 16 bits, few modifications according to table 6.1 
of chapter 6 are required to be made in this program. 
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18. 16-bit (and higher) OMA T decryption 

ORGOF800H 
MVI C,20H 
LXI H,OF903H 
LXI D,OF901H 

LOOP3: XRAA 
MVI 8,02H 

LOOP1: LDAXD 
SBBM 
MOVM,A 
DCXH 
DCXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP1 
MVI B,02H 

LOOP2: INXH 
INXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP2 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP3 
HLT 
END 

For b/ocJc..sizes higher than 16 bits, few modifications according to table 6.1 
of chapter 6 are required to be made in this program. 



19. 8-bit MMAT encryption 

LOOP2: 

LOOP1: 

ORGOFBOOH 
MVI C,20H 
LXI H,OF900H 
LXI D,OF901 H 

LDAXD 
ADDM 
MOVM.A 
LDAXD 
ADDM 
STAXD 
MVI 8,02H 

INXH 
INXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP1 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP2 
HLT 
END 

20. 8-bit MMA T decryption 

LOOP2: 

LOOP1: 

ORGOF800H 
MVIC,20H 
LXI H,OF900H 
LXI D,OF901H 

LOAXD 
SUBM 
STAXD 
MOVB.A 
MOVA,M 
SUBB 
MOVM,A 
MVI 8,02H 

INXH 
INXD 
DCRB 
JNZ LOOP1 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP2 
HLT 
END 
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21. 16-bit (and higher) MMA T encryption 

LOOPS: 

LOOP1 : 

LOOP2: 

LOOP3: 

LOOP4: 

ORGOFBOOH 
MVI C,10H 
LXI H,OF901 H 
LXI D,OF903H 

XRAA 
MVI 8,02H 

LDAXD 
ADCM 
STAXD 
DCXH 
DCXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP1 
MVI 8,02H 

INXH 
INXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP2 
XRAA 
MVI 8,02H 

LDAXD 
ADCM 
MOVM,A 
DCXH 
DCXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP3 
MVI 8,06H 

INXH 
INXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP4 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP5 
HLT 
END 

For block--sizes higher than 16 bits, few modifications according to table 7. 1 
of chapter 7 are required to be made in this program. 
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22. 16-bit (and higher) MMA T decryption 

LOOPS: 

LOOP1: 

LOOP2: 

LOOP3: 

LOOP4: 

ORGOF800H 
MVI C,10H 
LXI H,0F901H 
LXI O,OF903H 

XRAA 
MVI 8,02H 

LOAXO 
SBBM 
STAXO 
DCXH 
DCXO 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP1 
MVI 8,02H 

INXH 
INXO 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP2 
XRAA 
MVI 8,02H 

LDAXD 
SBBM 
MOVM,A 
DCXH 
DCXD 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP3 
MVI 8,06H 

INXH 
INXO 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP4 
DCRC 
JNZLOOP5 
HLT 
END 

For block-sizes higher thon 16 bits, few modifications according to table 7. 1 
of chopter 7 are required to be made In this program. 



23. 8-bit BOS encryption/decryption 

LOOP3: 

LOOP2: 

LOOP1: 

ORGOFBOOH 
LXI SP,OFBOOH 
LXI H,OF900H 
PUSHH 
LXI H,OFAOOH 
MVIA,04H 
STAOFCOOH 

MVI E,04H 

MVI B,OOH 
MVI C,OOH 
MOVA,M 
RLC 
MOVM,A 
MOVA,B 
RAL 
MOVB,A 
MOVA,M 
RLC 
MOVM,A 
MOVC,A 
XRAB 
RAL 
MVI 0,04H 

RLC 
DCRD 
JNZLOOP1 
ORAB 
MOVD,A 
XTHL 
MOVA,M 
RLC 
ORAD 
MOVM,A 
XTHL 
DCRE 
JNZLOOP2 
INXH 
XTHL 
INXH 
XTHL 
LDAOFCOOH 
DCRA 
STA OFCOOH 
JNZLOOP3 
HLT 
END 
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24. 16-bit (and higher) BOS encryption/decryption 

LOOPS: 

LOOP4 

LOOP3: 

LOOP1: 

ORGOF800H 
MVI A,20H 
STAOFCOOH 
MVI A,01H 
STAOFC01H 
LXI SP,OFBOOH 
LXI H,OF900H 
PUSHH 
LXI H,OFAOOH 

MVI A,01H 
STAOFC02H 

MVI E,04H 

MVI B,OOH 
MVI C,OOH 
MOVA,M 
RLC 
MOVM,A 
MOVA,B 
RAL 
MOVB,A 
MOVA,M 
RLC 
MOVM,A 
MOVC,A 
RAL 
XRAB 
MOVO,A 
XTHL 
MOVA,M 
STC 
CMC 
RAL 
ORAD 
MOVM,A 
LDAOFC01H 

INXH 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP1 
MOVA,M 
STC 
CMC 
RAL 
ORAB 
LDAOFC01H 



LOOP2: 

LOOP5: 

OCXH 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP2 
XTHL 
DCRE 
JNZLOOP3 
LDAOFC02H 
INXH 
DCRA 
STAOFC02H 
JNZLOOP4 
LDAOFC01H 
ADOA 
XTHL 

INXH 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP5 

XTHL 
LDAOFCOOH 
DCRA 
STAOFCOOH 
JNZLOOP6 
HLT 
END 
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For block-sizes higher than 16 bits, few modificaJions according to table 8.4 
of chapter 8 are required to be made in this program. 



25. 8-bit DEPS encryption 

LOOP3: 

LOOP2: 

LOOP1 : 

ORGOF800H 
LXI H,OF900H 
MVI E,40H 

MVIC,OOH 
MVI 0,08H 

STC 
CMC 
MOVA,M 
RAR 
JNC LOOP1 
INRA 

MOVM,A 
MOVA,C 
RAL 
MOVC.A 
DCRD 
JNZLOOP2 
MOVA,M 
INXH 
DCRE 
JNZLOOP3 
HLT 
END 
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26. 8-bit DEPS decryption 

LOOP4: 

LOOP3: 

LOOP1 : 

LOOP2: 

ORGOF800H 
LXI H,OF900H 
MVI E,40H 

MVI B,01H 
MVI 0,08H 
MOVA,M 

STC 
CMC 
RAR 
MOVC,A 
MOVA,B 
JNC LOOP1 
CMC 
RAl 
OCRA 
JMPLOOP2 

RAl 

MOVB,A 
MOVA,C 
OCRD 
JNZLOOP3 
MOVM,B 
INXH 
OCRE 
JNZLOOP4 
HLT 
END 
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27. 16-bit (and higher) DEPS encryption 

MVI A,02H 
STAOFEOOH 
MVJA, 20H 
STAOFE01H 
MVIA,04H 
STAOFE02H 
LXI SP, OFOOOH 
LXIH, OF901H 
PUSHH 
LXIH,OFAOOH 

LOOPS: SHLDOFCOOH 
LDAOFEOOH 
MOVE E. A 

LOOP3: MVIC, OOH 
MVI D. 08H 

LOOP2 MVI B, 02H 
LHLDOFCOOH 
STC 
CMC 

LOOP: MOV A, M 
RAR 
MOVM,A 
INXH 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP 
DCXH 
JNC LOOP1 
INRA 

LOOP1 : MOV M, A 
MOVA,C 
RAL 
MOVC, A 
DCRD 
JNZLOOP2 
XTHL 
MOVM,C 
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; 04H/08H110Hf20H/40H 

; 1 OH/08H/04HI02HI01 H 

; 08HJ10Hn0H/40H/80H 

; OF90310F907/0F90F/OF91 FJOF93F 

; 04HJ08H/10HflOH/40H 



LOOP4: 

LOOPS: 

DCXH 
XTHL 
OCRE 
JNZLOOP3 
LHLOOFCOOH 
LDAOFEOOH 

INXH 
OCRA 
JNZLOOP4 
LDAOFE02H 
XTHL 

INXH 
OCRA 
JNZLOOP5 
XTHL 
LDAOFE01H 
OCRA 
STAOFE01H 
JNZLOOPS 
HLT 
END 
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Modifications required for 32/641128/2561512-bil block-sizes, respectively, 
are given as comments with some instructions (to be modified) of this program. 
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28. 16-bit (and higher) DEPS decryption 

MVIA,02H 
STAOFEOOH 
MVIA,20H 
STAOFE01H 
MVIA,04H 
STAOFE02H 
LXI SP, OFDOOH 
LXIH,OF901H 
PUSHH 
LXI H, OFAOOH 

LOOPS: SHLO OFCOOH 
LDAOFEOOH 
MOVEE,A 
MVI 0, 10H 

LOOP2: 

LOOP: 

LOOP X: 

LOOPY: 

MVI B,02H 
LHLDOFCOOH 
STC 
CMC 

MOVA,M 
RAR 
MOVM,A 
INXH 
DCRB 
JNZLOOP 
XTHL 
JNC CYO 
CMC 
LDAOFEOOH 
MOVB,A 
MOVA, M 

RAL 
MOVM,A 
DCXH 
DCRB 
JNZLOOPX 
LDAOFEOOH 
MOVB,A 

INXH 
DCRB 
JNZLOOPY 
LDAOFEOOH 
MOVB,A 

; 04HI08H/1 OHJ20H/40H 

; 10HI08H/04HI02HJ01H 

; 08H/1 OHJ20H/40H/80H 

; OF90310F907/0F90FIOF91FIOF93F 

; 04H~H/10HJ20H/40H 



LOOPZ: 

CYO: 

LOOPW: 

m : 

LOOP4: 

LOOP3: 

STC 
CMC 

MOVA, M 
SBI 01H 
MOVM,A 
DCXH 
DCRB 
JNZLOOPZ 
JMP X'fZ 

LOAOFEOOH 
MOVB,A 
MOVA, M 

RAL 
MOVM,A 
DCXH 
DCRB 
JNZLOOPW 

LOAOFEOOH 

INXH 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP4 
XTHL 
DCRD 
JNZLOOP2 
LDAOFEOOH 
XTHL 

INXH 
DCRA 
JNZLOOP3 
XTHL 
LDAOFE01H 
DCRA 
STAOFE01H 
JNZLOOP6 
HLT 
END 
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ModijicaJions required for 3216411281256151 2-bit block-sizes, respectively, 
are gtve.n as commenJs with some instructions (to be modifie.d) of this program. 
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